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Abstract 
Ile aim of this study is to demonstrate that a crossover of conventions and expectations 
existed between the audiences and conventions of various contemporary performative 
events during the early modem era (focusing on the period 1558-1662). There was a 
distinct fluidity between forms, which encouraged the transfer of conventions in 
performance and auditorium space, narrative, costume, music and acting, in a way that 
probably affected reception. The thesis develops the theory that the wide variety of 
pastimes available to the early modem population meant that contemporary theatre 
shared its audiences with other forms of entertainment. This thesis, therefore, argues 
that those who attended the playhouse probably witnessed some of these alternative 
performative events and that this in turn, potentially affected their horizons of 
expectation and, consequently, their reception of the drama. To facilitate a greater 
understanding of contemporary audiences this thesis interrogates the notion of what it 
meant to be a spectator and a performer, suggesting that at times this distinction became 
blurred, with the spectator taking on an active role within the performance event and in 
essence becoming a spect-actor. 
By examining the texts of various events, this thesis will provide evidence of the different 
genres' consciousness of mutual performance practices. Although other critical studies 
of early modem drama have recognised similarities between the performative events, 
they have not fully examined how such sin-ýlarities might have affected audience 
reception between these diverse genres. This thesis will, therefore, emphasise the 
importance of understanding audience conventions and tastes for alternative forms, by 
examining pageant drama and sporting events. It also contends that the performative 
events of everyday life including the spectacles of religion and death, and their 
subsequent representation on stage, are crucial to a better understanding of the 
contemporary audience reception. 
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Introduction 
For as we see at all the play house doors, 
When ended is the play, the dance, and song- 
A thousand townsmen, gentlemen, and whores, 
Porters and serving-men together throng) 
The above quotation, taken on its own, presents an image of the early modem playhouse 
audience as one of a mixed composition. Yet, when viewed within the context of other 
contemporary descriptions, it becomes clear that the audience was not always so diverse. 
John Marston, for example, acknowledges the 61ite nature of his audience at the 
playhouse in St Paul's: 
I' faith I like the audience that frequcnteth there 
With much applause: a man shall not be choked 
With the stench of garlic, nor be pasted 
To the barmy jacket of a beer brewer. 2 
Indeed, the majority of evidence appears to indicate that the spectatorship was different 
depending on the venue and that when we talk of the early modern audience we should 
really talk of audiences, ' as composition and expectations were - as they are now - 
entirely dependent upon taste and circumstance, and so never static. Andrew Gurr does 
posit some loose conclusions, however, suggesting, for instance, that citizens 'were the 
standard kind of playgoer in the 1590s, but that they were a distinctly less normal feature 
I Sir John Davies, EpiSrammes 17, 'In Cosmum', in The Poems of Sir jobn Davies ed. by Robert Krueger 
(Oxford. Clarendon Press, 1975), p. 136. 
2 Jack Drum ý Entertainment, in The PAýys of John Marston in Tbree Volumes, ed. by H. Harvey Wood, 3 vols 
(London: Oliver and Boyd, 1934-39), 111 (1939), 234.1 have silently modernised the spelling and 
punctuation of all primary sources except when doing so conflicts with our understanding of the original 
text, or in the case of those extracts that are quoted in a secondary source. I have, however, modemised 
playtexts quoted directly from collected works and modem reprints. 
31 want to immediately acknowledge the difficulty and potential for confusion found in the use of both 
audience and spectatorship. Where possible I have tried to restrict the use of the word audience to those 
events that place primacy on audio stimulus and spectator to those events that focus on a visual sign 
system. However, given the dual role of these stimuli in many of the performative events covered it has 
not always been possible. In addition, to avoid laborious repetition and aid the reader I have, at times, 
been forced to sacrifice theoretical precision for ease of understanding. 
of the later indoor playhouse audiences'. " Gurr's study explores not only the 
composition of audiences, but also the entire playgoing experience and expands on 
Martin Butler's short essay, which served as an appendix to his book Tbeatrr in Crijis 
1632-1642. Prior to this work, our perception of audiences was limited to the concept of 
a unified audience dominated by either the working classes or the rich, but it was with 
Butler and Gurr that the notion of variably heterogeneous audiences became the 
dominant theory and serves as the accepted model for my study. ' 
This thesis contends, however, that in order to further our understanding of 
contemporary spectatorships and audience practices, " it is necessary to widen our 
research to include audiences common to the period but separate from the playhouse. It 
can be argued that London encouraged a culture of performance, with key institutions 
and ceremonies defining a ritualised landscape populated by the same people who 
attended the contemporary playhouses. Steven Mullaney proposes that, with 'the varied 
ceremonies and festivities conducted throughout the year in sixteenth-century London, 
the city's image of itself was at once dramatized and, through repetitive performance and 
mnemonic association, made inseparable from the physical body of the Community ). 7 It 
was, therefore, quite likely that playhouse audiences witnessed at least one alternative 
event during their lifetime, predominantly because so many key aspects of the social 
calendar were ritualised and performed in significantly defined places. Consequently, this 
study examines the audiences of sport, tournaments and pageantry, alongside the 
4 Andrew Gurr, Pla g in Shakespeare's London, 2nd , vgohý edn 
(Cambridge: CUP, 2000), p. 61. 
For the changing scholarly thought on early modem audiences, see Alfred Harbage, Skakepearr'sAu&ence 
ged Plqygoer of Sbakesoearrý (New York: Columbia University Press, 1941), Ann Jennahe Cook, The Pritik s 
L, ondon (1576-1642) (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1981), Martin Butler, Tbeatre in Oijis 1632- 
1642 (Cambridge: CUP, 1984) and Andrew Gurr's Pk , going 
in Sbakeipeare's London 
6 By audience practices I am referring to those habits and aspects of behaviour that audiences adopt during 
the reception of a performance. Ihese habits can be either deliberate or subconscious, but through 
repetition they become an accepted standard of behaviour, a customary action and routine that establishes 
a tradition of reception, which, overtime, can develop into a convention that significantly effects the 
receptive process. Modem examples of this would be the audience practice of sitting quietly when the 
auditorium lights are dimmed and clapping at the end of a play. 
2 
spectators of events that one would be forgiven for considering at face-value as not being 
particularly dramatic - let alone theatrical - such as funerals, sermons and executions. 
Yet I believe that they should be considered due to their status as eo ative .P rf rM 
events. By a petformative event, I mean occasions that acknowledge the presence of a 
spectatorship and incorporate key aspects pertaining to performance, including elements 
of display (e. g. costume, scenery, spectacle) and action (a consciously significant act e. g. 
ceremonial). ' Such elements are present in theatre, but are not necessarily exclusive to 
the dramatic form. Viewed in this light, for example, a wedding service can be seen as a 
performative event. The participants wear costumes and stand in a specific environment 
that provides a scenic backdrop for the occasion and contributes to a sense of spectacle, 
wMlst the ceremony itself includes pre-determined spoken word and physical action. 
Most importantly, however, the ceremony is conducted before a congregation. Without 
the presence of an audience (even in its most abstract form, as in the eyes of God) the 
purpose of the other performative elements is diminished within the ceremony. As 
Marvin Carlson suggests, a performance should be defined as 'all activity carried out with 
a consciousness of itself'; ' that is, there is a deliberate self-awareness of the event in its 
attempt to effect those present. 
What separates a wedding from a theatrical performance, however, is that the 
speech-acts inherent within the ritual 'constitute that reality through their performance'; " 
7 Steven Mullaney, The Place of The Sta ge (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), p. 13. 
8 It should be noted that 'performative' can be a slippery term, meaning different things to different 
theorists. Accordingly, this thesis seeks to define the term within those specific parameters noted above. 
Henry Bial acknowledges this evasiveness in his introduction to The Perorma ce Sfm&e Rea r ndon: ýfe nF de (Lo 
Roudedge, 2004), p. I. 
9 Marvin Carlson, Performanec A CrificalIntrvduction (London: Routledge, 1996), pp. 4-5. 
10 Bial, p. 145. The term performative was first coined by J. L. Austin in a series of lectures that were 
posthumously compiled into How To Do Tbings Wlilb Vords (Oxford: OUP, 1962). In these lectures, Austin 
used the 'I do' of a wedding ceremony to exemplify his philosophical theory that 'to say something is to do 
something' (pp. 12-13). Judith Budees essay Terformance Acts and Gender Constitution', published in 
1988 and reprinted in Bial (pp. 154-66), also used the example of a wedding ceremony and expanded on 
Austin's (and later John Searle's) exploration into these 'speech-acts', tying the theory of the performative 
closer to concepts of performance. 
3 
the ceremonial process makes it so. Indeed, it can be argued that, for any religious 
ceremony, what essentially differentiates the performance of a priest from that of an 
actor is the lack of impersonation in the religious ritual. 1he priest during the ritual does, 
whilst the actor can only imitate. " Significantly, after 1600 it was common for the actor's 
performance to be defined as 'pcrsonation', '2 terminology that suggests contemporary 
society was conscious of a difference between the two manifestations of the 
performative. 
During the period, as the sense of spectacle and occasion increased, the self- 
conscious elements of these performadvc events appear to have become amplified. This 
can especially be seen in those events that involved the monarch, where the significance 
of displaying to an audience was more pronounced. At the wedding of the Elector 
Palatine and Princess Elizabeth in 1613, for example, the importance of exhibition was 
cmphasiscd by the ceremony's performance on a raised platform. 
A stately stage of scaffold was raised in the midst of the Chapel, about 
five feet in height and about twenty feet in length, having six or seven 
stairs to ascend and descend at each end of it; the same was spread 
underneath with rich carpets, and railed on both sides; the rails being 
covered with cloth of tissue, but open at the top, that the whole 
assembly might better see all the ceremonies. [ ... ) On the stage, in the 
chair upon the right hand sat the King, most richly attired, his jewels 
being esteemed not to be less worth than six hundred thousand 
pounds, the Earl of Arundel, bearing the Sword, stood close by the 
chair. Next below the Sword sat the Bridegroom upon a stool; and 
after him Princes Charles upon another stool; and by him stood Prince 
Henry, who was brother to Count Maurice of Nassau, and uncle to the 
Palatine. On the other opposite side sat the Queen in a chair most 
gloriously attired; her jewels were valued at four hundred thousand 
pounds. Near unto her sat the Bride on a stool; the Lady Harrington 
her Governess stood by her, bearing up her train; and no others 
ascended this place. 13 
It See Richard Schechner, PerfotmanceSfudies. ý An Introduction (London: Routledge, 2002), pp. 162-63. 
12 The Shakeipearean Stage, 1574-1642 (Cambridge: CUP, 1992; repr. 1997), p. 99. Gurr suggests that such a 
term for acting became common as more natural styles - in a contemporary sense - emerged, so that by 
the end of Elizabeth's reign playing had become counterfeiting (pp. 99-100). 1homas Heywood for 
example, writes how the audience reacts to a performance 'as if the Personator were the man Personated', 
inA 
, pologyforActors 
(London, 1612), B4. 
13 John Nichols, The Processes, Processions, and Mqgnýicent Festitities of Kng James 1,4 vols (London: Nichols, 
1828), 11,545-6. 
4 
When placed within the context of our current understanding of contemporary 
playhouse practices, this example of an alternative performative event allows us to draw 
some possible conclusions about audience practices of reception. 
On a simple level this example lends support to the idea that there was a 
precedent for watching performances on a stage-like constructions during the period. 
Indeed, the platform is actively defined as a stage, which suggests the possibility that in 
the author's mind there was an obvious similarity between the two structures. In 
addition, the configuration of the monarch in relation to the performance space appears 
to have been as much about providing the sovereign with the best view of the 
proceedings, as it was about allowing the rest of the spectators to see the event. 
Certainly, within the environment of a court performance, such as a masque, it appears 
to have been traditional to position the monarch on a raised dais to provide a clear view 
of the performance. For the masque there was added significance behind this decision 
due to the nature of the perspective scenery. As Stephen Orgel emphasises: 
There is only one focal point, one perfect place in the hall from which 
the illusion achieves its fullest effect. At court performances this is 
where the king sat, and the audience around him at once became a 
living emblem of the structure of the court. The closer one sat to the 
monarch the 'better' one's place was, an index to one's status, and 
more directly, to the degree of favor one enjoyed. 14 
With such a precedent of spectator configuration, the adoption of what appears to have 
been a similar mode at the wedding might have held additional connotations of 
performance for those members of the congregation familiar with the masque's 
conventions, consequently effecting their reception of the event. 
In order to explore the possibility of such a crossover of influences on spectator 
5 
reception, this thesis engages with current audience reception theory. Hans Robert 
Jauss's concept of an audience's horiton of expectation? ' was a key development in our 
understanding of how audiences receive drama. In his 1969 article Likrag Histog as a 
Challenge to Literag Hislog, jauss highlights three areas that influence the aesthetic 
reception of a text: the relation of the new text to past and present works; the structural 
relations of one work to another; the relation of literary history to general history. He 
suggests that, by approaching an audience through their horizon of expectations, we can 
identify the differences in interpretation that effect the understanding of a work both 
now and in the past. Unfortunately, jauss ignores the probability of 'different horizons 
of expectations co-existing among different publics in any one society"' and places less 
emphasis on social influences on a text's reading; for this we need to turn to the work of 
Stanley Fish and Manfred Naumann. Rather than there being one single horizon specific 
to each period of history, Fish proposes that an audience consists of varied groups of 
individuals that share a point of view or experience that effects their reading of a text - 
he calls these inteipirtive communities. 17 It is these communities that allow for the existence 
of multiple horizons of expectation and thus disparate readings of a text. Naumann 
explores this concept within a Marxist framework, where he explores the 'before' of 
reception, that is, how a reader's approach to the text might be influenced by social 
status, income, way of life, education, aesthetic needs, age, gender and 'not least by his 
14 Stephen Orgel, The Illmsion of Power Pokfical Theater in The Engksh Renaissance (Berkley: University of 
California Press, 1975), pp. 10-11. 
Is For a close exploration of this concept, see Hans Robert jauss, Toward an Aestbefic of Reception, trans. by 
Timothy Bahti Qvfinneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989), pp. 23-34. 
16 Susan R. Suleiman, 'Introduction: Vatieties of Audience-Oriented Criticism', in The Reader in The Tsxt 
Ex. ra . ys on 
Amdience and Interpretation, ed. by Susan R. Suleiman and Inge Crosman (Princeton: Princetion 
University Press, 1980), pp. 3-45 (p. 37). 
17 See Stanley Fish, Is There a Tba in This Class: The Autboriýy of Interpretive Communities (London: Harvard 
University Press, 1980), pp. 147-73. I am conscious that I am skewing Fish's view that interpretive 
communities are 'not so much a group of individuals who shared a point of view, but a point of view or 
way of organizing experience that shared individuals' (Stanley Fish, Doing What Comes Naturalvy., Change, 
Rbeloric and The Practice of Tbeog in Literag and I-- galStu&es (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), p. 141), but for 
purposes of application it is easier to think of them in this way. 
6 
attitude to the other arts, and especially to the very literature that he has already given 
reception to'. " 
Each of the elements discussed by jauss, Fish and Naumann help to frame an 
audience's reading of a text, but they fail to acknowledge those influences on reception 
specific to theatre. Susan Bennett, however, draws these concepts together into a more 
unified theory for the dramatic event in her book Theatir Amdiences, proposing the 
existence of two fiames of reception that effect the audience's experience: 
The outer frame contains all those cultural elements which create and 
inform the theatrical event. The inner frame contains the dramatic 
production in a particular playing space. [ ... ] The spectator comes to 
the theatre as a member of an already-constituted interpretive 
community and also brings a horizon of expectations shaped by the 
pfe-performance elements [such as the journey to the theatre, venue, 
seating, sight-lines, comfort] [ ... ]. At the centre of the inner frame is 
the combination and succession of visual and aural signs which the 
audience receives and interprets. 19 
Bennett divides these signs into two groups, those formed by the actor and those 
elements external to the physical performance - set, lighting, sound, and so forth. Yet I 
would argue for a third set of audio-visual signs that, although not officially part of the 
production, act as stimulus on the audience's reception of the event - that of the other 
audience members. Furthermore, by limiting the audience to just two frames of 
reception, Bennett does 'not account adequately for the multiplicity of perspective'. ' 
Gay McAuley responds to this by proposing a 'triple level of awarenesS'21 that acts upon 
an audience through a matrix of social, presentational and fictional realities, whereby, 'in 
any given performance one or other can come to the fore, momentarily or permanently, 
Is Manfred Naumann, Uterary Production and Reception', IVLH, 8: 1 (1976), 107-26 (pp. 121). 
19 Susan Bennett, Theatre Au&ences., A Theog ofProduction and Reception (London: Roudedge, 1990), p. 149. 
211 Gay McAuley, Space in Per formance., Making Meaning, in the Tbeatre (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1999; repr. 2000) p. 271. 
21 Ibid. 
7 
intentionally or unintentionally'. 22 
Taking all of these different processes into account, there is clearly a level of 
intertextuality between the texts of a particular mode, but, according to Naumann, such a 
discourse also exists across alternative artistic forms. By applying this model to 
alternative performative events from the period, we are presented with a strong 
theoretical basis for exploring how the practices of reception from one event might have 
influenced the reception of another. It is possibly because of this crossover that Thomas 
Campion, author of Somerset's Maniage Masqme (1613), was able to draw comparisons 
between the theatre and the independent performance and spectator space built for this 
production: 
The upper part, where the state is placed, was theatred with pillars, 
scaffolds, and all things answerable to the sides of the rooM. 23 
If this apparent connection between the reception practices of the masque and theatre 
were obvious to the spectators, how then might they have perceived the wedding of 
Princess Elizabeth, which appears to share a similar configuration to a court auditorium? 
It is an interesting question and one that can be applied to other performative events of 
the period. Moreover, if such alternative performative events were read in the context of 
theatre, then to what extent did this spectatorship become 'audienced'? " That is, to what 
extent did the spectatorship adopt habits appropriate to, and perhaps directly 
appropriated from, the playhouse? 
In an attempt to answer these questions and uncover what else can be learnt 
about early modern audience practices, this thesis will follow an empirical approach, 
22 Ibid. 
23 Thomas Campion, Somerset's Marriage Masque, in The Works of Tbomas Campion, ed. by Walter PL Davis 
J, ondon: Faber and Faber, 1969), p. 268, emphasis mine. This is the only example of the word theatred that 
I can find, and has interesting connotations for what contemporaries viewed as a theatrical environment. 
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making use of various schools of theory where appropriate. The main period of study 
will stretch from 1558 and the accession of Elizabeth I to 1660 and the Restoration 
(which ushered in a different form of theatre, distinct from that which flourished under 
Elizabeth). I have chosen to include within the parameters of my study the years covered 
by the Civil War and the subsequent Interregnum, as a response to the continuation of a 
number of performative events throughout the period, which n-, Light provide additional 
information on contemporary reception practices. For a similar reason I will also refer 
back to earlier periods, where the exclusion of sources will result in the omission of 
important evidence that might inform our understanding of later audience practices. 
**** 
This study is divided into nine chapters across three sections. 
Part One, Au&ences of Pageantry. This section will seek to explore the 
practices of reception associated with a dramatic genre that developed alongside theatre 
and gradually began to incorporate the creative processes of the playhouse, which were, 
in turn, increasingly represented in pageantic modes on stage. The study then goes on to 
explore how contemporary playwrights subverted these conventions in their 
representation of the performative events on stage by playing on the spectators' horizons 
of expectation. 
Chapter 1, The Pageant Audieneq of Eliýqbetb Is Rqyal Entg, seeks to engage with 
some of the recurring themes that arise throughout the entire thesis in the first 
performative event covered in this period of study. It examines the make-up of an 
audience that appears to mirror later playhouses composition, whilst exploring the 
configuration of an audience outside of the playhouse environment, suggesting 
24 This is a term adopted from Nicholas Abercrombie and Brian Longhurst, 4u&ences. ý A Sodological Tkeog of 
Pqforwance. r and Imagination (London: Sage Publications, 1998), p. 55. 
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sin-ýilatities in the way audiences were positioned. It also investigates the role of the 
spectator as performer and the performer as spectator, arguing that Elizabeth I was in 
fact both, and thus sin-ffir to Boal's s pectactor. 
Chapter 2, The Pageant Audiences of the Stuart Royal Entries, focuses on the 
continuities and changes that affected audience reception across the period. By exploring 
the significance of the growing relationship between contemporary theatre and pageantry 
this chapter demonstrates how the audiences' horizons of expectation might have been 
informed by the mutual association of professional playwrights and players with the two 
dramatic genres. It also demonstrates how, under James I, because of this relationship 
and the importance placed on the written word, there was a potential shift in the 
receptive process and means of dissemination to a wider audience. In addition, this 
chapter examines the performative role of the spectators within the pageant event, 
evaluating the growing importance of the audience as crowd, the chief spectator's shift 
from active participant to passive participant under James I, and the reclusive nature of 
Charles I, which potentially led to the breakdown of the royal entry as a dramatic event. 
Chapter 3, The Pageant Amdiences of the Lord Mayor's Show, examines the specific 
interrelation between the professional stage and the civic pageant and includes a close 
study of Van Asloot's portrait of The Ommegang, a contemporary Dutch pageant that has 
parallels with the Lord Mayor's Show. It considers how the direct influence of 
contemporary dramatists had a more consistent impact on the development of the 
pageant as a dramatic form than James's 1604 royal entry. It explores how the 
similarities in dramatic conventions between the two modes might have resulted in a 
binary discourse of influence, which could directly effect audience reception of both 
events and, therefore, emphasises the need for a reading of audience habits in respect of 
alternative contemporary performative events. 
Chapter 4, FuneralAm&ences of the Chureb and Stirets, continues the exploration of 
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pageant audience practices and their relationship with the contemporary stage, but within 
a slightly different context. Unlike previous chapters, this study assumes that at some 
point the entire population of contemporary London would have witnessed a funeral, 
and so does not make a detailed study of audience composition. Instead, it focuses on 
the position of the spectator within the context of a highly regulated event. Because the 
contemporary funeral consisted of the procession and the church service, this chapter 
also differs from other pageant studies by including the locus of the church in its 
evaluation of performance and spectator space. 
Part Two, Audiences ofFaith and DeatA This second section places its focus 
on two aspects of contemporary London life that have strong performative connotations 
- sermons and executions. Both chapters explore the audience habits and receptive 
processes outlined in my exploration of the pageant genres but within the context of 
events not directly associated with drama, suggesting that they formed part of a ritualised 
landscape in which the playhouse audience would have participated. 
Chapter 5, Senwon Amdiences ofthe Pu0it and Cross, sets out to locate the ceremonies 
of the contemporary Church within the concept of performance, taking the sermon as 
the basis for its study of audience practices. It explores the notion of congregation as 
audience in the Reformation church of Martin Bucer and acknowledges how the growing 
controversy of spectacle in the Church and its representation on stage potentially 
affected audience reception of these ceremonies. In its examination of spectator space, 
this chapter closely explores the precinct of St Paul's Cathedral, demonstrating the 
significance of a wide range of performative events associated with the environment, 
from public executions to the local playhouse. Consequently, it argues that audiences 
represented on stage at this venue had particularly strong connotations of individuals 
common to the local area, and that in such an environment the events of theatre and 
Church were in clear competition for a common spectatorship. 
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Chapter 6, Execution Audiences of the Scaffold, examines the possibility of a 
transferral of audience reception processes between public executions and drama, 
demonstrating that the shared terminology associated with performance, such as a 
scaffold, was more than just a linguistic coincidence for a contemporary audience. By a 
close study of key executions of the period - those of Essex, Ralegh, Strafford and 
Charles I- this chapter argues that there was a specific art to dying well and that the 
audience had a very distinct set of expectations, which directly affected their reception of 
the event. 
Part Three, Audiences of Sport This final section examines the audience 
practices of three sporting pastimes contemporary to early modern theatre - tournament, 
baiting and folk football. As with the previous parts it explores the receptive processes 
of audiences at the performative events and the subsequent representation of these 
events and spectators on stage. Although unified through the common genre of sporting 
pastimes, each event configured its audiences differently, with varying degrees of 
similarity to the playhouses, providing some interesting theories about contemporary 
receptive practices. 
Chapter 7, Sporl Audiences and the Tournament, begins by considering the validity of 
assertions of similarity between the early modern playhouse audience and sporting 
spectators. It examines the response of the crowd in Renaissance playhouses and 
spectator sports with regards to the dtilisingprVeess, arguing for a gradual audiencing of 
spectators in modem sport. Having acknowledged the strength of examining theatrical 
reception within the context of sports, the chapter goes on to explore the audience 
practices of the contemporary tournament both in reality and in its representation on 
stage. 
Chapter 8, Bailing Audiences and the 01ber Wlooden 0, documents the architecture 
of the contemporary baiting houses and argues for similarities in audience configuration 
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to the playhouse. It suggests that although this may not initially imply indebtedness to 
either event, by the later Elizabethan period the style of one had potentially become 
synonymous with the other and perhaps instigated the creation of the n-dxed-use Hope 
during James I's reign. The chapter then examines the effect such a mixed venue might 
have had on audience reception and investigates the possibility of a similar spectator 
composition to the amphitheattes. 
Chapter 9, FootballAudiences of the Folk Game, is the final chapter of this study and 
explores the receptive practices of an audience that is not specifically associated with any 
physical structure. It examines the role of the performer and the role of the spectator in 
the event, positing that folk football represents an interesting example of a contemporary 
performative event that completely blurred the lines between the players and the 
audience. 
This thesis concludes by exploring notions of publicness and performance, and 
argues that many of those qualities, which influenced contemporary audience reception, 
such as composition, social practices and the interaction between spectator and space 
were a direct result of the performative events' public status. It then examines how each 
pm Ic sp ir gg tin performative event informed the other through the matrix of the bi be , su es g 
that it was often a consequence of this network that different performative events were 
host to similar audience practices. As a coda to this exploration of publicness the thesis 
finishes with a few closing thoughts on private performative events and how privacy may 
have affected audience reception. 
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Part Onc -Audicnccs ofPagcantry 
Chapter 1- The Pageant Audiences of Elizabeth I's Royal Entry 
A man would say well, he could not better term the City of London 
that time, than a stage, wherein was showed the wonderful spectacle of 
a noble hearted princess towards her most loving people, and the 
people's exceeding comfort in beholding so worthy a sovereign. ' 
1.1 The Royal Entry of Queen Elizabeth I and the Pageantic Tradition 
When examining the shared characteristics of specific independent performative events 
prevalent in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it seems sensible to commence with 
what Glynne Wickham terms 'the pageant theatres of the streets'. 2 Pageantry was one of 
the older dramatic forms prevalent in the early modem period, and had thus established 
clear performance conventions and audience practices by the time of the public theatres. 
Additionally, prior to the sixteenth century, the London civic pageant was probably one 
of the few dramatic forms open to a full cross-section of society. It is, therefore, an ideal 
subject by which to begin comparing the audiences of contemporary playhouses and 
alternative performative events. 
As Anne Lancashire argues in her book I., ondon Chic Marc, although not 
conventionally associated with a prominent morality play or religious drama to parallel 
Chester, Coventry and York, medieval London appears to have had a healthy civic 
dramatic tradition. A tradition that resulted in the flourishing of the triumph, partly 
stimulated by the City's important connections with the court and subsequent royal 
entertainments. 'On an ongoing basis the streets of medieval London had become in 
part the equivalent of the ampEtheatre of Roman times - the major venue for civic 
I Richard Mulcaster, The 
_Queens 
Majes_*'s Passqge Tbrougb The 0.0 of London to Westminster The Day Before Her 
Coronation (attrib. ) (London, 1559), reprinted in Raphael Holinshed, Cbronicles ofEqland, Scotland and Ireland, 
6 vols (London, 1577; 2nd edn, 1586; repr. London: Johnson, 1807-8), IV (1807), 159. 
2 Glynne Wickham, Eaý, ýi En gA. rh Stages 1300-1600,4 vols (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul; New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1959-2002), 1 (1966 with corrections), 53. 
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reli ious and political display'. ' Indeed, the City of London was a stage, as Richard 91 
Mulcaster's description of Elizabeth's royal entry, quoted above, indicates. The spectacle 
of performance found in the pageantry of the royal entry began as early as the thirteenth 
century and so co-existed with the development of English drama throughout the next 
four centuries; allowing, over time, for the establishment and ritualisation of certain 
practices and the appropriation of others. As Lawrence Manley states, for example, 'each 
performance of a London ceremony [... ] substantiated a canonical ceremonial order'. 4 
The first 'theatrical' entry of which records survive took place before Edward I in 
1298, but it was not until the reign of Richard II in 1377 that speech became part of the 
ceremony. This change represents a critical shift in the theatricality of the event, turning 
the pageant from 'a gazing stock" for spectators into drama for an audience, 
subsequently affecting their horizons of expectation. Such an elaboration upon tradition 
over the centuries implies a growing awareness of alternative conventions and reflects the 
parallel development of different dramatic genres. As Gordon Kipling suggests, 'whether 
we look to the tournament, the royal entry, or the pageant play, in short, Richard's reign 
witnessed an extraordinary efflorescence of civic pageantry and courtly spectacle'. 
" As the 
dcanonical ceremonial order' was established, the form grew in complexity, with 'more 
elaborate playlets, complete with Latin speeches, in 1392, [for Richard II's reconciliation 
entry] to still more elaborate civic triumphs with vernacular speeches at the beginning of 
the fifteenth century'. ' According to Manley, 'by the reign of Elizabeth precedent had 
3 Anne Lancashire, London Gt* Theatre. City Drama and PqTeantg From Roman Times to 1558 (Cambridge: 
CUP, 2002), pp. 49-50. 
4 Lawrence Manley, Literature and Culture in Earý Modern London (Cambridge: CUP, 1997), p-222. 
5 EES, 1,54. 
6 Gordon Vipling, qUchard II's "Sumptuous Pageant" and the Idea of the Civic Triumph', in Pageantg in the 
Shakespearean Theater, ed. by David M. Bergeron (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1985), pp. 83- 
103 (p. 83). 
7 Kipling (1985). p. 84. 
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clearly established the processional route, its major stations, and even its ceremonial 
syntax'. 8 
'Me establishment of a basic 'ceremonial syntax' for the royal entry appears to 
have provided the basis for a division of the entry pageant into sub-genres, such as 'the 
visit of a distinguished foreigner [ ... Ia royal wedding [ ... ]a coronation [ ... ] and a major 
military victory'. 9 In addition to these sub-genres, the pageant syntax employed by a 
royal entry probably also influenced the development of other pageant genres, such as 
the Midsummer Watch and the later Lord Mayor's Show. Tbc potential existence of a 
dialogue between different dramatics genres, is a premise supported by Anne Lancashire, 
who suggests the 'court revels and city pageantry may have used, to a large extent, a 
common group of stagecraft professionals'. " Consequently, given the parallel 
development among dramatic genres, it is possible that pageant practices already 
established by the time of the first playhouses might also have influenced the 
conventions of stage drama and, subsequently, its audiences' horizons of expectation. 
For, as David Bergeron states, 'what was alive and viable in the streets may have similar 
vitality in the Globe'. " 
The importance of Elizabeth's royal entry to the discussion of pageantry, and, 
therefore, its audience, is not only due to its place in time, but also the cultural status of 
the event. Elizabeth's entry took place on 14 January 1559, after a number of royal 
entries in a comparatively short space of time, including those of her mother Anne 
Boleyn (1533), her brother Edward VI (1547), her sister Mary 1 (1553) and Mary again 
with Philip of Spain (1555). It was also concurrent with the mid-sixteenth century 
development of the Lord Mayor's Show, which grew in prominence after Elizabeth's 
entry as London sought to emphasise its growing economic and political dominance in a 
8 Manley, p. 223. 
9 EES, 1,53. 
10 Lancashire, p. 69. 
It David Bergeron, Engksh Otic Pq geantg 1558-1642 (London: Edward Arnold, 1971), p. 162. 
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post-Reformation England through secular civic ceremony. I believe that these other 
pageant dramas almost certainly helped to reinforce the ceremonial syntax into a 
canonical expression of the genre. As an event, it sought to surpass previous examples 
of the form. The preparations for Elizabeth's entry were to be of. 
Lyke mannr and sorte as they were trymyd against the coming of our 
late Sovrangne lady Queene Mary to her Coronacon and muche better 
if it conveynyently may be done. 12 
Elizabeth's pageant was to take the traditions of the past and define them in as close to a 
perfect form as possible. Indeed, according to Bergeron, 'later entries will not differ 
strikingly from this pattern"' further supporting the idea that the 1559 pageant presents 
an ideal example of audience practices from which to work. 
The importance of this event to contemporary culture also makes Elizabeth's 
royal entry an ideal place to begin my investigation of audience habits, in part due to the 
number of references to the pageant that have survived. There appears to have been a 
continued interest in this entry well into the Stuart reign, emphasised by the printing of 
The Royal Passage of Her MajesDi fmm the Tower of London, to her Palace of Wbitehall, 
immediately prior to James's procession in 1604.14 The inclusion of parts of the pageant 
y, Part 1 (1604) in plays such as Thomas Heywood's If You Know Not Me, You Know Nobod 
and Thomas Dekker's The Wbore of Babylon (1606) is a further testament to the sustained 
appeal of Elizabeth's entry, even after the more recent pageant of James. For the early 
modem Londoner, Elizabeth's was the procession by which an later entries were to be 
judged, making it the perfect model to explore the establishment of audience 
expectations and reception. 
12 Corporation of London, Reperlog, XIV, fol. 97-97b; cited in Bergeron (1971), p. 12. 
13 Bergeron (1971), p. 25. 
14 This description of the Elizabethan entry is a reprint of the one attributed to Richard Mulcaster, which 
had been printed twice before in 1559. 
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1.2 The Audience of the Pageant 
According to Richard Dutton, 'pageants [ ... ] must have been familiar to all the citizens 
of London'. 's It is quite likely, therefore, that audiences who witnessed other forms of 
contemporary drama - including plays - at some point had also witnessed a royal entry. 
Accordingly, the audiences of both genres may well have drawn their interpretative 
communities from the same demographic, resulting in horizons of expectation for 
contemporary theatre being influenced by the pageant form. 
Richard Dutton's argument that such pageants were familiar to allis supported by 
the royal entry's status as a holiday. The early modem Londoner's working week was 
heavily regulated and, unless it was a holiday or half-day, the majority of London would 
not have been able to attend an occasion that lasted most of the day. However, 
exceptions to labouring hours were made for important ceremonies such as the entry of a 
monarch before his or her coronation and most of the shops and trading areas of 
London would have been closed at Elizabeth's entry, as they were on any other holiday. 
Such a closure was also necessary, as the main market areas such as Cheapside became 
subsumed into the path of the pageant, making it impossible for business to take place at 
the centre of the city. With businesses closed for the day, royal entries 'took place in an 
atmosphere of boisterous holiday revelry'. "' The occasion's holiday status, then, meant 
that the vast majority of people in London could afford leisure time to partake in the 
entertainment. This availability of free time suggests that the audience of the streets 
might have corresponded with the diverse audiences of the later public playhouses; a 
microcosm similar to Sir John Davies' description of 'a thousand townsmen, gentlemen, 
15 Jacobean Otic Pageants, ed. by Richard Dutton (Staffordshire: Ryburn Publishing, 1995), p. 7. 
11 R. Malcolm Smuts, Tublic Ceremony and Royal Charisma: Ihe English Royal Entry in London, 1485- 
1642', in The First Modem Sodeo., Essayi in Englisb Histog in Honour ofLawrence Stone, ed. by A. L. Beier, David Cannadine and James M. Rosenheirn (Cambridge: CUP, 1989), pp. 65-93 (p. 74). 
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and whores, I Porters and serving-men. " Such a composition was probably also made 
possible by the free nature of the event. Unlike stage drama, which even in 1559 
invariably meant some form of payment to the travelling players, the event of Elizabeth's 
royal entry into London would not have prohibited attendance due to cost. 
Consequently, beggars, servants, citizens and nobility were theoretically all able to witness 
the same event without incurring a charge. 
There is no reason to believe, however, that all the Londoners excused from 
working that day attended the pageant. Because the event was free no transaction had 
taken place, and the audience were not technically conunitted through the purchase of a 
commodity to stay, or even turn up to Elizabeth's entry, as they might have felt obliged 
to do at a playhouse. Furthermore, alternative pastimes might also have been available to 
the diverse society, drawing away the potential audience. In the Coronation Procesjion of 
Edward 1/7 (Figs. la & 1b), people appear to be continuing with their lives around the 
periphery of the City, with not everyone observing the procession. Special circumstances 
too might have affected audience attendance and, in turn, composition. William Leahy 
points out that at the time of Elizabeth's royal entry the country was gripped by a deadly 
influenza epidemic more harmful than the plague. He suggests, therefore, that probably 
fewer people were in attendance than are implied by Mulcaster and that even these may 
have been mostly vagrants. " Although Leahy does not deny the probability of a diverse 
audience, he does urge caution with regards to our reading of contemporary accounts, 
asking whether an audience consisting of a high proportion of the poor and destitute 
would have been so loving towards such a rich display - an interesting concept of the 
audience/crowd as a dangerous other. 
17 Gurr (2000), p. 217. 
Is William Leahy, Tageants, Processions and Plays: Representations of Royal and State Power and the 
Common Audience in Early Modern England' (unpublished doctoral thesis, Brunel University, 2000), 
pp. 121-33. 
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Yet, for a fair percentage of the audience, attendance was practically obligatory. 
Even though the spectators were not bound to the event via a financial transaction, as 
they were in a playhouse, older feudal practices influenced the turnout. It was the duty of 
livery company members, for example, to line the streets of the procession in an 
expression of civic loyalty to the sovereign -a requirement that undoubtedly influenced 
their reception of the drama. 
With the freedom of some to choose whether to attend, and the restrictions 
placed on others forcing them to be present, the audience make-up at a royal entry was 
potentially in constant flux - although it certainly remained heterogeneous in 
composition. This social mixture is suggested by contemporary accounts of Elizabeth's 
entry, with eyewitnesses of the pageant holding different social status. The diarist Henry 
Machyn, for example, was a citizen 'in that department of the trade of a merchant-taylor 
which we now call an undertaker"' and it is likely that he stood in line with the Merchant 
Taylor Company. Il Schifanoya, the Venetian Ambassador, was also present to record 
Elizabeth's entry, his attendance representing two alternative strata of London's society. 
As the envoy of a foreign power, his status matched that of the English nobility, whilst 
his nationality mirrored the proto-cosmopolitan nature of the City. The author of the 
most comprehensive record was the schoolmaster and probable part-author of the 
pageant, Richard Mulcaster, and his presence again represents a different element of the 
entry's spectatorship. 
Frustratingly, these accounts of Elizabeth's pageant fail to describe in detail the 
composition of the general audience, referring to them simply as 'the people'. 21 Such a 
classification is, no doubt, a consequence of authorial interest - the writers being satisfied 
to lump anyone not considered of note under a catchall term. Yet we should also 
19 The Diag of Heng Machyn: GfiýZen and Merchant-Ta 2y1or of Londonfim A. D. 1550 to A. D. 1563, ed. by John 
Gough Nichols O!, ondon: Nichols, 1848), pai. 
20 Holinshed, IV, 160. 
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consider the possibility that the audience was perhaps genuinely representative of the 
people, an accurate microcosm of the commonwealth. Certainly, if we look at earlier 
accounts of pageants, which had informed the nature of the 1558 entry, we see that the 
audience was 'replenished with ladies and gentlewomen', 2' 'priests and clerks', 22 'aldermen 
and commons'; 2' and it is reasonable to assume that Elizabeth's followed suit. Such a 
heterogeneous group, with its mixture of disparate opinions and expectations, 
undoubtedly affected the reception of the drama, but to the contemporary observer, this 
varied audience appears to have also been bound together in a perception of 'the people' 
as a unified body experiencing the ritual of communitas, ' an apparently contradictory 
unification that complicates our understanding of audience composition and reception. 
1.3 London as a Stage - London as a Spectator Space 
Because audience reception is not only affected by the social make-up of the group but 
also how it is physically arranged at a performance, it is crucial that we exan-dne the 
configuration of the spcctatorship. The organisation of the pageant audience at 
Elizabeth's entry was clearly controlled and defined, in some cases comparably with the 
later playhouses, and Wickham argues that it was the pageant space that influenced the 
playhouse's development. " 
Ile role of space in dictating audience reception is crucial, as it is this that 
mediates the relationship between performer and spectator. Despite Peter Brook's 
axiorn, there is no such thing as an empty space - all spaces hold connotations. Space is 
as much a product of the culture that perceives it as it is of the physical environment, for 
21 John Nichols, Tke Prqgresres and Pub& Processions of, -Oueen 
Ek-', abetb 3 vols (London, 1788-1805) 1,5. 
22john Leland, Collectanea, 6 vols (London: B. VA-iite, 1774), IV, 310. 
23 John Stow, Annals (London, 1631), p. 516 
24 For an in depth discussion of 'communitas' see Manley. He describes the events as a ritual, 'a quasi- 
sacred condition of solidarity expressing the deepest and most basic values of the collectivity' (p. 214). 
25 EES, 1,61. 
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the subjectivities of society produce an historical context that generates connotations - 
26 'they are the major means whereby that space is activated and itself made meaningful' . 
As Henri Lefebvre states: 
Vis-i-vis lived experience, space is neither a mere 'frame', after the 
fashion of the frame of a painting, nor a form or container of a 
virtually neutral kind designed simply to receive whatever is poured 
into it. Space is social morphologT. it is to lived experience what form 
itself is to the living organism. 27 
A contemporary example of such spatial production can be found in Mulcaster's 
statement that one 'could not better term the City of London that time, than a stage'. 28 
As the space of the pageant, London was understood in terms of its dramatic 
connotations, a social construction of space that, in this instance, 'exceeds the bounds of 
metaphor', 2' with the city being converted 'into a series of quite literal stages and 
scaffolds'. " Konnigson argues that the pageantry, which made London a stage, sought 
'to superimpose on the actual city a[n] idealized path, while removing the lived space'. " 
Yet, such a produced concept of space was in conflict with the everyday acts of business 
that dominated the environment the remainder of the year. Indeed, 'the physical 
arrangement of the medieval city was in many ways unsuitable for these displays of 
princely power,. 12 T'he 'narrow and tortuous medieval streets, with overhanging 
structures and capricious widenings and narrowings suggested no connotations of 
26 McAuley, p. 8. Interestingly, this idea of transforming space into place through individual and/or social 
practices is another way of approaching notions of the 'performative', and serves to emphasise the slippery 
nature of the word. This concept of the term 'performative' is less about performance in a theatrical sense 
- which is the focus of this study - and is more about the transforming power of the 'performative' as 
originally coined by Austin, but applied to a wider context. 
27 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of S pace, trans. by Donald Nicholson-Smith (Basil Blackwell: Oxford, 
1991), pp. 93-94. 
28 Holinshed, IV, 159. 
29 Mullaney, p. 1 1. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Alie Konigs on, Llespace tbidirale wl&ival (Paris, 197 5), p. 197; cited in Marvin Carlson, Places of Performance: 
The Semialier of Theatir Arebitecture (London: Cornell University Press, 1989), p. 22. 32 Ibid. 
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subservience or even tractability"' and this must have affected audience reception. 
Certainly, environmental conditions directly influenced the pageant event. According to 
II Schifanoya: 
Owing to the deep mud caused by the weather and by the multitude of 
people and horses, everyone made preparation, by placing sand and 
gravel in front of their houses. 34 
Henry Machyn also finds this significant, stating that 'all the streets [were] strewed with 
gravel'. " An account of Anne Boleyn's earlier entry describes similar preparations, so that 
'the horses should not slide on the pavement, nor that the people should be hurt by 
horses', 36 whilst the streets for Edward VI's entry were also 'wen gravelled in every place 
thereof'. 37 Such a tradition of preparing the route implies that organiscrs were well aware 
of the potential chaos that could arise from the performance space and further 
emphasises how the physicality of a performance space was understood to affect an 
event's reception. 38 
If London was the stage on which the pageant was acted, then London was also 
the auditorium from where it was watched. Audience reception was significantly affected 
pace of the crowd, a contradictory space that by what Ian Andrew Munro terms 'the s 
supplements the space of the city, disrupting, reinforcing, or otherwise transforming the 
social and symbolic dynamics of urban meaning'. " Although the city was certainly 
crowded for Elizabeth's pageant - Il Schifanoya refers to the 'multitude of people' 
33 Carlson, p. 21. 
34 CaknJar of State Pa pers. Venetian, ed. by Rawdon Brown and others, 38 vols (London: H. M. Stationery 
Office, 1864-1947), VII: 1559-1580, ed. by Rawdon Brown and G. Cavendish Bentinck (1890), 12. 
35 The Diag of Heng Macbjn, p. 1 86. 
36 The Prqgresser and Pmbkc Processions of. Queen Efitabeth, 1,5. 
37 Leland, IV, 310. 
38 Interestingly, the yards of early modem playhouses such as the Rose, appear to have been gravelled with 
nut shells, suggesting that similar problems with mud and the environment probably affected the audiences 
of stage drama. 
39 Ian Andrew Munro, 'Crowded Spaces: Population and Urban Meaning in Early Modem London' 
(unpublished doctoral thesis, Harvard University, 1998), p. 2. 
40 CSPV, VII, 12. 
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present and Richard Mulcaster writes of the 'press of people"' - the 'space of the crowd' 
during Elizabeth's entry never truly appears to have endangered the pageant event, as it 
possibly did on later occasions. "2 As emphasised by Wickham, the streets were not 
... thronged" because the fullest discipline that medieval civic administration could 
achieve was enforced on these occasions'. ' Accounts prior to Elizabeth's entry refer to 
how 'gentlemen, with their tipstaves made room by all the way, " and that along the 
'street stood the constables of the city [ ... ] with great staves in their hands, to cause the 
people to give room, and keep good order'. 's It is likely that the same was true for 
Elizabeth's pageant, and that the presence of these marshals would have influenced the 
reception of the pageant in keeping with traditional expectations. It seems reasonable to 
assume, therefore, that although the processional route was crowded and Potentially 
threatened the stability of the pageant event, in 1559 the methods of restraint employed 
by the authorities were still efficient enough to control the audience. It should be noted, 
however, that what we define as a stable performance environment today might well 
have been irrelevant to the early modem audience and our preoccupation with an 
ordered reception process might merely be an attempt to super-impose modem 
sensibihties on the past. Nonetheless, the consistent presence of marshals at pageantic 
events and the increasing significance placed upon them to control the crowd as the 
period progressed, suggests that some sense of decorum was expected at these events, 
thus confining audience behaviour within defined parameters. 46 
With the audience space consisting only of the immediate locale it seems 
reasonable to assume that the pageant environment was a sodopetal space - 'an area in 
41 Holindshed, IV, 161. 
42 See below, pp. 55-58. 
43 EES2 1,53. 
44 Leland, IV, 312. 
45 The Prgresses and Pubkc Pmcesjioflr of-Oueen Ektabeth, 1,5. 
46 See below, pp. 70-72. 
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which people are brought together'. " According to Keir Elam in The Semiotics of Tbeatre 
and Drama- 
Sociopetality applies particularly to the audience in informal theatre. 
In medieval and Renaissance theatre, in folk theatre and recent 'poor' 
theatres where lack of space necessitates cohesion, the audience is by 
definition a unit, responding en tnasse to the sPectacle. 48 
Certainly, the chaotic and crowded environment of the event, combined with 
contemporary perceptions of communitas, suggests what Elam terms an 'informal 
space'. 49 Yet, upon a closer inspection, it becomes apparent that there were clearly 
defined conventions used to organise a heterogeneous audience consisting of a vast 
percentage of London's population. 
Indeed, the early modern pageant was far removed from a scenario where the 
fishwife stood shoulder to shoulder with a lady of the Court. Rather the social 
proxernics indicate a more sodofigal space, designed to keep certain groups apart. This 
development of space appears to have pre-empted that of the later outdoor 
playhouses, with specific areas of the audience space being associated with specific 
types of people. For example, it was from the upstairs windows of shops lining the 
processional route that the higher status individual could sit and watch the events 
below. 1hese rooms were arranged for in advance and paid for by the audience 
member, and were perhaps a way for merchants to recoup the losses incurred by not 
being open for trade. Certainly, they appear to have been a popular place from which 
to view the pageant, as a description of Henry IV's entry into London in Shakespeare's 
Ricbard II would seem to indicate: 
You would have thought the very windows spake, 
47 Keir Elam, The Semiolics of Theatrr and Drama (London: Methuen, 1980), p. 64. 
" Elam, p. 64. 
49 Elam, p. 61-66 (p. 62). 
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So many greedy looks of young and old 
Through casements darted their desiring eyes. 50 
Much like the gallcries and Lords' rooms at the later public theatres these spaces 
provided increasingly secluded areas divorced from the common people and allowed for 
a more 'personal rather than social perception and response"' to the pageant. Whereas, 
the people in the streets would have been subjected to an ... intimate" distance (physical 
contact and near-touching positions) 52 those in private rooms would have been able to 
view the pageant at a "'personar' distance (1-4 feet), [or] "social" (4-12 feet)'5' distance 
from their fellow spectators. This social division of space appears similar to that of the 
Coventry mystery plays, where the more affluent seem to have paid for a more 
comfortable and exclusive place on specially constructed scaffolds overlooking the 
pageant stations. 54 
It is possible that the division of audience space common to both the pageant 
and the stage was a long established convention widespread throughout England, and a 
mutual practice by the time of Elizabeth's reign. Tbc use of such rooms offered prestige 
to the spectator, the houses at the best points along the route being reserved for the 
people of greater status. It was from the rooms of a haberdasher that 'Henry VII and his 
Queen watched Katherine of Aragon's reception into London in 1501', 55 whilst in the 
portrait of the Coronation Procesjion of Edward W notable persons can be viewed sitting at 
windows overlooking the procession as it passes through Cheapside. For Mary's royal 
entry in 1553, it was from a house that the French Ambassador watched the event. 
50 William Shakespeare, Kng Richard II, ed. by Charles R. Forker, Arden Shakespeare 31d Series (London: 
11ornson Learning, 2002), 5.2.12. 
51 Elam, p. 64. 
52 Elam, p. 65. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Christine Richardson and Jackie Honston, Me&eval Drama (London: Macmillan Education, 199 1), p. 20. 
It is important to note that, depending upon the context, a 'scaffold' can be either a performance space or 
a spectator space. 
55 EES, 1,61. 
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According to the Spanish Ambassador 'he was seen observing the entry from a window"' 
having pretended for political reasons that he could not attend. By Elizabeth's time, the 
use of windows was, therefore, already an integral audience space, having become part of 
the pageant syntax. Indeed, it is also possible that the Venetian Ambassador Il 
Schifanoya, if not part of the procession, viewed the pageant from a house. 
Yet, despite this appropriation of space by the higher social groups, it was 
possible to hire the venue regardless of social status. As with later theatre practices, 
position was only dependent upon the ability to afford the asking price, whilst there was 
nothing to stop the landlord from using the rooms for his own purpose. It is feasible, 
therefore, that with the growth in wealth amongst the middle-classes and lower-gentry, 
the faces looking down on Elizabeth were not exclusively those of the nobility. 
It was more likely, however, that the men of these alternate merchant classes 
would have joined the ranks of their livery company, who traditionally took their place 
within specifically designated areas. Indeed, references to the rented rooms generally 
refer to the 'ladies and gentlewomen"' only, not their husbands. The citizens, rather, 
were organised along the streets within clearly designated structures. Il Schifanoya refers 
to there being 'on both sides of the street [ ... ] wooden barricades, on which the 
merchants and artisans of every trade leant', " whilst Mulcaster describes the companies 
that 'stood along the streets, one by an other enclosed with rails, hanged with cloths'. " 
Such a clearly definable space within the pageant arena is again immediately evocative of 
the outdoor playhouses, with their galleries, railed areas and hangings. That one could 
lean against them, suggests that these rails were of waist height, similar to the dimensions 
56 Cakndar of State Papers. Spanish, ed. by G. A. Bergenroth and others, 13 vols (London: H. M. Stationery 
Office, 1862-1954), XI: 1553, ed. by Royall Tyler (1916), 152. 
57 The PrqVsses and Public Pmeessionx of. Queen Ek. Zabeib, 1,5. 
58 CSPV, VII, 12. 
59 Holinshed, IV, 167. 
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of railings around not only later playhouses but also contemporary performance spaces 
such as inn courtyards, tournament spaces and bear-baiting arenas. 
At pageants these areas were known as 'standings', ' a term reminiscent of 
Wiffiam Lambarde's description of amphitheatre audience configuration: 
No more than such as go to Paris Garden, the Bel Savage, or Tbeatre, 
to behold bear baiting, interludes or fence play, can account of any 
pleasant spectacle unless they first pay one penny at the gate, another 
at the entry of the scaffold, and the third for a quiet sfan&ýg. " 
It is perhaps reasonable to assume that both descriptions refer to the same audience 
convention. Yet E. K. Chambers notes how 'Elizabethans used the word "standing" to 
refer to any vantage point, whether provided with seats or not), 62 consequently making it 
difficult to define the convention. Martin VVhite discusses the different possibilities in his 
Tbeatre Notebook article on William Poel's reconstruction of the Globe and lists evidence 
to support the clairn: 
There is some evidence that seems to point to provision for both 
standing and sitting spectators in the galleries at some playhouses. The 
de Witt drawing captions the top gallery as 'porticus' (walkway) and 
some scholars have interpreted this as indicating an area for standing 
as well as, or instead of, sitting. We can be certain too, that Poel knew 
of the 1585 lease for the Theatre that had granted Giles Allen (the 
lease holder) and his family the right 'in some one of the upper rooms 
to have convenient place to sit or stand to see such plays as shall be 
there played'. 63 
The definition of the term gallery is itself possibly significant. Tiffany Stem, in her 
exploration of potential standings at the Globe, states that 'the primary Elizabethan 
60 EES, 1,61. 
61 William Lambarde, A Perambulation ofKent, rev. edn (London, 1596), p. 233, Emphasis mine. 
62 E. K Chambers, The Ekýqbethan Stage, 4 Vols (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1923), 11,359. See for 
example, William Shakespeare and John Fletcher, Kn[g Heng VIII, ed. by Gordon McMullan, Arden 
Shakespeare 3rd Series (London: Thomson Learning, 2000), 4.1.2, where two gentlemen discuss a 
forthcoming pageant: 'You come to take your stand here, and behold I The Lady Anne pass from her 
coronation? '. 
13 Martin VA-Lite, William Poel's Globe', Theatrr Notebook, 53: 3 (1999), 146-62 (pp. 154-55). For the Allen 
reference VMite cites Chambers, 11,387. 
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), 64 meaning of the word galleg was "a standing or walkingplace' . John Baret, 
for example, 
defines a gallery as 'a private place to walk in ... ] an open gallery made without the wall 
61 di of a house, for men to stand and behold things. In addition, John Rider's 1589 e don 
of Bibkotbeca kbolaslica (1589), defines the Latin wordfori as 'galleries whereon men stand 
to behold games and plays', " a further indication that this particular structure was 
associated in the minds of Elizabethans with standing and viewing, perhaps also with the 
freedom to move. 
If such standing areas did exist within early Elizabethan amphitheatres, then this 
might account for the Privy Council's insistence in 1597 that the authorities 'pluck down 
quite the stages, galleries and rooms that are made for people to stand in'. '7 It would also 
explain the thought behind a sexual innuendo in the induction to Marston's The 
Malcontent, which appears to directly refer to the presence of standing areas: 
Gentlemen, I could wish for the women's sakes you had all soft 
cushions: and Gentlewomen, I could wish that for the men's sakes you 
had all more easy standings. 68 
Intriguingly this reference seems to imply subdivisions within playhouse audience 
organisation along gender lines, with the women possibly being more likely to sit and the 
men to stand. As I have already noted, such a separation also appears to have taken 
place at the pageant, with the men standing behind the rails in their Every companies and 
the women at the windows. Yet it is important to emphasise that this division was likely 
to have been a result of circumstance - the men taking part in the pageant and their 
" Tiffany Stem, "'You That Walk Ah Galleries": Standing and Walking in the Galleries of the Globe 
lbeatre', SQ, 50: 1 (Summer, 2000), 211-16 (p. 213). 
65 John Baret, An Alveatie, or, _Qmadruble 
Disctionaire (London, 1580). 
66 John Rider Bibkofheca Scholastica (Oxford: 1589), 02. In previous definitions offori the word is associated 
with the Roman amphitheatre, but Ridees choice to ignore this connotation suggests the possibility that by 
1589 the configuration of contemporary amphitheatres was understood clearly enough to make any 
historical explanation redundant (Stem, p. 21 1). 
67 PRO, PC2/22/327, in En Tksb Profenional Tbeafrr, 1530-1660, ed. by Glynne Wickham, Herbert Berry, 
William Ingram, (Cambridge, CUP, 2000), p. 100. 
68 John Marston, The Makontent, ed. by George Y- Hunter, Revels Plays (London: Methuen, 1975), 






wives and daughters having to find somewhere else to watch - whilst such a split would 
probably only have affected those families directly involved in the entry. Nonetheless, 
the use of standings still represents a form of social division within the pageant audience, 
an audience whose composition and subsequent orgardsation was just as complicated as 
the later playhouses. 
Lambarde notes that it was more expensive to opt for a standing, possibly 
because this was 'usually less crowded than the common yard, and with a better VieW%69 
wbich would especially be the case if one was indeed free to move around the galleries. 
By being separated from the pit area, it is likely that the status of a playhouse standing 
appears to have been similar to the higher social significance of the Lord's rooms and 
gallery areas. It is possible that a standing at a royal entry might also have been less 
crowded, and thus comparable to the private rooms at a pageant. Unfortunately, 
contemporary accounts of Elizabeth's entry do not describe whether the railings 
completely enclosed the livery companies, thus separating them directly from the rest of 
the audience. A reference to the 1606 entry of Christian IV of Denmark, however, 
provides a highly detailed account of how these rails may have been configured: 
From Tower Street to Whitehall being near two miles in length, all the 
streets through which their Majesties did pass, were railed according to 
the bigness of the street, with rails of framed timber about twenty foot 
wide, the one side being but with a single rail, against the which the 
people and the beholders might lean: the other side with a double rail, 
some half a foot or better from the ground boarded under foot, and 
seated within, and both the rails before and behind were all covered to 
the ground with blue cloth. Within these double rails thus hung, sat 
the masters, wardens, and whole liveries of every several company 
through the City of London, which companies extended their length 
from Tower Street to Temple Bar, being somewhat more than a mile. 
Before the rails, and before each several company, stood the bachelors 
of each several company [ ... ]: along the rail clean through out, were fastened all the banners, comets, flags, bandrels, ensigns, and 
pendants, belonging to every several company, containing with them 
all the arms, devices and honours any way belonging to any of the 
same several companies. 70 
69 C. Walter Hodges, Shakespeare's Second Globe., The Missiý 
,g 
Monument (London: OUP, 1973), p. 92. 
70 The Nng ofDenmark's Welcome (London, 1606), C3-C3v. 
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Although it should be understood that this account refers to an event some fifty years 
later, and may be specific only to that occasion, I believe that it is still a valid source 
when attempting to understand the audience's position. According to the above 
quotation, on this occasion at least, there does appear to have been definite audience 
division. The higher status members of the Every companies, rather than standing, were 
sat on a raised and boarded area separate from the general spectatorship. This 
subdivision instantly carries with it connotations of the stands for ilite spectators at the 
Coventry mysteries, and appears to bear some resemblance to the stands at tournaments, 
especially when taking into account the heraldry displayed on the outer railingS. 71 It also 
clearly denotes their spectator space as separate from those who stood behind outside of 
the defined area, possibly holding implications of higher social status in a similar way to 
playhouse practice. 
This particular area appears to have confirmed the hierarchy of the spectatorship 
(whether enclosed behind or not), by placing emphasis upon those towards the front. 
According to R. Malcolm Smuts, 'they occupied a place of honour at the front of the 
audience, where they formed a symbolic buffer between the royal court and the mass 
ordinary spectators watching from [ ... ] other vantage-points 
further back'. 72 Indeed, for 
those unassigned spectators there was little choice but to stand towards the back of the 
pavement, much as groundlings appear to have positioned themselves within the 
unreserved playhouse yard. The presence of 'a single tail, against which the people and 
beholders might lean', 7' initially suggests that for the front row of spectators this 
structure possibly bore some similarities to the later playhouse standings. Yet, the 
existence of another block of audience immediately in front, at points measuring a 
71 See below, pp. 204-08. 
72 Smuts, p. 73. 
73 The Kng ofDenmark ý Wekome, O-Mv. 
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distance of 20 ft across, undoubtedly obstructed the clear view of the pageant and, hence, 
probably meant that this vantage point did not include the exclusivity associated with 
such a posidon in the playhouse. 
If they were brave enough, however, the marginalised audience could also climb 
up and sit on the roofs. In Julius Caesar, Shakespeare describes this practice by those 
members of the audience not provided with designated positions from which to watch 
the event: 
Many a time and oft 
Have you climbed up to walls and battlements, 
To towers and windows, yea, to chimney-tops, 
Your infants in your arms, and there have Sat. 74 
Alice S. Venezky discusses Shakespeare's reflection on the socio-physical barriers 
inherent within the organisation of a pageant, within the context of an audience who 
would have witnessed both dramatic events: 
This picture of a public reception in Julius Caesar was not confined to 
ancient history in the minds of the men and women of Shakespeare's 
audience. They too, had lined London's streets and watched from 
windows and rooftops to see a spectacular royal entry or Lord Mayor's 
ShOW. 75 
Ilus, the contemporary stage can be seen to be relying upon an audience's preconceived 
awareness of pageantry and its spectator practices, in order to achieve dramatic effect, 
further emphasising the mutuality of the two forms. 
74 William Shakespeare, jmkus Caesar, ed. by David Daniell, Arden Shakespeare 3rd Series (Walton-on- 
Thames: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1998), 1.1.38. 
75 Alice S. Venezky, Pageantg on the Sbakespearean Sla , ge (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1951), p. 17. 
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1.4 Chief Spectator and Chief Performer - Elizabeth the Spectactor 
Of the entire audience at the Elizabethan Royal Entry of 1559, the most important was 
Elizabeth herself. The very purpose of the event was to entertain the sovereign as an act 
of worship and honour; she was the focus and chief spectator. Travelling in an 'open 
litter"' (Figs. 2& 3), Elizabeth was able to position herself for the best view of each 
pageant, which was invariably directly facing the stage. The drama, therefore, was 'set 
before her grace's eyes'. 77 Mulcaster's account of the entry frequently describes how 
Elizabeth was moved to a more advantageous position, to either see or hear the pageants. 
On one occasion Elizabeth 'caused her chariot to be removed back ; 78 so that she could 
get a better view of a pageant stage, whilst on another occasion she 'commanded her 
chariot to be removed nigher, that she might plainly hear the child speak'. " It is 
interesting to note that this domination of a 'perfect' position becomes more relevant 
when looking at the organisation of the audience in the later court theatres, such as the 
Cockpit-in-Court, and the development of the prosceniurn arch, which sought to 
institutionalise the ideal view assumed by Elizabeth. Another significant element of 
Elizabeth's position as chief spectator was her ability to view each pageant in turn - an 
advantage not available to the static audience that lined the streets. As Wickham states, it 
was only the monarch and her 'retinue who processed from one stage to the next and 
thus saw the whole show in its predetermined sequence of scenes'. "' Such a formality 
reaffirms that traditionally the focus of the entertainment was for the sovereign, not the 
people. Yet, it could be argued that the best position was, in fact, held by the Queen's 
retinue and not by Elizabeth herself, for although Elizabeth was the chief spectator, it 
76 CSPVP VII, 12. 
77 Holinshed, IV, 171. 
79 Holinshed, IV, 162. 
79 Hohnshed, IV, 170-71. 
80 EES, 1,59. 
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was only the members of her immediate entourage that witnessed both the full 
presentation of the pageant narrative and the sovereign's role as a performer. " 
While the primary audience of the royal entry was the monarch, for the secondary 
audience who missed seeing the pageant in its entirety there was the additional 'spectacle 
of what, to the actors, was the primary audience but which, to the stationary audience 
was an integral part of the show'. 82 Undeniably, the very presence of Elizabeth provided 
an additional focus of spectacle. Il Schifanoya, for example, describes how 'her Majesty 
in an open litter, trimmed down to the ground with gold brocade [ ... I makes a superb 
show'. 83 Moreover, according to Smith, 'what the mass audience saw in Renaissance 
pageants was a "show" of the ruler watching a show'. " In The Regal Pbaniasm, 
Christopher Pye goes further, suggesting that it is, in part, the very 'presence of the queen 
that turns everything into spectacle', " directly altering the pageant narrative. Kipling 
gives an example of the power held by the chief spectator, whereby: 
The approach of Katherine of Aragon in 1501 miraculously causes the 
gates of the Castle of Policy to swing open. 'Who openyd these 
gaties? ' inquires the captain of the castle, 'what opened they alone? ' 
Then, searching the skies as the triumphant princess approaches he 
discovers the reason. 86 
It is the presence of the royal spectator that has the power to change the environment, 
not only of the fictional world of the pageant narrative, but also the real world of 
London. To the contemporary spectator, therefore, London was indeed 'a stage, wherein 
81 It is likely that very few spectators were able to read the pageant narrative in its entirety and that it is only 
in hindsight, through recorded accounts, that audiences (including modem researchers) were able to draw 
together an understanding of the specific allegories. See Smuts, pp. 66-67. 
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was showed the wondetfi: d spectacle of a noble hearted princess towards her most loving 
peoplei. 87 As Smith states: 
Built into the very social situation itself, then, was the juxtaposition of 
two planes of reality. the idealised world of the pageant and the real 
world of the human watchers. When we consider the pomp attending 
the monarch himself - dressed up in symbolic costume, wearing the 
crown as a 'prop', playing the role of ruler, and (in the case of 
Elizabeth at least) speaking some extempore speeches to the pageant 
participants - we may even hesitate to label the world of the royal 
audience as 'real'. 88 
Elizabeth's pageant was significant because she seems to have blurred the line between 
audience and actor further than any other monarch. It can be argued that her dual 
position as both chief spectator and chief performer was compounded into a single role 
reminiscent of Boal's spectacto? " and is referred to implicitly in almost every contemporary 
account of the event. In Il Schifanoya's record of the entry for example, he directly 
refers to her role as an auditor. According to the Ambassador, upon arriving at the first 
triumphal arch 'a boy, in a little chair above the centrc door briefly interpreted the whole 
subject, and her Majesty listened to him most attentively'. ' This description is a clear 
indication of Elizabeth's role as the primary audience, as it is she who directly receives 
the performance. Yet he continues by describing how Elizabeth was at the same time 
C evincing much satisfaction', suggesting a possible awareness of Elizabeth's duality of 
87 Holinshed, IV, 159. 
89 Smith (1985), p. 225. 
89 See Augusto Boal, Theatre of The Oppressed, trans. by Charles A. and Maria-Odilia Leal McBride (London: 
Pluto Press, 1998), pp. 125-55. Although Boal's study of the spectator-actor is concerned with conferring 
power to the oppressed (audience) within a political theatre - 'a rehearsal for a revolution' (p. 155) -I 
believe his notions of a non-passive spectatorship that directly interacts with the text and its final meaning, 
where the spectator 'must be a subject, an actor on an equal place with those generally accepted as actors, 
who must also be spectators' (p. 155), are reminiscent of the dual role placed upon audiences of the 
pageantic event and can, perhaps, legitimately be used to refer to conventions of performance that 
reinforce the status quo rather than undermine it. Consequently, throughout this thesis I will use the term 
spectactor in reference to a spectator that directly influences the construction of the text, either by their 
presence or through conscious physical action. Martin Výhite applies this to an early modem stage context 
in his book Renaissance Drama in Action. An Introduction to Aspects of Theatre Practice and Performance P)ndon: 
Routledge, 1998), where he suggests there was a 'willingness of playwrights and players to stimulate 
confrontation between actors and audience and between different social groupings in that audience, and 
Augusto Boal's term 'spect-actor' seems particularly apt in the context of Jacobean theatre-going' (p. 147). 
10 CSPV, VII, 13. 
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roles. Indeed, Il Schifanoya seems to present Elizabeth as a Queen who understood her 
role in the pageant - she was expected to play the attentive and gracious Monarch. 
One considerable influence on Elizabeth's reception and performance within the 
entry was her desire to prepare for each pageant. According to Mulcaster, she had sent 
people on ahead to ascertain the moral of each pageant 'that her grace might better 
understand'. " This provided the Queen with enough time to prepare an apt response 
that would meet the expectations of the audience. It is not a coincidence that many 
influential people crucial to the stability of Elizabeth's succession were in attendance, 
waiting to see her reaction to the ideological displays; and this shrewd decision by 
Elizabeth suggests that she acknowledged the performative role demanded of her, by 
seeking to tailor responses to audience expectations. This can be readily seen in her 
reaction to the intended delivery of a Protestant Bible from a child, at the Little Conduit 
in Cheapside: 
In the opening, when her grace understood that the bible in English 
should be delivered unto her by Truth [ ... ] she thanked the city 
for 
that gift, and said, she would oftentimes read over that book, 
commanding sir John Parrat, one of the knights which held up her 
canopy, to go before her and to receive the book. But learning that it 
should be delivered unto her grace down by silken lace, she caused 
him to stay [ ... ] when the child had thus ended his speech, 
he reached 
his book towards the Queen's majesty [ ... ], which by Sir John Parrat 
was received, and delivered unto the Queen. But she as soon as she 
had received the book, kissed it, and with both her hands held up the 
same, and so laid it upon her breast with great thanks to the city 
therefore. 92 
Upon discovery that the people had desired to see her openly accept the Bible, Elizabeth 
altered her plans and waited until it was presented to her directly. This example of 
Elizabeth playing to the expectations and desires of the audience is furthered by her 
subsequent response, through both speech (which should perhaps be termed as dramatic 
91 Holinshed, IV, 163. 
92 Holinshed, IV, 166-68. 
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dialogue) and action. The account of the Venetian Ambassador adds to the descriptions 
of her performance, by stating that the sovereign had 'clasped in her arms and embraced 
passionately"' the Bible, implying that Elizabeth's was a performance of not just action 
but of emotional representation as well. Both Dekker and Heywood fictionalised the 
description of this event, with Elizabeth's actions seamlessly making the transition into 
stage directions. In Dekker's The Whom ofBabjlon, for example: 
Time and Truth meet her, prrsentiq a book to her, which (khsing it) she receives, 
andshowiq it to those about her. 94 
Such a straightforward transition into stage drama re-emphasises the highly performative 
nature of Elizabeth's reception of the drama staged before her. This is perhaps not 
surprising when you examine the nature of Elizabeth's 'acting, which made use of 
contemporary oratorical devices of voice and gesture to communicate her intended 
presentation of self. Consequently, the consistent manifestation of performance by 
Elizabeth throughout the entry supports the idea that the young Queen was indeed aware 
of her role as chief performer, just as she was aware of her role as chief recipient of the 
pageant narrative: 
She insisted, in other words, on her own symbolic function, and made 
sure that pageants of this kind extended outwards to make her part of 
their action. 95 
This is further supported by Bergeron's conclusions that: 
Many is the occasion in which she is active participant in the outcome 
of the dramatic presentation. She is an 'unscheduled actor' in the 
93 C , SPVD VII, 15. 94'Momas Dekker, The Wbore qfBabylon, in Tke Dramatic Wlorkf of Tbomas Dekker, ed. by Fredson Bowers, 4 
vols (Cambridge: CUP, 1953-61), 11 (1955), 500. 
9s Helen Cooper, 'Location and Meaning in Masque, Morality and Royal Entertainment', in The Courr 
Masque, ed. by David Lindley (Manchester. Manchester University Press, 1984), pp. 135-48 (p. 139). 
Elizabeth was to take an even more significant role in later dramatic entertainments, such as George Peele's 
T& Atraignment of Paris, and Sir Philip Sidney's Tke Lady ofMay, and so tI-ds pageant can perhaps be seen as 
setting a precedent for her reign. 
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sense that no part is explicitly written for her; on the other hand, it is 
intended that she will be an 'actor' in the whole dramatic scene. 96 
Since the publishing of Eqksb Chic Pageantg 1558-1642 in 1971, however, Bergeron has 
slightly revised the previous statement in the light of new documentary evidence. He 
suggests that far from being just a passive spectator, or an unscheduled actor, because 
Elizabeth was 'also provider of costume [ ... ] She is accordingly part patron of this 
drama 17 and can be seen to have taken an active role in the preparation of the pageantry. 
Although no costume has been directly linked to a specific character in the pageant, 
Bergeron suggests that die costume of Deborah (possibly a 'kirteU for a woman of 
yelowe cloth of gold vpperbodied witb tynsefl and sleves of gold'9) might well have 
matched that of Elizabeth, who wore 'a royal robe of very rich cloth of gold'. 99 'Ibus, 'if 
the costume of the Deborah figure were similar to that of the actual queen, then symbol 
and reality would have fused. " If this is the case then Elizabeth may also have had 
prior knowledge and input into other areas of the pageant preparations, adding to her 
role as patron and, therefore, encouraging us to read the incident with the Bible in a 
different light. Yet, as Kipling points out, 'since 1978 [ ... ] scholarship has demonstrated 
that the court frequently - perhaps routinely - collaborated with the city in designing 
royal entries', "' and so perhaps the significance placed on Elizabeth's direct influence on 
the pageant content should not be over estimated. Nevertheless, the involvement of the 
court in such civic events was certainly practised by other monarchs. Marina Dnýiitriev- 
Einhorn cites an example of the Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian II: 
96 Bergeron (197 1), p. 64. 
97 David Bergeron, 'Elizabeth's Coronation Entry (1559): New Manuscript Evidence, ELF, 8 (1978), 3-9 
(p. 6). 
98 Folger Lbrary MS. Lb. 108; cited in Bergeron (1978), p. 6. 
99 CSPV, VII, 12. 
IIx) Bergeron (1978), p7. 
101 Gordon Kipling, 'Revievr. Practicing Renaissance Scholarship: Plays and Pageants, Patrons and Politics', S: Q, 55: 1 (Spring, 2004), 94-98 (p. 96). 
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The ruler's role both as participant in the pageant and its organizer 
must be emphasized. The entry into Vienna in 1563 was followed by a 
tournament organized by the city, and then by a triumphal procession 
organized by the ruler himself. 102 
Comparing Elizabeth's royal entry to that of a foreign monarch is entirely justified as 
'civic pageantry, especially the royal entry form, achieved its own dramatic form which 
defied parochial boundaries and nationalities, containing parallels that do not necessarily 
imply indebtedness'. "' Consequently, what might have been true for Maximilian might 
also have been true of Elizabeth. When viewing the dual role of Elizabeth as both actor 
and spectator, therefore, it is perhaps sensible not to see her as an unscheduled actor, but 
as a proactive participant in the spectacle of which shc was both performer and recipient. 
1.5 The Crowd as Performer 
If the Queen had a dual purpose, as both actor and audience member on the stage of 
London, then it is likely that the main audience of the event also held a performative role 
within the drama. Indeed, 'performances exist only as actions, interactions, and 
relationships', "' and the highly volatile nature of audience and performer interaction at 
royal entries might well have encouraged a crossover between the two. To return to 
Mulcaster's description of London as a stage, not only does he describe the 'wonderful 
spectacle of a noble hearted princess towards her most loving people', but also the 
'people's exceeding comfort in beholding so worthy a sovereign', '05 an indication that, to 
this contemporary observer at least, the spectacle of London staged was the response to 
a shared performative dialogue. He also notes that it was 'the assemblies, prayers, wishes, 
102 Marina Dmitriev-Einhorn, 'Ephemeral Ceremonial Architecture in Prague, Vienna and Early Cracow in 
the Sixteenth and Early Seventeenth Centuries', trans. by Anna Linton, in Court Festivals of the European 
Renaissance. Art, Pektics and Performance, ed. by J. R. Mulryne and Elizabeth Goldring (Aldershot: Ashgate 
Publishing, 2002), 363-90 (p. 385). 
103 Bergeron, (1971), p. 51. 
104 Richard Schechner, Pq(ormance Studies. An Introduction (London: Routledge, 2002), p. 24. 
105 Holinshed, IV, 159. 
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wclcomings, cries, tender words, and all other signs, which argued a wonderful earnest 
love of most obedient subjects towards their sovereign'-`6 Significantly, the use of the 
verb 'argue', suggests a dialogue flowing from the audience to the Queen and not purely 
from the Queen to the audience and carries with it connotations of Elizabethan 
interludes, rhetorical orations and perhaps even sermons, all of which sought to present 
an argument of ideals in a performative way. 
Elizabeth's insistence on being moved closer to the pageants because 'the noise 
was great, by reason of the press of people, so that she could hear"" and her regular 
requests for 'the people to be silent', "' further suggest that the people sought to vocalise 
their performative roles. According to Smith: 
On these rare occasions it was possible, in more ways than one, to 
hear the city whole. When the recorder had finished his speech, the 
queen made a brief reply, which moved in the crowd 'a mervaylous 
showte'. 109 
This dramatic interaction between Elizabeth and the people can be witnessed in such 
moments as when she 'held up her hands towards heaven, and wined the people to say 
Amen'. 110 Or, when Elizabeth entered London again in 1585, 'she addressed the 
multitude, saying "God save my people"... the latter answering "God save her grace"... 
The people said this very often, falling on their knees'. "' It seems, therefore, that the 
main audience were as much actors in the pageant as Elizabeth. Certainly, throughout 
most of the procession it would not have been the seven pageant stages on show to 
Queen Elizabeth, but the lines of ordinary people along the route. 
106 Holinshed, IV, 159. 
107 Holinshed, IV, 161. 
118 Holinshed, IV, 163. 
1119 Bruce R. Smith, The Acoustic World of Ear# Modern El(gland. Attending to The 0-Factor (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1999), p. 71. 
110 Holinshed, IV, 174. 
Transactions ofthe RgalHisloficalSodqo, n. s. 9 (1895), p. 256; cited in Smuts, p. 78. 
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If the City were indeed a stage, then this can be seen as a consummation of the 
pageant tradition of using the street as performance space. As with the earlier Coventry 
Corpus Christi play by the Shearmen and Taylors' Guild, where King Herod raged 'in the 
pagond and in the strete also', ` the actors are not limited to just the scaffold, but are 
fused into the pageant audience environment. To examine a contemporary example of 
this coalescence of performance and audience, we must return again to the London 
guilds. 
By placing the livery companies within a distinct space, the guildsmen became 
separated from the rest of the pageant. It is this act, which defined them as an audience, 
allowing them to watch the performance of the pageant stage and the processional 
performance of the sovereign. Yet the organisation of this audience also placed them on 
display to the Queen, akin to the performers of the pageant stage located in their own 
clearly designated areas. Because the rails were 'hanged with cloths"" of their Every, 
such a demarcation of space may also have carried further connotations of the pageant 
stage; transferring the space of the audience into that of a set for performance. The 
guildsmen were also 'well apparelled with many rich furs, and their livery hoods upon 
their shoulders in comely and seemly manner"" - traditional dress that, in the context of 
the dual role of audience as performer, can perhaps be described as costume. This 
concept of spectacle was not lost on Il Schifanoya: 
The merchants and artisans of every trade leant in long black gowns 
lined with hoods of red and black cloth [ ... ] with their ensigns, banners, and standards, which were innumerable made a very fine 
show. 115 
112 'Coventry Shearmen and Taylors Pageant', in Me&eval Drama, P. M. 
113 Holinshed, IV, 167. 
114 Holinshed, IV, 167. 
I's CSPV, VII, 12. 
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Consequently, it appears that certain physical elements combined to present the audience 
as performers of the pageant as much as they did Elizabeth. As Marina Dmitrieve- 
Einhom states: 
The ritual sequence of ceremonial acts was a drama with many actors, 
which included both the city, personified by its representatives, and 
the king, as well as 'die common man', the spectators. ' 16 
The strict definition between actor and audience, therefore, appears blurred within the 
context of the Elizabethan royal entry, a quality that can also be witnessed in the later 
public theatres, especially in the hall playhouses, where the stage sitters were often 
included within the action. Indeed: 
The elements of actor, audience, and honoured guest fuse into a single 
compound of entertainment; there is a give-and-take here, an intimacy 
of reaction, eventually lost with the later prosceniurn stage. 117 
116 Dn-ýtricv-Einhom, p. 385. 
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Chapter 2- The Pageant Audiences of the Stuart Royal Entries 
He was not like his predecessor, the late Queen of famous memory, 
that with a well-pleased affection met her people's acclamations'. 1 
2.1 Princes Set On Stages - James I as Spectator or Performer 
Elizabeth's conscious manipulation of her image, turning her potentially passive position 
as chief spectator into the proactive and self-perpetuated role of chief performer, became 
a defining quality of her rule. It is reasonable to assume that such a persistent 
manifestation of the monarch as a performer became intrinsically linked in the minds of 
the people with concepts of majesty, subsequently informing the spectator's horizon of 
expectations associated with dramatic performances. Elizabeth herself stressed that, 'we 
princes, I tell you, are set on stages, in the sight and view of all the world duly observed'. ' 
Such a self-reflective comment emphasises the sovereign's awareness of a need to meet 
those expectations placed upon them, in order to fulfil the performative role they have 
created. Certainly, it appears that when Elizabeth died there was an expectation that 
James might adopt a similar role as chief spectactor. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter, in the years immediately after 1603 there was a sudden resurgence of interest in 
Elizabeth's performances, with the re-publishing of her royal entry and dramatisations of 
the event on stage. Elizabeth's entry had become myth, an idealised event by which to 
judge the pageantry of James's reign and, consequently, it was also an event by which to 
judge the new monarch. 
If expectation demanded that James adopt a performative role similar to 
Elizabeth, then expectation was to be flouted. The fusion of audience and actor that 
defined Elizabeth's entry was not to be seen in James's. Although the presence of the 
I Arthur Wilson, The Hislog of Great Britain, Being the life and RqSn of Kng James the First (14ndon, 1653), 
pp. 12-13. 
2j. E. Neale, Ektabeth I and berParkaments, 2 vols (New York: St Martin's Press, 1958), 11,119. 
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King was still there for the people to see, the interaction that had existed between 
Elizabeth and the pageant audience appears to have no longer taken place. The 
spectators were only offered his presence, not a dramatic performance; a difference 
con-unented on by the near contemporary biographer Arthur Wilson and quoted at the 
start of this chapter. Indeed, 'while James was the dramatic centre of the festivity, he did 
not exploit the dramatic possibilities as Elizabeth had done [ ... ]. James's role was much 
more passive'. ' Since 1559, the London audiences were used to a performative sovereign 
and expectation probably would have demanded an overt reaction. James, however, was 
not forthcoming, a declaration of passivity that was possibly much to the irritation of the 
gathered crowd. Dekker, for example, expressed his veiled annoyance at having to 
-remove whole parts of the pageant due to 'his Majesty not making his entrance 
(according to expectation)'. ' As Kathleen McLuskie implies, the failure to meet such 
expectations informed by tradition and convention meant that 'the hopes for a 
population united in festivity, which had lain behind the address to the popular audience 
in the theatre were not and could not be realised'. 5 
Throughout the entry James did not speak, but chose instead to read the pageants 
and listen to the speeches in front of him. 'His Majesty dwelt here a reasonable long time, 
giving both good allowance to the song and music, and liberally bestowing his eye on the 
workmanship of the place'. ' Even in his less pro-active tole as chief spectator his 
attention soon waned. Dekker refers to this in The Magnificent Entertainment 
You must understand, that a regard, being had that his Majesty should 
not be wearied with tedious speeches, a great part of those which are 
in this book set down, were left unspoken. 7 
3 Bergeron (1971), pp. 74-75. 
4 lbornas Dekker, The Magnificent Entertainment, in Dramatic Works, Il (1955), 257. 
5 KE. McLuskie, Dekker & Hgwood (London: Macrnfflan, 1994), p. 77. 
6 The Mqnfcent Entertainment, 11,29 1. 
7 The Mqgnificefft Entertainment, 11,3 03. 
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What appears in Dekker's account, to have been a slightly disappointing response by 
James, implies that overaU he 'simply did not care much for the "public shows"'! 
According to Arthur Wilson, James 'endured this day's brunt with patience, being 
assured he should never have another'. ' R. Malcolm Smuts investigates the response of 
James to these public displays, suggesting that one strong element, which might have 
influenced James's reception of the drama was his Scottish upbringing. Smuts argues 
that because there was a lack of court ceremonial tradition, James was not used to the 
undignified chaos- 
He did not object to adulation as such, but he felt profoundly 
uncomfortable contending with the throng of raucous plebeians that 
greeted him whenever he ventured into London. Nor was he the only 
Scot who found English crowds indecorous and annoying. 'When 
hereafter [the King] comes by you, ' one of his countrymen 
admonished the Londoners in 1604, 'do as they do in Scotland, stand 
still, see all, and use silence'. 10 
Yet, as with Ehzabeth's entry, whether James acted or not, the very image of the 
monarch was, in itself, a very crucial element of the dramatic event, turning everything 
into spectacle. As Smuts indicates, regardless of allegorical content, 'royal processions 
were always public displays of majesty This above all made them effective vehicles 
for the royal charisma'. " Significantly, James does appear aware of his function as iconic 
performer within a pageant and, despite personal reservations, he often sought to uphold 
this role. In a passage from Bafilicon Doron, James I echoes the sentiment expressed by 
Elizabeth some years before, stating that: 'a King is as one set on a stage, whose smallest 
actions and gestures, all the people gazingly do behold'. 12 At times, however, James 
clearly found being the audience's focus of attention somewhat difficult, frequently 
8 Bergeron (1971), p. 65. 
9 The Hixfog of Grrat Britain, Being the Life and Reýsn of Kngjamex the First, p. 13. 
10 Smuts, p. 85. 
11 Smuts, p. 67. 
12 King James I, The Bafikeon Doron of Kng James P7, ed. by James Craigie, 2 vols g-ondon: William 
Blackwood & Sons, 1944-50), 1,163. 
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cursing and sweating at the surrounding crowds. Sir John Oglander noted on one 
occasion how he cried out 'God's Wounds! I will pull down my breeches and they shall 
also see my arse'. 13 Nonetheless, it can be argued that generally James adopted the 
passive role of spectacle successfully, as can be seen in his 1603 entry into York, where 
he stated that, 'I will have no coach, for the people are desirous to see a I"Cing, and so 
they shall, for they shall as well see his body as his face'. "' 
As James passed by the audience would still have been attentive to his presence 
as spectacle, if not as an actor. Yet the power of the spectacle to affect should not be 
underestimated, by his very presence James alteird the pageant narrative. When 
Detraction and Oblivion, for example, looked 'upon the glorious presence of the King, 
they were suddenly thereby daunted and sunk down'. " just as in the later court masques, 
the chief spectator's presence creates a dramatic effect. Throughout Dekker's account of 
the pageant the references to James's movements as chief spectator, are given as if they 
were stage directions. As previously noted, James did not make his 'entrance"' as 
expected, a term that on one level refers to the entry as a whole, but at the same time 
carries with it connotations of a theatrical act. Another example is shown by his exit 
from the city, where he is described as being 'upon the point of giving a gracious and 
Princely farewell'. " Consequently James should be considered as a performer within the 
narrative of the pageant, regardless of the restrained nature of his performance. 
Although James does not accept a Bible or bid the people to shout amen, his presence 
can be seen to have been just as powerful thematically, if not as exciting. Indeed, 'James 
13 Quoted in David Harris Wilson, JUng James W&I (London, 1956), pp. 1 65-66; cited in Dutton (1995), 
p. 22. 
14 Records of Ear Wksb Drama: York, ed. by Alexandra F. jo 4 En hnston and Margaret Rogerson, 2 vols 
Croronto: University of Toronto Press; Manchester: MUP, 1979) 1,515. Such a practice was not without 
precedence, however, the young Edward VI 'walking a little before his canopy, because the people might 
better see his Grace', for example (Leland, IV, 312). 
Is TheMq gnificent Entertainment, 11,27 8. 
16 The Magni9cent Entertainment, 11,257. 




was the dramatic centre of the festivity, [ ... although his] role was much more passive'. 
" 
Accordingly, James's role should be viewed as predominantly that of the rreeptive spectactor 
- the chief audience and chief spectacle. 
James seems to have used this role as chief spectacle and chief spectator at many 
of the performative events he attended for political advantage, indicating who was in 
royal favour by giving precedence of proximity to certain ambassadors. The sense of 
kudos associated with this position possibly accounts for the argument over precedence 
of space between the Spanish and French Ambassadors at the royal entry of 1604. To 
end the argument James eventually 'resolved to invite no one, though he gave a house 
apiece to France, Spain, and myself, [Nicolo Molin, the Venetian Ambassador], whence 
each of us had an excellent view of all that took place. " Although the view from the 
house would have been better than in the crowded street, it was probably not as palatable 
as being part of the King's retinue and the proximity to the dramatic spectacle that this 
implied. This dispute was not a singular occurrence, however, as ambassadorial quarrels 
constantly took place over which nation should receive precedence at performative 
events. On one occasion: 
The Spanisb and Venetian Ambassadors were both present [at a 
masque], and sate by the Kng in State, at which Monsieur Beaumont 
quarrels so extremely, that he saith the whole Court is Spanish. 20 
The French Ambassador's anger at the snub highlights just how important the use of 
seating was in upholding court hierarchy. For court masques the significance of such a 
hierarchy was partly a result of the introduction and institutionalisation of the ideal 
perspective, which meant that a seat nearest the sovereign afforded a better view. It is 
19 Bergeron (1971), pp. 74-75. 
19 CSPV, Y- 1603-1607, ed. by Horatio F. Brown (1900), 140. 
20 Dudley Carleton to Sir Ralph Winwood, in Jacobean and Caroýne Maxqmes. Volmme One, ed. by Richard 
Dutton, (Nottingham: Nottingham University Press, 1981), p. 15. 
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interesting to note, however, that a comprornisc was evcntuaRy reached, with the 
ambassadors 'only attending the court ceremonies alternately'. " 
2.2 The Professional Stage's Influence on the Processional Stage 
If die monarch's role within the pageant was redcfincd under James's entry, then other 
elements of audience reception and performance were likely to have changed also. The 
1604 entry followed on from forty-five years of development in dramatic conventions 
across various different modes and it is likely that any variances were informed by a need 
for James's entry to meet the expectations of an audience potentially more theatrically 
aware than earlier ones. It is possible that audience practices associated with previous 
entries had been appropriated and redefined by the playhouse during the middle part of 
Elizabeth's reign and that, through a continual exchange between these dramatic genres, 
a reciprocal influence on conventions was established between the stage and the pageant. 
The hiring of Thomas Dekker and Ben jonson to write the pageant - two of the period's 
most successful playwrights - as well as a young Thomas Nfiddleton, emphasises the 
growth in importance of the public theatre and highlights its potential influence on the 
pageant genre's conventions. 
Perhaps one consequence of such a connection is the effect this might have had 
on the status and appeal of the entry on its audience. According to Gordon Kipling, 
'compared to the honor of designing a London triumph, the fame of a common 
playwright must have seemed paltry indeed'. 22 Whether they were hired because of their 
reputation as poets or playwrights it is impossible to tell. Yet George Peele's association 
with the pageants of the Lord Mayor's Show during the 1580s and 90s and Anthony 
Munday's employment as recently as 1602 suggests the possibility that the hiring of 
21 Orazio Busino, in CSPV, XI: 1607-1610, ed. by Horatio F. Brown (1904), 112. 
22 Kipling (1978), p. 38. 
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playwrights for the task n-Light have been in the forefront of the City Fathers' minds 
when making their decision. Although there was not one over-riding dramatist who 
nurtured the pageant form as Ben Jonson did with the court masque, numerous 
'dramatists eagerly sought commissions to devise them'. ' This influence is explored in 
further detail within the context of the Lord Mayor's Show below, "' but what is 
important to note in the royal entry is that there was a specific involvement by 
professional dramatists who had actively sought the honour of producing the work, but 
conversely who had also been approached by the City to produce a drama of high art. 
As Bergeron suggests, 'it was under such dramatists as Jonson, Dekker, and Middleton, 
pageantry achieves a new statUSP, 25 whilst Kipling states that, 'the poets [did not) regard 
such efforts as mere hackwork [ ... I counting these effusions among their 
best works'. ' 
Whether the majority of the audience were aware of the involvement by these 
playwrights, and whether they held their work in esteem to a point where it might have 
affected audience reception it is impossible to say, but the presiding civic government did 
know, and their decision to hire the poets must have influenced their reception of the 
drama. 
The prestige to be gained by a professional dramatist for assisting in the 
production of the Jacobean entry was further emphasised through the production of 
pamphlets to commemorate the event. It is probably through these souvenirs that the 
involvement of the dramatist would have been largely circulated to the people. Such 
accounts appear to have been popular. For James's entry there were four different 
accounts printed: Dekker's The Magnificent Entertainment, Gilbert Dugdale's Time's Tiiumpb, 
Stephen Harrison's Arrbes of Triumpb, and jonson's The Entg Tbrvugb London. 'Me 
23 Ibid. 
24 See below, pp. 67-69. 
25 Bergeron (1971), p. 89. 
26 Kipling (1978), p. 38. 
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successive reprinting of each of these accounts, with jonson's version being included in 
his Works (1616), further alludes to the status of the entry. 
The format of these printed accounts also presents intriguing implications for our 
understanding of the royal entry's dissemination. Documentary evidence indicates that 
Dekker's quarto of The Magnocent EnteiYainment cost 6d, a charge that matched the 
average price of quarto plays 2' and a parity in price that suggests people were willing to 
pay the same amount for texts from two different dramatic genres. Because cost directly 
influenced the composition of early modem print readership, this price - when 
compared to the minimum entrance fee of ld for the playhouse yard - clearly indicates 
that access to printed drama was more dependent upon wealth than access to the live 
event, especially in the case of the free royal entry. It also appears that royal progresses 
and entertainments were, on average, often only ten leaves shorter than the average 40-48 
leaves of play texts. 2' This similarity in format might also have been matched in binding: 
Books as slim as most play quartos would usually be sold without 
bindings [ 
... 
]. Those who bought such books regularly would wait 
until they had what they considered to be a suitable number, and 
would have them bound as a single VOJUMC. 29 
If this is the case then it is conceivable that purchasers of plays and royal pageants may 
have bound them all together, perceiving a resemblance in genre. An example of this 
elastic concept of form is perhaps reflected in Ben jonson's decision to include his 
account of James's royal entry, alongside court masques, plays and royal entertainments 
in his published Vorks. The associations made between the various genres in their 
presentation suggest that there n-Light have been comparable audiences for the texts of 
27 Francis R. Johnson, 'Notes on English Retail Book-prices 1550-1640', The librag, 514 Series, 5: 2 (1950), 
83-112 (P. 91, p. 100). 
28 Based upon comparisons made between those texts listed in W. W. Greg, A Bibko rf he Eb ,g apby o ng, 
6. r 
Printed Drama to The Restoration, 4 vols (London: Bibliograpl-ýical Society, 1939-59). 
29 Peter W. M. Blayney, Mie Publishing of Playbooks', in A New Histog of Ear# Engksb Drama, ed. by John 
D. Cox and David Scott Kastan (New York: Columbia University Press, 1997), pp. 383-422 (p. 414). 
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non-stage drama as well as plays. The evidence of a parallel in length and size indicates 
that publishers might have perceived a correspondence between the potential rcadcrships 
of contemporary dramatic genres. One possible example of the audience for such texts 
is found at the beginning of the accompanying pamphlet to 1-ondon's Love to the Royal 
Pfince Heng (1610), where the dedication might appear in a contemporary play text. In 
this text the 'taste of that day's solemn triumph' is dedicated to the Lord Mayor, and to 
'all the aldermen his worthy brethren'. 30 
Another similarity shared with the professional stage, which potentially 
influenced the reception of James's entry, was the presence of the professional player. It 
is possible that professional actors performed in the 1559 royal entry but, due to their 
itinerant status and the infrequency of performances, they were probably not established 
figures in the public eye, making it unlikely that their status directly affected the reception 
of the drama. By the time of the Jacobean entries, however, the player had become 
institutionalised, gaining the equivalent of fame and fortune and making his presence 
within a pageant a culturally significant act. In the 1610 entry, for example, Anthony 
Munday boasts of employing Richard Burbage and John Rice, 'two absolute actors, even 
the very best out instant time can yield', " a presence that he clearly considered worthy of 
note. The connotations of a professional actor performing in a pageant undoubtedly 
increased the theatricality of the event and may have drawn the audience's perceptions of 
the two genres closer together, affecting reception by emphasising its dramatic qualities. 
Bu. tbage and Rice were not the first professional actors to speak in a Jacobean 
royal entry, however. Three actors took direct part in James's royal entry, giving 
speeches to KingJames. One was 'of the children of her Majesty's Revels', ` another was 
W. Bourne, [an alias of the actor William Bird] one of the servants to the young 
"Anthony Mundayjxndoný Love to the RoyalbinceHeng (London, 1610), p. 1. 
31 London ý Love to the Royal Prince Heng, p. 11. 
32 The Magnificent Entertainment, 11,260. 
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Prince', 33 and the third was the greatest actor of his generation - Edward AHeyn. 
According to Dekker: 
Genius [was represented] by Master Alleyn (servant to the young 
Prince) [and] his gratulatory speech [ ... ] was delivered with excellent 
action, and a well-tuned audible voice. 34 
In each of these cases, the actor is from the playing companies of either Queen 
Anne or Prince Henry and so, at first glance, it would appear that no actors from the 
King's Men took part. Yet, when James had acceded to the throne and taken the Lord 
Chamberlain's playing company as his own, he had made them his retainers, requiring 
them to weat the King's livery. Thus, in their role as the King's servants, the players' 
presence within the processional train would have been anticipated. An account-book 
from the Lord Chamberlain's Office5 indicates that nine players of the King's Men 
(including William Shakespeare and Richard Burbage) were issued four and a half yards 
of red cloth to make liveries. According to Joseph Qunicy Adams, this grant 'was made 
for that specific occasion, and Shakespeare and his eight fellows may have taken part in it 
under their more dignified title of Grooms of the Royal Chamber'. " Although none of 
the players would have been required to speak, as they may have within the context of a 
pageant stage, their very presence within the procession probably added to the sense of 
spectacle. That the King's Men made up only nine of the twenty-eight actors that 
received a livery, however, suggests that additional actors from across the other two 
playing companies stood somewhere in the procession. Consequently, the audience were 
probably aware of the presence of actors within the spectacle, carrying with them 
33 The Mqnificent Entertainment, 11,297. 
34 The MaNnificent Entertainment, 11,260. By servant, of course, Dekker means a member of the Prince's Men (formerly the Admiral's Men). 
35 Lard ChamberAdn's Book ofAccountsfor 15 March 1604, PRO LC 2/4/5. 
36 Joseph Qunicy Adams, A ýLifie of Wilkam Shakespeare qondon: Constable, 1923), p. 362. 
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connotations of the theatre and perhaps reminding the audience of previous 
representations of royal entries staged in the playhouse. 
2.3 The Audience as a Crowd 
The multitude are gathered together, to view our coming out at the 
Counter. See, if the streets and the fronts of the houses be not stuck 
with people, and the windows filled with ladies, as on the solemn day 
of the pageand 
0 may you find in this our pageant, here, 
The same contentment which you came to seek, 
And as that show but draws you once a year, 
May this attract you hither once a week. 37 
The above quotation is taken from the jonson, Chapman and Marston play Eastward Hot, 
performed at the Blackfriars in 1605, and depicts an audience attending a procession, 
which mirrors the accounts of spectators seen atjames's royal entry a year before, or at 
the annual Lord Mayor's Show. In order for the metaphor to work, the epilogue relies 
upon the playhouse audience's potential experiences of what it was like to attend such 
events, encouraging them to draw parallels between themselves as spectators in a 
crowded theatre and the multitude of the pageant. 
The decision to describe the audience as a multitude is perhaps a significant one. 
According to Susan Schuyler of the Stanford Humanities Laboratory, the term multitmde 
refers 'more to quantity than quality or character'. " It was not 'a specific crowd of 
people located in a defined physical space, but the crowd of people (a more dispersed or 
figurative body) that compose the state'. '9 Whereas for Elizabeth's entry the people were 
her loving subjects', for James's pageant they arc regularly referred to as 'the multitude' 
in a similar way to Eastward Ho! This potential etymological shift might perhaps reflect 
the nature of scvcnteenth-century London, where the size of the population had doubled 
37 Ben jonson, George Chapman and John Marston, Eashvard Ho! ed. by C. G. Peter, New Mermaids 
(Earnest Benn, 1973; repr. A&C Black; New York: Norton, 1994), Epilogue, 1.1. 
31 Susan Schuyler, Multitude, http: //shl. stanford. edu/Crowds/hist/muldtude. htm [10.08.2005]. 
39 Ibid. 
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during Elizabeth's reign to 200,000, creating an enormous burden on space. 40 Because of 
their quantity, the 'press of people"' was now difficult to define, they were the great 
'many-headed-monster, " and because of their size, they could not be ignored, thus 
becorning worthy of specific definition. It is interesting to note that the sudden increase 
in definitions of the people as the 'multitude' appears to mirror the rise of a more 
pejorative alternative definition -'the crowd': 
This representation of multitude reflects England's state of 
transformation and the emergence of the crowd as a phenomenon 
vacillating between two poles: energizing and fascinating as a physical 
union of a large group of people, a creative force, and on the other 
end a dangerous mass inciting anarchy and embodying instability. 43 
There are perhaps a number of reasons why such a shift of opinion took place. At the 
time of Elizabeth's entry, it is possible that -the contempt felt towards a crowd of 
spectators had not really had time to form, with public expressions of drama outside of 
pageantry not yet a popular pastime. By the end of Elizabeth's reign, however, 
references to the multitude, and the dangers of large congregations of people at dramatic 
events had become more prolific. The failed Essex rebellion had been preceded by a 
performance of Riebard II, with a large portion of the audience forming part of the 
rebellious crowd. Riots too often broke out in the playhouse, spilling out into the streets, 
an eV, 6on from the closed to the open crowd. " According to Elias Carnetti: 
A crowd quite often seems to overflow from some wcll-guarded space 
into the squares and streets of a town where it can move fteely, 
exposed to everything and attracting everyone. But more important 
than this external event is the corresponding inner movement: the 
40 The population was set to double again to 400,000 by 1650. For a description of London's population 
and social composition, see Gurr (2000), P. M. 
41 Holindshed, IV, 161. 
42 Philip Massinger, The Emperor of the East, (London, 1632), 2.1 (Mv). The operative word in this 
description is monster, its negative connotations having a lineage that stretches back to Plato. 
43 Marisa Galvez, Crowd, http: //shl. stanford. edu/Crowds/Ilist/crowd. htm [18.10.2005]. 
44 For a description of the different types of crowd, see Elias Camettiý Crowds and Power, trans. by Carol Stewart (London: Victor Gollancz, 1962), pp. 15-22. 
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dissatisfaction with the limitation of the number of participants, the 
sudden wi. U to attract, the passionate determination to reach allmen. 45 
1he crowd, therefore, threatens the stability of civic order, engendering a mistrust of the 
multitude within the establishment. Consequently, the presence of the audience as crowd 
becomes a concern to contemporary observers, for it also threatened to undermine the 
stability of the pageant narrative. As Ian Andrew Munro suggests, 'the London crowd 
continually invaded the ritual space, forcing themselves into the picture, refusing to act as 
mere endorsers'. ' 
Wickham's statement that the streets were ... lined" rather than "thronged" 
because the fullest discipline that medieval civic administration could achieve was 
enforced on these occasions', 7 does not seem to hold as much credence by the time of 
James's entry, in an environment where 'the streets seemed to be paved with men: stalls 
instead of rich wares were set out with children, open casements filled up with women'. " 
There is a Emitation of space here that suggests a greater number of people were 
probably attempting to cram into designated areas the same size and shape as those used 
for Elizabeth's entry. One possible result of a change in the constriction of space is that 
the crowded streets might have begun to resemble the hmited space of an outdoor 
playhouse even more closely than before. Certainly, references to the pageant multitude 
appear to parallel accounts of the audiences that 'swarm so thick in every playhouse, that 
they leave no empty place, and almost crowd one another to death for multitude. " 
The disparate qualities of the multitude busy vying for space thus appears to have 
rendered personalised interaction almost impossible. James's entry provides us with 
numerous accounts of the multitude as a force with the power to alter the reception of 
45 Cametti, p. 22. 
46 Munro, p. 68. 
47 EES, 1,53. 
48 The Mqgnificent Entertainment, 11,258. 
49 William Prynne, 'To the Christian Reader', in Histrio-Maslix (London, 1633), 1-2 
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the event. -so One incident, is of an old man who had intended to recite a speech to James, 
but the 'pressing multitude so overshadowed him, and the noise of the show [ ... I that the 
King past by'. s' Dramatists, therefore, were forced to recognise the desires of the wider 
populace when devising James's pageant, being demanded by the oppressive body of the 
crowd to meet their expectations and this, undoubtedly, led to a conflict in tastes. Dekker 
presents a typical opinion of the audience's perceived inadequacies: 
The multitude is now to be our audience, whose heads would 
mLiserably run a woolgathering, if we do but offer to break them with 
hard words. 52 
This perception is similar to views of the multitude at the playhouse, mocking them for 
their desire only for spectacle. One such example can be found in Shakespeare's 
Corialanu. r 
For in such business 
Action is eloquence, and the eyes of th'ignorant 
More learned than the ears. 53 
2.4 Redefinitions - Charles I and the Insubstantial Pageant 
According to David Bergeron, the '1604 royal entry becomes in many respects a turning 
point, the culmination of what has preceded it and the prototype of what is to fo]IOW). 54 
The development of pageant traditions in Elizabeth's reign, combined with the influence 
of audience and performance practices found in the theatre, appear to have allowed 
50 Obviously the nature of the crowd will always affect an individual's reception of an event; for, as 
,g and 
Behaviomr (San Francisco: Freeman, 1975), the crowd makes Jonathon L Freedman states in Crowdin 
'the presence of the other people and their characteristics more important. An individual will pay more 
attention to diem, and whatever the individual's reactions, they will be stronger' (p. 96), that is, 'crowding 
intensifies the moral reaction - making a bad experience worse and a good experience better' (P-93). 
However, in the above instance the presence of the crowd directly alters the content of the text, and writes 
itself into the pageant narrative. 
-" The Processes, Processions, andMagnijuent Festivities of'Icingjames 1,1,417. 
52 The Mqnýicent Emterrainment, 11,255. 
53 William Shakespeare, Corialanus, ed. by Philip Brockbank, Arden Shakespeare 2nd Series Jondon: 
Methuen, 1976; repr. Routledge, 1996), 3.2.76. 
54 Bergeron (197 1), p. 89. 
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James's entry to surpass the expectations set by Elizabeth's legendary pageant. Whether 
later royal entries would have continued the development of pageantry similar to theatre 
we will, unfortunately, never know, for as James's reign progressed, the number of royal 
pageants through the streets of London began to decline. The last official entry that took 
place under James was Mddlcton's Cititafis Amor (1616), written in celebration of 
Charles's investiture as Prince of Wales. According to the Venetian Ambassador, 'the 
festivities did not attain to the splendour of those which were celebrated for the dead 
prince', 5' perhaps an early indication of how audiences' horizons of expectation for the 
royal entry were to change under Charles. 
Upon his accession to the throne in 1625, Charles went without the official royal 
entry into London. This decision caused five arches already erected to be pulled down. 
The preparation of triumphal arches implies an attempt by the pageant makers to match 
audience expectations of previous events, but whether the entry was to include dramatic 
speech or not, there is no record. Significantly, Charles's decision, initially based on the 
excuse of plague, soon became a clear attempt by the King to avoid public display, a 
policy reinforced by the delay and eventual cancellation of plans to welcome Charles's 
return from Scotland in 1633. According to one contemporary, 'there are some who 
believe that this delay will put an end to the ceremony, which is considered at once 
superfluous and costly', "' an indication that the neglected event's status in London was, 
undeniably, suffering a change in opinion. 
The only dramatic pageant entry that did take place for Charles was not in 
London, but in Edinburgh in 1633. At this entry, there were no professional dramatists 
to provide the sophisticated examples of the form seen in James's reign, or to push the 
boundaries of the form. Indeed, 'this show confirms the observation made [ ... ] that 
55 CSPV, Y. IV: 1615-1617, ed. by Allen B. Hinds (1908), 350. 
M CSPV, MUIL 1632-1636, ed. by Allen B. Hinds (1921), 153. 
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after 1604 the royal entry there are really no innovations in this form of pageantry. [ ... ] 
Dramatically this Edinburgh entry also seems less satis ýying). 57 Consequently, for 
Charles's eventual entry into London, the dramatic is dispensed with altogether. 
Not until 1638 did Charles officially enter London, when he escorted his mother- 
in-law, the Queen Dowager of France, to her lodgings. Yet, even on tbis occasion, there 
appears to have been a distinct attempt by Charles to hide the spectacle of the monarch, 
as he chose to ride in a closed coach rather than on traditional horseback. How this 
might have been read in terms of the audience's horizon of expectations for a royal 
pageant it is difficult to say, as the last coronation entry had been nearly forty years 
before, with very few true royal pageants taking place in between. When circumstances 
eventually required him to woo London for financial aid, Charles made a second entry in 
1641, but this was his first as the key focus of the event. Once again, however, it merely 
consisted of a procession and only one speech was given (by the City Recorder). 
Although on horseback for this occasion, rather than hidden in a coach, Charles was 
surrounded by mounted soldiers, so quite what the spectatorsbip actually saw of their 
King is open to debate. 
Ironically, with no pageant stages, triumphal arches, or performers, the drama of 
the event became that of the monarch alone and in doing so probably made more of a 
spectacle of the sovereign than perhaps Charles would have liked. Eyewitness accounts 
describe how 'the banks, hedges, highwayes streets, stalls, and windowes were all 
embroidered with millions of people, of all sorts and fashions"' present to view the King. 
Charles and Henrietta Maria's reactions appear to have furthered this spectacle of the 
sovereign by encouraging a performative actor-audience response, so that when they 
heard the 'Loud and joyful acclamations, crying God bless and long live King Charles 
57 Bergeron (1971), p. 116. 
58 John Taylor, En,, alandý Comfort (London, 1641), pp. 3-5; cited in Bergeron (1971), p. 120. Obviously, the 
figure of 'millions' is not in accurate portrayal of the size of the spectatorship, rather it is Taylor using 
poetic licence to emphasise the scale and popularity of the event. 
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and Queen Mary, and their majcsties reciprocally and heartily blessing and thanking the 
people, with as great expressions of joy'. " Such dramatic interactions between Charles 
and the multitude not only re-established the performative nature of the monarch, 
however, but also of the crowd. 
just as Charles became an even greater dramatic focus without the pageant stages, 
so too did the livery companies who bordered the processional route. In Histoirr de 
y tirs-0 stien da Gra de-B tai, e (Figs. 4a & 4b), a 1'entire de la rUne merr du to rr ns la n re gn n 
engraving of the 1638 entry, we are presented with a clear view of the livery companies 
lining the street. The engraving plainly depicts the banners of the individual companies 
and the barriers traditionally hung with cloth. It also suggests that an arras masked the 
shops, in this instance displaying a flcur-de-lys design, perhaps in deference to the 
Dowager Queen, or an example of the companies' banners noted in the King of 
Denmark's entry. ' Without the addition of pageant stages then, this civic spectacle 
could only have placed greater focus on those companies on display. 
This engraving is also useful for its representations of the general audience. The 
citizens and nobility can be seen standing on balconies and sitting at windows, viewing 
the procession as it passed through Cheapside; whilst those brave enough to climb the 
roofs can be seen perched above. In this representation of the event, it does not appear 
that lower status audience members stood behind the companies; in fact, at first glance, 
they do not appear to be present at all. This could merely be a decision by the artist to 
present an unobstructed view of the key processional figures or, alternatively, it could be 
that a line of ordinary people stood on the opposite side of the street. Certainly, at the 
bottom right-hand corner of the print, near the Nag's Head on Friday Street, there 
59 Ovation Carokna (London, 1641), p. 17. 
60 It is perhaps interesting to note that the pictorial representation of the Every companies appears quite 
sparse when compared to the description of the King of Denmark's entry. There is only a single line along 
the street, with no ordinary spectators behind and no indication of a raised and boarded area. Intriguingly, 
there is perhaps an example of boarded stands built on top of a shop roof crowded with spectators 
towards the ccntre of the image. 
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appears to be a token gesture - represented by two children - perhaps the suggested 
beginnings of a row of spectators. If the men in the same area were marshals (known as 
whifflers) and not actively part of the procession, then it would make sense to conclude 
that the commons do stand out of view, as the whifflers would only be present in this 
vicinity if they had something to control. For Charles's official entry of 1641, however, a 
mounted horse guard replaced the whifflers. Such an act perhaps 'emphasized the 
court's fear of the massed spectators', " and suggests that by the end of Charles's reign 
the multitude had become dangerous. 
After the two non-dramatic royal entries of Charles I, a new precedent had been 
set for the pageant event, informing the horizons of expectation for the genre's future 
audiences. By 1641 the Stuarts' gradual retreat from public display, including pageants, 
meant that the 'older rituals which stressed the reciprocal nature of the bond between 
monarchs and subjects were abandoned, in favour of more uncompromising assertions 
of absolutism"' with their own conventions of audience organisation and reception. 
That the less elaborate entry with its more explicit martialist overtones might 
have become the accepted form can possibly be seen in Oliver Cromwell's 1653 
processional entry into the City, where the 'citizens of this great City appeare in their 
severall Companies 13 lining the streets. As with Charles's entry, it was without the drama 
of the pageant stages, but was likewise far from without spectacle. The impressive sight 
of the guildsmen, in combination with Cromwell and his train, probably carried 
connotations of past spectacle to the spectators, if not the dramatic spectacle the 
audiences of James's reign were used to. That this reduction in dramatic performance 
was not just symptomatic of the Puritan regime, however, is shown in the royal entry of 
Charles II, which was furnished with triumphal arches but contained no dramatic 
61 Smuts, p. 92. 
62 Smuts, pp. 85-86. 
63 Robert Withington, Ejý 
Press, 1918-20), 1,239. 
Tkrh Pqeanfry. - Ax Historical Oulkne, 2 vols (Cambridge MA: Harvard University 
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speeches. That it was not deemed necessary to revive the dramatic conventions of the 
early seventeenth century for this Restoration pageant implies that by the 1660s the 
audience expectations of the genre had moved away from the theatrical. This adds 
currency to Bergeron's suggestion that by the reign of Charles I 'the progress pageant as 
a viable form was already for all practical purposes dead and the royal entry scarcely 
alive'. " The declining status of the royal entry is possibly alluded to in the Corporation 
of London's decision to reuse elements of Anthony Munday's recent Lord Mayor's show 
Cbgsanaleia for Charles's investiture, setting up a committee to examine how the 
'pageante and other devises may be altered and used for shewc at the meeting of the 
prince'. "' The speeches were to be new, but the spectacle or 'shcwe' was to be recycled. 
" 
Thus, when the audience of the royal entry saw Charles's pageant it is not unreasonable 
to assume that they might have noted the similarities between this event and the Lord 
Mayor's Show of a month before. It is dangerous to draw assumptions on how the 
audience might have received this event, but it is possible the entry failed to match their 
horizon of expectations because it 'did not attain to the splendour", of past occasions, a 
situation that might well have undermined the genre for the audience in the face of the 
recent and more dramatically satisýýing show by Munday. Consequently, for those 
spectators and practitioners during Charles reign that sought the manifestation of the 
dramatic pageant form then it was the Lord Mayor's Show that 'filled a palpable void', 
" 
not the royal entry. 
64 Bergeron (1971), p-121. 
65 Corporation of London, Rtperfog, XMI, fol. 372; cited in Bergeron (1971), p. 101. 
66 Perhaps significantly, Nfiddleton's text although new, is very similar to the aquatic theme of Henry's 
investiture pageant of 1610 and so does not express a boldness of new ideas. Such a decision may have 
been a consequence of the short period of time required, but may also have been a result of the need to 
reuse marine elements found in the Fishmonger's pageant. 
67 CSPV, XIV, 350. 














Chapter 3- The Pageant Audiences of the Lord Mayor's Show 
3.1 The Lord Mayoes Show and the Dramatic Tradition 
With the disappearance of the royal entry as a dramatic form, it becomes necessary to 
turn to the Lord Mayor's Show in order to examine the sustained development of the 
pageantic mode and its audience conventions. Unlike royal entries, this event took place 
annually, possibly making it an even closer gauge of the shifting patterns in audience 
expectations during the evolution of professional drama. 
Whereas the royal entry as a theatrical form had been practiced since at least 
1298, the traditions of the Lord Mayor's Show appear to have only stretched back to the 
mid-sixteenth century, at some point gaining precedence over, and replacing, the 
Midsummer Watch. ' Given in annual celebration of the new Lord Mayor's inauguration, 
the premise of the event was similar to the royal entry, to 'honour the sovereign [or in 
this case the Lord Mayor], to entertain, and to inStrUCt%2 These early manifestations of 
the show provided most of their pageantry through costume and procession and 
consisted of only one pageant proper; a format that appears to have persisted until 1591, 
when George Peele added the first new performance space in the show - the water 
pageant. Ihe overriding processional quality of the Lord Mayor's Show is probably the 
most predominant convention inherited from the Midsummer Watches and, according to 
Wickham, it was 'exclusively confined to this annual festivity'. 
' Significantly, despite the 
prevalence of pageant stages in royal entries, the triumph retained its processional 
I Held on 23 June (Midsummer's Eve), the Midsummer Watch was very closely related to the festivities of 
the following day (the Feast of St John the Baptist -a public holiday), but lost its following during the 
reign of Henry VIII. Intriguingly, Anne Lancashire discusses the possibi1ity that there might have been an 
earlier example of the Lord Mayor's Show, irrespective of the Midsummer Watch, which included more 
elaborate dramatic elements than a simple processional pageant, but which was suppressed in the late 
fifteenth century (Lancashire, pp. 183-84). 
2 Bergeron (1971), p. 10. The Lord Mayor's Show was traditionally held on the day after the feast of St 
Simon and St Jude, only altering if the pageant clashed with the weekend. 
3 EF , SII, 88. 
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structure, with the floats joining the Mayor's retinue rather than remaining static. This 
particular peripatetic format meant that although the pageant stages invariably passed 
everyone, it was only before the Lord Mayor and his train that the dramatic speeches 
were staged. Accordingly, for the vast majority of the general populus, the pageant 
drama of the inaugural show was that of spectacle and not of theatrical performance 
upon a stage. It seems likely that these split modes of reception were an acceptable 
custom for the audience, however, as the promenade structure was retained despite the 
difference from more archetypal expressions of the pageantic: form, such as Elizabeth's 
royal entry, which undoubtedly affected how audiences read later mayoral events. 
On the whole, the processional route of both mayoral and royal pageants 
followed the same path, and when the number of pageant stages eventually did increase, 
they were seemingly positioned in those places traditionally associated with the royal 
entry. This use of position implies a possibly conscious decision by the organisers to 
associate the pageant traditions of the Lord Mayor's Show with the conventions of the 
-royal entry, investing the stages with connotations of past 
'classic' pageants and, 
consequently, influencing the audience's expectations for the event. Continuity, 
therefore, should perhaps be read similarly to the establishment of dramatic genres and 
styles within specific playhouses, the authors of the pageants drawing on audience 
associations of past presentations. 
The major significance of George Peek's involvement in pageant drama, 
however, is that he appears to have been the first professional playwright to prepare the 
show, an association that received royal endorsement with the employment of Dekker 
and jonson for James's royal entry. That Peele's family was already connected with the 
Lord Mayor's Show - his father John Peele having devised the 1566 Itonmongers' 
pageant - proposes the interesting possibility that the conventions of pageant drama 
practised by his father might have influenced the development of George Peele's work in 
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the theatre; his employment perhaps indicating a shift in the association and transferral 
of ideas between dramatic forms. 
It is also through Peele that we have the first example of a published Lord 
Mayor's Show, The Detice of the Pqgeant Borne bSforr Volflon Dixi (1585). In the 
dissemination of the mayoral pageant to a reading audience, the authors - or 
'pageantwrights' as they should perhaps be termed - initially appear to have followed the 
precedent set by those who published Elizabeth's progress entertainments, merely 
providing a copy of the speeches with neither a description or narrative structure. Yet by 
the seventeenth century the format of the pamphlet seems to have more closely matched 
that of the court masque, both texts having a similar layout and length (about twelve 
4 leaves) and being comparable in price. If such entries found popularity with a similar 
audience to those who purchased masque texts, as is implied by the library of Humphrey 
Dyson, then it seems reasonable to assume that the accounts of mayoral pageants might 
also have held a mutual readership with other dramatic genres, again suggesting the 
possibility that the different genres might be bound together. 
'Me influence of the playhouse tradition on the Lord Mayor's Show can also be 
seen in the use of professional actors within the pageant, continuing the precedent set by 
Alleyn and Burbage in the royal entries. In Munday's Cbruso-Tbriambos (1611), for 
example, a leading actor of the King's Men, John Lowin, played the part of Leofstane. 
As Bergeron notes, this employment of professionals is a sign that 'at such moments the 
line separating the regular stage from the street theatre is more diminished than usual'. 5 
Indeed, I would argue that such occurrences allow us to look at the later pageant 
4 According to Francis R. Johnson, the average cost for a masque was 3d whilst longer masques requiring 
three or more sheets for their printing, were usually sold at 4d' (p. 93), and it seems likely that pageants were 
probably also sold at a similar rate, as invariably length and the publisher's 'estimate of how much the 
book-buyer would pay' dictated price Gohnson, p. 91). This is potentially supported by the cost of several 
royal entries listed in the library of Humphrey Dyson, wl-ýich indicate an average cost of a little over 4d a 
pageant - the slightly higher rate being attributable to my inclusion of the Magnocent Entertainment, which 
was three times the length of the average pageant and cost 6d (these figures are taken from the selection of 
titles listed in Johnson, pp. 95-112). 
5 Bergeron (1971), p. 148. 
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audiences more solidly within the context of theatrical spectatorsl-, Lip. The closing lines to 
Eastward Holl for example, suggest that the receptive processes required to receive the 
Lord Mayor's Show correspond closely with stage drama, indicating that both genres 
shared similar expectations amongst a mutual audience body: 
0 may you find in this our pageant, here, 
Ile same contentment which you came to seek, 
And as that show but draws you once a year, 
May this attract you hither once a week. 6 
3.2 Positioning the Audience 
The Lord Mayor's Show - like the royal entry - was a public 
holiday and, therefore, was 
accessible to a diverse audience. One account of the earlier Midsummer Watch refers to 
the 'callinge and confluence of moche people to the cytie out of the countreye" to 
witness the event, and it seems that the later pageant's similar holiday status also 
encouraged a wide audience of visitors from outside London. 'Me presence of tourists is 
supported by Dekker and Webster, who refer to the 'country gendewomcn, that came to 
see the pageant', ' emphasising both the importance of the event and its ability to draw a 
large, diverse crowd outside of the usual population. It is a testimony to this popularity 
that the form could successfully compete for an audience with rival performative events 
also available on the holiday. In 1618, for example, the authorities deliberately sought to 
take advantage of this potential crowd by placing Sir Walter Ralegh's execution on the 
same day as the Lord Mayor's Show, so that 'the pageants and the fine shows might 
avocate away the people from beholding the tragedy of one of the gallantest worthies 
6 Eastward Ho!, Epilogue, 1.6. 
7 Quoted in Nfichael Berlin, 'Civic Ceremony in Early Modern London, Urban Histog Yearbook (1986), 15- 
27 (p. 19). 
871bomas Dekker and John Webster, NodbwardHol, in The Dramatic Works of Tbomas Dekker, 111 (1958), 2.2 
(p. 433). 
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that ever England bred'. 9 
It is likely that the diverse nature of the pageant's spectatorship matched and 
even surpassed the varied composition of the contemporary amphitheatres. Certainly, 
some observations of audience structure seem analogous with the theatre. Orazio 
Busino, chaplain to the Venetian Ambassador, for example, describes a ctoss-section of 
spectators similar to the 'thousand townsmen, gentlemen, and whores, I Porters and 
serving-men"O that contributed to the outdoor playhouses' audiences. According to 
Busino, the windows were M of 'sundry gallants in attendance on fine ladies', " whilst in 
the streets below: 
It was a fine medley- there were old men in their dotage; insolent 
youths and boys, especially the apprentices [... ]; painted wenches and 
women of the lower classes carrying their children, all anxious to see 
the show. 12 
Ibis description of composition alludes to the audience's position within the sociofugal 
space of pageantic London, with the separation of higher status individuals from the 
'mass of sightseers"' situated on the ground and the guildsmen that lined the streets. 
Early modern London was a symbolically perceptive environment, aware of a person's 
definition and place within society, objects, buildings and people were all arranged within 
this construct of place, and this extended to the pageant, undoubtedly affecting audience 
reception in the process. Yet such demarcation of spectator space was not necessarily 
adhered to by its audience, as is indicated by the guilds hiring 'officers to protect them 
from the crowd'. " 
9 John Aubrey, BiiefLives, ed. by John Buchanan-Brown Jondon: Penguin Books, 2000), p. 270. 
10 Gurr (2000), p. 217. 
It CSPV, XV. - 1617-1619, ed. by Allen B. Hinds (1909), 60. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
14 CSPV, XV, 61. 
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If we look at mayoral pageants from across the period, it soon becomes apparent 
that there was an increasing problem with crowd control during the seventeenth century. 
As previously discussed, this transgression of the sociofugal space was a possible 
consequence of the rising population, and its existence at the Lord Mayor's Show 
emphasises how the role of the crowd as a dangerous 'other' was not limited to the royal 
entries of the period. The apparent lack of designated audience space for the general 
population, similar to the livery companies' or rich spectators', added to this instability. 
As Busino noted from the safety of his window: 
On looking into the street we saw a surging mass of people, moving in 
search of some resting place which a fresh mass of sightseers grouped 
biggledy piggledy rendered impossible. 15 
Ile problem of audience overpopulation had become so acute by this period that an 
extra City Marshal was hired to control the crowd. He attempted to clear the way by 
parading on horseback, accompanied by his footmen; yet even this was ineffectual, for 
'no sooner had a passage been forced in one place than the crowd closed in at another'. " 
In addition to the marshals and the 'number of lusty youths and men armed with long 
fencing swords', " were the 'men masked as wild giants who by means of fireballs and 
wheels hurled sparks in the faces of the mob and over their persons"8 to create space. 
According to Busino, however, 'all proved unavailing to make a free and ample 
thoroughfare'. " 
Significantly, the characters of wild men, giants and green men appear frequently 
in earlier accounts of London's pageants, indicating that the disorderly crowd was not an 
exclusively seventeenth-century phenomenon. That the sixteenth-century audience 
Is CSPV, XV, 60. 





appears to have received less criticism than its Jacobean counterpart, however, is perhaps 
a result of the giants having been capable of fulfilling their function in the less populated 
past. Consequently, the Stuart authorities' attempts to control the audience by traditional 
methods, suggests the possibility that the audiences of the contemporary mayoral pageant 
were considered identical to earlier spectator bodies, and that it was merely the size of the 
spectatorship - not the composition - that threatened the stability of the sociofugal 
space. 
The consistent organisation and composition of the Stuart pageant audience - 
whether mayoral or regal - is demonstrated in the following extract from Heywood's 
London'sJus Honorarium (1631), where the familiar arrangement of spectators appears to 
be part of the very structure of London: 
Why sister cities sit you thus amazed? 
If to behold above you, windows glazed 
With diamonds 'stead of glass? Stars hither sent, 
This day to deck our lower firmament? 
Is it to see my numerous children round 
Encompass me? So that no place is found. 
In all my large streets empty? My issue spread 
In number more then stones whereon they tread. 
To see my temples, houses, even all places. 
With people covered, as if, tiled with faces? 20 
This passage is comparable to The Mqgnificenf Entertainment, where Dekker records how: 
The streets seemed to be paved with men. Stalls instead of rich wares 
were set out with children, open casements filled up with women. All 
glass windows taken down, but in their places, sparkled so many eyes, 
that had it not been the day, the light which reflected from them, was 
sufficient to have made one. 21 
Despite twcnty-seven years' separation, both pageants use similar imagery to define the 
configuration of their audience, a configuration that potentiaUy reflects wider audience C)-- 
20 Thomas Heywood, Lomdoný jus Honorarium, in The Dramatic Workr of Thomar Hywood, ed. by John 
Pearson, 6 vols (London: Pearson, 1874), IV, 275. 
21 The Maggnificent Entertainment, 11,25 8. 
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practices. I have previously explored how the control of spectator space at royal entries 
corresponds with the organisation of audiences in the outdoor playhouse, and it would 
appear that the mayoral event followed a similar pattern. 
Intriguingly, both Dekker and Heywood's descriptions strike me as reminiscent 
of Busino's account of audience positioning at a masquc: 
Every box was filled notably with most noble and richly arrayed ladies, 
[ ... ] strings of jewels on their necks and bosoms and in their girdles 
and apparel in such quantity that they looked like so many queens, so 
that at the beginning, with but little light, such as that of the dawn or 
of the evening twilight, the splendour of their diamonds and other 
jewels was so brilliant that they looked like so many stars. 22 
Although Busino's account refers to an indoor theatre-like space, there were boxes (or 
Lord's rooms) at some outdoor playhouses and there is enough of a similarity between 
the ladies in their boxes and those at the windows to support the possibility that such a 
configuration and division of spectatorship space was a recognisable aspect of a 
contemporary performative event. ' 
Yet it is likely that any resemblance in the demarcation of audience space was 
merely the inevitable manifestation of those practices intrinsically linked with the 
pageant's status as a perfonnative event. As a performance, the pageant exists to be 
seen, and in a society solidly based on the concept of hierarchy, whether social, gender, 
or financially specific, the division of spectator space to reflect these differences is 




23 There is also a notion of display in all three descriptions, which hints at a similar characteristic between 
the audience spaces and is possibly alluded to in the etymology of the word `box'. Ile OED suggests that 
when tl-ýs theatrical meaning arose, it 'had not acquired the sense of a large wooden chest, but was chiefly 
an apothecary's pill box or ointment pot, or perhaps a "jewel-box... Cbox, n2. II. 8. a', The Oxford EnSksb 
Diaionag, ed. by JA. Simpson, E. S. C. Weiner and others, 2nd edn, 20 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1989)). Accordingly, the metaphorical depiction of people as diamonds and expensive commercial goods 
indicates the possibility that such areas in the pageant spectator space held a similar status to Busino's 
boxes, with their content of precious queens, and, therefore, might share similar conventions with the 
playhouse box. It should be noted, however, that the use of such metaphors to describe the early modem 
audience became commonplace during the period and so we must be careful when emphasising the 
similarities between these descriptions. 
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3.3 The Ommegang 
The Ommesang. - The Triumph of Isabella (Fig. 5a), painted in 1616, depicts a processional 
pageant in the Low Countries that shares close parallels to the drama of the Lord 
Mayor's Show and may help our understanding of those basic audience practices 
fundamentally connected to the pageant form, which appear to have been common 
across the entire European continent. Such an approach is justified if we consider the 
multicultural influences present in early modem London. The Dutch and Italians 
constructed a pageant for James I's royal entry, for example, whilst Alexandra F. 
Johnston in her study of the continental connection suggests that there was a strong 
pageant influence between England and the continent, a cultural cross-over encouraged 
by trade amongst the merchant class - the very social group who patronised the English 
pageant form. She is quite specific about the influence of the Low Countries: 
. ge of the 
Low Countries had a major The great processions or ommegan 
impact on English custom. It was these processions of wagons, 
tableaux, marching giants and other mythical and traditional characters 
that the English merchants saw on the continent and returned home 
to imitate. 24 
In Denis van Alsloot's depiction of the event we can see clearly recognisable 
elements of the Lord Mayor's Show. Giants appear to have acted as crowd control at the 
ommegang, just as they did at the mayoral pageant, along with 'devils who, in addition to 
their duty of amusing the spectators with their antics, seem to have acted as subsidiary 
marshals of the procession'. 2' Other examples of marshalling can be seen in the 
background, with men carrying what appear to be either muskets or sticks, keeping the 
lines orderly. It is most likely that they were staves used in a similar way to the whifflers 
in London pageants. 
24 Alexandra F. Johnston, qhe Continental Connection', in The Stqge as Mirmr Citie Theatm in Late Me&eval 
Eumpe, ed. by Alan E. Knight (Cambridge: Brewer, 1997), pp. 7-24 (P. 22). 
25 J ame s Laver, Isabella ý Triumph (May 3 Po 1615) Denis van Asloot (London: Faber, 1947), p. 18. 
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The painting's organisation of spectators further suggests a correspondence 
between audience practices in London and on the continent. As with the London 
pageants, the spectators line the streets, others sit atop roofs to get a clearer view, whilst 
the richer, higher status individuals can be found watching from the windows. It is the 
depiction of the later group, however, which presents interesting possibilitics for our 
understanding of audience viewing habits - namely the practice of leaning on cushions. 
Whilst there are no accounts of a similar custom at London pageants, it was common for 
the wealthy playgoer 'if he desires to sit in the most comfortable seats which are 
cushioned [... to pay] yet another English penny at another door'. " Accordingly, the fact 
that the cushions in the painting are so alike suggests the possibility that they might have 
been provided by a similar source and rented along with the room to provide additional 
comfort for leaning, just as playhouses charged for additional comfort when sitting. 
The numerical superiority of women at the windows in van Asloot's painting 
indicates that the window was used as a predominantly female spectator space during 
pageants, a tradition supported by Busino, who observes that they were filled with 'the 
sweetest faces'27 of women, whilst the epilogue to Eastward Ho! speaks of 'windows filled 
with ladies'. ' Busino does refer to the presence of men at windows, but he also implies 
that their motivation was not necessarily respectable, rather these 'gallants in attendance 
on fine ladies. [ ... I Were the servants of these ladies, which 
in plain language means their 
lovers'. 29 The Ommqaq further supports this claim. In the top window of a house a 
young lady and gallant are in close conversation, whilst further along a man and woman 
26 I'liomas Platter, Thomas Plafferý Tram& in England 15,99, trans. by Clare Williams Q!, ondon: Jonathon 
Cape, 1937), pp. 166-75. Ilere is, however, a reference to a possible early modem practice of leaning on 
cushions suggested in a stage direction from John Ford's Loteý S=ifice, ed. by A. T. Moore, Revels Plays 
(Manchester. MUP, 2002). In 5.1, a curtain is drawn to discover Bianca 'kaning on a Ckbion at a Table, 
hoang Fernando ýy the hand (p. 237). One reference, of course, does not indicate a wide spread practice, but 
it is a very specific stage direction, which suggests Ford thought it necessary to include, perhaps because 
the use of a cushion in this way carried with it a specific connotation that the contemporary audience may 
have understood. 
27 CSPV, XV, 60. 
28 Eastward Hell Epilogue, 1.4. 
29 CSPV XW9 60. 
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are pictured hand in hand; sexual liaisons that can be seen in their extreme in the devils 
teasing a female spectator below. 
This carnival atmosphere is something that the London accounts often allude to, 
and is perhaps a symptom of the holiday status of the event. The sale of refreshments 
would undoubtedly have added to the connotations of festival and is depicted in van 
Alsloot's picture, where one can see a serving man holding a cup in one hand and a jug in 
another, seemingly offering refreshment to the crowd. Down a side street, a gentlemen 
and another man (possibly the landlord) are drinking outside a pub, whilst along a side 
street someone is distributing drinks from a tray (Fig. 5b). I have not come across any 
references to similar practices at London pageants, but it is quite reasonable to assume 
that the sale of food and drink took place, as this was a common practice at other 
performative events including playhouses. 30 
3.4 Audience Expectations 
During the seventeenth century there appears to have been an increasing consciousness 
of divergent audience tastes, a shift that perhaps reflects the rise of the multitude, with its 
vast indefinable qualities. According to Kathleen McLuskic, 'by 1637, the divisions in the 
commercial theatre audience were well established and though all degrees were welcome 
at these city events, Heywood assumed that each would require different fare'. " 
Certainly, Dekker's statement 'that princes themselves take pleasure to behold them; they 
with delight; connnon people with admiradon"2 is a clear indication that pageant 
audiences looked for separate elements in the show. 
The classic difference in taste, which is interchangeable with some contemporary 
30 Thomas Platter records that 'during the performance food and drink are carried around the audience, so 
that for what one cares to pay one may also have refreshment' (Thomas Platters Travels in ENgland 1599, 
pp. 166-75). 
31 McLuskie, P. M. 
32 Tbomas Dekker, Tmia-Nova Triumphans, in Dramatic Wlorks, 111 (1958), 230. 
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playhouse audiences, was that the multitude was only interested in pageants constructed 
'to please the eye, but no way to feast the ear'. " It was this divergence, founded upon 
the concept of spectacle, that perhaps led Thomas Heywood to introduce the convention 
of the and-masque into his pageant order -a convention that might well have mirrored 
the jonsonian antimasques developed in court entertainment. 'Coadved only for 
pastime, to please the vulgar', 34 these shows contained no recorded speech and were 
, 31 designed more to 'pleaseth the eye, than contentcth the ear. Yet such an employment 
of spectacle does not mean that the Lord Mayors' pageants under Charles were any less 
sophisticated than before. Contemporary society still largely commurdcated 
emblematically, whilst comparisons with the dumb shows of professional drama can also 
be made. Moreover, such conventions could be used far more effectively than words 
when discussing a controversial topic, with sign and synecdoche - so prevalent in early 
modem stage plays - often being used for politically subversive purposes. 
One such example is Thomas Middleton's A Game at Cbess (1624), which satirised 
Count Gondomar, the former Spanish Ambassador, by mimicking 'all his graces and 
faces' and acquiring a 'cast sute of his apparell for the purpose'. " Nowhere is it 
mentioned in the text whom the character presented on stage was meant to be, but every 
member of the audience knew, through the use of emblematic staging, costume and 
31 representative action, and it became a cause c6libre. Interestingly, in one of 
Middleton's pageants for the Lord Mayor's Show of 1617: 
Among'the figures represented was a Spaniard, wonderfully true to 
life, who in-: iitated the gestures of the nation perfectly. [ ... ] He kept 
33 'Momas Heywood, Lon&ni Sinus Salutir, or, London's Harbour of Healtb, and Happiness, in Dramatic Works, 
VI, 292. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Heywood, Londini Speculum; or, London's Mirror, in Dramatic Wlorks, IV, 312, 
36 John Chamberlain to Sir Dudley Carleton, 21 August 1624, in 'Momas Middleton, A Game at Chess, ed. 
by T. H. Howard-HiU, Revels Edition (Manchester: MUP, 1993), p. 205. 
37 George Lowe, for example, records in a letter to Sir Arthur Ingram on 7 August 1624, how A Game at 
Chess described 'Gondomar and all the Spanish proceedings very boldly and broadly, so that it is thought 
that it will be brought in and all the parties punished' (A Game at Chess, p. 1 93). 
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kissing his hands, right and left, but especially to the Spanish 
Ambassador [Gondomar], who was a short distance from us, in such 
wise as to elicit roars of laughter from the multitude. 38 
It is possible that this Spaniard was also meant to be Gondomar, represented through a 
convention of symbolic spectacle common to both theatre and pageant. If this is the 
case, then it is perhaps reasonable to assert that elements of Middleton's pageant work 
were consciously recycled for the stage, a theory expanded upon by Bergeron in his 
article exploring the similarities between the masque of No Wlit, No Heo and Middleton's 
contribution to the 1604 entry. 39 It is possible, therefore, that the audience of one event 
might well have witnessed the same device reused across alternative performative genres, 
a practice that would have had a significant influence on their reception of the drama, 
encouraging them to draw comparisons between the two modes of representation via a 
direct thematic link. 
Despite Heywood's inclusion of the anti-masque, however, spectacle was already 
the central feature supporting the drama's function and always had been. Indeed, it is 
likely that for an entire cross-section of the audience the desire to watch rather than to 
hear was the major purpose of attending. John Webster notes that both the Mayor and 
the ordinary people could be bored by speech: 
I could, a more curious and elaborate way have expressed myself in 
these my endeavours, but to have been rather too tedious in my 
speeches, or too weighty, might have troubled my noble Lord and 
puzzled the understanding of the common people. 40 
Significantly, Webster presents us with interpretive communities whose tastes seem to 
cross the social boundaries designated by the conventions of the urban auditorium. 
Conversely, Heywood acknowledges the possibility of a variance in the spectatorship's 
38 CSPV, XV, 62. 
39 David NL Bergeron, 'Nfiddleton's No Wit, No Heo and Civic Pageantry', in Pageantg in the Shakespearram 
Theater, pp. 65-80. 
40 John Webster, Monumentr ofHonour (London, 1624), C2v. 
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horizons of expectation: 
Where all degrees, ages, and sexes are assembled, every of them 
looking to be presented vAth some fancy or other, according to their 
expectations and humours. 41 
Perhaps the most important taste to govern the structure of the Lord Mayor's 
Show, however, was that of the livery companies, what Webster termed his 'worthy 
employers'. 42 It was this interpretive community who commissioned each show and 
provided the inspiration for the subject matter, perhaps even dictating its structure. 
Often companies would hire a pageantwright whom they had previously commissioned, 
suggesting that particular companies, if initially impressed by a certain style, would re-usc 
that author, sticking to a format with which they were comfortable and seeing no reason 
to change established tradition. It is for this reason perhaps, that the Lord Mayor's Show 
as a dramatic mode did not evolve much past Dekker's thematically consistent pageant 
Troia-Nova Triumphans (1612), with its 'morality play structure'. " It was not until after the 
Restoration that the form underwent any dramatic alteration and, ironically, it was in the 
direction of the spectacle not speech. 
Intriguingly, the Lord Mayor's Show was one of the few dramatic forms to exist 
during the Intcrrcgnum (albeit only from 1655 onwards); " whilst it seems that some 
form of non-theatrical pageantry connected with the mayoral inauguration also took 
place during the Civil War - what Withington refers to as 'flashes of brilliant ceremony'. 45 
Consequently, when the Every companies took their traditional places as performers in 
these later events, it is reasonable to assume that so too did the people, forming the 
audience in the only theatre available to them - the pageant theatre of the streets. 
41 Lon&xi Speculum; or, London's Mirror, IV, 312. 
42 MonUmenys of Honour, C2,,. 
43 Bergeron (197 1) p. 164. 
" See Susan Wiseman, Drama and Pokfics in the Engksb Otil War (Cambridge: CUP, 1998), for a discussion 
of drama during the Civil War and Interregnum, and a cultural environment far removed from traditional 
perceptions of the period as a dramatic wasteland. 






Fig. 5a The Ommqaq: The Tnumpb ql'h-abella by Denis van A sloot (1616) 
Fig. 5b Excerpt of The Olllllit: gaiýg, showing the spectators in greater detail 
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Chapter 4- Funeral Audiences of the Church and Streets 
Poets adorn his hearse 
With their most ravishing sorrows, and the stage 
For ever mourn him. And all such as were 
His glad spectators weep I-, Lis sudden death, 
The cause forgotten in his Epitaph. 
Exeunt. A sad music, theplajers bearil ,g off 
Paris' boýv, Caesar and The rrrt 
following-I 
4.1 Funerals and the Procession 
Throughout this chapter, I intend to focus on the sub-genre of the heraldic funeral, a 
form of the funerary event practiced by the nobility, which followed defined generic 
conventions, merging heraldry and pageantry with religious ceremony. The heraldic 
funeral is also the best-documented style and will, therefore, inform a more detailed 
examination of audience practices. ' 
Due to its strict limitation to just those entitled to display a coat of arms, the 
heraldic mode accounted for only a small percentage of early modem funerals, whilst the 
phenomenal costs of conducting such an event often restricted the numbers even 
further. ' Yet, according to Jennifer Woodward, 'the heraldic model had [ ... ] long been 
emulated at funerals of the rising middle clasS"4 perhaps in an attempt to legitimise the 
growing status of this emergent class. Ilat the conventions of the heraldic funeral were 
often co-opted into the non-heraldic form emphasises the suitability of this sub-genre as 
. yx offfiAp 
Masdnger, ed. by Colin Gibson (Cambridge: Philip Massinger, The Roman Actor, in The Selected Pla 
CUP, 1978), 4.2.304. 
2 It is surprising to note that, unlike civic pageantry and other early modem ceremonies, comparatively little 
has been written on the subject of funerals. Clare Gittings' Death, Burial and the Individual in Earý Modern 
England (1984) and Jennifer Woodward's The Theatre of Death. The Ritual Management of Royal Death in 
Renaissance En ýgland 1570-1625 (1997) are perhaps the most thorough examinations of the English 
ceremony, whilst articles by Michael Neill (1985) and Ronald Strickland (1990), also provide interesting 
interpretations of the event within a literary context. 
3 Sir Francis Walsingham, for example, was reputedly bankrupted by paying for his son-in-law, Sir Philip 
Sidney's, ceremony -a dangerous consequence that undoubtedly deterred others. 
4 Jennifer Kate Alice Woodward, The Ritual Management of Royal Death in Renaissance England 1570- 
1625' (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Warwick, 1994), p. 376. 
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a test case for our study of contemporary funeral ceremonies in general; ceremonies that 
Londoners encountered throughout their life, whether in a reduced scale or full heraldic 
spectacle. 
The funeral is one of the few early modem events that at some point were 
witnessed by every area of society and so I have decided not to make too detailed a study 
of the funeral spectatorship's composition. Even with the distinction that the heraldic 
funeral was different from the everyday ritual, it is likely that contemporary Londoners, 
at some stage, saw one of the many great state funeral processions that worked their way 
through the streets. Indeed, for such occasions to have had an impact, it was essential 
that spectator composition consisted of a cross-section of society, as the entire focus of 
the event was on the representation of the commonwealth united in grief at the death of 
the head of state. Consequently, it is more productive for this chapter to focus on how 
the audience was defined and how those of different status levels were positioned during 
the event, whilst also acknowledging that the composition of the spcctatorship, although 
inclusive, was entirely dependant upon each individual occurrence. 
Although at first glance the above quotation taken from 4.2 of The Roman Actor 
does not suggest a stage funeral, the tone of the scene and the stage directions perhaps 
indicate otherwise. ' It is possible that the conventions of the dead march arose from the 
ceremonial pageant of the funeral procession and so the dramatist may well have been 
relying on the spectators to read the scene based on their own experience of a funeral. 
Nfichael Neill refers to funerals as 'the pageant theater of death and mourning" and it 
appears that as a performative form the heraldic funeral had much in common with civic 
pageantry - perhaps even more than with religious ceremony: 
5 By stage funeral, I mean an event specifically indicated as such in the text, such as the opening scene of 
Heng W Part 1, or 4.4 in The Spanish Trqgeity. 
6 Michael Neill, "'Exeunt with a Dead March": Funeral Pageantry on the Renaissance Stage', in Pý(jgeanlg in 
The Shakespearean Tbeater, ed. by David M. Bergeron, pp. 153-93 (p. 1 54). 
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Tbough the service took place in church, the master of ceremonies 
was not the parson, but the heralds, and the affair was characterised 
more by the rituals of antiquarian feudalism than those of 
Christianity. 7 
Funerals were 'triumphs"' of salvation, but also triumphs of a person's conduct and status 
in life and thus they reflected the hierarchical society of the time. Positions in the cortýge 
depended on a strictly defined order set by the College of Arms (Figs. 6& 7) and closely 
matched the arrangement of those other civic and royal processions where 'it was 
necessary to supervise the events so that no dignity would be improperly neglected or 
usurped'. ' It was not without reason that the heralds, led by the Garter King of Arms, 
imposed such rigorous order on the event, however, as families often tried to increase 
their status through the funeral ceremony. Sir William Segar (Garter King of Arms 1607- 
1633) reflects how 'some times we have seen the burial of an Esquire more costly then 
was fit for a Knight, and a Knight's funeral such as might become a Lord'20 Such 
practices would have presented their audience with a symbolic, yet subversive image, 
which disrupted the structure of society and it was for this reason that there was a 
'prescribed number of Mourners to every degree, and that no man of greater title than 
the defimct should be permitted to mourne'. 1' 
11iis control of position is represented in the painting of the life and death of Sir 
Henry Unton (Fig. 8). The mourners walk in ascending order of rank until, just before 
the pallbearers, the heralds are portrayed, in their capacity as representatives of the 
monarch and carrying the arms of the deceased. Immediately behind the bier the artist 
depicts the chief and principal mourners, who are then followed by other mourners in 
descending order of status. Such a pattern was repeated in varying degrees according to 
7 Lawrence Stone, The Grisis oftheAtistocrag, 1558-1641 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965; repr. 1975), p. 575. 
Sir William Segar, HonourMiktag, and Otill, Containedin Foum Bookes (London, 1602); cited in Neill, p. 183. 
Ronald Strickland, Tageantry and Poetry as Discourse: The Production of Subjectivity in Sir Philip 
Sidney's Funeral', ELH, 57 (1990), 19-36 (p. 22). 
10 Sir William Segar; cited in Strickland, p. 23. 
II Sir William Segar; cited in Neill, p. 155. 
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status in every major funeral of the period and consequently formed an important part of 
the rich tradition of pageantry in English society. If funerals were similar to other 
pageants, then it is reasonable to assume that comparable practices existed between 
them, including the habits of audience reception. Furthermore, if we accept that the 
funeral form was, as Neill suggests, a pageant of 'biographical drama arid political 
12 theater" then it is also likely that some funeral traditions corresponded with the 
practices of drama, perhaps encouraging a cross-fertilisation of conventions as previously 
seen between theatre and other pageantic: forms. 
4.2 Funerals and Drama 
just as Elizabeth acted as a patron to conventional forms of drama, she also supported 
the enactment of funeral pageantry befitting the status of the deceased; she was even 
known to pay the costs for some families who could not afford a funeral at a level of 
grandeur befitting their status. " Such 'symbolic "texts" which explicitly reinforced the 
social hierarchy"' were possibly viewed by Elizabeth as an 'indispensable symbolic 
accompaniment to their systematic underpinning of place and prerogative'. 's just as her 
gift of clothes for the royal entry of 1559 helped to disseminate her royal image and 
support the position of the monarch through performance, so Elizabeth sought to 
maintain the significance of a feudal hierarchy in another pagcantic form. "s 
This idea of patronage for funerals opens up the question of what role 
professional actors took on such occasions. Because of their status as servants to a 
patron, be it the Lord Chamberlain or the King, for example, it is quite likely that the 
players' attendance wid-iin the funeral train would have been expected. We know, for 
12 Neill, p. 161. 
13 Strickland, p. 35. 
14 Strickland, p. 19. 
15 Neill, p. 162. 
16 See above, p. 38. 
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instance, that the boy actors from the Children of the Chapel Royal took part in 
Elizabeth's funeral" and 'Shakespeare's troupe [ ... ] had their allotted place 
in the grand 
fiineral of their patron, Lord Hunsdon, in 1596', "' just as they 'must have wom Carey's 
livery and helped to swell numbers"' later that same year, when the 2"d Lord Hunsdon 
was inducted into the Order of the Garter. That players were probably paid for their 
appearance at the St George's Day celebration creates interesting connotations for the 
nature of their presence at funerals? A company of actors at an inherently performative 
event such as a funeral, therefore, may have heightened the dramatic quality of the ritual, 
by carrying connotations of the stage and possibly reminding the spectators of previous 
theatrical representations of the event. Certainly, the audience would have been aware of 
the conventions of the funeral, distinct from its representation on the stage, and this 
must also have informed their horizons of expectation for such scenes. 
Dornitian's plans for the state funeral of Paris in The Roman Actor, where 'Poets 
, 21 
adorn his hearse I With their most ravishing sorrows, implies the presence of poets 
(playwrights), and perhaps players, within the cortige. According to the OED 'adorn' 
need not refer to a material ornament, but can also denote the presence of a person, 'to 
add to the honour, splendour, or attractiveness of anything, by his presence' 
ý2 and it is 
perhaps to this meaning of adorn that Domitian refers. Massinger's text, therefore, may 
have been constructed to remind The Roman Aclo? s audiences of the acting companies' 
attendance at such events, perhaps even brining to n-dnd the funeral cortige of James I 
held a year before, with its contingent of players and poets amongst the mourners. 
17 See British library, MS. 35 324 fol. 31v; reprinted in Gurr (1997), p. 52. 
18 Neill, p. 162. 
19 David Wiles, Shakestearr'. r Almanac. A Midsummer Nigbis Dream, Marriqge and the Ektabethan Calendar 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1993), p. 21. 
20 We know that the Admiral's Men received money to attend the procession in 1600. See Henslowe's Diag, 
ed. by RA Foakes, 2nd edn (Cambridge: CUP, 2002), p. 133. 
21 The Roman Actor, 4.2.304. 
22'adom, v. 1.3', OED. 
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The call for poets to adorn Paris's hearse may have a more literal translation, 
however, one that still suggests a dramatic connection between theatre and funerals, but 
in a more subtle fashion. During the early modern period the definition of a hearse was 
in transition towards a more generalised term for the bier, which transported the coffin. 
Yet its more traditional definition was that of an 'elaborate framework originally intended 
to carry a large number of lighted tapers and other decorations over the bier or coffin 
while placed in the church at the funerals of distinguished persons'2' (Fig. 9). As a 
stationary structure within the church, the hearse was a significant part of the spectacle. 
Depending on the status of the individual, the hearse - displaying the heraldry of the 
deceased - was draped in black and surrounded with candles and inscriptionS. 
24 It is to 
these inscriptions that Domitian may be referring. 
A reference to these adornments is mentioned in the stage directions of the mock 
pside, where at one door there enters 'the coffin of the funeral in A Chaste Maid in Chea 
virgin with epitaphs pinned on it'. " Although I have found no evidence to support 
the practice, it could be that playwrights were employed to write poetic lines for the 
hearse, just as they appear to have written irnpresa for tournaments. " Certainly, the 
playwrights' close association with heraldic pastimes would have made them the ideal 
choice for writing such mottoes in an event dominated by the College of Arms. For A 
Chaste Maid at least, someone had to prepare text for the scene and if so why not a 
playwright? Accordingly, if that were the case, could not a playwright have also done the 
same for a real funeral? We know from a prefatory poem to The Roman Actor, by 
Massinger's contemporary lbomas May, that the Roman poet 'Martial's wit bestowed I 
23 'hearse, n. 2. a', OED. 
24 Nigel Llewelyn, The Art ofDeat& VisualCulturr in The Engkxb Dealb Rituale. 1500-c. 1800 (London: Reaktion, 
1991), p. 64. Llewellyn includes a photograph of a covered bier dating from 1611, which is decorated with 
the Latin inscription 'the trumpet shall blow and the dead shall rise'. 25 Ilomas Middleton, A Chaste Maid in Cheapside, ed. by Alan Brissenden, New Mermaids (London: 
Earnest Benn, 1968; repr. A&C Black; New York: Norton, 1994), 5.4, SD (P. 95). 
26 See below, p. 21 1. 
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A lasting epitaph"' at the death of the historical Paris, so it is also possible that 
Domitian's speech is an attempt by Massinger to tie this historical event into 
contemporary funeral practices. Domitian's reference to the poets' contribution to a 
funeral event seemingly links theatre with the death ritual and, thus, may have 
encouraged a contemporary audience to read the stage exit in relation to the funerary 
event. But whether it was through a poet's physical presence, their literary contribution, 
or perhaps a combination of both, it is difficult to say. 
Inigo Jones was responsible for the design of James I's hearse and his obvious 
connection with the theatre lends further support to a crossover of influences and 
audience practices between drama and funerals. ' Such a transferral of practices can be 
witnessed in the apparent appropriation of funeral blacks - traditionally hung in the 
church - on stage. It is possible that for the players there was an inherently dramatic 
quality to the funeral's conventions, which they sought to adopt in order to influence 
audience reception. As Neill states: 
The drama did more than simply incorporate episodes of funeral 
pageantry into its action: the very decor of the tragic stage was shaped 
by the conventions of funeral. 29 
just as the spectacle of a funeral saw buildings and churches draped in black cloth, the 
playhouse stage was, in certain circumstances, covered in dark material. It seems that this 
custom was 'designed to prepare the audience's emotions for the ensuing drama of death: 
"The stage is hunge with blacke; and I perceive I The Auditors prepar'de for 
3 01 Tragedie"'. ' The prologue to Antonio's Revenge refers to the 'black visagd shows , whilst 
I 
27 lbomas May; cited in Massinger Tke Cridcal Hetitage, ed. by Martin Garrett (Iondon: Routledge, 1991), 
p. 58. 
28 Jones may have viewed this commission as distinct from his theatrical work, however, and his approach 
to designing the hearse may have held no conscious similarity with drama. 
29 Neill, pp. 162-63. 
30 Neill, p. 163. 
31 John Marston, Antonieý Revenge, ed. by W. Reavley Gair, Revels Plays (Baltimore: John Hopkins 
University Press; Manchester: MUP, 1978), Prologue, 1.20 (p. 55). 
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another Marston play, The Insatiate Countess, metatheatrically uses the convendon to refer 
to the onset of night: 'The stage of heaven is hung with solemn black, IA time best 
fitting to act tragedies'. " 
This representation of funeral conventions can also be found in the colour of the 
players' costumes. Ibcrc is the possibility that players traditionally dressed in black 
during tragedies. Dekker, for example, refers to how 'when the stage of the world was 
hung with black, they [a pair of bankrupts] jetted up and down like proud tragcdians'. " 
His use of the term 'jetted' is interesting. Tojet meant 'to assume a pompous gaie, ', 
similar to the contemporary metaphor of a 'stalking Tambutlaine', 35 but it may also have 
been a pun on jct-black. Certainly, one of the principal colours of clothes in Hcnslowe's 
possession was black, which is perhaps a rcflecdon of tbLis practice, whilst we know 
specifically that Henslowe included a black mourning cloak amongst his inventory. 
When the players took part in their patron's funeral they would have been given cloth to 
make funeral blacks with and so it is possible, for example, that when Queen Anne's 
company took part in her funeral in 1619 'thereby acquiring their own set of funeral 
blacks 31 they later wore them on stage - perhaps even for a stage funeral. 
4.3 The Spectator Space of Funerals 
According to Abercrombie and Longhurst, 'physical and social distances"' at funerals 
affected both the mourners' and audiences' performative role within the event and their 
reception of the ceremony. Of the physical distances, perhaps the most apparent is 
between the mourners in the procession and the general public, the ceremonial nature of 
32 John Marston and others, The Insadatt Countess, ed. by Giorgio Melchiori, Revels Plays (Manchester: 
MUP, 1984), 4.4.4. 
33 Lantern and Candlek , gbt, 
in Thomas Dekker, ed. by E. D. Pendry, The Stratford-upon-Avon Library, 4 
(London: Edward Arnold, 1967), p. 249. 
34'jet, vi. Obs. 1.11, OED. 
35 Ilomas Dekker, The Wonderfmll Year, in Tbomas Dekker, p. 46. 36 Woodward (1994), p340. 
37 Abercrombie and Longhurst, p. 48. 
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the event immediately defining who was a mourner and who was not; whilst within the 
procession itself, the physical distance of the individual from the hearse expressed the 
social distances inherent within the hierarchical society that the heraldic funeral sought to 
express. It can be argued, therefore, that those in the procession were positioned within 
the performance space, whereas anyone else was positioned within the spectator space. 
Thomas Lant's report of Sir Philip Sidney's funeral closely reflects the accounts 
of audience space at civic and royal pageants. He describes how the 'streets all along 
were so thronged with people that the mourners had scarcely room to pass', " whilst 'the 
houses likewise were as full as they might beY9 observations that recall the pageant space 
of the Lord Mayor's Show, with its 'windows glas'd I With diamonds 'sted of glass'. ' If 
funeral conventions did correspond with those of other pageants, then those higher 
status individuals not invited to the ceremony probably occupied the rooms along the 
procession. It is also possible that individuals might still have had to pay for the 
privilege; a suggestion that funerals - like pageants - could function on some level as 
paid entertainment. 
One account of Elizabeth's funeral observes that all of the various audience 
spaces associated with the pageant were overrun by the population, the city being 
'surcharged with multitudes of all sorts of people in their streets, houses, windows, leads, 
and gutters, that came to see the obsequy [funeral rites]. "' To suppose that this situation 
was common at all funerals in London would be an exaggeration and it is likely that the 
citizens witnessed a more restrained affair, people lining the streets in smaller numbers, 
similar to those depicted in the Unton portrait. ' Yet even the smaller occasions carried 
38 Thomas Lant, Seqmitur Celebtitas & Pompa Funeris (London, 1587), p. 30. 
39 Ibid. 
' London'sjms Honoratimm, IV, 275 
41 Stow, Annals, p. 815. 
42 It is interesting to note that the Unton painting also portrays people sitting on walls as the procession 
passes, a practice that strikes me as being reminiscent of the poor sat on rooftops along the route of a civic 
pageant, a practice that is also reflected in the above quotation regarding the funeral of Elizabeth I. 
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with them considerable levels of pomp and spectacle. As a provisioner of funeral 
trappings, the diarist Henry Machyn was understandably interested in funeral ceremonies 
and records a large number in great detail. Among the many examples of these is that of 
Sir John Jermy, which shows that grandeur was not limited to the funerals of significant 
figures such as Sidney. 
The 23 day of November was buried in St Stephen's in Coleman 
Street, Sir John Jermy, knight of Suffolk, [ ... ] he had a standard, and a 
pennon of arms, and coat armour, helmet, target, and sword, and 
mantel, and a three dozen of escutcheons and half a dozen of 
buckram. And the church was hanged with black, and with arms; and 
there was many mourners, and going to the church a mourner bearing 
the standard in black, and another a pennon of arms, and then certain 
mourners. Then came Master Somerset the herald bear the helm and 
crest. And after came Master Clarenshux bearing his coat armour, and 
the clerks singing; and then came the corpse with the pall of black 
velvet with escutcheons on it, and then came the chief mourners, and 
after his servants in black. 43 
The extent to which churches were covered in black drapes depended upon the 
status of the individual, but an inventory of some of the blacks required for burials in St 
Paul's gives some idea of the importance placed on this symbol of mourning: 
Black hanging the Quier - 
the blacke on the communion table being ordinary -5 yardes 
the blacke in the upper quarter of that Quier 
the blacke in the Bishop's Sea[t] 
the blacke in the neyther Quier 
the blackc on the outfront of the rood loft. 44 
For some funerals - many of which were noted by Machyn"' - the blacks that hung in 
the church extended onto the streets and along the path of the procession, much as the 
Guilds' banners lined the railings of the processional route at civic pageants. That the 
blacks may have been fixed in a comparable fashion to other pageantic events is 
4' The Diag ofHeng Machyn, p. 244. 
44 je nni fe r Wo od wa rd, The Theatre of Death. The Ritual Management of Royal Death in Remaissame E ngland 1570- 1625 (Woodbridge: The BoydcU Press, 1997), p. 28. 
45 Diag ofHeng Machyn, pp. 2,3,8,46,59,98,106,110,123,169,171,181,217,240,311. 
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suggested in Middleton's The Black Book, where he refers to the 'black cloth clapt 
together, such as was snatched off the rails in King's Street at the Queen's funeral's 46 an 
indication that the processional route for Elizabeth's funeral was lined with railings clad 
in cloth, perhaps similar to those depicted in the illustration of Charles Is 1638 entry. 
An example of black cloth clearly defining the funeral's performance space can be seen at 
the 1559 burial of Sir Thomas Curtes, former Lord Mayor of London, where not only 
was the 'church and choir hanged with black and armes', but also the 'place and the 
street. 47 Such a sense of performative space is described by Jennifer Woodward as 'a 
theatre of deaths. ' 
It was within this theatre of death that the distances between spectator and 
performer were defined. If the procession expressed physical distances between the 
spectators and the mourners, then the distinction between audience and performance 
space during the church service was even more pronounced and it was around the 
stationary hearse, beneath a backdrop of funeral blacks, that the most interesting 
organisation of spectators occurred. A person's position in relationship with the hearse 
was used to separate the chief mourners from the main congregation during the 
performance of the obsequy and defining who would take part in the Offering - the 
titualised transfer of rule from the deceased to the heir. Jennifer Woodward's description 
of the Earl of Derby's hearse, provides an excellent example of the form: 
It stood thirty feet high, twelve feet long and nine feet wide, 
surrounded by a double rail. It had a central, raised section upon 
which the coffin would stand [ ... ]. The whole way covered with black 
taffeta, silk and velvet, and adorned with numerous escutcheons. The 
canopy, or 'Majesty', was also of taffeta lined with buckram and 
embroidered on the underside with the Earl's arms in gold and silver 
embroidered. Six great burial paste-escutcheons were fixed to the four 
comers the top of the canopy and the valance which was further 
adorned with small metal pencils or pensels, the diminutive of pennon. 
The Black Boole, in The Works of Thomas Middleton, ed. by A. H. BuUen, 8 vols (Lzndon: John C. Nimmo, 1885-86), VIII, 25. 
47 The Diag of Heng Mac4n, p. 217 48Woodward (1997), p. 19. 
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Overall the hearse had a stage-like quality, making the coffin highly 
visible to the congregation and focusing their attention upon it. 49 
Woodward's observation that the hearse had a stage-like quality reinforces my 
argument for the existence of a crossover of influences between funerals and theatre. If 
the purpose of the heraldic funeral was to support the status quo and protect the power 
of the nobility, then the crux of the ceremony was certainly the Offering and, 
consequently, spectator focus would have been deliberately directed towards those 
performing the act - the chief mourners and the heir of the estate. The hearse, therefore, 
may weR have been received as a sort of stage by those members of the congregation 
excluded from the performance area. 
The presence of double rails within the performance space is also important. 
According to Woodward, 'the rails around the coffin and the church served a dual 
function: they both supported the black mourning fabric and marked out the spaces 
where the protagonists and the audience should locate themselves'. " Significantly, the 
presence of double rails can be noted at many other contemporary performative events, 
including tournaments and civic pageants. The close similarities between the 
conventions of pageant and funeral make this potential overlap not unsurprising. We 
know, for example, that the rails lining the streets at royal entries were about waist height 
and covered in cloth, just as those around the hearse appear to have been. Their height 
at a funeral appears to have been vital, as it allowed the rest of the congregation to see 
the c1def mourners and the coffin -a key aspect to the Offering ceremony. In almost all 
other references to double rails, the elevation indicated also seems to be that of waist 
height, suggesting that the barriers were perhaps a standard format across all 
performance genres, constructed to allow for a clear view of the event. The importance 
of providing a clear view is emphasised in an account of another performative event held 
49 Woodward (1994), pp. 52-53. See also Figs. 9& 10 below, p. 1 IS. 
5' Woodward (1994), p. 53. 
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within a church context - Princess Elizabeth's wedding to the Elector Palatine in 1613 - 
where the Chapel of Whitehall was 'railed on both sides; the rails being covered with 
cloth of tissue, but open at the top, that the whole assembly might the better see all the 
ceremonies'. " 
Their relation to the hearse and the railings, therefore, defined the mourners' 
toles as both performers and spectators, their physical distance from the ceremony 
matching their social distance from the deceased. Certainly, at the Earl of Derby's 
funeral the hundred poor men in the procession remained outside of the church, lining 
the way into the building but remaining marginalised in their relationship with the 
ceremony itself, to the point where they were not even part of the main audience body. 
Indeed, at their distance from the performance they could only have been auditors, not 
spectators. 
4.4 Spectators as Performers at Funerals 
As with other early modem performance, the role of the performer and spectator 
appears to have been closer and less well defined than in modem society. At funerals, it 
is the role of the mourner that carries with it the dual function of spectactor. 
Theoretically, all mourners at a funeral are direct participants in the death rite, following 
predefined codes of conduct. Yet, according to Abercrombie and Longhurst, there is a 
conffict between the performative tole of the congregation and the family of the 
deceased. 'Ihis variance can easily be superimposed upon the early modern event: 
[Me family] arc almost invariably physically separated from the rest of 
the congregation by being placed close to the minister. But this 
physical separation is reinforced by a sense of ritual distance between 
family and other mourners. They are in a separate category because 
their loss is assumed to be, by orders of magnitude, greater than that 
of anyone else. Their grief, and the necessary transformations of their 
51 The Processes, Processions, and Magnificent Fesihities of Kigjames I, 11,545-46. 
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social status, makes them temporarily into members of a different 
order of being. Physical and social distances makes members of the 
family into performers in the ritual. 52 
This is especially true of the relationship between the chief mourners gathered 
around the hearse and the rest of the congregation. For instance, the presence of the 
hearse as a distinct performance space and its influence on the configuration of the 
mourners immediately conferred upon some spectators a more performativc role within 
the ceremony. Around the hearse stood representatives of the College of Arms and 
various other gentlemen ushers, but the chief performers in the event were technically 
the chief mourners, the principal mourner (the heir) and the priest, who were an in 
closest proximity to the coffin (Fig. 10). " Even the corpse was technically a performer 
on a symbolic level during the Offering, until the moment when the transfer of title and 
power was made to the heir and the defunct became truly deceased. According to a 
description of the funeral of Katherine Berkley (1593), all of the mourners knelt facing 
inwards, towards the corpse, " making it the focus of the ceremony. Consequently, the 
congregation who were performers in the procession, but sat separately from the hearse, 
were made an audience to the performance of the Offering. Because the hearse acted as 
a focal point of the funeral, not the altar, there was the need for a constant movement 
from the hearse to the altar and back. Woodward suggests, therefore, that this 'periodic 
return of the mourners to their seats in the hearse separated the proceedings into distinct 
phases, or scenes'. " The idea that there were scenes in the proceedings suggests further 
parallels between the funeral ceremony and dramatic practice. Moreover, the use of 
structures similar to theatre serves to emphasise the performative role of the chief 
mourners. Yet at some funerals the entire congregation participated in the Offering, 
52 Abercrombie and Longhurst, pp. 47-48. 
53 For a detailed description see Woodward (1994), pp. 54-58. 
54 Woodward (1994), p. 54. 
51 Woodward (1994), p. 58. 
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proceeding in order of social position (women being excluded from the Offering at the 
funerals of men) so that 'all others of the cyte and country"" took part, accordingly 
granting all mourners the status of both spectator and performer. 
The funeral procession itself also holds interesting notions of what it meant to be 
a spectator or performer. Taking into consideration the spectators of other civic 
pageants, it is likely that, by their very presence, the audiences of large funeral events 
were able to impress themselves onto the text. Rather than a quiet and attentive line, the 
spectators were most likely a thick throng lining the streets, jostling for a place in the 
ritual space. Certainly, the citizens watching the funeral procession in the opening of A 
I, arumfor IAndon are not passive; they run onto the stage and proceed to rail against the 
deceased. Even at smaller, more private funerals, the presence of the audience must have 
affected the nature of the event, just as a similarly passive audience in modem theatre can 
still alter the playgoing experience for both actor and fellow spectator. Lant's account of 
Sidney's funeral clearly acknowledges how the audience's reception of the procession was 
a substantial part of the performative event, placing strong significance on the spectators' 
response as a performance of the nation's grief. He records how, of the 'great multitude 
there were few, or none that shed not some tears as the corpse passed by them'. " Ronald 
Strickland suggests that such descriptions were merely an expression of Lant's own 
agenda; to present 'a special relationship between Sidney and the citizens of London [ ... ] 
the mourners in traditional processions marched out of duty; the audience of affected 
onlookers in Lant's portrayal mourn in voluntary tribute'. 5' Yet, despite some authorial 
bias, the subsequent dissemination of literature after the funeral (of which Lant's work is 
included) underscores the strong contemporary interest in Sidney and so it is probable 
that the audience were willing performers in the civic ritual. 
56 Woodward (1994), p. 57. 
57 Lant, P. 30. 
58 Strickland, p. 28. 
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4.5 Funerals on Stage 
Early modern drama had a deep reservoir of conventions to draw upon when it 
sought to reflect funerals upon the stage. This staged event probably held added 
significance for the contemporary spectators, but this is often now lost on twcnty-first 
century audiences with our generally private and sanitised treatment of death. "' Indeed, 
stage funerals for contemporary audiences could 'never have been a merely neutral piece 
of action; as with other forms of pageantry, its gestures and d6cor carried with them a 
freight of social and political meanings'. " 
'Mere are a number of examples of staged funerals, ranging from the simple 
directions in 1homas May's jylia Agrippina, of 'an bearse brvNght in, Ociatia Follonin to 
the very full and elaborate opening scene of Martson's Antonio's Revenge, which Neill sees 
as the dramatist 'mobilizing all the resources of his company to evoke the real event': ' 
The cornets sound a senet, 
Enter Avo mourners ivilb torrbes, two vith streamers, Casfijýo and Forobosco, vith 
torches; a Herald bearing Andrugio ý helm and sword; the coffin; Maria supported 
ýy Ludo and Albe? Yo, - Antonio by himself, - Piero and Stro! ýZo talking Galeaqo 
and Maqqgente, Balurdo and Pandulfo: the coffin set down, belm, sword, and 
y the Herald, whilst Antonio and Maria ivet their streamers Lung up, placed b 
handkembiefswitb their tears, kiss them, and lay them on the hearse, kneeling. ad 
, go out 
but Piero. Cornets cease, and be speakS. 63 
Stage directions in early modern plays are no guarantee of what happened on stage, 
however. Published texts were based on either prepared editions for or by the printer, 
pirated editions, or from prompt copies and so the detail of stage directions, and the 
intentions behind including them, are often different. Editions prepared for the printer, 
for example, were aimed to assist a reader's understanding of the action, and so were 
59 A modem exception to this private demonstration of grief was perhaps the funeral of Diana, Princess of 
Wales in 1997. 
10 Neill, P. M. 
61 lbomas MayjukaAýrippina (London, 1639), DIlv. 
62 Neill, p. 162. 
OAntonioý Reveqe, 2.1, SD (p. 123). 
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often more elaborate than the original text prepared by the playwright. The stage 
directions from Julia Agri h th 
. 
ppinq, therefore, may imply a false simplicity. Althoug ,e 
minimal description expresses the pitiable circumstances of the moment, when we take 
into account the likelihood that several people probably came on with the hearse, the 
scene immediately becomes more complex. One wonders, therefore, whether anything 
else unwritten happened to make the funerary event more elaborate, and thus affect the 
reception of the scene. It is possible that the unwritten subtext in the stage direction 
from The Roman Actor, 'a sad mujic, tbepla yers beariq off Paris' boýv, Caesar and the rrst 
jollonin 64 was that of a funerary event. It closely resembles the stage direction in Julia 
Agri 
. 
ppinq, and it is possible that the players carried Paris as if on a hearse, with Caesar - 
like Octavia - adopting the role of chief mourner. Consequently, the audience, with their 
knowledge of funeral conventions (both staged and real), may wen have read Paris's exit 
in the context of a funeral. 
Of the representation of audiences, rather than participant mourners on stage, 
there are fewer examples. Instead dramatists seemingly encouraged the play's spectators 
to assume this role. This appropriation of the audience was often achieved by one or 
two characters standing outside of the cortýge and commenting on the action. An 
example of this can be found in Nathanial Field and Philip Massinger's Tke Fatal DowT. 
Beaumont 
They come, observe their order. 
Enter FuneraZ Bod xms ru .y 
borne bývjour Captains and SoOer. Mou er, S tebions, 
etc., in veg good order Charaloir, and Romont meet it. Charalois speaks, Romont 
weepin& Solemn Music, thrre Cre&tors. 
Garaloir 
How like a silent stream shaded with night, 
And gliding softly with our windy sighs; 
Moves the whole frame of this solemnityl 
Tears, sighs and blacks, filling the simile, 
64 Op. Cit. 
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Milst I the only murmur in this grove 
Of death, thus hollowly break forth! 65 
It is possible that 'they come, observe their order'66 is directed at the audience of the 
Blackfriars, which would have been very close to the actors, those on the stage being 
only a few feet away. The sound of solemn music or a dead march alone, may have been 
enough to place the audience in the mind-set of mourning spectators; music being a 
highly affective medium and a presence at real funerals, be it the generic dead match of 
specially composed music, such as that written by Henry Purcell for Queen Mary's 
funeral in 1695. Music is certainly common in a number of stage funerals, the 'sad mysie 
played over the exit in The Roman Actor should perhaps be read as another example, the 
solemn tune possibly giving rise to connotations of a funerary procession. Whether the 
instruments used in the playhouse were the same as those used at actual funerals I have 
been unable to ascertain, but it does appear that on stage 'recorders for funerals were 
conventional'. 6' This is suggested in Middleton and Rowley's The Old Law, where 
recorders start playing a few lines before the hearse enters, causing Duke Evandcr to ask 
'Harkl Whence those sounds? What's that? " A courtier replies 'some funeral' 6' 
suggesting that the type of music and instruments played were directly associated with 
the event, and enough to warrant the courtier's reply before the stage direction 'enter 
Cleantbes and Hoolita uitb a hearse'. ' 
The use of different instruments carried more specific connotations. According 
to Woodward, the sound of the muffled drum of a dead march in Heng P7 Part 1 may 
65 Philip Massinger and Nathan Field, The Fatal Dowg, ed. by T. A. Dunn (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 
1969), 2.1.50. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Alan C. Dessen and Leslie 1homson, A Dictionag of Stage Directions in Engksb Drama, 1580-1642 
(Cambridge: CUP, 2000), p. 177. 
11 1homas Nfiddleton and William Rowley, The Old Law, in Works, II (1885), 2.1.148. 
69 The Old Law, 2.1.149. 
70 The Old Law, 2.1, SD (p. 150). Ile position of the stage direction in the original text is near to the 
courtier's half-line, indicating the possibility of a pause before he responds, providing additional time for 
the hearse to get onstage before his reply. 
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have had allusions to the most recent big state funeral held in London and contemporary 
to the play, that of Sir Philip Sidney, where the drums were draped and muffled with 
black cloth during his procession. " Although the dead match was a feature of military 
and not religious funerals, the military exploits of Henry V may have warranted the 
decision to include this music in the scene, perhaps as a reminder to the audience (many 
of whom probably attended Sidney's funeral only a few years before) of another national 
hero. 
4.6 Playing with Funerals 
Early modem drama appears to have used several dramatic conventions acquired from 
the funeral ritual to inform audience reception, playing on their horizons of expectation 
to make a thematic point. Ile presence of stage blacks in the opening of Heng 1/7 Part 
1, for example, may have encouraged the audience to view the play as a tragedy, even 
though it was conventionally part of the history genre; 'the play begins, as it were, with 
the ending of another (unwritten) tragedy, the solemn burial of its hero-prince, Henry 
V'. " Such a use of stage practices was clearly effective at influencing audience reception 
and Neill asks the interesting question as to 'how the stage was dressed for the mixed 
genre of tragicomedy, and what variations may have been introduced to cater for the 
special needs of a play [ ... ] whose emotional effect depends on its playing against the 
existing expectations of the audience'. " 
The dramatists may also have manipulated the audience's understanding of 
funeral motifs through the subversion of costume. In The Old Law, the traditional rules 
regarding black funeral attire are undermined by Cleanthes entering dressed in a 'colour 
71 Woodward (1994), p. 375. 
72 NeiU, p. 168. 
73 Neil p. 187 n42. 
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Orient'; " a distinction that is immediately noted by the Duke and his courtiers: 
2nd Courtier 
Tis [Cleanthes] my Lord, and in the place 
Of a chief mourner too, but strangely habited. 
Duke Evander 
Yet suitable to his behaviour, mark it; 
He comes all the way smiling, do you observ't? 
I never saw a corpse so joyfully follow'd, 
Light colours and light cheeks175 
This contrast to the blacks of the mourners in the procession provides an instant 
contradiction to the accepted mode of a funeral, undoubtedly affecting the audience's 
reception and understanding of the scene and Cleanthes' character. Indeed, the line, 'do 
you observ't? "" may well have been played to include the audience, emphasising the 
unusual moment. 
Ibis subversion of colour is examined more thoroughly in Hamlet. The opening 
scene presents the tragic-hero dressed in black (which he apparently wears throughout 
the play) for purposes of both the genre and the narrative. This duality of purpose is a 
clear reflection on the origin of the custom for tragedians to wear black, and is 
juxtaposed by what are implicitly bright clothes for the rest of the court, no longer in 
mourning for Old Hamlet. To an audience potentially used to the actors of tragedy 
being dressed in black, the opening scene would significantly jar with only Hazdet still 
wearing 'the trappings and suits of woe. " This affect on an audience's perception of the 
piece, however, also depended on how the stage was set. If the stage were draped in 
black cloth Eke most tragedies, Hamlet would appear in keeping with the mood, whilst 
Claudius and Gertrude would look out of place. If the stage were free from those 
74 The Old Law, 2.1.188. 
75 The Ohi Law, 2.1.150. Bullen's edition retains the old spelling corse. I believe this should read corpse not 
course, as this seems the most appropriate. 76 Op Cit. 
77 William Shakespeare, Hamlet, ed. by Harold Jenkins, Arden Shakespeare 3rd Series (Nfethuen, 1982; repr. 
Walton-on-Thames: 17homas Nelson, 1997), 1.2.86.. 
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conventions inherited from the funeral tradition then it would be Hamlet who was out of 
place. 
Another interesting example of a playwright using the conventions of a stage 
funeral and then subverting it can be found in A Chaste Maid in Cheapside. Although 
Nfiddleton's play is a city-comedy not a tragedy, and there is no indication that the 
original production adopted the mode of tragedy throughout (playhouse hung with 
blacks, black costumes), the play does take a dark turn at the end of the fourth act with 
the young lovers set on a course that leads to their supposed deaths at the start of act 
five. Certainly, much of the fifth act has a tragic feel about it, an atmosphere amplified 
by the funeral scene with its elaborate use of funerary conventions: 
yp, ýYil n em n lemnly Recorderr dolefull, g. Enter at one door the coffin of thege tI a, so 
,g the chief pon it, attended ly manj in 
black, his brother bein decked, his sword u 
mourner At The other door, the coffin of the virgin, with a garland offlowers, with 
ew pbspinned on it, attended ýy maids and omen. Then set them do n one 'pita 
w 
ri m rn re ght over against the other, while all the companj seem to weep and ou - the is 
a sad song in the music mom. 79 
'Mese detailed stage directions closely follow the pattern of a heraldic funeral, containing 
many of the key elements found in the tradition. 'Mere appears to have been a change in 
costume also, with the actors now wearing funeral blacks. The shrouds that cover the 
coffin would also have added additional black to the setting, so that even without the 
stage being hung with black, the scene has a tragic quality. The addition of recorders, 
combined with a sad song issuing from the music room, must have helped to emphasise 
the solemn nature of the stage event to the audience. 
Middleton's use of these funeral conventions is undoubtedly designed to make 
Moll and Touchwood junior's sudden reappearance even more shocking. Unlike many 
such plots, the audience is not complicit with the plan; we have no prior knowledge and 
assume the worst. The stage realism, therefore, serves to reinforce the idea that the 
78 A Ckaste Maid in Cbeapide, 5.4, SD (p. 9 5). 
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young lovers have died. " By leading the audience to think that once again fate has 
thwarted true love, Middleton turns what was a comedy into a tragedy. Indeed, the 
proximity of their deaths to the end of the play holds little hope for a positive resolution. 
As Dieter Mehl suggests, 'for a contemporary audience the whole scene must have 
seemed like the last act of a particularly sad tragedy'. "O Yet the sudden inversion of the 
funeral into a marriage ceremony turns tragedy into comedy once more. The parson who 
was there to conduct the service instead joins them in matrimony, thus turning the 
onstage mourners into a wedding congregation, a bizarre twist of narrative that would be 
further emphasised if the actors playing Touchwood junior and Moll were dressed in 
bright wedding clothes to contrast the blacks of the mourners. Yet the subversion of 
dramatic conventions in this way depended entirely upon an audience understanding 
these practices; implying, once again, that there must have been an established collection 
of funeral conventions for the stage that corresponded with the real event. 
1he significance placed on social hierarchy in the cortýge must also have 
presented an ideal convention for contemporary dramatists to subvert. There is some 
evidence that this challenge to convention took place, but, unfortunately, few stage 
directions for funerals are as clear as the ordered coronation procession in 4.1 of Heng 
"11.5.2 of Ricbard III, for example, presents the funeral cortige of Henry VI with only 
'Halberds to guard it, [and] Lady Anne being the mourncr"' -a stark contrast to the 
pomp of Henry V's funeral in Heng W Part I- and would have been understood as a 
71 By subverting the convention of the tragic lovers, most iconicly portrayed in Romeo andjmket, Middleton 
was returning to familiar territory, having parodied this component a couple of years before in Tke Second 
Maiden ý Trqge, # (although the author is unknown, The Second Maiden ý Tra , ge4# 
is usually attributed to 
Middleton, and was written about 1611). 
81 Dieter Mehl, Tke Ektabethan Dumb Show. Tke Histog of a Dramatic Convention (London: Methuen, 1965), 
p. 149. 
11 WilIiam Shakespeare, Rickard III, ed. by Anthony Hammond, Arden Shakespeare 31d Series (London, 
Methuen, 1981), 1.2, SD (p. 135). Hammond notes that additional characters are alluded to in the text, and 
concludes that the procession 'could not number less than about nine' (p. 136), emphasising the danger of 
taking early modem stage directions at face value. Nonetheless, the funeral retains a paucity of spectacle, 
when placed in the context of other stage funerals. 
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'ritual display of humiliation"' by an audience used to extravagant state funerals. Yet the 
subversion of the actual order and placing of individuals in the procession - if it existed 
at all - is difficult to find. It is possible that any dramatic clues may only have existed 
in 
performance, or were more easily identified by the emblematically proficient 
contemporary audience. Accordingly, in The Roman Actor, when Caesar adopts the role of 
chief mourner as he exits, it is unlikely that his position within the procession would have 
gone unnoticed by an audience familiar with the customs of the contemporary funeral. 
Because the College of Arms enforced a 'prescribed number of Mourners to every 
degree, [ ... ] that no man of greater title than the 
defunct should be permitted to 
mourne 113 Nfiddleton 
has Domitian afford Paris an immense tribute. 84 To have a king 
within your funeral retinue was an honour that was only accorded to other princes. 
Accordingly, Massinger uses a symbolic gesture that would not have been lost on an 
audience whose current king had been part of James I's funeral cort6ge only a year 
before; a funeral that they too would most probably have attended. 
82 NeM, p. 171. 
83 Sir WiRiam Segar; cited in NeiU, p. 1 55. 
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Fig. 9 Plan of the hearse for the funeral of William Paulet, Marquis of Winchester (1572) 
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Fig. 10 The Rpm ofibe Hearse for the funeral of a countess (c. 1576) 
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Part Two -Au&cnces ofFakh andDeath 
Chapter 5- Sermon Audiences of the Pulpit and Cross 
Some prophane persons aff=n, they can learn as much both for 
example and edifying at a Play, as at a Sermon. 0 lempora, 0 Morrs.... 
To compare a lascivious Stage to this sacred Pulpit and oracle of truth? 
To compare a silken counterfeit to a Prophet [ ... ]? And to compare 
the idle and scurrile invention of an illiterate bricklayer to the holy, 
pure, and powerful word of God) 
5.1 Religion, Ritual Drama and Audience 
In this chapter, I am going to explore the audience practices of arguably the most 
important institution in the life of the early modem Londoner - the Church. The 
policies and ceremonies of the Church of England directly affected the London 
population, whether one was a Protestant or an illegal Catholic, and had a strong 
presence in the public domain, through points of discussion, preaching and pamphlets. 
Moreover, with the accession of Elizabeth and the establishment of the Act of Uniformity 
in 1559, it had become compulsog to attend Church at the very least every Sunday and 
Holy Day, or to suffer the forfeiture of a fine. Indeed, despite significant absenteeism 
throughout the period, a minimum of 80 per cent of the population attended the Easter 
communion. ' These statistics relate to a country as a whole, however, so in the 
institutionally pious London attendance was probably far greater and more frequent. It 
was, therefore, almost impossible for the audiences of a playhouse not to be familiar with 
the conventions of contemporary religious ceremonies. Certainly, watching these 
ceremonies represented on stage must have affected the spectators' reception of the 
drama. What is perhaps more interesting, however, is the possibility that such dramatic 
representations might also have affected the audiences' subsequent reception of the 
rituals when performed legitimately in their natural environment. As Bryan Crockett 
I Robert NMes, Abrahams Sulefor Sodome (1612); cited in Millar Maclure, The Pauh Cross Sermons 1534-1642 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press 1958), P. M. 'I'lic'Miterate bricklayer'is probably Benjonson. 
2 John Guy, Tudor England (Oxford. OUP, 1988), p-296. 
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suggests, 'the substantial audience overlap between the two modes meant that preachers 
could assume a high degree of receptivity to oral performance, as the playwrights could 
assume their audiences' tendency to cast their experiences in religious terms% 3 Thatsuch 
a reading of theatrical representations posed a threat to the status quo is implied by the 
1606 prohibition of religious representation on the stage; a clear indication that the 
reception of these events was perceived to be undermining the established Church. 
Yet the connection between the stage and religion is more complicated than just 
the presence of a mutual audience. As stated above, drama and religious ritual are very 
similar, sharing conventions of performance that are intrinsically linked; but they can also 
be differentiated through ritual's power to perform an action, which drama can only 
imitate. 4 Despite such a divergence, however, it is generally accepted among theatre 
historians that Western drama grew out of Church ritual. ' Consequently, it is possible 
that some of the basic conventions contained within these Church rituals might have 
been transferred and ingrained into the developing drama, including audience 
organisation and reception. 
According to Abercrombie and Longhurst, the spectators of a religious 
performance can be classified as a jimple audience, specifically an audience that participates 
within 'events which have a substantial ceremonial quality'. ' There is a 'certain 
immediacy in the experience of being a member of [such] an audience. [... ] A 
communication of some kind between a sender and a receiver, [ ... ] the context is 
spatially localized and, typically, takes place in a public space. [ ... ] They are not [ ... ] the 
3 Bryan Crockett, The Play of Paradw. Stage and Sermon in Renaissance England (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1995), p. 7. 
4 See above, pp. 3-4. This is especially true of the sacrament of the Holy Communion in the Catholic faith, 
where only the Priest can turn bread and wine into the actual body and blood of Christ through 
transubstantiation. In post-Reformation England, however, where the divine status of the clergy and the 
sacrament were, to a degree, no longer accepted, theoretically anyone could administer Church ceremony. 
Yet for those who followed the Church of England's doctrine (undoubtedly the majority of the 
population), one still had to be a priest in order to legally administer these acts and it does not change the 
fact that an actor in a play, when administering communion, is not actual7y doing so. 
5 See, for example, Glynne Wickham, The Me&eval Maim, 3rdedn (Cambridge: CUP, 1992), p. 11. 
6 Abercrombie and Longhurst, p. 44. 
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stuff of everyday life. Performances to simple audiences are noticed. ' Significantly they 
also categorise playgoers as a simple audience. Accordingly, because the shared 
audiences of both Church and stage also appear to have shared similar reception 
processes there is the possibility that the audiences of both performative modes 
approached their evenes reception from a similar horizon of expectations. Abercrombie 
and Longhurst acknowledge this inherent connection between drama and religion by 
emphasising the fluidity of the two forms, referring to the 'kind of dialectical process 
whereby theatre turns into ritual and, conversely, ritual is formed by theatre. There is a 
constant flow from one to the other and back again'! 
With such a discourse it is perhaps unsurprising that, when examining the 
congregations of a church service, we see audience responses similar to the behaviour of 
contemporary playgoers. As Keith Thomas describes: 
Members of the congregation jostled for pews, nudged their 
neighbours, hawked and spat, knitted, made coarse remarks, told 
jokes, fell asleep, and even let off guns. 9 
Furthermore, just as the playwrights would regularly admonish those who did not pay 
attention to their play, ministers condemned those who disturbed the sanctity of the 
church. In his published sermon, the Suffolk priest Robert Shelford discusses this 
impious behaviour of congregations: 
God's house is abused by them which bring hither hawks and dogs, 
which is faulted in our Church-homily, and whereby people's minds 
7 Ibid. 
Abercrombie and Longhurst, p. 46. 
9 Keith 11omas, Religion and the Deckne of Magin Stm&es in Popular Bekefir in Sbdeentb- and Seventeenth-Cenfug 
England (London: Penguin, 1991), p. 191. 
ill 
are diverted [from] their devotions. 10 
Shelford continues his discourse by chastising those responsible for vandalism, 
conducting business during the service, and specifically those who 'seem to march as if 
they would exactly measure out the earth by their mincing, or else lead some pompous 
train upon the stage'. " This quotation provides a direct contemporary link between the 
conventions of early modern drama and the church, as Shelford consciously associates 
the behaviour of a congregation with practices present in the playhouse. Such 
admonishment only works if the audience - whether reader or congregant - is aware of 
the conventions of the stage procession and so Shelford's comments immediately lend 
support to the possibility of a mutual audience. By assessing the spectators' behaviour in 
relation to the actors' of a playhouse, Shelford also appears to be acknowledging how the 
affectation of behaviour seen on the stage risks upsetting the environment of the church 
by drawing it closer to the theatre. Indeed, according to Joseph Hall, the profane, 
ccomes to the Church as to the Theater, saving that not so willinglie, for companie, for 
custome, for recreation, perhaps for sleepe; or to feed his eyes or his eares'; " an 
indication that some members of a congregation adopted playgoing habits when 
attending a church service. 
Yet such examples of churchgoing practices could just as easily indicate an 
opposite flow of direction, between playhouse behaviour and the congregation. Whereas 
the Church was an ancient insdtution, the playhouse was a late sixtecnth-century 
10 Robert Shelford, A Sermon of Gods House in Five Pious and Learned Discourses (Cambridge, 1635), p. 54.1 
have found no reference to this sermon ever actually being preached; instead, it appears to be a theoretical 
work. Yet, as a priest, Shelford would have conducted many sermons and so it is possible that this text is 
the recorded body of part of an earlier speech to his own parish. Indeed, the possibly conscious use of 
'hithee rather than thither in the above quotation seems to suggest a present immediate tense, not a 
theoretical occasion. Nonetheless, its status as text does not negate the work as a valid source for audience 
behaviour. In fact, if this speech was not written for a specific occasion, then its content carries a more 
general perception of audiences that we can perhaps more securely apply on a national rather than local 
level. 
11 Shelford, p. 47. 'ne OED gives the definition of mincing as 'walking, or behaving, in an affectedly dainty 
or nice manner' (P. I. Lb). 
12 Joseph HaU, Characters of Virtmes and Vices (1608); cited in Gurr (2000), p. 230. 
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invention and so it is quite possible that playgoers were merely affecting a precedent of 
behaviour that they were accustomed to when attending an alternative performative 
event, in this case inherited from the locus of the church. 
The possibility that the reception of drama might have been influenced by 
traditions inherited from the church is perhaps further endorsed by evidence that plays 
were sometimes performed in churches during the period. Queen Elizabeth's players for 
example, 'appear seven times at four different churches between 1561 and 1596'. 13 It 
should be noted, however, that this probably refers to different manifestations of the 
Queen's company, and covers a thirty-fivc year period with the players performing in a 
church on average only once every five years - hardly a regular residency. Yet their 
return is perhaps enough to suggest that, although not ideal, a church could be 
considered as structurally adequate for the performance of drama if necessary. This 
association between church and drama is further supported by the prohibition of 
performances throughout the period. In Devon between 1287 and 1641, for example, 
ý 14 'there are sixteen extant prohibitions of plays , an average of one about every twenty- 
two years, which is not overly frequent (and the prohibitions are by no means evenly 
spaced), but its recurrence suggests plays were performed enough to warrant repressing. 
One interesting example that attests to this repeated attempt by the Church to suppress 
the tradition can be seen as late as 1641-42: 
In a sermon at Exeter, lbomas Trescot praised the most recent ban 
on church ales and revels, encouraging the congregation 'to give over 
Ben, and Shakespeare, and fall upon Moses and the Prophets'. 15 
What is especiaRy interesting about this sermon is the minister's awareness that his 
13 John M. Wasson, Me English Church as Theatrical Space', in A New Histog of Ear# Engksh Drama, ed. 
by John D. Cox and David Scott Kastan, pp. 25-37 (p. 36). 
14 Wasson, P. M. For examples from the period, see REED., Devon, ed. by John. M Wasson (I'oronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1986). 
Is Ibid. 
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audience were also a potential theatre audience, for without this possibility his preaching 
would hold little consequence for the congregation. Significantly, Trescot also seems to 
imply that the processes required for receiving a Shakespeare play might not have been 
too dissimilar from receiving the Word of God, if such a switch from one to another 
were that simple. 
5.2 The Sermon as Performance 
With the mid-sixteenth century Reformation, the emphasis on theatrical spectacle in 
church ritual had been swept away in a culture of iconoclasm. Instead, the Church of 
England now placed its importance on the Vord of God, focusing on a religion for the 
ear not the eye. Accordingly, we can see a rise in the importance of the sermon - parallel 
to the emergence of professional theatre - over the old rituals, with preaching becoming 
one of the few dominant religious performances common to both reformist and 
conservative denominations. It is the prominence of the sermon amongst the early 
modem religious ceremonies, combined with its independence from the Mass and other 
church rituals, which has led to my decision to place emphasis on the reception of the 
sermon as a performative event. 
As with contemporary drama the sermon placed significance on the power of the 
spoken word. The principal performer stood in a designated performance space and 
spoke to his audience, using a range of rhetorical devices, some of which arc described in 
lbomas Wilson's The Art of Rbeloric (1553). Widely disscn-dnated (it had been printed 
eight times by 1585), this book also formed part of most grammar school education, 
suggesting a possible root influence on the style and presentation of both sermons and 
plays. Yet, even as far back as the twelfth century, the use of rhetorical performance was 
present in sermons. In The Art of Prraching (1290), an influential work by Alain de Lille, 
Bishop of Auxerre, it is suggested that the preacher 'must win the goodwill of his 
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audience through the humility he shows in his own person, and through the 
profitableness of his subject-matter'. 16 He later adds that the preacher 'may also 
introduce moving words which soften hearts and encourage tears', " implying that there 
was a conscious awareness by the preacher of his intended audience. It also shows an 
understanding of how certain conventions could alter the audience's reception of the 
sermon, possibly comparable to the way in which a playwright might approach his text 
and an actor his performance in order to evoke a certain response from the audience. 
It is important to consider, however, that despite sharing similar modes of 
presentation, sermons were not considered by preachers as forms of entertainment, they 
were there to instruct and inspire, and so the reasons for an audience attending such an 
event should perhaps not be equated equally with the contemporary theatre. According 
to Richard Schechner in Perfiomance Theo! y, one key difference between ritual and drama is 
the emphasis placed upon efficacy over entertainment, " a theory expanded on by Bervcly 
Mayne Kienzlc in her study on the performance of sermons: 
The sermon, both belonging to and differing from its liturgical/ritual 
context, desires to be efficacious and to transform. It is more ritual 
than theatre. On the other hand, the sermon sometimes entertains, 
even though the artes prae&candi [arts of preaching] take a cautious 
stance on the subject. 19 
In this extract Kienzle seems to suggest that, although there was a difference between 
sermon and theatre, the sermon was perhaps closer to drama than other liturgical rituals, 
in part because the preachers themselves knew - even if they found it questionable - the 
importance of engaging with an audience who would judge them on their performance. 
16 Alain de Lille, The Art of Preaching, trans. by Gillian R. Evans, Cistercian Studies Series: 23 (Kalamazoo, 
MI: Cistercian, 1981), p. 20. 
17 de Lille, p. 22. 
Is Richard Schechner, Petformance Tbeog (London: Roudedge, 1988), pp. 120-24. 
19 Bervely Mayne Kienzle, 'Medieval Sermons and their Performance', in Preacher, Sermon andAu&exce in The 
Middle A ges, ed. by Carolyn Muessig (Leiden: Brill, 2002), p. 92. 
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Schechner himself states that 'no performance is pure efficacy or pure entertainment'ý' 
and as Kienzle elaborates; 'the distinction between ritual, aimed at efficacy, and theater, 
directed toward entertainment, depends primarily on the context and function of a 
performance'. 21 
If the function of the sermon was to instruct and enlighten, then the overtly 
dramatic conventions employed by actors might not have sat comfortably with the form. 
Certainly, Alain dc Lille was aware of this potential problem, stating that: 
Preaching should not contain jesting words, or childish remarks, or 
that melodiousness and harmony which result from the use of rhythm 
or metrical lines; these are better fitted to delight the ear than to edify 
the soul. Such preaching is theatrical and full of buffoonery, and in 
every way to be condemned. 22 
He goes on to add that the sermon was 'not designed to arouse the foolish acclaim of the 
mob, nor tempered to win popular favor, nor shaped to evoke applause, as in a theatre. 2' 
Yet, by the early modem period, the Church no longer held the monopoly on 
performance and the tension between efficacy and entertainment appears to have 
become more pronounced. Despite the fact that 'one would usuaUy find "a reasonable 
company" at Paul's Cross', 2" the clergytegularly complained that they had to fight against 
more popular events, which drew away their audience: 
Will not a filthy play, with the blast of a trumpet, sooner can thither a 
thousand, than an hour's tolling of a bell bring to the sermon a 
hundred? 25 
It is likely that such antitheatrical sermons were, in part, a direct result of the competition 
felt by the Church for the interest and attention of the public. Even the efficacious 
20 Schechner (1988), p. 120. 
21 Yienzlc, p. 92. 
22 de LiUe, p. 18. 
23 de LiUe, p. 21. 
24 John Stockwood, A Samon Preached at Pauks Crosse on Bathelemew D), p. 24. 
25 Stockwood, pp. 23-24. 
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element of the sermon was considered to be under threat from the playhouse, with the 
stage teaching the audience as well as entertaining: 
Ye, plays are grown nowadays into such high request (Homsco referens) 
as that some prophane persons affirm, they can learn as much both for 
example and edifying at a Play, as at a Sermon. 26 
Certainly, drama's ability to edify and instruct was a constant argument in defence of the 
theatre by playwrights and actors. 27 
Such lamentation over the loss of an audience to the playhouse lends further 
support to the theory that the Church and theatre were institutions vying for the same 
audience. It is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that some preachers appear to have felt 
the need to mimic the performance styles of the players to maintain an audience. 
'Momas Wilson, for example, cites the need for preachers to get the balance right 
between the two modes of efficacy and entertainment: 
Men commonly tarry the end of a merry play, and cannot abide the 
half hearing of a sour checking Sermon. T'herefore, even these ancient 
preachers, must now and then play the fools in the pulpit, to serve the 
tickle ears of their fleeting audience, or else they arc like sometimes to 
preach to the bare walls. 28 
Yet John Eachard indicates that not every preacher found the correct balance between 
engaging performance and sober message: 
How often have you seen a preacher heat himself, beyond the need of 
any vestments? Throwing off his cloak, nay and his gloves too, as great 
impediments to the holy performance, squeaking and roaring beyond 
the example of any lunatic129 
26 Wes, Abrabams Sutefor Sodomr, cited in Maclure, p. 1 40. 
27 Given the increasing emphasis placed on drama's efficacious qualities, it is not surprising that the 
theatrical community's response to the closing of the theatres was to stress its important role in moral 
edification. In a response to John Pym's Grand Remonstrance, brought before Parliament in 1641, for 
example, The Actors' Remonstrance (London, 1643), placed emphasis on the educational value of playgoing: 
Tlays, comedies and tragedies, being the lively representations of men's actions, in which vice is always 
sharply glanced at and punished, and virtue rewarded and encouraged' (M). 
28 Thomas Wilson, TheArre of Rhetarique (London, 1553; repr. 1560), fol. 2y. 
29 John Eachard, A Free And Impartial Inquig Into The Causes Of The Veg Great Esteem And Honour Tbat The 
NonconformijS Preacbers Are General§ In WIN Their Followers (attrib) (London: 1673), p. 119. 
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Although Eachard was writing in the Restoration, polemicists of the Elizabethan period 
also criticised the preachers of 'affected speeches of vanity'. 'o One contemporary 
admonishes the preacher that 'playeth upon every word, and descanteth upon every letter 
in his text, as though the Scripture were but a rattle for Children and fooles to make 
sport withall'; ` whilst another exclaims, 'Lord what a deale of bumbasting, garnishing, 
and packing doe we use now adaies in our scrmonsi. 32 It seems reasonable to conclude, 
therefore, that the performance of the sermon by the time of the early modem playhouse 
might, indeed, have been in tension with itself; the performative conventions inherent 
within the form - for better or worse - drawing attention amongst its audience to those 
similarities shared with the stage. 
5.3 The Congregation and Spectator Space 
How then was the sermon - with all its similarities to contemporary drama - received by 
its audience? To answer this question I will focus on the most important place of 
preaching in early modem London - St Paul's Cross. When examining the reception of 
performances held at the Cross it is important to recognise the strong tradition of 
performative events related to the environment of St Paul's. As Mullaney states, 
4ccremony was the vehicle by which the urban landscape was articulated and defined, the 
civic terrain shaped and translated into significant space'. " For instance, St Paul's yard 
was directly associated with the route for civic pageants and often acknowledged within 
the dramatic forms of both the Lord Mayor's Show and the royal entries. In Middleton's 
Triumphs qf Truth (1613), for example, Time points to St Paul's Cross and offers some 
" Lawrence Chaderton, An Excellent and God§ Sermon, Most Needfulfor TUS Time [-. ) Preached at Paul's Cross 
the xx%i 4 of October, An. 1578 (London, 1580), F6v. 
31 Quoted in Maclure, p. 147. 
32 Ibid. 
33 MuHaney, p. 13. 
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advice to the new Lord Mayor: 
See'st thou yon place? Thither III weekly bring thee, 
Where Truth's celestial Harmony thou shalt hear, 
To which, I charge thee, bend a serious ear. 34 
St Paul's relationship with performative events other than religious ceremony can also be 
seen in its association with the execution of traitors, just as Smithfield was associated 
with the burnings of heretics. Indeed, the spectacle of death, common to other locations 
in London, often shared its performative space with sermons. In 1606, for instance, the 
Gunpowder plotters were executed in scenes of great spectacle on the opposite side of 
the yard to the Cross, attracting large crowds (Fig. 11). Amongst these conspirators was 
Henry Garnet, whose death is commented on by Richard Widdrington. Widdrington 
writes how it 'was transacted, not in secret hugger-mugger, but openly, and as it were 
upon the stage, partly at his public trial [ ... I partly at 
his execution in the midst of the 
City before the gates of St Paul's, to which also there was a great conflux of people 
assembled . 
35 
Yet perhaps the most interesting performative event to share its environment 
with the Cross was the indoor playhouse at St Paul's. Because hall playhouses charged an 
entrance fee greater than that of the outdoor playhouses, it is generally assumed that their 
spectators were probably more select than those found at the larger amphitheatrcs, 
admission being limited to only those that could afford the higher entry costs. 3' During 
the early years, however, the difference in price was not that great, standing at only 2-6d 
and suggesting that, for the 1570s and 1580s at least, this playhouse was perhaps more 
34 The Trimmphs of Truth, in The Works of Thomar Middleton, VII (1886), 250. 
35 Richard Widdrington, The Trialand Execution ofFatherHeng Garnet (London, 1679), p. 8. 36 Gurr (1997), p. 214. 
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mixed than is usuaUy thought. " As Reavely Gair suggests: 
It was easier if one lived near St Paul's, or was shopping there, to go to 
the local playhouse for 2d or even 6d, rather than 2d on entry to a 
covered seat at The Globe and pay the boatmen a fee for a trip out 
and back across the Thames. 38 
Such a physical proximity between the performance of drama and sermon raises 
interesting possibilities for a cross-fertdisadon of conventions between the two forms, 
something that I will expand upon later. For the moment, however, it is important to 
acknowledge that the environment of St Paul's Cross carried with it connotations of 
performance separate from religious ceremony. 
Described by Maclure as 'all England in a little room', " the Cross was one of the 
most popular places to visit in London and open to all. It is likely, therefore, that the 
majority of London's playgoers witnessed at least one sermon there in their lifetime. 
Certainly, there is 'little doubt that Londoners went there who did not attend their own 
parish churches'. ' Henry Machyn refers to a 'great throng of people A' at St Paul's in 
1553, and a 'great audience A2 in 1557. Indeed, the congregation is often described as 
huge, with Bishop King referring to the 'many thousands Of SOUICS, 43 that attended his 
sermon in 1619. 
In order to approach the reception of the sermon at Paul's Cross it is important 
to explore how the performance space was configured in relation to the spectator space, 
just as it is important to acknowledge the relationship between a stage and its auditorium. 
37 Whether there was a dramatic change in price in the later period of the Paul's playhouse it is difficult to 
say. We know that the Blackfriars of the 1600s had a minimum entry of about 6d and so it is perhaps 
reasonable to assume that the Paul's company may have matched tl-ýis, and an increase in price is alluded to 
in the costs of William Cavendish's servant going to a play in 1601 at the cost of 3d; see Gurr (2000), 
p. 199. Yet, even at this price and given inflation, Paul's playhouse was probably open to most of those 
who frequented the other performative events of the Cathedral precinct. 
38 Reavely W. Gair, The Cbildrrn ofPaulk The Slog ofa Theatrr Compag, 1553-1608 (Cambridge: CUP, 1982), 
pp. 72-73. 
39 Maclure, pp. 7-8. 
40 Maclure, p. 7. 
41 The Diag of Heng Macbjn, p. 46. 
42 The Diag ofHexgMacýyn, p. 131. 
43 Maclure, p. 7. 
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When searching for evidence of this performance space, probably the best surviving 
example is the early seventeenth-century painting by John Gipkyn of A Sermon at Paul's 
Cmss (Fig. 12). Looking at the picture one notices a palpable similarity between the 
audience space of Paul's Cross and the contemporary playhouse. The image is complete 
with a mixed audience of citizens in a pit area with the more prominent figures in a 
gallery, all focused in on a central performance space - the pulpit as stage. Yet to what 
extent is such a reading accurate? On a cursory level the organisation of the audience 
does appear to share elements of a contemporary playhouse, but in order to hold this 
suggestion up to scrutiny a closer examination is required. 
The audience entered into the performance space through gates in the cathedral 
yard, much as an audience entered a playhouse; only in St Paul's instead of gatherers, 
there were voluntary poor boxes at the entrances for the congregation's money. From 
the entrance, the audience was then divided by rank and status with the more eminent 
auditors, such as the Lord Mayor and the nobility, taking position in tiered galleries 
abutting the cathedral. It is interesting to note that these galleries appear to have served a 
similar function to the Lords' Rooms of contemporary playhouses, or the rented rooms 
in houses at civic and royal pageants; it may be only coincidence that the Paul's Cross 
galleries were also referred to as 'houses'. ' The general congregation, however, were 
gathered around the pulpit in a semicircular shape, not too dissimilar to an 
amphitheatre's audience space. Such an arrangement indicates the possibility that 
contemporary audiences subconsciously assumed the shape that was most familiar to 
them when receiving a performance, and brings to mind John Webster's observation on 
the relationship between the actor and his audience: 'you will think you see so many lines 
drawn from the circumference of so many ears, whilst the actor is in the centre'. 's 
44Cf. Maclurc, pA 
45john Webster, Oaracters, in The Cmpkte Wlrks ofjobn Wlebster, ed. by F. L. Lucas, 4 vols (London: Chatto & Windus, 1927), 111,42. 
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Ile similarity between acting space and sermon space is highlighted by Brian 
Crockett in his examination of Martin Bucer's contemporary plans for a round church 
specifically designed for the Reformation religion of the sermon. ' With the Reformation 
most churches had replaced the altars that stood at the east wall with Communion tables 
set in the centre of the Church (Fig. 13). Bucer's plans can perhaps be seen as an 
elaboration of this practice. Similar to the classic 'wooden 0' of the theatre the preacher 
'was to be the centre, making it iconically plain that the word had superseded all 
sacramental representations of the divine presence'. " The art of rhetorical performance 
was to replace spectacle in an environment that was designed to provide the best possible 
acoustics and the closest connection between audience and performer, a space that, most 
interestingly, reflected the sixteenth-century playhouse; 'closer to Shakespeare's "Wooden 
0" than to the centrally planned Italian churches'. " As Erica Veevers notes: 
It is perhaps significant for the history of English theatre that 
Elizabethan drama (which is believed to have been played 'in the 
round' and which drew on the Reformation for much of its patriotic 
and spiritual fervour) was staged at a time when Reformers advocated 
the buflding of round churches, and altar and minister were placed in 
the body of the church. 49 
Intriguingly, as the seventeenth century progressed the organisation of 
performance and audience space at places used for court entertainment - especially when 
the Banqueting House was lbeatird for the masque - avoided the circular form, instead 
reflecting the aesthetic design also seen in the Counter-Reformation Church (Fig. 14), 
which focused on the lines of perspective. " An example of this Counter-Reformation 
style can be seen in the Queen's chapel at St James's palace (Fig. 15), designed by Inigo 
46 Crockett, pp. 1-28. 
47 Crockett, p. 6. 
48 Crockett, p. 5. 
49 Erica Veevers, ImqTex ofl-ave and Rek n erl hment a ri , gion. 
Queen Henrietta Maria and Comrt EI ai s (C mb dge: CUP, 
1989), p. 158-89. 
50 Such a shift in emphasis should by no means be regarded as a religious arrangement, however, rather it 
stemmed from Inigo Jones's travels abroad and the specific scenographic decisions that these inspired. 
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Jones and completed in 1623, and the later Queen's chapel at Somerset House in 1636. 
That such a perspective was not solely limited to Catholic churches is shown in the 
general Laudian reforms of the 1630s, which moved the altar away from the centre of the 
church and back towards the east wall. 'The altar raised on steps at the end wall of the 
church was, like the masque stage often framed by columns'. " 
Considering Inigo Jones's impact on the court theatre it is perhaps significant 
that he is associated with the design of the only Counter-Reformation churches built in 
England, as this implies a direct link between the influence of religious spectacle on the 
theatrical and vice versa. Veevers notes that 'Jones' habit of referring to buildings in 
which he had an interest has been noted in the King's masqueS'52 and suggests that his 
design for the temple in The Temple of Love (1635) possibly reflected his plans for the 
interior designs of the Queen's chapel at Somerset House. Contemporaries also noted 
the similarities between Jones' masques and religious ceremony. With the consecration 
of the second Queen's chapel, for example, there had followed three days of specially 
prepared Catholic spectacle, with 'Massing, Preaching, and Singing of Iltanies, and such a 
glorious Scene built over their Altar', that George Garrard could not help but note how 
'Inigo Jones never presented a more curious Piece in any of the Masks at Whitehall'. " 
That the Queen had a 'special seat prepared for her, the equivalent of the State prepared 
for the King or Queen at Masque"' probably helped to reinforce the similarity of how 
religious space and dramatic space related to their audience. 
At St Paul's Cross the organisation of the congregation within the religious space 
also appears to have reflected the dramatic space of the playhouse in a small seating area 
closest to the preacher and enclosed by a low brick wall - seemingly reserved for the 
more affluent members of society. This can perhaps be viewed as a more permanent 
51 Veevers, p. 162. 
52 Veevers, p. 137. 
51 George Garrard to the Earl of Strafford, 8 January 1635; cited in Veevers, p. 1 68. S4 Veevers, p. 167. 
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version of the stools on the stage occupied by gallants at the Blackfriars, Salisbury Court 
and possibly other indoor playhouses. " Certainly, both performance spaces are 
encroached upon by the spectator space, placing precedence on those who sat closest to 
the performance area, a practice previously noted in the hierarchy of funerals. " If greater 
kudos was achieved by those sitting closer to the performance space, then it is possible 
that this particular cross-section of the congregation were as interested in show as the self- 
promoting young men of the indoor playhouses. " 
One tradition that perhaps ties this seating area to the playhouse more definitely, 
however, is the practice of censuring. It would appear that, just as stage sitters sought to 
censure the performance by heckling the actors, those on the benches did something 
similar, except in this instance they wrote comments on paper and threw them into the 
pulpit. " Whether this practice was exclusive to those closest to the minister is unknown, 
but it is likely that such notes would only reach the pulpit from a short distance, in this 
case the area occupied by the gallants. There is a suggestion, however, that sermon 
audiences adopted a more vocal culture of criticism, similar to playhouse audiences. The 
Landlord in the prologue to Thomas Goffe's The CarrIess Sbepberdess, for example, upon 
taking his seat amongst the audience indicates the potential for a shared convention of 
censuring: 
I have found fault with very good Seffnons 
In my days, and now I desire that we 
May pass our sentences upon this Play. 59 
In a sermon preached at the Cross, John Donne refers to the 'periodical murmurings and 
55 Interestingly, there were no stage-sitters at the playhouse in St Paul's due to the limited size of the stage. 
56 See above, pp. 89-94. 
57 It would be interesting to know whether these privileged spectators paid money to sit there, just as 
gallants paid for the privilege to sit on the stage, but unfortunately I have been unable to find any evidence 
for or against. 
, graphy 
(Philadelphia, 1940), pp. 34-35. 58 Alan Fager Hcff, The Ek-tabetban Sermon. A Survg and Bibko 
59 Tbomas Goffe, The Careless Shepberdess (London, 1656), Prologue (p. 3). 
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noises, which you [the congregation] make when the Preacher concludeth any point'. ' 
This practice of openly criticising the performance, which Donne labels as 'vain glory', "' 
underlines the congregation's willingness to write themselves - sometimes literally - into 
the event and seemingly draws the receptive practices of the playgoer and sermon-goer 
even closer. That such censuring was not exclusively limited to those in the benched area 
is indicated by the fact that 'many that were not within distance of hearing the Sermon, 
will give a censure upon it, according to the frequency or paucity of these acclamations'. 62 
This last sentence holds interesting significance for our understanding of the reception of 
early modem performance, as it implies that people might attend an event without 
necessarily being able to participate as a full audience-member. Marginalised from the 
audience space, they would have had to rely on the responses of the main audience body 
as conductors of the performance; a practice that re-emphasises the immediacy of the 
interaction between the spectator and performer during the period. 
5.4 Receiving the Sermon 
As already indicated, the primary purpose behind an audience attending a sermon should 
probably be considered as different from the purpose behind a similar audience attending 
a play (one event placing emphasis on instruction and the other on entertainment). Yet 
evidence suggests that the audiences of both events also shared some similar unofficial 
purposes for attending the performance place. 
If we return to the painting of 1616, which Maclure suggests 'represents an ideal 
rather than an actual occasion', " we are not only presented with the pious audience we 
would expect to see at such an event, but also people going about their own business. 
60 John Donne, Sermon No. 5, in Sermons, ed. by G. R. Potter and Evelyn Simpson, 10 vols (Berkley: 
University of California Press, 1953-62), X, 132. 
61 Donne, Y, 133. 
62 Donne, Y, 132-33. 
13 Maclure, p. 3. 
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On the periphery, for example, stands a gallant conversing with a young lady, an 
occurrence just as common at a playhouse, masque, or pageant. Its significance is all the 
greater because of the painting's status as 'more icon than sketch, " and suggests that the 
artist saw these unofficial reasons for attendance as an important part of the Paul's Cross 
experience. 
Certainly, the presence of stimulus distinct from the sermon existed for the 
audience. Ihe importance of show can be seen in the prescribed dress of the audience. 
As suggested above, some spectators might have gone to the sermon to show off - just 
as some did at the theatre - and so the exhibition of one's clothes would be an ideal way 
to achieve this. The display of clothes was clearly associated with the environment of the 
cathedral, especially along the middle aisle known as Duke Humphrey's Walk. Middleton 
writes that people walked 'in Paul's to see fashions', "' so there is the potential for this 
practice to have spread to other areas of the precinct. Additionally, it has long been 
noted that contemporary playgoers generally wore their best apparel or 'stage-clothes"' 
to the theatre, just as they wore their best clothes to the church on a Sunday and this 
habit may have transferred to sermons at the Cross: 
The mayor, with his brethren the aldermen were accustomed to be 
present in their violets at Paul's on Good Friday, and their scarIcts at 
the Spittle in the holidays, except Wednesday in violet, and the mayor 
with his brethren on Low Sunday in scarlet, at Paul's Cross. 67 
Such demands of costume reflect the descriptions of the City Fathers at civic pageants, in 
their qong black gowns lined with hoods of red and black cloth"' and further stress the 
importance the audience placed on self-presentation at public events, whether dramatic 
64 Maclure, p. 3. 
65 The B4zck Book, in The Works of Tbomas Middleton, VIII (1886), 3 2. 
66 Ben Jonson, Ode to Himsef, in The New Inn ed. by Nfichael Hattaway, Revels Plays (NIanchester: MUP, 
1984), 1.33 (p. 206). 
67 John Stow, Survy of London ed. by Charles Lethbridge Kingsford, 2 Vols (London, 1603; repr Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1908, with corrections OUP, 1971), 1,167-68. 
69 CSPV, VII, 12. 
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orliturgical. Indeed, in Claudius Holybrand's Firneb School Master (1573), having gained a 
seat as near to the preacher as possible, Holybrand and his foreign acquaintance entertain 
the time by looking 'around at the lords and ladies in the gallcries'; " a pastime that 
underscores how the audience could become as much a part of the spectacle of the Cross 
as the preacher. 
The presence of pickpockets at St Paul's Cross during sermon time marks out a 
sub-section of the audience who were clearly not there to receive the Word, echoing their 
attendance at playhouses, 'the bear-baiting at Paris Garden, or some other place of 
throng'. 'o For wherever there was a large crowd there must have been rich pickings. In 
Nfiddleton's The Black Book (1604), for example, the 'most deep cutpurse', Benedick 
Botton-Aess, plies his trade 'at Paul's Cross in the sermon time'. " Whilst, according to 
Dekker in Jests to Make You Merie (1607), cutpurses could be expected to operate at: 
The ancient great grandfather Paul's, and all other little churches his 
clAdren, besides Paris Garden, or rather (places of more benefit) 
public, and by your leave private playhouses. 72 
Significantly, this quotation appears to place St Paul's in the same category as playhouses, 
not only because it stood out as a place where crowds congregated, but also because 
audiences assembled to watch a performative event. 
Another interesting reason for attending a sermon at the Cross, however, is 
suggested by the possibility that prostitution took place within the confines of St Paul's, 
with evidence pointing to bawdy houses standing in the precinct. One account refers to 
the bell-ringers' wives who 'stand opcnhe in the south ylc of.. the... Churchc daile to 
take everie manns money for goinge up into the Steple, by reason whereof there is great 
69 Gair, p. 69. 
70 Gilbert Walker, A Manife. 0 Deteclion (London, 1552); cited in The Ektabetban Underworld, ed. by AN. 
judges (London, George Roudedge & Sons, 1930; repr. Routledge & Keegan Paul, 1965), p-48. 
71 The Black Book, VIII, 41. 
72 T'homas Dekker, jests to Make You Meryy (London, 1607ý F3. 
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occasion of suspicion. 73 Everard Guilpin in Skiaktbia (1592) also comments on the 
practices of St Paul's yard, writing that qbere in the window mistress minx doth stand, I 
And to some copesmate beckneth her hand'. 74 The case for the availability of illicit 
pleasures is furthered in an extract from The House of Cor7re'don (1619), which compares a 
whore to the boy choristers (formerly the players of the Paul's Chapter house) and thus 
connects performance with the act of soliciting. 
Fain would she have been a Chorister at Paul's but that she loves not 
to stand in a Surplice: yet many times she repairs thither, especially 
unto the lower end of the middle aiSIC. 73 
References to alternative secular pursuits arc also plentiful, especially those 
regarding Duke Humphrey's Walk, where business was conducted (legal or otherwise) 
and news gathered, much as it was by those who sat in playhouses and held 
conversations. According to John Earle it was 'the other expense of the day, after plays, 
tavern, and a bawdyhouse, and men have still some oaths left to swear here. It is the 
ear's brothel'. 7" Thc contemporary historian Francis Osborn writes how: 
Men of all professions not merely Mechanik, to meet in Paul's Church 
by eleven, and walk in the middle Ile till twelve, and after dinner from 
three to six, during which time some discoursed of Businesse, others 
of Newes. 77 
A slightly more sinister description however, is painted by Nfiddleton in The Black Book: 
I walked in Paul's [ ... ] to dive into villainous meetings, pernicious 
plots, black humours, and a million of mischiefs, which are bred in 
that cathedral womb. 78 
73 The Visitation Report of Bishops Robert Bancroft for the London Diocese 1598 (Guildhall NS., 
9537/9) f. 60; cited in Gair. p. 28. 
71 Everard Guilpin, Satires V, in Skikthia; or, A Shadow of Truth in Ortaine Ept, aad Saolmr, ed. by D. Allen Carroll (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1974), pp. 86-87. 
gr M. ( n 
75 I. H., The House of Correction; or, Ceriayne Satyricall Epi Ad Par Pa ndon: , grams with 
Certaine Characterr, Ca Ye d (Lo 
1619), D2v. 
76 John Earle, Micro-coxmqgrqpý? y, or, A Piece of The Wlerld Discovered (London, 1633), L8v. 77 Gair, p. 29. 
79 The Black Book, VIII, 32. 
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Consequently, if such business took place at both ordinary church services and in the 
heart of St Paul's cathedral, then there is the potential that it also took place at Paul's 
Cross, before, after, or possibly even during the oration. 
Audience attention span at sermons appears to have been as poor as those 
audience members who went to the playhouse to 'take their ease I And sleep an act or 
two'. " Although clearly not all audience members of either event were completely 
inattentive, it is likely that a significant number might have been; at least enough to 
warrant such derision by both playwrights and preachers. Moreover, the congregation 
appears to have been just as volatile as the playhouse audience, and any inattentiveness 
could just as easily erupt into violence 'when men's passions ran high upon matters of 
religion'; 80 as it did in 1553, for instance, when a riot broke out during the first sermon of 
Mary's reign. 
According to Maclure, 'many preachers were conscious that they might be, or 
had been, tedious, and apologized accordingly'. " Alain de JdUe was aware of the danger 
of too long a sermon, informing preachers to 'let the sermon be brief, in case prolixity 
should cause boredom'. " The average length of a sermon was between one and two 
hours and at St Paul's Cross the turning of an hourglass regulated its length. Paul's Cross 
sermons seem to have made use of the maximum time available, as the glass was 
generally turned twice. John Dove's witty reference to his 'two hours discourse of this 
one and laste houre', " immediately brings to mind the 'two hour's traffic of the stage', " 
and it is possible that the length of both events was similar due to the average attention 
span of a common audience. Gurr suggests that the average running time of a 
79 Kng Heng T, 71I, Epilogue, 1.2 (p. 430). 
I'll Maclure, p. 8. 
81 Ibid. 
92 de Lille, p. 22. 
83 John Dove; cited in Maclure, p. 8. 
" William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet. ed. by Brian Gibbons, Arden Shakespeare 3rd Series (London: 
Methuen, 1980; repr. London: Ilomson Learning, 2000), Prologue, 1.12 (p. 81). 
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contemporary play was two hours, or three, if you include the jig at the end of the 
amphitheatre entertainment and the musical interludes of the indoor playhouse. '5 Such 
figures are, indeed, not too dissimilar from the length of the Paul's sermon, lending 
support to the idea that an average attention span of a contemporary audience might 
have stood somewhere between one and a half to three hours, depending on the level of 
diversions in the performance. 
Both the theatre and the pulpit, therefore, appear to have provided a social milieu 
of confficting spectacles and distractions at St Paul's - some innocent and some sinister - 
a volatile context within which an audience could watch their chosen performative event. 
Ile preacher appears to have carefiffly evaded any discussion of the sin that was taking 
place within the environment of his performance even as he spoke. Instead, he focused 
on and railed against the vice-ridden playhouses. One possible reason for these 
antitheatrical attacks may lie in the fact that contemporary drama served to expose the 
hypocrisy of the institutions and environments found in early modem culture - the 
Church included. Certainly, by questioning the pureness of Church rituals and those 
who conducted them, the players undermined the effectiveness of the Paul's Cross 
sermon as a performative event, and aroused the preachers' anger. William Crashaw's 
sermon of 1608 directly refers to the slander of the Church on the stage, and highlights 
this pervading fear that the divine office will be undermined by its association with 
hypocrisy: 
For now they bring religion and holy things upon the stage.... Two 
hypocrites must be brought foorth; and how shall. they be described 
but by these names, Nicholas S. Andings, Simon S. Maryoveries? 
Thus hypocrisie a child of heU must beare the names of two Churches 
of God, and two wherein Gods name is caUcd on publikely every day 
in the yeare, and in one of them his blessed word preached everic day 
(an example scarce matchable in the world): yet these two... shaU be by 
these miscreants thus dishonoured, and that not on the stage only, but 
85 See Gurt (2000), pp. 32-34. 
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even in print. 86 
5.5 Holy Things Upon The Stage 
How then was the Church represented in plays, and what affect did this have on an 
audience who most probably attended the performative rituals of this satirised 
institution? In 1606 The Aa to Restrain the Abuses of Players was passed, which fined 
anyone who 'jestingly or prophanely speake or use the holy Name of God or of Christ 
Jesus, or of the holy Ghoste or of the Trinitie, which are not to be spoken but with feare 
and reverence. "' Ibis act was the crystallisation of a series of laws and edicts that sought 
to prevent the profane representation of religion on stage, which had begun following 
the Marprelate controversy in 1589, where the players took it 'upon themselves to handle 
in their plaies certen matters of Divinytie'. " With this new law and the vigilant 
censorship of the Master of the Revels, it became increasingly difficult over the next four 
decades for playwrights to dramatise religious matters, forcing them instead to find ways 
other than the spoken word to 'bring religion and holy things upon the stage'. 
" 
When examining the extant plays of the period, it becomes clear that in order to 
subvert censorship playwrights turned to those other dramatic conventions of theatre 
that differentiated it from poems and oratory - action and spectacle. By relying on the 
audience to read the scene through visual connotations, censorship could be 
circumvented. Such a practice was used to full effect during the period and is noted by 
Stephen Greenblatt: 
86 William Crashaw, The Sermon Preacbed at the Crosse (1608); cited in Maclure, p. 138. 
87 Chambers, IV, 339. 
81 Chambers, IV, 306. The use of drama to satirise religion was not new, however, the vilification of 
Catholicism at the coronation festivities of Elizabeth I is a good early example. 
89 Op. Cit. Henry Herbert (Master of the Revels, 1623-1673) censored any words he took to be curses 
even if they were not. Many companies complained and, upon one occasion, regarding The Wits (1634) by 
William Davenant, it was taken as far as the King, who eventually mediated the matter himself. See N. W. 
Bawcutt, The Control and Censorsbip of Carokne Drama: The Records of Sir Heng Herbert, Master of the Revels 1623- 
73 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), p. 186. 
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When the fairies in A Midrummer Ni ghtý Dream 'consecrate' the 
marriage beds with field-dew, they are, in a mode at once natural and 
magical, enacting (and appropriating to the stage) the Catholic practice 
of anointing the marriage bed with holy water. 90 
A more subversive example of the way staging was possibly used to comment on 
religious ceremony can be seen in the third act of John Ford's Tis Piy She's a Whorr, 
where a stage direction reads:. 
Enter the Friar sitting in a chair, Annabella kneeliq and mbirpering to bim, a 
ps and wings her bands. 91 table before them and wax-IiSks, she wee 
I would argue that the lack of references to religious ceremony in the following speeches 
implies a deliberate attempt by Ford to avoid censorship by relying on visual 
representation alone. This stage direction certainly implies the enactment of a religious 
ritual, with the presence of wax candles placed on a table that could easily double as an 
altar. 
Ihat Ford deliberately specifies the presence of wax lights is perhaps significant. 
If by these he is referring to beeswax candles, as seems most likely, then such a stage 
direction probably carried with it strong connotations for a contemporary audience. 
Under a Papal edict the only candles to be used in Church were to be made of beeswax, 
which symbolised the body of Christ. During the early Reformation, however, candles 
were initially banned from Anglican churches and even under Elizabeth and James's less 
iconoclastic religious policy, many strict Protestant communities saw their removal from 
Church ceremony. Accordingly, at the time when Ford chose to specify wax lights, 
beeswax candles in this context were probably associated with Catholic practices, or 
possibly the beginnings of the high-Church reforms of Archbishop Laud. Nevertheless, 
90 Stephen J. Greenblatt, Shakeipearran Ne gotiations- The On-ulation of Sodal Exerg in Renaissance England 
(Berkley: University of California Press, 1988), p. 1 1. 
91 John Ford, Tis Pi-O Sbe's a Whore, ed. by Brian Morris, New Mermaids (1, ondon: Benn, 1968; repr. A&C 
Black; New York: Norton, 1995), 3.6, SD (p. 57). 
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by bringing on a noticeably different light source distinct from tallow, it is likely that 
Ford wanted to emphasise to his audience the importance of this stage picture, possibly 
as a quasi-Catholic ritual, or at the very least as theatrically significant. ' That it was a 
Catholic ritual is further suggested by the presence of the Friar and by Annabella 
appearing to confess, a ritual hinted at in the Friar's allusion to penance in his first line 
and Giovanni's suggestion two scenes earlier that if Annabella visits the priest 'he might 
absolve her'. " Yet the full relevance of this scene depends upon whether the table was 
laid like a Catholic altar or like a Protestant Communion table for which there is no 
evidence. 
In The Bmken Heart, Ford's other play published in 1633, he has an equally 
specific stage direction that requires can altar covervd uitb wbite, " directly reflecting the 
Catholic and Protestant practice of draping the altar in linen (symbolic of Christ's grave- 
clothes), and its use in a pagan context suggests another possible attempt to avoid 
censorship and affect audience reception. That this was a cross-denomination practice 
does not help our reading of this scene, but his call for Vivo ligbts of tirgin wwe, " a term 
probably associated with the even more expensive and distinctive yellow beeswax 
candles, indicates that Ford was probably referencing high-Church practices (Catholic or 
Laudian). Perhaps out understanding of Ford's intentions could be clarified if we knew 
how the Friar was dressed - was he in a habit or vestments similar to those of the 
Anglican Church? Unfortunately, how this scene was fully realised is something that only 
92 JbC theatrical significance of different candles on stage (tallow, beeswax and so forth) was explored and 
discussed by Martin White in a series of workshops and lectures at the University of Bristol in December 
2004, within the context of a scale reconstruction of Inigo Jones' playhouse. It is likely that the majority of 
candles used at the Phoenix playhouse were tallow, a cheaper candle that burned with a slightly inferior 
flame. During these experiments into early modern indoor lighting practices Martin VVhite concluded that 
the candles used were probably a mix of tallow and beeswax, tallow being the majority and placed on the 
candelabras, with the beeswax standing on the outside of the horseshoe chiefly because they burnt longer 
without need of trimming. 
93 Tis Piý, Sbe. r a Irlbore, 3.3.33. 




the original audience would know. 
In a society where the sumptuary laws were only abolished in 1604 great 
significance was placed on a person's clothes, and dress held strong symbolic 
connotations. It is likely that playing companies took advantage of this and used 
costume to represent particular figures on stage, therefore subverting the practice of 
supplying a copy of the text to the Master of the Revels for censorship. Significantly, 
some playing companies gained their wardrobe from the sale of vestments instigated by 
the Reformation. "' Consequently, when a stage direction reads 'enter Priest' it is possible 
that the actor entered clothed in what was once the real apparel of a priest. If audiences 
were aware that what they saw actors wearing on stage were in fact the real costumes of 
the old Church rituals, the connotations of such a representation would have been 
obvious and, undoubtedly, have informed audience reception. 
The danger of such a subjective reception was primarily caused by the 
applicability of the costumes. The similarities between contemporary Anglican garments 
and the Catholic vestments from which they derived meant that they could be used in 
and-papal dramas or in satires against the state religion. In 1634, for example, Henry 
Herbert was unable to prevent the sacrilegious representation of a priest on stage, 
possibly due to the limitation of censorship being based purely on what was written not 
on how it would be staged. Although Herbert shows himself to have been alert to the 
potential subversion of censorship through performance, he was, in effect, powerless 
until the players had performed the act. It is unsurprising, therefore, that when the full 
repercussions of the performance were revealed he made an example of the perpetrators, 
committing Cromes the Broker to Marshalsea prison 'for lending a church Robe with the 
name of Jesus upon it to ye players in Salisbury Court to present a Flamen a priest of the 
96 EES, II, Part 1 (1963), 38-39. Henslowe's Diag contains examples of specific ecclesiastical dress such as 
a 'cardinal's gown' (p. 292), wl-&h could easily have been obtained from the sale of Church clothes. 
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Heathens'. 97 Unfortunately, the play's tide is unknown and the text has not survived to 
allow for a close examination of the scene. Yet, to the audience that watched this event, 
this possible comment on the Anglican Church might have been quite apparent. As 
attendees of religious ceremonies they would have recognised the figure of the priest, but 
this time within the context of a heathen ceremony, possibly in a staging that criticised 
the contemporary introduction of Laudian reforms, which many considered popish and 
too full of display. Such a comment on the performative nature of the Church was 
seemingly made five years later in 1639, in a scene that is reminiscent of 3.6 in Tis Piýy 
Sbe's a Wbore. 
The Players of the fortune were fined a 10001 for setting up an altar, a 
basin, and two candlesticks, and bowing down before it upon the 
stage, and although they allege it was an old play revived, and an altar 
to the heathen gods, yet it was apparent that this play was revived on 
purpose in contempt of the ceremonies of the Church. 98 
This scene depends entirely upon the audience's knowledge of the ceremonies of the 
Church of England, but because of the cross-fertilisation between the audiences of the 
church and playhouse such an association was never in doubt. It could be argued that 
the playhouse audience served as a congregation to this dramatisation, becoming co- 
opted into the fiction, and so it is possible that, when they later formed part of a real 
congregation, the playgoers may have subconsciously superimposed these negative 
representations upon the real event. Such a transferral of connotations between the 
audiences of one event to another must have been a considerable problem for the 
authorities due to the large number of texts that refer to priests and appear to have some 
semblance of a Christian ritual in their stage directions, and indicates a dramatic 
97 Bawcutt, p. 191. This is not the only representation of a Flamen on stage; for example, Philip 
Massinger's BelFeve As You List - performed at the Blackfriars - includes a Flamen, whilst a similar figure 
conducts an intricate heathen ceremony in the fourth act of jonson's Sýanus (performed at the Globe). 
98 Edmund Rossingharn to Viscount Conway, 8 May 1639, in Calendar ofState Papers Domestic. Of the Rtign of 
Charks I, ed. by John Bruce and others, 23 vols (London, Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans & Roberts; 
H. M. Stationery Office, 1858-93), XIII: 1639, ed. by William Douglas Hamilton (H. M. Stationery Office, 
1873), 140. 
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convention that was, undoubtedly, highly controversial. " 
5.6 The Congregation on Stage 
'1here are very few references to the direct representation of congregations on stage; 
instead, contemporary playwrights appear to have used the audience itself. In watching 
the ceremonies on stage, the audiences potentially associated themselves with an event 
they knew well and it is likely that a similar receptive approach to watching the real-life 
event took-over when viewing the dramatised ritual. As suggested above, such a co- 
option of the audience into the dramatic fiction could have potentially subversive results. 
The representation of the Church and its congregation on stage also seems to 
have been achieved through a dramatisation of specific people found in the 
environments where these religious ceremonies took place. In the case of sermons 
performed at the Cross, this was the area immediately around St Paul's cathedral. 
Because similar audiences appear to have attended both theatrical and liturgical events, 
the playwright could probably'rely upon an audience's awareness of particular figures 
associated with a specific performance envirom-nent. By representing these types on 
stage, the playwright was able to dramatise a microcosm of a sermon's audience. This 
synecdoche of the congregation consequently removed any need to congest the stage 
with unnecessary crowds. Simultaneously, by representing the audience of a sermon the 
playwright could also satirically refer to many of those attending the play. 
An example of this process can be seen as early as 1576 in George Wapull's The 
Tide Tagetb No Man, where Greediness takes Courage with him to St Paul's, not to hear 
the preacher but because 'perchance, such may be my hap: I Of my ill debtors there to 
99 Dessen and Thomson, in their A Dictionag of Stage Directions in Eqksb Drama, 1580-1642 document 
nineteen plays that reference an altar in their stage directions, and this list is by no means exhaustive (pp-5- 
6). 
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spy some, I Whom without delay, by the heels I will clap'. " Greediness's preoccupation 
with business and material - rather than spiritual - profit is possibly a direct reflection of 
many of the spectators' motives for visiting St Paul's, and his witty and disdainful 
description of the preacher may well have found popularity amongst the audience, who 
generally disliked Puritanical railing: 
Ihou wilt not believe how the knave did prate, 
Ye citizens repent, thus he did cry, 
Look about in time quoth he, or it be to late, 
For the vengeance of God at hand is faU nye. 
As though he knew what were in God's mind, 
Surely it is a shame, they are so suffered to lie. 10' 
Such content suggests that Wapull assumed some of his audience would be able to 
associate themselves with the characters of Greediness and Courage, for the convention 
of the vice character in drama only works if the figure is appealing and reflects something 
of the audience's attitude and behaviour. In this instance, the playwright is suggesting 
that those who attend St Paul's Cross for spurious reasons are sinful, and he obviously 
assumes that some of these people could also be found amongst his audience. An entire 
congregation is not dramadscd, but the satirical nature of the characters suggests that 
they were designed to act as a synecdoche, representing those members of the theatrical 
audience who were also the inattentive audience of Paul's Cross. Certainly, such a 
convention would have had greater satirical effect if a child company had performed the 
play at the St Paul's playhouse, which was operational at the time. Furthermore, it is 
implied that the character of Greediness is a young merchant, of the very sort associated 
with the precinct of St Paul's and, perhaps, also with the new indoor theatres. 
Accordingly, if the play had been performed at St Paul's, then the audience's self- 
awareness of being part of the environment represented in the performative event may 
I(X) George WapuU, The Tide Tageth No Man (London, 1576), E2v. 
101 The Tide Tageth No Man, F3v. 
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have been amplified, with the Cross and Paul's Walk only a few yards away. As Adrian 
Weiss states: 
The Paul's stage was not 'naked' but came equipped with an array of 
associations by virtue of its physical and functional connections with 
St Paul's Cathedral. It was part of a self-contained world: the theater 
shared not only its space with the Cathedral, but its acting personnel as 
well. 102 
It can perhaps even be seen to have shared its audience with the local area, thus 
producing an entirely interrelated performance event. 
The convention of representing the audiences associated with a specific 
environment, which is itself connected with performative events, can be seen in later 
plays directly attributed to the Children of Paul's. Chapman's The Old Joiner of Aldgate 
(1603), for example, was a play comn-iissioned by a local book-binder about a current 
scandalous legal dispute over marriage in which he was directly involved, but is 
unfortunately now lost. It is recorded that the people involved went to see themselves 
represented on stage, and the rest of the audience were aware of it. As Gair states, 
canyone in the audience who lived in one of the surrounding parishes was a neighbour of 
the characters on stage'. "' He suggests that the predominant audiences of St Paul's were 
probably comprised of people drawn from the local parishes, the 'multitude of 
shopkeepers and lawyers who used Paul's as their place of business [and who] would 
have had little difficulty in finding the modest fees'. "' One of the people represented for 
example was John Milward, a preacher at Newgate, as well as Paul's Cross upon two 
occasions, and later Chaplain to the King. It is, therefore, quite likely that many of the 
audience who saw the dramatisation of Milward on stage also attended his sermons, a 
situation that may have influenced their reception of the performances, be they theatrical 
102 Adrian Weiss, 'A Pill to Purge Parody: Marston's Manipulation of Environment in the Antonio Plays, in 
Themes in Drama 1/71. The Theatrical Space, ed. byjames Redman (Cambridge: CUP, 1987), pp-81-97 (p. 82). 
t03 Gair, p. 150. 
104 Ibid. p. 73. 
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or religious. 
Ile localised setting for Paul's plays can also be seen in the texts of Miebaelmas 
Tem, Westward Ho! and Norfbward Ho! Each dramatises the Nfiddle Aisle, where those 
who attended the theatre and the sermon would have walked, and describes characters 
similar in type and satiric function to Greediness: 
These plays are integrated with the Paul's Cathedral environment in a 
unique manner due to the fact that playwright, actors, and audience 
participated in the evolution of this new theatre. Marston consciously 
violated the dramatic illusions of the plays by injecting these real world 
references to the theater of St Paul's. 105 
For example, in the fifth act of Marston's Jack Drmm'r Enterlainment performed at St 
Paul's, metatheatrical interchange sees three characters discussing the audience of a Paul's 
play: 
Sir Ednard Fortune 
I saw the Children of Paul's last night, 
And troth they pleased me pretty, pretty well, 
Ile apes in time will do it handsomely. 
Planet 
I' faith I like the audience that frequentcth there 
With much applause: A man shall not be choked 
With the stench of garlic, nor be pasted 
To the barmy jacket of a beer brewer. 
Brabanijunior 
Tis a good gentle audience. 106 
This reflexive description by a dramatised audience of an audience at the Paul's 
playhouse probably created a sense of self-awareness amongst those watching, implying 
that they too were part of the 'gentle audience'. Indeed, for the joke to be successful 
there must have been a connection between the audience in the play and the audience of 
the play, indicating that the figures characterised were representative of the audience 
105 Weiss, p. 82. 
106 Jack Drmm's Entertainment, 111,234. 
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common to the local environment. 
The metatheatrical use of audience and place is further emphasised in 
Nfiddleton's The Puritan, a satirical play about the local Puritan population, who are 
charactetised as drunken hypocrites, set in Watling Street 'less that two minutes' walk 
away from the theatre'. "' Two names in the play, Nicholas S. Antlings and Simon S. 
Maryoveties, were named after churches visible from St Paul's, and adjoining the Watling 
Street of the play. As Gair states, the play was a 'specific attack. The hypocrites are to be 
found in Watling Street'. "' Such a precise choice of location could not have been lost on 
the audience, who may well have had dealings with that district and would have shared 
the same performance space as the Puritans when they attended sermons at Paul's Cross. 
Accordingly, the playhouse audience might have applied Pye-Board's comment that 'a 
sermon's a fine short cloak of an hour long, and will hide the upper part of a 
dissembler', "' to the Puritan members of the Paul's Cross congregation. "' 
Middleton continues to examine the notion of audiences for religious events in 
the second scene of the play, where he explicitly refers to the characters entering the 
gfrom Cborb'. "' This representation of co g stage with 'Books at their Girdles, as comin C, min 
from Church' potentially meant something to the audience of the play because it is 
implied that the actors did something more specific at this point than just tying books 
around their waist to indicate they had just attended a religious ceremony. It is possible 
that the audience associated themselves with this representation of a congregation on 
stage, whether it was Puritan or not, perhaps making them conscious of their own 
approach to attending such events. 
107 Gair. p. 165. 
tO8 Ibid. 
109 lbomas Nfiddleton, The Puritan (London: 1607), Act 2, D. 
110 Alternatively, this observation may just have been a satirical reference to the young gentlemen in the 
audience whose purpose in attending sermons was often questionable, as the short cloak was a popular 
fashion accessory of the gallant. 
III The Puritan, Act 1, B2. Although such descriptive stage directions may only have been included for the 
beneft of the reader, the quarto's internal spellings suggests that the printed text was probably prepared 
from a Nfiddleton autograph, which makes it likely that the above quotation is original. 
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Middleton also parodies those members of society who only had time for the 
performative event of the sermon and not the theatre. This is accentuated in the play by 
staging some Puritans whose preacher 'rails against Players mightily I can tell you, 
because they brought him drunk up'oth Stage once - as he will be horribly drunk'. 
'12 
Ihe potential irony of this metatheatrical remark was probably not lost on its intended 
audience; just as it was not lost upon William Crashaw, whose antitheatrical sermon of 
1608 was a direct response to the play and the nearby theatre occupied by the 'children 
of Babylon that will not bee healed. "" The sermon may have been aimed at the Children 
of Paul's, but it could not have escaped Crashaw's attention that members of his 
congregation had possibly attended the playhouse, and it would not have escaped the 
congregation's attention that the sermon closely mirrored the antitheatrical complaints of 
the Puritans in the play. 
With Nfiddleton's The Puritan and Crashaw's Sermon Prrached at the Crosse, the 
tension between the performative events of theatre and sermon was perhaps at its most 
manifest to the early modem audiences. Whereas the theatre may have cut prayers short 
by enticing the pulpit's congregation into the playhouse to be entertained, it seems likely 
that the efficacy of this particular sermon may have been one of the influences on the 
final closure of the Paul's playhouse, for it closed in mid to late 1608, never to re-open. 
Consequently, those members of the audience who still intended to see plays probably 
transferred their patronage to one of the many other theatres that existed in London, but 
they would have been unable to take with them the unique relationship between the 
Paul's playhouse and its environment. Nonetheless, religious representation on the stage 
did not cease with its closure nor did the antitheatrical sermons issued from the Cross. 
Rather, the competition felt by the religious establishment and the ease with which drama 
112 The Putilan, Act 2, C2. 
113 Gair, p. 164. 
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could slip into other performative conventions, perhaps only helped to fuel the continual 
fight for dominance and survival, each performative modc vying for a similar simple 
audience that could not help but receive each performance in a similar way. 
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Fig. 11 Anonymous German engraving depicting the execution of the Gunpowder 
Plotters (1606) 
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Fig. 12 A Sermon al Paid's Cross by John Gipkyn (1620) 
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Simplified sketch comparing Jones's perspective stage setting for masques with 
perspective setting of a Counter-Reformation church 
Sýffolds 
Spectamrs 
Sacs or dcsks 
0. . ble 
Communica r- 
Simplified sketch comparing setting of court stage before Jones with setting for 
Conununion in a Reformed English church 
Fig. 14 Diagrams exploring the changing design of court performance spaces in 
comparison with contemporary religious space, from Erica Veevers, Images of Lvve and 
Religion. -_Omeen HennetiaMana and Court Entertainments (Cambridge: CUP, 1989), p. 161. 
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Fig. 15 Engraving of the Queen's Chapel at Stjames's Palacc by. johannes Kip (c. 1686) 
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Chapter 6- Execution Audiences of the Scaffold 
6.1 Performing on the Scaffold - Death as Theatre 
One of the most intriguing forms of dramatic spectacle during the early modern period is 
that of the public execution. These events were regularly held by the authorities, and 
were heavily imbued with ritual and ceremony, often attracting crowds far larger than 
those of the contemporary playhouses (an estimated 100,000 people turned out to watch 
Strafford's beheading in 1641). 1 The important socio-cultural status held by public 
executions in contemporary London makes them an ideal performative event to consider 
when examining audience reception practices. It is interesting to note, however, that the 
majority of studies into the semiotics and reception of executions have either focused on 
post-Restoration spectators, or have examined the audience of capital punishment only 
from within the scope of power relations between the state and the individual. 
' 
Consequently, this chapter will attempt to redress the balance and explore the shared 
practices of both stage and scaffold audiences. 
Perhaps the first question that should be asked when exan-ýdning the shared habits 
of spectators at both executions and drama is whether there are actually any similarities 
between the two genres. Intriguingly, several modern studies of ý the state execution 
appear to notice such a similarity and treat the event as a form of theatre, adopting the 
lexicon of the playhouse to describe the rituals involved. 3 But to what extent is this true? 
Should the event of an execution be read as a performance of a comparable quality to 
that of the stage? Probably. According to Marvin Carlson, 'all human activity could 
I John Rushworth, The TtialofTkomas EarlofStrafford (London: 1680), p. 773. 
2 See Michael Foucault, Disdpkne and Punish. The Bblb of The Ptison, trans. by Alana Sheridan 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1979) and Douglas Hay, Albion ý Fatal Tree., Gime and Sodety in Eighteenth- 
gland (London: Allen Lane, 1975). Centug En 
,g cut n rs nI 
3 For the most obvious study of this kind see Pieter Spierenburg, The Spectacle ofSufferin . Exe io eadb EivIudon of ReprrsWo#frvm a PreindustrialMetropoks to the Eurvpean Expetience (Cambridge: CUP, 1984). 
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potentially be considered as "performance, " or at least all activity carried out with a 
consciousness of itself'. " Unlike the dehumanised and secretive sentences practiced since 
the late nineteenth century, early modern executions were highly self-conscious, built 
around key aspects of ceremony, such as the journey to the scaffold, the distribution of 
clothes and money, the last speech, prayers, and finally the administration of the sentence 
itself. Indeed, social philosophers such as Foucault, link the success of the execution's 
juridico-political function to its very nature as open spectacle: 
It is a ceremonial by which a momentarily injured sovereignty is 
reconstituted. It restores that sovereignty by manifesting it at its most 
spectacular. The public execution, however hasty and everyday, 
belongs to a whole series of great rituals in which power is eclipsed 
and restored (coronation, entry of the king into a conquered city, the 
submission of rebellious subjects); over and above the crime that has 
placed the sovereign in contempt it deploys before all eyes an 
invincible force. 5 
It appears that the performance of the condemned was judged by the actions of 
previous examples. Executions, therefore, were conceived within a framework of 
tradition and anticipation - the audiences' horizon of expectations. 
' It has been 
suggested that there was a very distinct notion of how to die weU during the Tudor and 
Stuart period, an idea that was especially true for political prisoners: 
[They] needed to dic well, for an undignified end would negate the 
whole point of their self-sacrifice. So in a sense they adopted a new 
persona. Ibcy saw themselves as part of a long and glorious tradition 
of Christian martyrs, starting with Jesus himsClf. 7 
Robert Herrick's 1647 poem on the crucifixion of Christ is unmistakably dramatic in its 
use of metaphoric language, combining drama with a concept of the perfect death of a 
martyr: 
4 Carlson (1996), pp. 4-5. 
5 Foucault, p. 48. 
6 See Beach Langston, 'Essex and the Art of Dying', Huntington Ijbrag_OuarZer§ 13: 2 (1950), 109-129. 
7 Charles Carlton, qhe Rhetoric of Death: Scaffold Confessions in Early Modem England', Southern Speech 
Commutdcationjournal, 49 (1983), 66-79 (p. 75). 
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Put off Thy Robe of Purple, then go on 
To the sad place of execution: 
Thine hour is come; and the Tormentor stands 
Ready, to pierce Thy tender Feet and Hands. 
I ... I The Cross shall be Thy Stage; and Thou shalt there 
The spacious field have for thy Theatre. 
Thou art that Rosdus, and that marked-out man, 
That must this day act the Tragedian, 
To wonder and affrightment: Thou art He, 
Whom all the flux of Nations comes to see; 
Not those poor Thieves that act their parts with Thee. 
I ... I No, No This Scene from Thee takes life and sense, 
And soul and spirit, plot, and excellence. 
Why then begin, great King! ascend Thy Throne, 
And thence proceed, to act Thy Passion 
To such an height, to such a period raised, 
As Hell, and Earth, and Heav'n may stand amazed. 8 
Additional works on the art of dying well were also printed, some of them actually 
offering advice to the condemned. Both Nichol's Sphitual Poey and Caspar Hueber's 
Ricb Stombouse, for example, contain prayers to be spoken on the scaffold. In Flueber's 
work, an article entitled How to Adtise and Comfort Them that De in Prison, and be ýy the 
, ged to 
Die also incorporates a sample speech from the scaffold as well as a Mqýstrale Jud 
prayer. Such tracts were designed to encourage the victim to admit the justice of their 
punishment and cry for mercy against the sins they had committed, and this was the 
format usually adopted by the condemned. To a considerable extent it was this act of 
submission to the state, reiterated through the last speech, which justified and sanctioned 
the entire event. The condemned's last testament became the key element by which he 
or she was judged to have died well and thus became a major focus of their performance 
on the scaffold. The speech was also one of the most theatrical aspects of the event. 
The image of a man or woman reciting a speech, upon what was to all intents and 
purposes a stage, cannot help but draw parallels with the playhouse. The very word 
6 Robert Herrick, Noble Nmmbers, in Poetical Works, ed. by L. C. Martin (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956), 
pp. 398-99. 
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scaffold during the early modern period had a fluid definition, and was used in reference 
to both capital punishment and drama? The OED defines a scaffold as a 'raised 
platform, seat, or stand, used for the purpose of exhibiting persons or actions to the 
public view, making proclamations, or the like"' -a description that fits the practices of 
both genres of performance. Wickham acknowledges the interchangeable nature of 
contemporary terms to describe a performance space, coupled with the unfixed nature of 
the structure itself- 
'Stage', or 'scaffold' or, more rarely, 'pageant' were the words used to 
describe this large projecting, rectangular object which rose some four 
to six feet above the ground on which it stood. Made of planks laid 
on joists resting on barrels, trestles, or blocks of wood called studs, it 
could be set up and dismantled with case indoors or out: it could be 
erected on a cart with wheels and made movable: it could be fixed to 
the ground in a given position and made permanent. Its sides could 
be left open, could be draped with fabrics called 'cloths' or 'hangings', 
or filled in more solidly with wooden palings. Sometimes it was 
bounded by a railing, sometimes not. " 
This description could match almost any scaffold used for public executions, right down 
to the inclusion of hangings, which in the case of the execution were black. 12 It is likely 
that such similarities would have been noted by the contemporary audiences of both 
performative events and, therefore, influenced their reception of the event. Certainly, 
Andrew MarveTs use of an extended metaphor in The Royal Mar r indicates that Charles 
I's execution in 1649 was read in correspondence with stage drama: 
That thence the Royal Actor born 
The Tragic Scaffold might adorn... 
9 1he word scaffold was generally used to refer to the place where someone was beheaded and should not 
be confused with the gallows. Beheadings were granted to the nobility as a privilege of rank so they need 
not suffer the indignity of being hanged. However, the last speech of those condemned to hang still took 
place from a raised structure - invariably the floor of the cart they arrived in - and so the association of the 
last speeches made at the gallows with the playhouse stage is still appropriate. Interestingly, a contemporary 
account by joesph Hall describes the spectators of Elizabethan plays as 'scaffolders', Virgidemiarum: Six 
Books, 2 vols (London, 1597-8), Book I, II, p. 7. 
10 'scaffold, x Y, OED. 
11 EES, 11, Part 2,174. 
12 It is interesting to note that for the funerals the church was draped in black, as was the playhouse stage 
for some tragedies. 
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He nodiing common did or mean 
Upon that memorable scene. 13 
Yet Marvell was not the only contemporary to associate Charles I's execution with 
theatrical performance. A reporter in The Moderate Intelligencer refers to Charles's last days 
as 'the famous Tragedy of King Charles of England', "' with another contemporary 
newsletter, Mercurius Pragmadcus, describing his trial and intended execution as if it were 
the fifth act of a tragedy: 
Ile traitorous tragedians are upon their exit, and poor King Charles at 
the brink of the pit; the prologue is past, the proclamation made, His 
sentence is given, and we daily expect the sad catastrophe [ ... ]. The 
play thus done, or rather the work finished, the epilogue remains, to 
wit the epitaph of a slaughtered king, which I reserve to another 
opportunity; hoping Heaven may prevent you, ere your scene be 
finished. 15 
Holinshed appears to have used a similar extended metaphor in reference to the 
Babington executions that took place at St Paurs: 
The stakes whereon their heads were to be fastened upon the gallows 
and what else, belonged to the accomplishment of that tragedy; 
thousands of people with earnest eye present and purposing to tarry 
out the very last act. 16 
Whether 'act' was meant in a theatrical sense is perhaps open to debate, but its close 
proximity to 'tragedy' suggests that Holinshed might have had in n-dnd the gruesome end 
of a stage tragedy and, with the growing prevalence of drama in contemporary culture, 
13 Andrew Marvell, The ReyalMamr, in Peemr and I elterr (Oxford: OUP, 1952), p. 88. 
14 Moderate Intelligencer, 18 January to 25 January 1649, p. 2. 
15 Men-utims Pragmadcus, 16 January to 30 January 1649, pp. 2-3. It is interesting to note that a contemporary 
play entitled The Famour Trage4y ofKng Ckarles I was published in 1649; it avoids representing the execution 
of the monarch, instead briefly describing the event in a letter from Ireton to Cromwell. Three other 
contemporary plays were written on the continent regarding the recent events in England; Andreas 
Gryphius's Emordete Majestdt, oder, Cam1ur Stuardus (1649); Gqprdcb Zaischen dem EnSkschen Picklehering und 
, gcben uber 
das Scbdndache Hindchten &nigkcber Majesteit in EnSeland, Scbou und IrrIand Fran! ýFhiscbex Jan Poia 
(1649); Jan Dullarats' Karrl Stuart, Of RaxpýZakge Majesteit (written 1649; printed 1652). Again none of these 
texts represent Charles's beheading, but the event is recounted in Jan Dullart's play, between two soldiers 
and Cromwell. 
16 Holinshed, IV, 915. 
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Holinshed's readers probably associated his words as such. It would seem that, for both 
contemporary and modern readers, executions and drama were similar enough to warrant 
comparisons between the two forms. As Charles Carlton suggests, executions were 
'pieces of public theater, which to be effective required the cooperation of all involved - 
the people as the audience, the traitor in the leading role, and the state as the director'. " 
6.2 The Spectators of Death 
When examining the audience composition of public executions, it appears quite likely 
that they consisted of a similar cross-section of society as the playhouse. This is partly 
supported by the sheer volume of people who attended these events. Contemporary 
accounts speak of spectators numbering in the 'many thousands"' for some executions, 
easily matching the capacity of outdoor playhouses such as the Globe. "' Ihe execution 
of John Roberts and lbomas Somers had an audience of 3000, for example, whilst 
evidence suggests the crowd at the execution of Catholic priest Ihomas Maxfield 
reached 4000. 'o The size of the audience was even more extreme in the case of notorious 
individuals. John Rushworth records how, at the Earl of Strafford's execution: 
There were gathered together on the great open place on Tower Flill, 
where the scaffold stood, a numerous crowd of people, standing as 
thick as they could by one another, over all that great Hill; in so much, 
as by the modest computation, they could not be esteemed to be less 
than 100,000 people. 21 
17 Carlton, p. 69. 
Is A True and Perfect Felation of the Dial, Condemning and Executing of the 24 Prixoners, Wlho Suffered For Seteral 
Robberies and Buqlaries at Tyburn on Friday Lad aondon, 1649), p. 4. 
19 The projected capacity of the Globe was approximately 3000. See White (1998), p. 123. 
20 Peter Lake, 'Agency, Appropriation and Rhetoric Under the Gallows: Puritans, Romanists and the State 
in Early Modem England', Past and Present, 153 (1996), 64-107 (p. 96). 
21 Rushworth, p. 773. This sizeable figure comes from the Restoration historian John Rushworth, who 
compiled all available sources regarding the trial and execution of Strafford and was, incidentally, one of 
the fifteen men to stand on the scaffold at Charles's beheading. Given that the population of London was 
approximately 400,000 by the middle of the seventeenth century, this surn seems Eke a possible 
exaggeration, yet Rushworth is generally considered a very reliable source, whilst other contemporary 
accounts indicate a massive crowd. 
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Conversely, at the Earl of Essex's execution in 1601, Devereux begged Elizabeth that he 
be executed in private, seemingly in consideration of the potential crowd. Indeed, during 
his final speech, Essex 'thanked Her Majesty that he should die in so private a manner, 
lest the acclamation of the people might have been a temptation unto him'. 22 Even so, 
another eyewitness account puts the number of spectators at this private execution to at 
least one hundred, still a fairly substantial figure, but one that re-emphasises the differing 
concepts of privacy between the seventeenth and the twenty-first century. 23 
As noted above, however, the very aim of the execution was for the reaffirming 
spectacle of state power to reach as many people as possible, and so it makes sense that 
the authorities would have welcomed active turnouts. Accordingly, 'historic British 
executions occurred (in public) in the early afternoon, insuring the largest number of 
possible witncsseS'. 24 Yet the authorities did still fear the unruly crowd and often sought 
to regulate attendance. At the execution of two priests in 1612, for instance, the 
authorities set the executions between six and seven o'clock in the morning to avoid a 
potentially hazardous situation involving carriages and the large crowds. 5 Moreover, as 
we have already seen, Sir Walter Ralegh's execution was timed for the same day as the 
Lord Mayor's Show in the hope that 'the pageants and the fine shows might avocate 
away the people from beholding the tragedy'. ' 
Another circumstance that lends statistical support to the idea that spectators at 
executions were composed of a diverse social assortment, is the sheer volume of those 
executed during the period and the frequency with which these sentences were carried 
22 Cakndar of State Papers, Domestic. - Of the Reigns of Edward K Mag, Ekrabetb, James 1, ed. by Robert Lemon 
and Mary Anne Everett Green, 12 vols (London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans & Roberts, 1856- 
72), V. - 1598-1601, ed. by Mary Anne Everett Green (1869), 594. 
23 Ibid. 
24 John Lofland, 'Open and Concealed Dramaturgic Strategies: The Case of the State Execution' in Toward 
a Sodolzgy ofDea1h and DYIT, ed. by Lyn H. Lofland. (London: Sage, 1976), pp. 37-60 (p. 42). 
25 See Peter Lake, p. 96 and John Chamberlain to Dudley Carleton, in lbomas Birch, The Court and Times of 
James the First, ed. by R. F. Williams, 2 vols. (Izndon: Henry Colburn, 1849), 1, p. 1 73. 
26 Brief lives, p. 270. It is interesting to note that once again the performative event of an execution is 
associated with a tragedy. 
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out. During Elizabeth's reign 6160 people were hanged at Tyburn, making it statistically 
probable that 'Elizabethans were certainly quite fan-Aiar with the spectacle of the hanged 
body'. '7 Ordinarily, these sentences took place once a month, a frightening regularity 
noted by contemporaries. John Taylor writes of the 'tree that bears twelve times a year ý28 
and Orazio Busino thought it fit to note that 'they take them five and twenty at a time, 
every month, besides sudden and extraordinary executions in the course of the week on a 
large cart like a high scaffold'. 29 
Other contemporary accounts provide further details of public executions, which 
in turn offer direct evidence to support a diverse spectatorship. Busino's full account of 
Jacobean executions suggests that he had witnessed them directly and implies that 
Tyburn was a cultural landmark potentially visited by tourists. Certainly, John Taylor had 
made a point of doing the same when he visited Hamburg in 1616, drawing comparisons 
between capital punishment there and at home: 
Ile several kinds of torments which they inflict upon offenders in 
those parts makes me to imagine our English hanging to be but a 
flea-biting. 30 
Ile executions noted by John Chamberlain in a series of letters suggest that he 
attended a number of hangings and beheadings and indicates the gentry's interest in such 
events. Ihese accounts also provide information on other people who attended. We 
learn, for example, that at the priests' execution in 1612, despite the early hour, amongst 
the multitude were 'divers ladies and gentlemen '. 3' The execution of Sir Walter Ralegh is 
also described by Chamberlain, who notes that among the spectators were the 'Earls of 
27 Molly Sn-, Lith, 'The Theater and the Scaffold: Death as Spectacle in Tke Sbanish Tragee, SEL, 32.2 (1992), 
217-232 (P. 217). 
28 John Taylor, Tke Desaiplion of Tyburn, 1.4. 
" The Journals of Two Travelkrs in Ektabethan and Early Stuart Eqland. Tbomas Platter and Horatio Busino, cd. by 
Peter Razzell (I., ondon: Caliban Books, 1995), p. 148. 
30 John Taylor, Tbrre Wleeks, Thrre Daies, and Mee Hourrs Observations and Travel, jrom London to Hamburg, in 
Richard J. Evans, Rituals of F-etribution; Ca pital Punisbment in Germany, 1600-1987 (Oxford: OUP, 1996), p-28. 
31 Lake, p. 96. It had been this audience that the authorities had hoped to deter, to avoid the potential 
chaos caused by the coaches. 
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Arundel, Oxford, Northampton, the Lord of Doncaster and diverse others'. 32 The 
attendance of nobility and gentry at such events is further supported by Francis Smith, 
who records that the papist Peter Lambert's execution at Tyburn drew 'more in number 
than ever attended anie man to that place before, some of them beinge Earles and of the 
nobilitie'. 33 The presence of nobility, however, was often only recorded because the 
contemporary individual thought it worthy of note. Consequently, there is an implication 
that such a composition differed from the norm and as an indicator of regular attendance 
these accounts cannot always be taken at face value. Nonetheless, the same can be said 
for those thinly spread accounts sdU in existence that relate to contemporary playgoers; 
and yet historians have been able to draw conclusions from these records supporting a 
diverse composition of playhouse audiences. It is, therefore, probably acceptable to 
adopt a similar approach for the spectatorsl-iip of executions. 
According to MoUy Smith, both 'theater and public punishment provided 
2 34 the entertainment to upper and lower classes, and it seems reasonable to conclude that 
volume and frequency of executions must have resulted in audiences that regularly 
consisted of a large ctoss-section of society. Yet such diversity undoubtedly varied 
according to the status and infamy of the condemned and the nature of the execution. 
Holinshed's account of the Babington execution sums up the potential for a diverse 
audience at these events: 
Now it is no question whether there wanted people at this public 
spectacle, no more than it is to be doubted whether their treasons 
deserved death. For there was no lane, street, alley, or house in 
London, in the suburbs of the same, or in hamlets or bordering towns 
near the city, (and like enough they would come from far both by 
water and by land, to see that and the next day's work despatched) out 
of the which there issued not some of each sex and age; in so much 
that the ways were pestered with people so multiplied, and they 
thronged and overran one another for haste, contending to the place 
32 The Chamberlain Iefters. A Selection of The I effers ofjobn Chamberlains Concerning Lýfj' in Englandfrom 1597 to 
1626, ed. by Elizabeth McLure Thomson (London: John Murray, 1965), p. 199. 
33 PRO, State Papers Domestic, 14/53/107, fo. 15% cited in Lake, p. 96. 
34 M. Smith (1992), P. M. 
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of death for the advantage of the ground where to stand, see, and hear 
what was said and done: the traitors all this while beholding this 
infinite assembly, and the farther they were drawn, the nearer to the 
end. 35 
If there was a shared spectatorship between both executions and playhouses then 
it is also possible that similar practices, which influence reception, took place. It would 
appear, for instance, that there was a strong sense of audience participation at executions, 
just as there was at the playhouse. At the execution of the Catholic martyr John Nelson 
in 1572, his Latin prayers and confessions were interrupted by the crowd with cries of 
'away with thee and thy Catholic Romish faith', 36 whilst William Sherwood's execution 
request only for the prayers of Catholics caused the spectators to shout 'hang him, hang 
him, there be none here of his profession'. " Such occasions can perhaps be viewed as 
acts of audience censorship, and mirror the behaviour of contemporary playgoers who 
'Out of custom come to jcer', 3' hissing and booing at unpopular content. Such forms of 
interaction are not just limited to the executions of Catholics, however; other situations 
also invoked a spectator response and some even suggest that the audience in some way 
dictated the programme of events. For instance, the spectators at the execution of John 
Mercer, having listened to his confession, 'wished him to pray for his own soul, which he 
with all the rest condemned most fervently did, as also cheerfully singing a Psalm'. " In 
addition, the actual moment of the criminals' deaths appears to have encouraged the 
audience to write themselves into the performativc event: 
With eyes and hands upward to the Heavens, they generally performed 
with such lamentable voices and mourning, that it moved the many 
thousands of people there a far off, to pray lamentingly with them, and 
to echo forth when the carts were drawn awaT. Lord have mercy on 
their souls. 40 
35 Holinshed, IV, 914-5. 
36 Cited in Lake p. 97. 
37 Cited in Lake p. 97. 
38 11omas Dekker, The Wonder ofa JUn , gdom, 
in Dramatic Works, 111 (1958), Prologue, 1.7 (p. 577). 
39 A True and Petfect Relation, p. 3. 
40 A True and Perfect Relation, p. 4. 
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That the audience's request led to a song by the criminals is significant, as it reemphasises 
the direct involvement by the audience in the performative event. In 1643 the murderer 
Francis Deane preached a sermon to the spectators gathered at his execution and then 
led them in the communal singing of the 51' psalm. By the eighteenth century this 
g due to its frequent use by the condemned and psalm was known as the batý ging son 
indicates that such interactive performances were not a unique occurrence. Indeed, 
colloquial songs, or neck verses, were common at public executions. Busino records that 
the ill-fated 'go along quite jollily, holding their sprigs of rosemary and singing songs, 
accompanied by their friends and a multitude of people'. " 
I have been unable to find any direct evidence of playgoers joining in with the 
songs at the playhouse, but it is likely that on some occasions they did, chiefly due to the 
common nature of the songs performed and the culture of audience participation that 
existed within the playhouse. ' In Eastivard Ho! (1605) Quicksilver sings a parody of a 
neck verse and wins his freedom through repentance. He states that the song is 'in 
imitation of Mannington's', 4' a reference to a ballad entitled Mannington's Repentance 
written by George Mannington shortly before his execution. That it was written in 1576 
and still in the public consciousness in 1605 suggests that it was relatively popular 
amongst contemporary audiences. Quicksilver then states that his song VAI be 'to the 
tune of, "I wail in woe, I plunge in pain .. ý4 the first lines of Mannington's verse. The 
playwrights' choice of music for this song is interesting, as it suggests the possibility that 
by having the actor sing along to a well known ballad and tune, the audience might have 
41 Tke Jomma, & of Two Travellers, p. 14 8. 
42 George Whetstone, Pmmos and Cxsandra Part I (London, 1578), 2.6 (CY-1. Ilere is a song at the 
entrance of the condemned in this scene, which appears to be based on the 511, Psalm. Whether the 
audience would have known tl-ýs particular verse is unclear. 
43 Eastwood Hot, 5.5.37. 
41 Eastward Ho 11 5.5.40. 
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been encouraged to participate in the performance, just as they might have done for 
actual hangings. 
The audiences of Tyburn and Bankside also appear to have shared receptive 
practices informed by the events' holiday atmosphere and their status as public 
entertainment. Molly Smith notes, for example, that 'hawkers sold fruits and pies AS at 
executions, just as they did at playhouses. Indeed, according to John Lofland the 
audience: 
Were engaged in a complex of acts best labelled holiday-making, 
consisting of sporadic groups singing, food munching, joking, 
shouting, beverage sipping, and the Eke. The mood was as at a 
esporting occasion' or fair. 46 
Ballads and pamphlets were also produced, such as Manninglon's Repentance, which 
detailed the condemned's crimes and probably helped to narritavise the event. "' This 
repetition of the event through a different medium undoubtedly draws the execution 
closer to other performative events, via its relationship with printed text. Although 
somewhat derivative in form and didactic in content, execution ballads remained popular 
until the eighteenth century. Yet, it is difficult to tell exactly who purchased them. 
Despite high literacy in London compared to the rest of the country, those who could 
read were still in the minority, which immediately discounts a large portion of the 
population and most women from the potential readership. One can assume, therefore, 
that these ballads found their audience amongst the more educated citizens of the city; 
perhaps even the nobility took an interest in the accounts of dying criminals. Certainly, 
the incredibly popular Book of Mar ors by John Foxe was wen known across all strata of 
society. It was part of the 'official English history and as an expression of the national 
45 M. Smith, p. 218. 
46 Lofland, p. 47. 
47 For an example of a typical broadside ballad woodcut, see Fig. 16 below, p. 190- 
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faith, second only to the Bible'. " Foxe's work can perhaps be read as a more involved 
example of the execution chapbooks published about criminals, complete with last dying 
speeches and woodcuts of execution scenes. It is perhaps reasonable to assume that if 
the Book ofMajrs found recognition amongst the nobility then they may have shared a 
similar interest in execution ballads, with audiences approaching the texts through similar 
interpretive strategies. By appealing to a readership that spanned the literate nation, 
execution ballads - like playtexts; - widened the audience body of 
the original 
performative event on a secondary level. There is no reason to believe, however, that 
those who could read did not recite the texts to an audience of the illiterate, a practice 
that would, undoubtedly, have expanded the audience of the condemned's speech even 
further. 
That most executions were timed to take place at about two o'clock in the 
afternoon suggests that they were in direct competition with playhouses for potential 
audiences. Interestingly, the fact that such mixed audiences attended hangings, when 
many of them should have been working, lends further support to the idea that a mixed 
composition could have attended the playhouse. It appears not to have upset trade as far 
as executions are concerned. Even at an event as infamous as the execution of Charles I, 
'all the shops were open in the usual way"9 and people went about their business. Yet, 
according to Lofland, on most occasions 'many businesses closed so their owners, 
craftsmen and tradesmen, and their families might enjoy the "hanging day"'. 
" This 
inconsistency is difficult to explain, but since Lofland's argument is based upon a wide 
examination of contemporary sources, perhaps we can assume that for most executions a 
considerable number of shopkeepers did shut up shop. Certainly, for Strafford's 
execution - with a potential audience of 100,000 - the business heart of London must 
11 Charles Nfitchell, Shakespeare and Pub& Execution (Lewiston, NY. - Edwin Mellen, 2004), p. 23. 
Cbar I ndon: Rubicon 19 Robert B. Partridge, V Horrable Murder. The Trial, Execution and Burial of lan ks (Lo 
1998), p. 109. 
50 Lofland, p. 47. 
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have been quiet. Accordingly, it is likely that businesses were able to cope with the loss of 
employees and customers to the crowd on some occasions, but not on others, and so 
were forced to close for the day. As noted earlier, however, executions were not as 
common as plays, only happening once a month with the exception of special events. 
Consequently, the execution's influence on the working population of London may have 
been more tolerable than the regular performances of the playhouse. 
The audience's purpose for attending executions might also have allowed for its 
occasional disruption of everyday life, so it is important to attempt to uncover some of 
the reasons why such a spectatorship existed; it was entertainment, but in what way? 
Charles Carlton suggests that: 
Many of the audience came to satisfy their morbid curiosities; others 
to slake that lust for violence [ ... ]. A few came for the cathartic 
purging that is the essence of classical tragedy. 51 
Significantly, it can be argued that this cathartic purging drew the theatre of the scaffold 
closer to the theatre of the stage. Yet this satisfaction of the people's morbid curiosity is 
also connected to a more general affinity with death during the early modem period and, 
therefore, executions were perhaps viewed on a subconscious level as a public 
manifestation of theritual of life. There may have been, as Foucault implies: 
An ambiguity in this suffering that may signify equally well the truth of 
the crime or the error of the judges, the goodness or the evil of the 
criminal, the coincidence or the divergence between the judgement of 
men and that of God. Hence the insatiable curiosity that drove the 
spectators to the scaffold to witness the spectacle of sufferings truly 
endured; there one could decipher crime and innocence, the past and 
the future; the here below and the eternal. It was a moment of truth 
that all the spectators questioned: each word, each cry, the duration of 
the agony, the resisting body, the life that clung desperately to itý all 
this constituted a sign. 52 
Perhaps what made executions more tolerable to spectators, however, was the 
51 Carlton, p. 70. 
52 Foucault, p. 46. 
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educational quality of the event, with people treating the execution as an efficacious 
resource for moral instruction. John Lofland states that: 
Children were brought by schoolmasters and mothers to be morally 
instructed and edified. To warn a child he might come to a bad end 
had a literal meaning in the rope he saw directly. 53 
Indeed, according to Henry Goodale who was a part-time ordinary at Newgate (the 
equivalent of a prison chaplain) in the early 1600s: 
Dying men's words are ever remarkable, and their last deeds are 
memorable for succeeding posterities, by them to be instructed, what 
virtues or vices they followed and embraced, and by them to learn to 
imitate that which was good, and to eschew evil-51 
It is interesting to note that the use of education in the rhetorical defence of executions is 
the same as that of contemporary drama, which regularly promoted its edifying qualities. 
In Chapman's The Revenge of Busy dAmbois (c. 1610), for example, Guise states that he: 
'would have these things I Brought upon stages, to let mighty misers I See all their grave 
and serious miseries play'd', " whilst in Massinger's The Roman Actor (1626) Philargus is 
made to watch a play that parallels his own vice so that he 'may see his own deformity, 
and loathe it'. " Yet, despite advocates of both drama and executions implying that their 
audiences went specifically to receive instruction, it is totally unlikely that moral guidance 
was the only, or major, purpose behind spectators attending. 
Indeed, Paris's failure to convert Philargus appears to have been mirrored by 
society. Despite any moral instruction inherent in executions, people still committed 
53 Lofland p. 47. 
54 Henry Goodcole, A True Declaration of the HaPpj Conversion, Conftition and Christian Preparation Of Francis 
Robinson, Gentkman, whofor Counterfeiting the Great Seale of Eqland war Drawen, Haqgld and. Qmatered at Charing 
Crosse, on Friday Last beiqg the Thirfeentb Day of November 1618, (London, 1618), A4. 
55 George Chapman, The Reven ge of Busy dAmbois, cd. by Robert J. Lordi, in The PAys of Geoge Chapman. - The 
Trqge&es with Sir Gyks Goosecappe, A Crifical Edition, ed. by Man Holaday (Cambridge: Brewer, 1987), 
1.1.322. 
56 The Roman Actor, 2.1.99. 
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crimes and were still hanged. The author of a pamphlet commemorating the execution 
of the pickpocketJohn Selmanin emphasises this failure to deter people by example: 
But see the graceless and unrepenting minds of such like kinds of 
Evers: for, one of his quality (a pickpocket, I mean) even at his 
execution, grew master of a true man's purse, who being presently 
taken, was imprisoned, and is like the next sessions to wander the long 
voyage after his grand Captain Monsieurjohn Selman. 57 
As Karen Cunningham says, the audience of executions were seldom to 'proclaim their 
miraculous conversions to lives of righteousness. gt is more likely that beggars, harlots, 
and pickpockets worked the crowd, undaunted by the shadow of morality)'. " Such 
unsavoury practices were directly reflected in the playhouses and at other performative 
events where crowds formed. As Millar Maclure suggests, with regard to the spectators 
of Paurs Cross sermons, 'there were those who came upon their own business'; " and the 
same can be said for the audiences of both executions and plays. 
6.3 The Place of the Scaffold 
Of the places used for public executions during the early modem period, perhaps the 
busiest and most famous was Tyburn. Situated in the extreme western suburbs of 
contemporary London, (opposite modem day Marble Arch on the junction of Oxford 
Street and Park Lane) a little over two miles from Newgate gaol, the site had a strong 
tradition as a place of execution. The first record of a hanging at this location is in 1196 
when William FitzOsbert was hanged for sedition, but the first permanent structure built 
to administer the sentence did not appear until 1571, when the famous Triple Tree was 
erected. It is interesting to note that this triangular-shaped gallows was established within 
five years of the first purpose built playhouse. Although the Theatre was built in 
57 Tbe. ArraignmentofJohn Selman (London, 1612), p. 17. 
58 Karen Cunningham, aenaissance Execution and Marlovian Elocution: The Drama of Death', PMLA 
105: 2 (1990), 209-222 (p. 213). 
59 Maclure, p. 8. 
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Shoreditch in 1576 after the Tyburn tree, the Red Ilon farm in Stepney was renovated in 
1567, to provide a 'scaffold or stage for interludes or plays'; ' and so there is direct 
evidence of an attempt to produce a constant place of performance for drama 
contemporary to the erection of a place for the performance of public executions. As 
Molly Smith states, 'the simultaneous localization of these entertainments through the 
construction of permanent structures, suggests the close alliance between these 
communal worlds in early modem England'. ` 
As with other contemporary performative events where a specially constructed 
auditorium had not been built, the local environment was adapted in ways reflecting the 
audience space of the playhouse. At executions, rooms that overlooked the scaffold 
could be hired to watch the hanging, in a similar fashion to those rented at pageants. 
Records of this practice can be found for executions that took place at locations other 
than Tyburn. Many historians, including Molly Smith, suggest that t1ds practice took 
place at Tyburn as well, but they provide no evidence for it and I can find no 
contemporary sources to support this view. The area around Tyburn appears to have 
remained Largely undeveloped during this period. Thomas Platter, for example, mentions 
only the nearby cemetery, wherein stood 'a house haunted by such monsters that no one 
can live in it. ' It is possible, however, that people did hire out rooms that overlooked 
the processional route, which ran from Newgate to Tyburn, again mirroring the practice 
associated with pageants. Indeed, spectators certainly watched from windows at other 
execution locations, adopting practices common to other performative events and once 
again underlining the contemporary spectators' willingness to appropriate the 
surrounding environment and defme their own spectator space. At Essex's beheading on 
Tower Hill, for example, Sir Walter Ralegh watched from a window of the Armoury, 
60 PRO KB 27/1229/m, 30; cited in Wickham, Berry and Ingram, p. 292. 
61 M. Smith, P. M. 
62 The Jurnal of Two Travellers, p. 3 6. 
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whilst at Ralegh's own execution the Earl of Arundel and others were seated at a 
window. This pattern was repeated at Charles I's execution outside the Banqueting 
House, with many people watching from windows, whilst some 'managed to climb onto 
the rooftops of the surrounding buildings'. " After the Restoration and into the 
eighteenth century, however, more specific provision was made at Tyburn, which 
included the hire of benches and the ladders of lamplighters, who charged people a few 
pence for climbing up so as to get a clear view. It is possible that some enterprising 
individuals attempted similar practices before the 1640s, but they were clearly not 
established until after the Interregnum. 
It appears that the majority of the audience stood around the Triple Tree much 
as they did in the playhouse yard, forming a semi-circlc around the performance space to 
enable the carts, upon which the condemned stood, to be driven away to leave them 
hanging. There is no evidence of fixed barriers surrounding the gallows to prevent a 
storming of the area, and it was not uncommon for the spectators to gain access to this 
performance space after the execution had taken place to secure the body against the 
surgeons, or to gain mementoes from the corpse. Instead, it is likely that the marshals, 
who had accompanied the criminals from Newgate either on foot or horse back, 
provided a perimeter, as they did at city pageants. 
Although I have found no specific accounts of this practice, I have encountered 
evidence to suggest that there was possibly some standard arrangement of the audience 
in relation to the gallows. In the second scene of Dr Faustus, Wagner mockingly refuses 
entry to Faustus by two inquisitive scholars, using a metaphor of the dining room as an 
execution place: 
It were not for you to come within forty 
foot of the place of execution, although I 
do not doubt to see you both hanged the 
63 Partridge, p. 88. 
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next sessions. 64 
When examining Wagner's speech it is tempting to read 'forty foot' as the possible 
minimum distance a spectator was allowed to stand near the gallows. It is an assumption 
that may at first seem tenuous but for the other references to this measurement that I 
have discovered amongst contemporary literature. In Strange News (1592), Thomas 
Nashe scorns the pamphleteer Gabriel Harvey, warning all to 'come not in his way, stand 
. ythingfor a. 
Quiet forty foot from the execution place of his fury', 6' whilst in Nfiddleton's An 
Life Camlet exclaims: 'my wifel [... ] By forty foot, pain of death, I dare not reach herl ý6 
In all three accounts, the distance is directly associated with the danger of death - real or 
exaggerated. Even where death is not specifically mentioned, as in R. Fletcher's The 
Publique Faitb (1656), a translation of a poem by Martial, the tone is ominous: 
Gallants look to 't 
Keep your prodigious distance, forty foot, 
This is that Beast of ges in th' Revelations, 
'ne Baxilisk. 67 
Quite why 40 ft is a significant distance it is difficult to know. Certainly, forty 
was often 'used indefinitely to express a large number'" but its consistent use within this 
context suggests that the dimension is specific - in some way being connected with the 
spectators' location in relation to an execution place. One possibility is that a perimeter 
with a 40 ft radius extended from the Triple Tree to the spectators and that this is where 
the marshals were positioned. If this was the dimension of the perimeter then one must 
ask why specifically 40 ft? Was it to prevent rescue by keeping the crowd at a safe 
64 Christopher Marlowe, Dr Faustus, 2nd edn, New Mermaids (IDndon: A&C Black; New York: Norton, 
1989; repr. 2001), 2.22. 
65 Strage News. in The Vorks of Tbomas Nashe, ed. by K B. McKerrow, 5 vols (Oxford: A. H. Bullen, 1904- 
10; repr. London, Sidgwick & Jackson, 1910), 1,280. 
66 Ilomas Middleton, AnIthij gfor a. Quiet Life, in The Works of Tkomas Middleton, ed. by A. H. Bullen, 8 vols 
(London: John C. Nimmo, 1885-86), V (1885), 5.2.14. 
67 Martial, The Pub, 6que Failb in Ex odo Negolium, or Marliall His Epi 
1656), p. 129. 
grams, trans. by R. Fletcher (London, 
68 'forty, a. AV, OED. 
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distance? If there were mounted troops present for the hangings then it is possible they 
would need room to manoeuvre into a charge in case a riot broke out, as they did to 
disperse the crowd at Charles I's execution: 
There was according to order one troop immediately marching from- 
wards Charring Cross to Westminster and another from-wards 
Westminster to Charring Cross purposely to master the people, and to 
disperse and scatter them, so that I had much ado amongst the rest to 
escape home without hurt. 69 
At Charles' execution, the presence of a fixed barrier of rails created a perimeter around 
VVhitehall, which potentially aided in crowd control. According to Robert Partridge: 
A line of posts, or bollards, runs from the north comer of the 
Banqueting House and turns at a right-angle to join Holbein Gate. It 
is reasonable to suppose that the 'rails' erected followed the line of 
these posts and that within that area, against the fagade of the 
Banqueting House, the scaffold was erected. 70 
It was between the tailings and the scaffold that an additional guard was stationed, 
although there is no evidence to support that a distance of 40 ft stood between the 
troops and the spectators. Indeed, most contemporary illustrations appear to imply a 
crowd standing in close proximity to the scaffold, pressing against the execution place 
and the soldiers. 71 
There is little indication that executions were generally this confrontational, 
however, with the risk of violence being the exception not the norm. If this had been 
the case then one would question the decision to hold executions at Tyburn consistently 
until 1783. Consequently, one queries the likelihood of troops needing to maintain such 
a substantial distance. Moreover, there is a suggestion that in reality the troops employed 
69 Diaries and Letters of Phikp Heng MA of Broad Oak, Fkhtshire, AD. 1631-96, ed. by Matthew Henry Lee, 
a-ondon: Kegan Paul Trench, 1882), p. 12. 
70 Partridge, p. 78. 
71 See Figs. 17-21 (pp. 191-94). It should be noted, however, that these illustrations might be unreliable as 
sources, due to the contentious nature of their subject, as well as many of them being published abroad 
some time after the event. 
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to control the spectators at Tyburn merely consisted of a 'a minimum number of guards 
probably led by a bailiff hired by the Sheriff, 77 making it problematic for such a small 
force to secure such a large perimeter. Indeed, 40 ft from the point of performance is a 
considerable distance and it is difficult to imagine the last speeches of the condemned 
being heard as effectively over such an open expanse of ground. 
Yet 40 ft is the approximate radius of the contemporary Rose playhouse, which 
stood at about 72 ft in diameter in 1587 73 and after the extensions of 1594, at about 79 
ft. 14 It is also only slightly smaller than the estimated 49 ft radius of the Globe playhouse 
75 
and, therefore, of the earlier Theatre. Thus, if one were to place the Tyburn gallows in 
the yard of either one of these theatres, the prescribed distance of 40 ft would fan almost 
in line with the outer walls of the playhouse. Consequently, the distance of 'forty foot 
from the execution place' no longer appears as great, when compared to contemporary 
theatre practices. Nevertheless, it should be considered that if the front row of 
spectators were at 40 ft, then the back row would have stood outside of the distance 
playhouse practitioners possibly considered as an effective distance for good acoustics. 
It is possible, however, that the 40 ft radius marked the extent to which the audience 
space extended, not the beginning position. If this were the case then 'forty foot' might 
refer to the potential practice by spectators of positioning themselves as far back as 
sightlines and acoustics were practical. Thus, those standing outside of this distance 
might not have been considered part of the spectator space. They were marginalised and 
thus 'safe' from association with the event and the execution place. Unfortunately none 
72 Mitchell, p. 17. 
73 Christine Eccles, The Rose Tbeatre (London: Hem, 1990), P-89. 
74 Eccles, p. 93. 
75 Sbakexpearvý Globe Rebmilt, ed. by Ronnie Mulryne and Margaret Shewring (Cambridge: CUP, 1997), p. 59. 
Because the Globe was built from the timber frame of the 1heatre it is often assumed that both were 
perhaps of a similar size. Andrew Gurr suggests that 'there may have been a standard Elizabethan public 
frame design [ ... ]. The Hope, after all, was specified in its contact to be the same size as the Sawn; and 
if 
these were the same size as the second Globe they were also the same as the first, on whose foundations it 
stood. And this in turn, constructed from the timbers of the Tbeatre, presumably repeated its ground plan 
and size', RebuiWng Sbakespearr's Globe (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1989), pp. 113-14. 
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of these theories has sufficient evidence to either support or discount them, and so it 
would seem that our understanding of any potential significance that this distance might 
have held is at present problematic. Without further research it is dangerous to assert 
anything more than that the audience was positioned in relation to a perimeter around 
the scaffold, possibly at a distance of 40 ft. 
A contemporary illustration of Strafford's execution by Hollar (Fig. 22) suggests 
that a series of structures were built so that the immense number of spectators could 
watch clearly. It also implies a deliberate organisation of space, with some people gaining 
precedence over the other due to their proximity to the scaffold and their increased 
height above the crowd. Whilst some spectators stand on platforms, others seem to 
stand in boxes not too dissimilar from those built for tournaments (Fig. 23). These 
boxes were waist height, appear tiered, and were potentially without a back wall (the 
stand in the foreground is only three-sided and the others are obscured). The presence of 
these stands lends further support to a tradition of audience structures that mirrored 
playhouse galleries and William Lambarde's quiet standings. I have been unable to 
ascertain whether payment was required to use them, but it seems likely that the need to 
cover construction costs, combined with the entrepreneurial spirit shown at alternative 
performative events, may have resulted in a charge. Hollar's description also shows a 
number of people standing on spare pieces of timber, which implies that these structures 
were probably built in a hurry when it was realised how many people were likely to 
attend, and they certainly do not look permanent. Indeed, it is unlikely that any work 
would have begun on their construction until Charles had finally given his consent for 
the execution - just two days before it took place. Such adaptive use of the spare timber 
again provides an example of how audiences appropriated the local environment and 
adds strength to the idea that contemporary audiences freely imposed their presence on 
the location. 
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judging from the engraving, and even when taking into account the potential 
exaggeration of the number of people, it seems likely that many spectators would not 
have gained a clear view of the event, unless they secured higher ground. According to 
C-V. Wedgwood 'some of the richer [audience] had brought perspective glasses to train 
upon the scaffold'; 76 indicating that a number of spectators actually expected their view 
of the event to be reduced. Consequently, they sought to improve their view artificially, 
using a technique that would become popular in the eighteenth century in the form of 
the opera glass. Such preparation potentially questions our understanding of what was to 
be seen at these events - certainly for a cause cil&re such as Strafford - but perhaps also 
for an ordinary execution. Moreover, the scaffold upon which Strafford stood was railed 
and lined by marshals, which would have made it very difficult to pick him out; indeed 
the contemporary account of Strafford's death makes a point of noting the 'considerable 
persons on the Scaffold'. 77 At Charles's execution it would have been almost impossible 
for the groundlings to have actually seen the act, due to the fact that the 'scaffold was laid 
with black bays, also the rail about it'. 7' Accordingly, when the King knelt down onto the 
block he would have been obscured to all but those at the windows or on the roofs. 
The division of the audience in this way places emphasis on what parts of the 
execution certain people were allowed to see; bringing to the forc notions of a 
hierarchical spectatorship and how specific audiences were the intended recipients for 
certain events. It also alludes to the idea of a pre-eminencc of position, with higher 
status being given to those spectators nearer to the performance, perhaps in a similar way 
to stage-sitters at indoor playhouses and, as we have already seen, the mourners at 
funerals and church congregations. Ralegh's desire to be heard by Arundel, Doncaster 
and others, for example, stresses the importance placed upon key individuals, giving 
76 C. V. Wedgwood, Tbomar Wentworth. - First Earl of Strajord, 1593-1641: A Revaluation (London: Cape, 1961; 
repr. Phoenix, 2000), p. 385. 
'A Bdef and Perfect Relation of The Answers and Rep4es of Tbomas Earl of Strafford (London: 1641), p. 106. 78 Moderate Integ 
, gencer, 
25 January to I February 1649, p. 12. 
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them the status of patrons to the last speech. Ralegh was so concerned about this that he 
called from the scaffold: 'I will strain my self, for I would willingly have your Honours 
heat me'. " When the nobles descended to join him on the scaffold they immediately 
placed themselves within the frame of performance and added to the spectacle for 
everyone else watching. Ralegh's anxiety to reach the audience with the most influence 
was a response to the concept of a chief spectator and the ideal viewing position found 
in other performative mediums such as pageantry, masques, and theatre. By carefully 
addressing his speech to certain members of the audience, Ralegh was able to turn his 
last words into a performance that defined his character in a positive light, so that 'he 
died of great applause of the beholders', ' making'all believe that he was neither guilty of 
former treasons nor of unjustly injuring the King of Spain'. " As Sir John Eliot recalled: 
Such was his unmoved courage and placid temper that, while it changed 
the affection of the enemies who had come to witness it, and turned 
their joy to sorrow, it filled all men else with emotion and admiration. 112 
Even in the most unique of circumstances, the condemned's last performance 
could have a powerful effect on the audience if targeted at the correct spectator situated 
in the appropriate area. Charles I, for example, realised that he would 'be very little heard 
of anybody' and so turned to the officials on the scaffold and said, 'I shall therefore 
speak a word unto you here'. " By doing this Charles sought to communicate his 
message to the larger audience of the whole country, through men of influence, openly 
acknowledging the potential role the press had for widening his public by referring 
directly to the journalists on the scaffold, remarking that 'there is some here will carry it 
79 Stephen J. Greenblatt, Sir Valter RakSh. The Renaissance Man and Hir Roks (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1973), p. 17. 
80 John Pyra in Edward Thompson, Sir Walter Ralegb., The Last ofthe EAZabetbans (London: Macmillan, 1935), 
p. 358 
11 Sir Edward Harwood to Sit Dudley Carleton, 30 October, in Thompson (1935), p. 358. 82 Thompson, p. 382. 
83 Kq Charles, Hjý Speech Made Upon the Scafold at Wbitehall-Gate Imme&ateý before his Execution I His Execution. 
(London, 1649), pA 
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further'. "' In the printed account of his speech, a marginal note (not too dissimilar from 
a stage direction) indicates that he directly addressed the press, 'turning to some 
Gentlemen that wrote'. " In doing so, Charles transferred much of his performance to 
what was to become the printed word, ideal for those who had been unable to hear, or 
see the event. " For those who could see the execution, however, the power of the 
performance was highly effective: 
I stood amongst the crowd in the street before Whitehall Gate, where 
the scaffold was erected, and saw what was done, but was not so near 
as to hear anytbLing. Ihe blow I saw given, and can truly say with a sad 
heart, at the instant whereof, I remember well, there was such a groan 
by the thousands then present as I never heard before and desire I 
may never hear again, There was according to order one troop 
immediately marching from-wards Charring Cross to Westminster and 
another from-wards Westminster to Charring Cross purposely to 
master the people, and to disperse and scatter them, so that I had 
much ado amongst the rest to escape home without hurt. 87 
6.4 Staging the Scaffold 
In her article The Tbeatir and the Scaffold, MoUy Smith proposes that: 
Ihc relationship between theater and the scaffold worked in both 
ways: if dramatic deaths could suggest public maimings and executions, 
the latter could as easily and as vividly evoke its theatrical counterpart. 88 
Throughout this chapter I have taken a reverse approach, examining audience practices 
at executions in respect to playgoing customs. I am now, however, going to explore the 
representation of executions on stage and the effect this might have had on audiences 
watching staged events that they may have seen performed in real life. As Charles 
84 Kng Cbarles, His Speecb Made Upon The Scaffold, p. 5. 
Is Ibid. 
86 With Charles's direct performance to the journalists, it is not surprising that a large amount of literature 
quickly diffused into England and the continent upon his death. 
87 Diaries and Leum ofPhiAp Heng, p. 12. Henry does not say that he saw Charles's head being cutoff, and 
so it is likely that by 'the blov/ he means the fall of the axe. However, if he did witness the act, then it is 
possible that Henry stood to the side of the scaffold, closer to Whitehall Gate, where, perhaps, the railings 
may not have obscured the block, but this seems unlikely. 
88 M. Smith, p. 219. 
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Mitchell observes, the rituals of public executions 'were so well established that for any 
playwright to represent an execution in some fashion on the public stage and deviate 
from its conventions would be recognized as having great significance'. "" Consequently, 
it is essential that we comprehend the extent to which playing companies went to 
recreate the accepted modes of representation inherent within executions. 
As a dramatic set piece, the stage execution appears to have been very popular 
during the period. John H. Astington notes that 'a number of plays in the 1560s and 
1570s included hanging scenes'j' but as a convention, they can be found across a wide 
sample of extant material from the period, dating back to the hanging of Judas in the 
York mystery plays of the early 1400s. 'Me hangman, therefore, appears to have been as 
prevalent on stage as he was on the real scaffold. 
Considerable effort seems to have gone into these scenes in order to make them 
as realistic and shocking as possible. We know, for example, that Philip Henslowe had in 
his possession a device that could create the illusion of a beheading, as it is fisted in an 
inventory of the Admiral's Men in 1598 as a 'frame for the heading in Black jone. " Many 
hanging scenes also relied on intricate properties specifically created for the event. 
Although, 'the simplest expedient for hanging scenes on stages of the Swan type would 
simply be to lean a ladder against either one of the stage pillars or the wall of the tiring 
house, and to drop the rope from the heavens above the stage', " Astington's research 
suggests that this was repeatedly not the case. Ibeatre historians frequently assume that 
the easiest option was always the preferred response to staging a scene, but the effect of 
death proves that such options were not always taken. Often an entire gallows or 
separate scaffold was brought onto the stage. Such stage furniture for practical purposes 
would have to have been sturdy and so probably mirrored the real structure. According 
89 MtcheU, p. 2. 
90john H. Astington, 'GaUows Scenes on the Efizabethan Stage', Tbeafre Notebook, 37 (1983), 3-9 (P. 4). 
91 Henslwoe's Diag, p. 321. 
92 Astington, p. 4. 
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to Astington, the hanging effect was achieved by a false noose, attached to a wicker 
harness or canvas truss via a hook at the back. " Ile complicated nature of this device 
may have required the actor to enter the stage with the noose around his neck, as in 
Hen? y 1/7 Part 2 (c. 1592), where the stage direction reads 'enter multitudes ailb balters about 
their necks. " By having a halter already fitted safety could be ensured and any distracting 
fumbling caused whilst attaching the noose to the actor would have been avoided. Yet, 
of the nine examples of execution scenes where players entered on stage wearing a halter 
cited by Dessen and Thomson in their Dictionag of Stage Dirrefions, including the above, 
none of the characters were subsequently executed on stage. " It could be that 
playwrights used such a device to add tension to specific scenes by relying on a 
convention already established for stage executions. In scenes where characters arc 
hanged on stage, however, I can find no examples of the players entering wearing haltcrs. 
Nonetheless, because there is generally no mention of anyone attaching the noose at a 
later moment, I believe that actors probably did enter in some way prepared for the 
scene, at the very least for practical purposes. 
Players appear to have placed great significance on achieving a sense of stage 
naturalism for these particular scenes, so it is important to ask why and whether the 
significance was transferred to the audience of the playhouse. The frequency of hangings 
and beheadings on stage indicates their popularity, which in turn suggests their inclusion 
may have been a factor that influenced audience attendance. If they were a focus of 
attendance, then it is likely that audiences judged the success of a play partly on the 
quality of the stage death, just as modern-day audiences judge action films on the realistic 
93 For a discussion of the different methods available to the players during Elizabeth's reign, see Astington, 
pp. 5-8. 
94 William Shakespeare, Kn fd ri 
,g 
Heng P7 Part 2, ed. by Ronald Knowles, A den Shakespeare 3 Se es 
(Walton-on-Thames: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1999), 4.9, SD (p. 333). 
95 Dessen and Thomson, pp. 108-09. It should be noted that Dessen and Thomson distinguish between 
those that enter wearing a halter as a sign of intended suicide, such as Sordido in 3.7 of Eveg Max Out of 
His Humour and those who enter as to an execution. In their Est of plays that fit the later definition, they 
also include Old Fortunatus, TheJews'Tra , ge, 
#, Guy of Warwick and All's Last By Lust, but these scenes refer to 
murders, not representations of executions and so have been on-Litted from my total. 
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portrayal of screen violence. When dealing with a subject as significant as a person's 
death, it is crucial that the execution remain as professional and realistic as possible, in 
order that the audience's suspension of disbelief is not pushed too far and the event fail 
to achieve the dramatic effect intended by the playwright. Wickham notes this desire to 
achieve a realistic portrayal of executions in an example from The Trage, # of Garles DNke 
of Byroir 
Why, we should ask, was it necessary to go to the trouble of 
constructing an executioner's raised scaffold, when'the scene could be 
played on the gallery of the mimorum aedes? The answer, as anyone who 
has had any experience of actors or of stage-production has long 
suspected, is that the scene could not be played on the gallery. This 
scene in Byron is the climax of the play, providing the leading actor 
with his best speeches and his finest moment. No actor worthy of the 
part would contemplate playing the scene in so remote and dark a 
comer of the stage: and, indeed, Alleyn was not expected to. The 
company built him a scaffold, set it forward of the Mimorum aedes and 
allowed him to play the scene from a position on the stage where he 
could be both seen and heard by everybody present. 96 
Wickham's argument is a sensible one and reflects the importance of the common-sense 
practicalities behind staging an execution realistically to an audience consisting of a 
substantial number of people who might have witnessed at least one execution 
beforehand. Unfortunately, Wickham's reasoning is based on his contentious assertion 
that Henslowe's reference to 'a scaffold and bar for the play of Berowne'97 indicates an 
earlier draft of Chapman's play from 1602, suggesting that is was written for Alleyn to be 
performed outdoors, rather than a child player indoors at the Blackftiars in 1608.9' If 
Wickham is indeed wrong, then the nature of what precisely one can mean by a realistic 
execution scene is brought into question. 
96 EES, II, Part 1,316. 
97 Hensloweý Diag, p. 217.13erowne'is Henslowe's original spelling and as Wickham suggests, can perhaps 
be taken to mean Biron (EES, II, Part 1,312). 
98 For a discussion of the dating of the play, see George Chapman, The Coispirag and Trage, # of Charles Duke 
of Bymn, ed. by John Margeson, Revels Edition (Manchester: MUP; New York: St. Martin's Press, 1988), 
pp. 5-6. 
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Although what little evidence we have points to a vaguely naturalistic 
representation of executions, which at least supports Wickham's practical interpretation 
of the scene (even more so in the dimmer light of the indoor stage where the brightest 
place would certainly not be the gallery), its subsequent performance by children may 
have undermined this verisimilitude. It is difficult to perceive how the contemporary 
playgoer received this convention or how it sat with the realistic treatment of the staging, 
but it is reasonable to assume that the audience was used to it. 1he content of BY= and 
other Children's plays featuring executions can, to modem eyes, appear almost 
psychological in terms of character and motivation, perhaps indicating that the Children's 
companies were comfortable with content and staging juxtaposed to their obviously un- 
naturalistic status as children mimicking adults, thus creating a notion of stage realism 
that was at least coherent to itself. As Nfichael Shapiro indicates, they were 'intended and 
apparently received as serious plays'. " Shapiro goes on to suggest that this practice of 
juxtaposing naturalistic qualities with stylised conventions created a 'dual 
consciousness"' amongst the audience, allowing them to be at once engaged in the 
drama and aware of its status as drama: 
The spectators' dual consciousness gave them enough detachment to 
consider the conflict between flamboyant rebel and sagacious monarch 
with cool objectivity. 101 
Yet, despite this potential desire for objectivity, the playwrights and players appear to 
have consistently sought to mimic the conventions associated with executions, just as 
they were highly conscious of those modes of performance found in pageantry, church 
rituals and tournaments. 
99 Michael Shapiro, Children of the Revely. The Bg Companies of Shakespeare's Time and Their Plqgs (Guilford, 
Surrey, NewYork: Columbia University Press, 1977), p. 118. 
tOO Shapiro, p. 104. For a discussion of the different styles of performance practiced by the Children's 
companies see Shapiro, pp. 103-138. 
"I Shapiro, pp. 1 18-19. 
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It is interesting to note that at least two plays combined the spectacle of the 
gbt of the Burning Pestle (160 , scaffold with that of the tournament. Both The Kni 7) 
performed by the Children of the Blackfriars and the anonymous and undated The Partial 
Law, include a trial by combat for the life of the condemned, probably consisting of 
either a duel or a fight at the barriers. Each fight takes place with the scaffold already on 
stage, reminding the audience of impending death. Significantly, great care and attention 
appears to have been paid to representing both performative events on stage as 
realistically as possible, indicating that the playwrights recognised that contemporary 
audiences were highly sophisticated in decoding the conventions of tournaments and 
executions, to a degree where it became crucial to stage them as a mirror unto nature. 
6.5 Staging the Execution Audience 
If the portrayal of stage executions was accurate, then it is likely that the representation 
of execution spectators (who probably contributed to playhouse audiences) was accurate 
also. As with many big scenes during the period, executions often required a large 
number of people to appear on stage who also constituted the stage audience. This was 
possibly to aid bringing on the scaffold, as it increases the pace of the scene if the actors 
place the structure onstage rather than relying on stagehands to do so. 
In Hemd and Antipater (c. 1 619), the stage direction rcads 'enter HiUus, Officers 
with the Scaffold, & the Executioner', '02 a few lines before Antipater's entrance. During 
the ensuing dialogue Augustus commends the executioner, stating 'this preparation's 
honese, lo3which implies that he and the others were preparing the scaffold and setting 
the block - presumably to allow for Herod's beheading much as in Black jone. Niraleus's 
102 Gervase Markham and Wiffiam Sampson, The True Trage, # qfAntipater and Herod (London, 1622), 5.1. SD 
CL2ý. 
103 Herod andAntipater, 5.1.450. 
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call for people to 'give way, stand back; room for the King of Juda'104 and Antipater's 
following line of 'no, let them throng about me', " implies that the stage was already 
crowded with an audience before the arrival of Andpater, Nitaleus, Animis and the 
Guard. With the additions of Antipater and his train (including somewhere during the 
course of the scene the young Archelaus), the Red Bull's stage would have contained a 
large spectatorship for the execution, consisting of royalty, nobility and soldiers. Other 
plays also mirror the crowds found at executions by filling the stage with people and 
through dramatic dialogue. The Provost in Sir John Van Olden Barnavelt (1619), for 
example, proclaims 'let no more into the Court: we are choked with people', 
"' giving an 
impression of the size of the event and establishing the condemned's notoriety for the 
playgoers. Heywood's A Challengefor Beau_* (1635), meanwhile, creates a sense of scale by 
presenting no less than eleven people on stage before the arrival of Manhurst, Helena 
and her maid. One stage direction finishes with '&c', "' which implies that if any 
additional members of the company were available, then they may have joined the stage 
also. Indeed, the stage had to be busy enough to warrant Manhurst's appeal: 'come Lady, 
if we press not through the throng I We shall not get to the hearing. "' By presenting a 
throng on stage, the execution scenes were provided with additional levels of realism for 
an audience quite aware of how busy they could be. 
The majority of spectatorships represented at stage executions appear dominated 
by the nobility and it can be argued that this was a result of the scenes' focus on that 
114 Herod andAntipater, 5.1.469. 
105 HerodandAntipater, 5.1.470. 
106 John Fletcher and Philip Massinger, The Trageq# o(Sirjobn Van Olden Barnavell ed. by T. H. Howard-Hill 
(Malone Society Reprints, 1980), 5.3.2853 (p. 89). According to Gurr (1997), p. 233, the play was probably 
performed at the Globe. 
107 Thomas Heywood, A Challengefor Beauy, in Dramatic Works, V, Act 5, SD (p. 67). Of course, it is not 
clear whether this stage direction is original or added later to aid the reader. Yet, it seems reasonable to 
assume that this play would follow the precedent set by other texts and use all available people to fill out 
the scene on stage. 
gefor Beauty, Act 5, SD (p. 68). 108 A Cballen 
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particular social group. " After all, if the condemned was of higher status then it was 
likely that he or she would attract an audience of that rank - Essex's beheading being the 
epitome of this courtly execution. It is also possible that contemporary preoccupation 
with staging the nobility in execution scenes was simply because their presence in real life 
was so worthy of note. Hence, when Helena speaks of 'an these courtiers', "O she is 
acknowledging an interest held by the majority of playgoers. By placing them on stage 
they became another example of the sort of spectacle seen in pageant ceremonies and 
stage tournaments. 
It is possible that the additional people called upon in various stage directions 
took parts representing different social groups, but this is unknown and their presence is 
often merely peripheral. Soldiers, however, were a regular occurrence in execution 
scenes. Their inclusion is interesting on two counts. Not only do they mark the 
existence of lower class citizens at the event, but they also serve the same role as the 
marshals who kept order at executions, providing us with additional insights into 
contemporary execution practices and audience management. The characters of the 
soldiers and their captains in Barnavelf are not silent; instead they offer highly accessible 
comments on the event. They express various opinions on the justice about to be carried 
out and are directly active within the scene, preventing the Boys and Burgers close access 
to the scaffold: 
Pox o' these Soldiers 
We cannot see our friends hanged in quiet for'em. 111 
By very specifically positioning the soldiers in relation to the structure, Massinger and 
Fletcher's play seems to support the proposal that marshals stood between the audience 
109 One significant exception to thýs is Sir Thomas Morr, which represents the execution of ordinary citizens 
involved in a faded rebellion. John Lincoln is turned off the ladder before the other condemned achieve a 
last minute pardon. 
110A ChalletigeforBeauD,, 5.1.303. 
111 Barnetelf, 5.3 (p. 89). 
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and the gallows at real public executions, enforcing upon the spectatorship a certain level 
of physical distance from the performance and dictating the shape of the audience body. 
To make use of the limited space on stage the spectators begin to arrive before the 
scaffold itself is set up. They also seek to position themselves in relation to its inevitable 
arrival, making the soldiers' job the same as if the scaffold was on the stage from the start 
and it is likely that by its arrival they had positioned themselves according to the 
structure's footprint. By mirroring the reality of audience organisation the presence of 
the soldiers probably added to the verisimilitude of the scene for the contemporary 
audience, meeting the horizon of expectations associated with such an event. 
SirJohn Van Olden Barnavelt provides additional information about contemporary 
audience positioning and suggests a possible standard organisation of spectators. After 
the Executioner has hung up the body of Leidenberge and the Provost given the order to 
'keep the court clear Still), 112 characters representing a cross-section of society enter the 
stage. The boys (probably representative of apprentices) and burgers (conceived of as 
citizens or guildsmen) attempt to position themselves in relation to the scaffold, in a 
location that is traditionally associated with their rank. The boys rush on stage and 
immediately assume a position that reflects their connection with the extremities of 
audience space at pageants and tournaments, such as the roofs and chimney-tops: 
Bg 
He comes, he comes. Oh for a place nowl 
Bqy 
Let's cEmb the battlements. 113 
It is not clear whether the boys remain on stage, as they do not speak again, but there is 
no indication of them exiting at any point before the end of the scene and so it is 
possible that they subsequently assumed a position within the acting space. If the actors 
112 Barnavelf, 5.3.2828 (p. 89). 
113 Ibid. 
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were to remain on stage, then perhaps the gallery between the Lord's rooms at the back 
represented the battlements as they did in Heng V. They may also have cJimbcd up to 
the first or second galleries that flanked the stage and sat with the paying spectators - an 
interesting possibility that blurs the boundaries between performer and spectator. 
Another alternative is that they climbed the pillars that supported the heavens and 
viewed from there, although this seems a precarious place to hold on to for what is a 
considerably long scene. 
The burgers' first response is to seek a place closest to the action, in order to hear 
the speech of the condemned: 
11 Bur ger 
I saw the guard go for him. Where shall we be now? 
2,, d Biiger 
He will make a notable speech I warrant him. 
3-1 Buqer 
Let's get us near the scaffolcL'14 
This attempt to seek a prominent position acknowledges the contemporary middle-class 
citizens' interest in such events and their continuing attempts to find a place within the 
ceremonial framework that reflected their growing social importance, just as they had 
done in the stands of the tiltyard, or along the streets of the royal entry. When the 
marshals prevent their attempt, however, they decide to go 'to the top o' the hall'. "s 
Quite what the hall refers to is unclear, as the execution theoretically took place outjide 
beneath the battlements, but it is possible that the stage location was that of the Lord's 
rooms. This area of the auditorium was often connected with the higher levels of society 
and, as Martin VUte says: 
114 Barnavelf, 5.3.2841 (p. 89). 
115 Barnavelt, 5.3.2848 (p. 89). 
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There are obvious political and satirical implications in the association of 
characters operating from the balcony with those members of society 
who normally occupied the same or adjacent seats in the playhouse. 116 
As I have already suggested, however, this area was possibly used by the boys as the 
battlements, which implies that the burgers may have been placed elsewhere, probably to 
the side of the stage in the least obtrusive location to aid sightlines. ' 17 Either way, the 
potential for using this space as a reflection of audience organisation at executions 
remains unaffected, although the focus of the social comment might have altered 
significantly in each case. Consequently, Barnavelt is an interesting example of an early 
modem play that attempts to treat sections of the playhouse as an execution space, 
positioning characters to add realism to the scene for those members of the audience 
aware of the conventions of hangings and beheadings. The scene relies upon the 
transferral of these practices and associations, to a point where the playhouse becomes 
the fictionalised spectator space of an execution. Indeed, the neutral and undefined bare 
stage of the early modem theatre is given the identity of an execution space, which then 
spills out into the auditorium itself, turning the theatre space into the theatrical space. 118 
Similarly, audience reception was seemingly intended to mimic that of the real event, with 
spectators encouraged to adopt those receptive modes associated with watching and 
attending the actual event. Accordingly, the audience watching the dramatised execution 
of Byron, for instance, observed the event as playgoers, but also as spectators within the 
theatrical reality. 
If the audiences of plays were intentionally adopted by the dramatic fiction, then 
116 VA-&e, p. 120. 
117 This is of course assuming that significance was placed on the prevalence of sightlines in the early 
modem amphitheatre, it may be that such a concept was not thought of, or not considered important 
when staging a performance. Indeed, Tiffany Stem suggests that securing sightlines was perhaps as much 
the responsibility of the spectator as it was the player (p. 216). 
118 See Hannah Scolnicov, 'Theatre Space, Theatrical Space and Theatrical Space Without', in Tbemex in 
Drama P71- The Theatrical Space, ed. by James Redman (Cambridge: CUP, 1987), pp. 11-26 (pp. 11-12). 
Although the stage space was neutral, in the sense that it could become whatever the playwright demanded, 
it was also a theatrical space and, therefore, subject to connotations of performance, a production of space 
consistent with Henri Lefebvre's theories adopted in this thesis; see above pp. 21-22 and below pp-291-93. 
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our understanding of how certain scenes were staged is directly affected. 5.1 of A 
Challenge for Beauty, sees Manhurst, Helena and the Maid enter through what the 
characters term a 'throng', " a description that places significant reliance on the 
audience's suspension of disbelief given the limited number of actors. Yet, had the 
players entered from within the auditorium with its pre-existing throng, such a 
requirement would have put less stress on the finite company numbers. In Jukivs Caesar 
(1599), a similar situation exists in 1.2, where Caesar enters followed by eight other key 
characters, a large crowd and a soothsayer. Given that the size of the company 
performing the play is estimated at sixteen, a large crowd might well have been as little as 
six people. " Such a number on the Globe stage would have made it very busy, but not 
necessarily the 'presS, 121 that is insinuated. Consequently, Cassius's call to the Soothsayer 
of 'fellow come from the throng"' potentially lacked credibility, just as the lines in A 
Challengefor Beau_* may also have done. In the 1999 production of Jmfius Caesar at Globe 
3, any potential issues were nullified by the decision to place the Soothsayer in the yard 
with the groundlings before lifting him on stage to confront Caesar. " Although there is 
no direct evidence that this happened in the first Globe, it is a practical response to 
crowd scenes and may have been a commonly used convention. 
'Mere is evidence, however, for the positioning of players in the pit at the 
Salisbury Court playhouse. In Thomas Goffe's The CarrIess Sbepberdess, 'an Actorplaced in 
the Pit, laugH... at a hesitant prologue and after a short jibe walks out of the playhouse. If 
such use of the auditorium was also common to the Globe then its application in A 
Challenge for Beau-* and Julims Caesar gains further validity. That A Cballeqe was also 
performed at the Blackfriars does not immediately undermine the possibility, as there is 
119 A Challengeefor Beauty, Act 5 (p. 68). 
120 G. E. Bentley, The Seventeenth-Centug Stage, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968), pp. 1 15-22. 
121 JU, &Ur C 
. aesar, 1.2.15. 122 Jmkus Caesar, 1.2.2 1. 
123 See Lois Potter, 'Roman Actors and Egyptian Transvestites', SQ, 50: 4 (1999), 508-517 (p. 512). 
124 Thomas Goffe, The Careless Shepherdess (1, ondon, 1656), Prologue, SD, p. 8. 
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no direct evidence for the existence of railings separating the pit from the stage at the 
playhouse and preventing access from below. Even if the players merely entered through 
the dring house at the Blackfriars, the presence of stage sitters directly in line with the 
side entrances would have added to the crowd on stage and suggests the possibility that 
this remark was a witty address to the gallants on the stage. 
Conversely, the entrance of the Provost and others in Barnavelt, probably did take 
place across the stage, due to the number of props required. Nevertheless, there is no 
reason to assume that the interaction with the audience in this case was any less. The 
Provoses line 'make room beforel Clear all these gaping people I and stop their 
passage', "' for example, could well have been directed at the audience due to the distinct 
lack of people on stage at the time. Indeed, this sentence is very similar to the opening 
of 5.3 in Heng VIII (1613), where the Porter enters and shouts: 
You'll leave your noise anon, ye rascals. 
Do you take the court for Parish garden? 
Ye rude slaves, leave your gaping. 126 
Such a tirade could be aimed at those offstage, but has greater comic effect if directed at 
the audience, especially if the line 'ye rude slaves, leave your gaping"' was intended 
towards the groundlings that would almost certainly be gaping up at the player. " If 
these examples of potential staging are correct, then the audience's adopted role within 
the execution scene would have been further emphasised. 
What effect would this manipulation of audience reception have had on the 
playgoers' reading of the drama? It is impossible to know for certain, but audience 
awareness of execution conventions must have altered perception. When faced with a 
125 Barnavelf, 5.3.2811 (p. 88). 
126 Heng WII, 5.3.1. 
127 Op cit. See the discussion of this fine in reference to baiting below, p. 249. 
128 1 assume that the spectators in the yard would be gaping up at the player simply because it is difficult to 
stand for long periods of time with your neck craned back without opening your mouth and thereby giving 
an impression of gaping, due to the pressure placed on the trachea. This is something that I have 
discovered in my own experience of attending plays at the Globe reconstruction. 
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scene that followed the structure of real capital punishment the audience would have 
understood the significance of the condemned's last speech, judging both the character 
and the actor on their performance, just as they would have judged the condemned at a 
real execution largely from this last performative act. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
most contemporary stage executions include a substantial speech, whether the scene ends 
in death or not. Accordingly, the inclusion of such a death speech both heightened the 
dramatic experience and provided the playwrights with an excuse to show off some of 
their best rhetorical poetry. 129 
There is also reason to believe that these speeches served a function similar to the 
real event, providing moral instruction to their audience and, therefore, fulfilling what 
contemporary practitioners consistently argued was a key purpose of drama. The 
moralistic tone behind these staged spectacles is perhaps best represented at the end of 
Two Lamentable Trqgedies (1594), where - after the hanging of Rachel and Merry - the 
Officer steps forward to give the closing remarks of the play: 
The Lord of heaven have mercy on her soul, 
And teach all others by this spectacle, 
To shun such dangers as she ran into, 
By her misguided taciturnity. "O 
Having co-opted the audience into the dramatic fiction and encouraged them to assume 
a role similar to that taken at a real execution, the significance of the last speech 
addressed to the playgoer was heightened, the playwright emulating the Tyburn orations 
that mothers took their children to hear so that they might learn to 'eschew evil'. ` In 
Promos and Cassandra Part 1 (1578), for example, the hackster (cut-throat) directly 
addresses the audience, providing the perfect model of an execution confession: 
129 This was not always the case, however, as the somewhat doggerel quality of the speech in Prumus and 
Cassandra Part 1, cited below, emphasises. 
130 Robert Yarrington, Two Lamentable Trage&es (London, 1601), K2Y. 
131 Goodcole, A4. 
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Hackster 
All sorts of men beware by us, whom present death assaults, 
Look in your conscience what you find, and sorrow for your faults: 
Example take by our fresh harms, see here the fruits of pride, 
I for my part deserved death, long ere my theft was spied. 
0 careless youth, lead, lead awry, with every pleasing toy, 
Note well my words, they are of worth, the cause though may annoy. 
Shun to be prancked, in peacocks plumes, for gaze which only are, 
Hate, hate, the dice, even as the devil, of wanton dames beware: 
Tbese, these, were they, it sucked my wealth, what followed the in need? 
I was enticed by lawless men, on thievish spoils to feed. 
And nuzzled once in wicked deeds, I feared not to offend, 
From bad, to worse, and worst I fell, I would at leisure mend. 
But oh presuming over much, still to escape in hope, 
My faults were found, and I adjudge, to totter in a rope: 
To which I go with these my mates, likewise for breach of laws, 
For murder some, for thievery some, and some for little cause. 132 
By relying on execution conventions inherent within the audience's horizon of 
expectations the playwright could manipulate the spectators' reception of the event; the 
moral judgements within the play being corroborated through existing experiences of real 
life scaffold confessions. Audiences could, therefore, witness a good death speech and 
gain moral reinforcement within the playhouse without having to attend a real execution. 
Consequently, the stage executions appear to have supplied the same service as a real 
event whilst providing additional entertainment to the theatre. 
just as real last speeches gave the condemned licence to speak his or her mind, 
the staged execution confession appears to have been used to convey otherwise very 
controversial subjects. According to Thomas Platter, Londoners were happy 'learning at 
the play what is happening abroad'; ` and some stage executions seem to reflect this. 
Ile death of the Dutch hero Barnavelt, for example, was characterised in the play of the 
same name just a few months after his execution, providing Londoners with a sense of 
132 Promos and Cxsandra Part 1,2.6.9 (0ý. This speech mirrors that of Tbomas Savage, hanged at Tyburn 
in 1668. 'Me first sin I begin with, was Sabbath-breaking, thereby I got acquaintance with bad company, 
and so went to the ale-house and to the bawdy house,: there I was persuaded to rob my master and also to 
murder this poor innocent creature, for which I am come to this shameful end', in Robert Franklin, A 
Mmrder Punished and Pardoned. Or, a True ladox of the Wicked Life and Shameful Happ Dea h mar vge Ro ib )f To Sa a 
a, ondon: 1668). 
133 Thomas Plaaerý Travels in En gland 159.9, p. 107. 
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international events. Yet the paraHels between Barnavelt's He and execution and that of 
Sir Walter Ralegh, suggest a different motive. As Bentley proposes: 
One wonders if the Jacobean audience was expected to see analogies 
between the affairs of Barnavelt and those of Sir Walter Raleigh [si4, 
who had been executed the year before. 134 
Although some historians reject this claim, "' I believe that it remains quite plausible for 
an audience, which may have attended Ralegh's execution in the previous year, to notice 
similarities between the two events. This was especially likely during Barnavelt's speech 
at the scaffold where, like Ralegh, he refutes the charges brought against him, reminding 
the execution audience of loyal service to his country. 
Barnavelt is not the only play to use audience knowledge of events to underscore a 
ge, # of potentiaRy hidden meaning. Glynne Wickham suggests that Chapman's the Tra 
Charles Dmke ofBymn is a satire on Robert Devereux, the Earl of Essex: 
The date of the first payment towards production expenses (which in the 
Diary almost always precede the first performance by several weeks) for 
this play is 25th Sept. 1602. The Duke of Biron was executed between 
two and three months earlier. Essex had met his death on Tower Hill 
eighteen months earlier still in similar circumstances. Thus there seems 
to me to be good reason to suppose that Henslowe's play was 
Chapman's first draft of a play about the Essex rebellion under the 
convenient disguise of a topical French cause dlibtv. 136 
Although it seems likely that Wickham is incorrect in his assertion that Chapman's Byron 
was written as early as 1602, he is not the only theatre historian to draw similar 
conclusions regarding the dating of this play. The editor of the Revels edition, John 
Margeson, examines the possibilities and lists a number of critics who argue for a 1602 
date, but concludes that the 'advocates of a date earlier than 1607 have not yet been able 
ge, 7 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1941-1968), 111 (1956), 134 G. E. Bentley, The Jacobean and Caro4ne Sla 
417. 
135 See Margot Heinemann, Puritanism and Tbeatrw Tbomas Middkton and Oppojidon Drama Under the Ear§ 
Stuarts (Cambridge: CUP, 1980), p-205 
136 EESý II, Part 1,312-3. 
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to prove their case. The 1602 play is almost certainly not Chapman's'. "' Regardless of 
the precise date of the text, the play's association with the Earl of Essex remains a strong 
possibility. His rebellion and subsequent trial and execution was such a cause c&bre 
that it, undoubtedly, remained part of the national consciousness for some time; kept 
fresh in the minds of the populace by the Main and Bye plots against James I and the 
infamous Gunpowder plot of 1605. Byron was certainly not the first play to be written 
where allusions to Essex were prevalent. Samuel Daniel's Philotas was written in 1604 
and performed by the Children of the Queen's Revels in January 1605, its referential 
content regarding Essex caused the playwright to be brought before the Privy Council to 
explain his actions and reinforces the idea that Essex was still theatrically interesting 
some years after his death. "' Ibus, when Byron recalls his meeting with Elizabeth I and 
their conversation on Essex, the audience would have been able to read the scene in 
relation to Essex's fate, which 'Byron recognises as prefiguring his ownY" 
Byron 
The Queen of England 
Told me that if the wilful Earl of Essex 
Had used submission, and but asked her mercy, 
She would have given it, past resumption; 
She like a gracious princess did desire 
To pardon him, even as she prayed to God 
He would let down a pardon unto her; 
He yet was guilty, I am innocent: 
He still refused grace, I importune it. 140 
During this speech Byron is awaiting the result of his request for pardon, but at the end 
of the following scene he is executed. The proximity of this reference to Essex's death 
with the stage death of Byron probably helped to underscore the similar fate of these two 
people. When the audience listened to the last speech of Byron they were being 
" The Conspirag and Trqedy of Charles Duke of Byron, p. 6. 
138 Janet Clare, 'Ad Made Tongue-Tied B CO ff M 1, C eUorSh d 
(Manchester. MUP, 1999), pp. 148-52. 
y Authority ' Ekýqbethax and a bea Dra, aiG ip, 2n edn 
139 Clare, p. 164. 
"' The Conspirag and Tmqedy of Garles Dulke of Byron, 5.3.139. 
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encouraged to recall the similar speech by Robert Deveraux of several years before. 
Consequently, by writing death speeches that the audiences might recognise, 
contemporary playwrights were able to make contentious comments on the beheadings 
of famous individuals with less fear of proposal. 
Such a subversion of the execution ritual was only possible, however, due to the 
shared conventions of the theatre of the scaffold and of the stage, and the audiences' 
awareness of them. The fluid nature of the boundaries between execution and 
performance probably allowed the audience to transfer the receptive practices of one 
genre to another more easily. The spectators of executions were presented with scenes 
on the scaffold that they could superimpose on staged events, but likewise their reception 
of the real event was possibly affected by the modes of performance inherent within the 
drama of the theatrical scaffold. As Stephen Greenblatt suggests: 
The truly memorable death scenes of the age, on the scaffold, at 
home, or even on the battlefield - Sir lbomas More, Mary Queen of 
Scots, Sir Philip Sidney, John Donne, Ralegh, Charles I- were 
precisely that: xcenes, presided over by actor-playwrights who had 
brilliantly conceived and thoroughly mastered their roles. 141 
Dudley Carlton's description of the Babbington executions as a 'tragedy, with 'all the 
actors being together on the stage, as use is at the end of the play', 142 encapsulates the 
dialogue between the two genres and proves that audiences were often aware they were 
taking part in two rnodes of performance, which interchanged and reflected one another. 
But as this thesis suggests, executions were just one of a number of performative events 
with a spectatorship that found its mirror in the playhouse. 
14t Greenblatt (1988), p. 15. 
142 M. Snýth (1992), p. 220. 
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Fig. 16 A typical woodcut from contemporary broadside ballads of executions 
Fig. 17 An anonymous woodcut depicting the execution of Chatles I 
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7T 
Fig. 18 Contemporary illustration by Peeter Huybrechts of Charles I's execution, from an 










Fig. 20 Execution of Charles I taken from the frontispiece of The trite characters oj'[ . 
those Blooýy and Barbarous I)ersons (c. 166 0) 
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Fig. 21 Hel looneel der En 
, ge1sche ellenden 




Fig. 23 Imagc taken from the 11"'am)Ick (late 1400s) 
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Part Three -A u&ences ofSport 
Chapter 7- Tournament Audiences and Sports Spectatorship 
7.1 Sport Spectatorship and the Playhouse Audience 
It is common for remarks about early modem playhouse audiences to suggest, perhaps 
too casually, that they were closer to spectators on the terraces at a modem football 
match, than the audiences seated quietly in the stalls of a current day theatre! But how 
far is this parallel correct? And if this observation is true, then what effect does it have 
on our approach towards understanding the audience practices of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries? As Allen Guttmann states in his work on sports spectatorship: 
,2 'audiences arc clearly not sports spectators . Yet both groups are what Abercrombie and 
Longhurst identify as simple audiences (a term previously discussed in my exploration of 
contemporary sermons). 3 Such a mutual categorisation implies certain habits of 
reception common to both performative events and indicates that one can identify 
characteristics of sport spectatorship potentially applicable to an early modern audience. 
This final section of my thesis will seek to explore such a cross-fertilisation of receptive 
processes. 
The argument for shared customs of reception is partly a result of environmental 
and contextual factors synonymous to both occasions. The contemporary playhouse 
audience, for example, has connotations of informality normally associated with the 
behaviour permitted in modern stadiums, such as spectators being free to smoke, eat and 
drink during the event. " Yet the behaviour of one section of the audience does not 
I See for example, Andrew James Hartley, 'The Roman Actor and Censored 'Meatee, ELH (2001), 359-76 
(p. 361). 
2 Allen Guttmann, Sports Spectators (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986), p. 5. 
3 See above. p. 1 10-11. 
4 At the time of writing smokers are increasingly becoming segregated from other spectators at football 
matches, whilst the consumption of alcohol is prohibited in sight of the pitch. 
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necessarily dictate the behaviour and attitudes of another and such customs can vary 
depending on the venue and circumstance of a performance. ' 
The overt expression of investment by contemporary theatre audiences was at a 
level that today we would equate with sports spectators and this undoubtedly also 
affected reception. According to Dennis Kennedy, 'the sports contest would seem 
deadened without the noise of communal support' and the same would appear to be 
true for the early modem theatrical event - playwrights regularly referring to the 
vociferous actions of the playgoer who 'Showts and claps'! Although such active 
participation between the audience and the performer was encouraged, the jeering, 
hissing and constant commentary was clearly considered a problem, and met with 
continued appeals for quiet by the actors. Yet sport is an event to be spectated - not 
listened to - and so it does not necessarily follow that loud noise, which is appropriate to 
the stadium, would transfer to an auditorium where the spoken word holds such a large 
influence over the reading of the event. Consequently, if a play were really as loud as is 
often assumed and truly comparable to that of a sporting event, one has to ask how 
anyone could ever hear Dekker's 'snaky wbisperr? 8 above the disturbance? 
Disturbances of another kind also took place in the early modem theatre, with 
audiences occasionally engaging in a level of violence that we might associate with 
modem spectator sports such as football. How far this was common practice or an 
exceptional circumstance in the playhouse it is difficult to say, with most accounts of 
5 For example, smoking was, at times, also frowned upon during the early modem period. James 1, for 
instance, could not abide tobacco and wrote a pamphlet on the subject. It was also satirised in plays, 
perhaps as a way of controlling the practice, when a prohibition of the custom could not actually be 
enforced. 'llie Citizen's Wife in The Kviýht of the Bmming Pestke (1607), for example, exclaims that 'this 
stinking tobacco kills men. Would there were none in England' (Francis Beaumont, The Kni, ýht ofthe Burning 
Pestk, ed. by Cyrus Hoy, in The Dramatic Works in the Beaumont and Fk1cher Canon, ed. by Fredson Bowers and 
others, 10 vols (Cambridge, CUP, 1966-96), 1 (1966), 1.1.202). 
6 Dennis Kennedy, 'Sports and Shows: Spectators in Contemporary Culture', Theatre Reseamb Intemational, 
26: 3 (2001), 277-84 (p. 278). 
7 Samuel Drayton, Sonnet 47, 'Idea', in Works ed. by J. William Hebel, 3 vols (Oxford: 1931-41), 11,334; 
cited in Gurr (2000), p. 224- 
8 The Wonder ofa Khgdom, III, Prologue, 1.14, Emphasis mine. 
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riots referring to Holiday performances, traditionaRy the most prone to violent 
outbursts! With the growth of modem spectator violence during the post-war period, 
however, restrictions affecting audience reception of sport have been introduced, which 
ironical1y, appear to use the same methods of control present in modern theatre. As 
Abercrombie and Longhurst emphasise: 
All audience members are seated in a designated place, with very little 
access to other sections of the ground. Some areas are non-smoking, 
and so on. It is clear that there is potentially developing social 
pressure not to move from the designated seat during the course of 
the match, mainly because it uill have the effect of obscuring the view 
of others -a phenomenon previously experienced at the theatre and 
cinema. 10 
Abercrombie and Longhurst call this development the 'audiencing'" of the crowd, and it 
can perhaps be seen as an example of the citi4#qprvcess proposed by Norbert EliaS. 
12 
Intriguingly, such a shift once again brings theatre reception closer to sports 
spectatorship in custom and behaviour, but it remains crucial to emphasise that at no 
point does theatre become sport. 
The extent to which an interpretative community's horizon of expectations for 
theatre was affected by sport, however, depends largely upon their awareness of a 
particular genre. It is, therefore, interesting to consider the reception of the early modem 
tournament, which at its height merged spectator sports with drama, and was potentially 
witnessed by audiences intimately acquainted with the practices of reception common to 
both performative modes. 
9 Gurr (2000), p. 261. 
10 Abercrombie and Longhurst, p. 53. 
11 Abercrombie and D)nghurst, p. 55. 
12 This is a somewhat loaded term, as it implies the superiority of the 'civil' and rational audience over the 
amorphous other. Yet, if read in terms of the physical pacification of the audience and the decline of 
explicit interaction, then it is a useful concept to aid our understanding of an audience's transition from the 
early modem to the modem. 
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7.2 The Audience and the Tournament Tradition 
As a sport the bastilude, or tournament, grew out of the training games undertaken by 
French knights probably some time in the eleventh century and consisted of several sub- 
genres of events. Despite the tournamenes immense popularity within medieval Europe, 
its exact origins and early development are unknown, but by 1130 they had flourished 
enough to warrant the concern of the Church over increasing fatalities. " It is likely that 
such a high number of fatalities were the result of the largely unregulated sub-genre of 
the wilie, " which was popular at the sport's inception and typifies the tournament's 
connection with military training. According to Juliet Barker: 
It is often impossible to tell whether the fighting is sport or battle, 
unless there is a bertfimis of watching ladics or weapons dphjirance arc 
being used the sole difference between war and the early tournament 
was one of intention, the death of an opponent being a matter for 
regret in the latter. Even the fact that the tournament was arranged in 
advance at a specific time and place and the giving of prizes to the best 
performers are not without parallels in the conduct of real war. 's 
Significantly, it was the presence of an audience, which indicated the nature of the 
hastiludes. 
The tournament's initial purpose as a military exercise suggests that the original 
audience probably consisted solely of the assistants to the combatants and those waiting 
to take part. It is likely, therefore, that the audiences of the early tournament were male 
and drawn from the nobility, whilst any servants that were present would probably have 
been from a military background. A consequence of this was that 'the fighting was 
paramount v16 and accordingly, additional spectacle was of little importance. Indeed, the 
13 Juliet R. V. Barker, The Tournament in England 1100-1400 (Woodbridge: BoydeU, 1986), p. 5. 
14 A mock battle focusing on cavalry manoeuvres and charges. 
Is Barker, p. 19. A betfivir is the stand erected for watching jousts, wHst JpAdsance means the practice of 
fighting with blunted weapons. 
16 Richard Barber and Juliet Barker, Tournaments. - Jousts, Chivalg and Pageants in the Middle Ages (Woodbridge: 
Boydell, 1989), p. 8. 
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tourney was about doing not watching, so 'there was little provision for spectators P. 17 
Furthermore, because the less structured events such as the Wilie could stretch across 
several miles, the very nature of the early tournament would not have facilitated the 
erection of viewing places. It was probably not until the more controlled nature of the 
hastilude became popular that provision for an audience would have been considered. 
There is a definite attendance of women at the x9lie from the mid-twelfth 
century, as indicated by their presence in the literature of the period. It seems reasonable 
to assume that the numbers of women in the audience would have increased as the sport 
developed. Yet, it is also possible that the presence of ladies in the audience may 
conversely have influenced this development of the sport. Richard Barber and Juliet 
Barker have noted that: 
The evolution of personal heraldry and of the function of heralds 
points to the presence of a large and interested audience who needed 
to know who the individual knights were; and the swing away from the 
m&e or tournament proper, where it was difficult to tell what was 
happening, to the much more easily understood individual jousts, was 
probably the result of spectator interest. It was also favoured by 
knights who wished to impress the spectators, particularly their ladies, 
as there could be no doubt as to the identity of the participants and 
the result. 18 
Certainly, it seems that as the sport was slowly 'civilised' through rules and codes of 
conduct women became more readily associated with the growing audience, but it was 
probably only after the development of a more sports-like framework that women began 
to attend. It is likely that advances in spectator seating grew out of a need to 
accommodate the ladies over long periods of time in bad weather, whilst their presence 
in these berfrois would have provided a fixed focal point for the knights' attention. Such a 
focus probably encouraged a connection between women as an audience and as the 
purpose of the event, a concept that found its way into the developing chivalric literature 
17 Guttinann (1986), p. 36. 
19 Barbcr and Barkcr, p-7. 
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that was to influence so heavily the tournaments of the succeeding centuries. 
By the fourteenth century the tournament was an important social event and after 
Edward III's marriage to Philippa of Hainault in 1328, the Queen's 'presence in the 
stands gave increased respectability to the sport and encouraged other women to 
atterld'. '9 This growing interest by an audience not only encouraged the spectator-sport 
elements of the tournament, but also induced a dramatic quality into the event. Barber 
and Barker suggest that with the increasing presence of ladies there was a 'growth of 
emphasis on the need to provide entertainment for spectators, which led to the use of 
increasingly elaborate settings and attendant pageantry. ' Subsequently, with the 
development of an audience, 'the perfection of military prowess became ancillary and the 
tournament became a theatrical production ). 21 This is most apparent in the sub-genre of 
the Pas dames, which fused speech, music, scenery and dancing with the combat. 
According to Steven Pederson, 'in apas dames the ladies were both spectators and 
participants; in fact, they were often the reason for the pas to take place'. ' With the 
development of pageantry, the boundary between sport and drama was lessened, 
allowing the conventions of both genres to influence the audience's developing horizons 
of expectation. 
, Performed by nobles for the nobility, the initial tournament audience was an 
aristocratic one, but as the merchant class grew in power and an element of social 
mobility increased in feudal England, it is likely that important citizens began to appear at 
the event, even if prevented from taking part in the nobles' tourney themselves. 
Certainly, in continental Europe, town guilds organised and participated in their own 
tournaments, such as those at Magdeburg in 1280, and so they must have been familiar 
19 Barber and Barker, p. 32. 
2D Barber and Barker, p. 38. 
21 Guttinann (1986), p. 41. 
22 Steven 1. Pederson, The Tournament Tra&fion and Stagin 
Research, 1983; repr. 1987), p. 14. 'g 
The Castle of Persveranee(Ann Arbor, MI: UMI 
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with the event in order to emulate it. By the fourteenth century even peasants in 
England were aware of the sport's conventions and able to imitate them. 'Me Tournament 
of Tottenham, for example, mocks the farmer's hastilude: 
All the wives of Tottenham came to see that fight, 
To fetch home their husbands, that were them troth plight. 23 
It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the lower classes must have been able to 
attend tournaments from the thirteenth century, in order for its traditions to have 
become disseminated to the general populace by Edward III's reign. 
Ile presence of general citizenry at the tournament subsequently affected 
spectator practices. 'Me implication is that the practice of building stands was a result of 
the presence of ladies, who could not be expected to mix with the excited rabble of 
citizens who were also watching'. " According to Guttmann: 
It was inevitable in a highly hierarchical society, the spectators were 
socially segregated. At the tournament of Smithfield in 1467, there 
was a separate building for the mayor and other dignitaries of London. 
The stands for knights and squires and others of the nobility rose in 
three tiers, topped by the King's boX. 25 
The popularity of the event across all levels of society is also reinforced by the 1467 
tournament, as a 'public holiday was proclaimed' to enable everyone to watch. With the 
renewed interest in tournaments during Elizabeth's reign, the tiltyard at an Accession 
Day celebration contained a microcosm of society; thousands of spectators including 
royalty, nobles, ambassadors, clerics, the lower-gcntry and citizens. Indeed, 'only the 
tiltyard encompassed the entire image of the commonweal, an image made clear by the 
23 Tournament o Tottenham, in William Robinson, The Hislog and Antiquities of Tottenham, in the Count of fy 
Middksex, (London, 1818), Appendix III, p. 14. 
24 Barker and Barber, p. 206. 
25 Guttmann (1986), p. 39. 
26 Guttmann (1986), p. 44. 
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arrangement of the viewing stands'. 7 
7.3 Positioning the Audience 
With the growth in power of town guilds during the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries, tournaments began to be held closer to urban centres, and it is possible that 
this is a reflection on the growing influence of the merchant classes on entertamments. 
Perhaps the best reflection of this is the adoption of Cheapside, the home of cornmerce 
and trade in London, for tournaments during the early 1300s. Cheapside already carried 
with it connotations of ceremony, being the chief part of the route for civic and royal 
processions through the city. Consequently, when in 1331 'sixteen tenants paraded 
through the streets of London all splendidly clothed and masked in the likeness of 
Tartars%ý parallels were probably drawn with those processions that took place within 
the pageantic tradition. Wickham notes that 'the development of the street pageant 
theatres runs parallel with that of the Tournamene, " and it is perhaps reasonable to 
assume that audience habits of reception also developed in parallel, providing an 
additional context for the development of later playhouse practices. 
just as the guildsmen stood along the street to watch a pageant, the spectators of 
the tournament viewed from scaffolds. John Stow records how in 1331 these stands 
collapsed injuring the ladies above, whilst the 'knights and such as were underneath were 
grievously hurt' . 
30 Edward III subsequently ordered the construction of stone galleries 
'for himself, the Queen, and other states to stand on, and there behold the joustings, and 
27 Alan Young, Tudor andjacobean Tournaments (George Philip, 1987), p. 90. 
21 Barker, p98. 
29 EES, 1,54. 
30 Stow, Survg of Iandon, 1,268. It is interesting to note that there appears to have been no religious 
association with the collapse of the stands on this occasion, when a similar episode at the Bear Garden in 
1583, resulted in several claims of divine intervention (see below, p. 241-43). Yet it could be that such a 
response to the Elizabethan event was a result of the change in religious climate, combined with the fact 
that those affected were not of royal status. 
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other shows at their pleasure'. " The use of the word stand is perhaps significant, as other 
accounts describe spectators being placed in 'standing scaffolds'. " This is possibly just 
another example of standing meaning a viewing place, but if it can be read literally then 
there is further evidence for a potential tradition of standing in galleries at playhouses. 
Nonetheless, its usage here highlights how the terms 'stand' and 'standing' were 
interchangeable for sporting events, pageantry, and playhouses, suggesting at the very 
least a mutuality of practices. 
Pictorial representation of scaffolds on the continent, intriguingly seem to suggest 
the configuration of outdoor playhouses (Figs. 24 & 25), with raised galleries of generally 
no more than three levels extending around the outside of the lists, looking down into 
the performance space, just as they did in the early modem amphitheatres. In addition, 
the illustration of an English tournament from the reign of Henry VII shows spectators 
sitting in boxes, which echo the descriptions of boxes given for court masques during the 
reign of James 1.33 Wickham notes this similarity in design between auditorium and 
tournament stadium, suggesting that 'it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that here, by 
1501, is an auditorium the design of which anyone wishing to build a public theatre could 
do worse than follow %34 
Although spectator placement seems to have been hierarchical at pageant events 
- and to some degree within the early modem playhouse - such social segregation 
definitely took place at tournaments. Guttmann's description of the Smithfield pageant 
in 1467, quoted above, highlights this socially aware arrangement of the seating, whilst 
the records of a Westminster tournament at the start of the Tudor regime refer to the 
stringent social grading that took place and suggest that it was often gender specific. On 
this occasion, women were placed near the King and Queen, away from the main body 
31 Ibid. 
32 Contemporary quote cited in Young, p. 85. 
33 See Fig. 23 above, p. 196. 
34 EES, 1,37. 
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of men. Next to them were 'all the strange ladies and gentle wo[men] yt be not of the 
court'; followed by the 'merchant wives of the Citty of london'; and finally 'all other 
honest women'. " At the celebrations for Katherine of Aragon's marriage to Prince 
Arthur in 1501 (an event which also produced a grand pageant through London) the 
tournament field was equally as segregated: 
There was a stage strong and substantially builded, with it partition in 
the midst, garnished for the King's Grace and his Lords' [ ... ]; and the 
lower part upon the left hand, was in like manner addressed and 
purveyed for the Queen's Grace and all the goodly company of Ladies. 
[ ... ]. Into this tent was entrance, that the King, 
the Queen, the Prince, 
and my Lady Princess, with all their nobles and estates, might through 
Wesuninster Hall by the Exchequer Chamber, without any more show 
or appearance, come into the said standing and stage. In the north 
side, against the stage of the King, there was another stage [ ... ] for the 
Mayor of London, the Sheriffi, Aldermen, and worshipful persons of 
the crafts. And in all the circuits of this field of war, by and upon the 
walls were double stages, very thick, and many well builded and 
planked for the honest and common people. 36 
Here the positioning of the stands also reflects the social hierarchy, not only through 
proximity to the monarch, but also in relation to the best view. As Young states: 
The choice of an east-wcst axis for the tilt at tournaments, however, 
was probably conditioned not so much to aid combatants as to place 
the most important spectators (royalty and the nobility) in the most 
advantageous viewing position with their backs to the sun. The royal 
stand would also be as near as possible to the centrc of the tilt, the 
best place from which to observe what was going on. 37 
It is interesting to note that the orientation of the Rose playhouse also followed this 
pattern, with the stage in the north and the bulk of the audience positioned in the south. 
Yet such an orientation should not be taken as an indication of standard playhouse 
practice, as evidence points to the Globe's stage being on a different aligntnent. " 
35 B. L. M. Add. 33,735, fol. 2a; cited in Young, p-85. 
36 Leland, V, 356-57. 
37 Young, p. 79. 
38 John Orrell's calculations, derived from Hollar's LOMT View of Lndon, point to the stage facing 48 degrees 
east of north, which would have placed the sun directly in the eyes of the main audience body (but not 
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This positioning of the monarch in direct correlation with the ideal view of the 
event can also be seen in other manifestations of drama and sport during the early 
modem period. Court performances of plays and the later Stuart masques placed the 
sovereign in the position with the best sightlines, something that from an early point 
appears to have been practised at the tournament. By 1533 this practice had developed 
to such a degree an entire tiltyard with viewing stands were permanently positioned 
around the monarch's Whitehall palace, and was used for every major tournament until 
the 1620s (Fig. 26). Ile royal balcony is described by Stow as 'a sumptuous gallery' in 
which 'the Princes with their nobility use to stand or sit, and at windows to behold all 
triumphant joustings'. " The scaffolds for other spectators were semi-permanent, in that 
they were built of wood rather than stone but not removed at the end of each 
tournament. At Greenwich, however, there was only one permanent private gallery for 
the sovereign, which ran alongside the yard. It seems reasonable to assume that the 
remaining spectators positioned themselves as best they could along the perimeter, 
perhaps leaning against the double tailings that sometimes surrounded the lists, and 
which are somewhat reminiscent of railings found at other contemporary events, such as 
the civic pageant (Figs. 27 & 28). 'Me importance placed on a permanent structure for 
the chief spectator lends fin-ther support to the idea that the monarch's view was the 
most significant. The tournament organisers provided structures that allowed the event 
to be taken directly to the monarch, consequently reinforcing their position as chief 
spectator. For example, during Elizabeth's and James's reigns 'the Office of the Works 
customarily erected a large platform and staircase below this royal window to facilitate 
the presentation of speeches and impresa shields to the monarch'. ' Young goes on to 
suggest that this lavish and comfortable viewing stand for those of the highest rank was 
those in the Lords' Rooms about the stage). Andrew Gurr and John OrreU, Rtbuians Sbakespearr'i Globe 
J, ondon: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1989), p. 122. 
39 Stow, Survy ofLondon, 11,102. 
40 Young, p. 1 19. 
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thus a central part of the design of Henry VIII's Whitehall tiltyard, enabling privileged 
spectators not only to see the events to advantage but themselves to be seen as part of 
the general spectacle'. "' 
Another similarity between tournament seating and that of early modem drama is 
the politically biased positioning of ambassadors at the event; with the sovereign 
indicating royal favour by granting proximity to their person, a practice previously noted 
in pageants and masques. The treatment of the Russian ambassador at the Accession 
Day tilts of 1600, for example, was part of a well-constructed plan to impress the newly 
arrived delegate. Rowland White remarked that 'this yeare her Majesty wold have very 
great care taken that her Coronacion day be with gallant solemnities at tilt and turnery 
observed, to the end the embassador of Russia may hold yt in admiracion'. ' 
Subsequently, the ambassador, Grigorii Mikulin, was invited to the event and given the 
honour of sitting with the Queen, allowing him to share in the ideal view of the spectacle: 
Grigorii and Ivashko went to the queen. And when they came to her 
chamber, the queen inquired after their health and said to Grigorii: 
'Ms time today I am celebrating the day when I acceded to the 
throne; and because of that I ordered you to be present here and see 
my entertainment. And she told Grigorii and Ivashko to stand in her 
chamber and to watch the entertainment. 
And Grigorii and Ivashko saw the queen's entertainment: how in her 
presence princes and lesser nobles fought with lances, and the 
noblemen were in full armour and mounted on the mares and 
stallions; and at this time the only other ambassadors or envoys at the 
queen's court were the King of Barbary's emissaries, and they stood in 
the yard under the shed with the common people. 43 
Conversely, in 1620 James I appeared to use the event to snub the French ambassador by 
inviting him to watch a tournament from the Duke of Lennox's lodgings above the 
41 Young, p. 120. 
42 Young, P. M. 
43 'Sateinyi spisok poslannika Grigotiia Mikulina i pod'iachego Ivana Zinov'eva v byttiost' ikh v Anghi', 
Sbornik impertorsleo 
, go wskogo 
istoricbeskogo obshetva, ed. KN Besstuzhev-Riurnin (St Petersberg, 1893), 37, 
315-63 (pp. 331-32); cited in Victoria Musvik, "'And the King of Barbary's Envoy Had to Stand in the 
Yard": The Perception of Elizabethan Court Festivals in Russia at the Beginning of the Seventeenth 
Century', in CourtFesfivalsoftbe European Renaissance: Art, Politics and Performance, pp. 225-40 (p. 225). 
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Holbein Gate. Accordingly, the ambassador refused to attend, not because the quality of 
the view was poor, but due to his distance from the King. As Young asserts, 'clearly the 
prized positions for watching tournaments, whatever the view, would always be in the 
gallery itself'" with the monarch. Consequently, we can see how tournaments used 
similar conventions of audience positioning to contemporary drama, in order reinforce 
the sovereign's power, lending further support to shared habits of reception across the 
performative modes of the period. 
Other parallels to contemporary dramatic events, such as pageantry, are revealed 
in the appropriation of space by those for whom no actual seating provision had been 
made. According to Allen Guttmann, if the tournament took place in an urban 
environment 'spectators crowded toward the windows and even upon the roofs of 
adjacent buildings, " a use of space that closely rcflects contemporary practices at civic 
pageants. It is likely then, that those who did look down from the windows might have 
hired the rooms overlooking the tournament space, just as they did for the Lord Mayor's 
Show or Royal Entry. 
Unlike pageantry, however, the main body of spectators at a tournament were 
not merely regulated by a socio-ceremonial structure; admission to the spectacle was also 
subject to cost. According to Young, 'important state tournaments from the time of 
Henry VII were clearly public events that required the construction of viewing stands 
[ ... ] for which spectators might have to pay'. 
' As far back as the 1467 tournament, 
these stands were hired at 'the great price and cost of the common people'; 4' an 
admission price that by Elizabeth's reign was one st-Oing - twelve times the lowest entry 
price required at a playhouse. The actor Edward Alleyn records paying a similar fee in 
44 Young, p. I 19. 
45 Guttmann (1986), p. 38. 
46 Young, p. 86. 
47 Leland, V, 356-57. 
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March 1620, when he 'rode to see the tilting. paid O. I. W. " At more than half of a 
journeyman's daily wage, it is not surprising that many sought to avoid paying by 
climbing up to the roofs or, if outside the city, 'into the treetops for a free view of the 
spectacle'. ' 11us, the social composition of the tournament was perhaps less diverse 
than previously stated, and certainly more restricted by price than pageants or even the 
playhouse. The development of the tournament as a commodity, however, brings the 
event much closer to a more modern-day concept of spectator sport, where a financial 
contract is made between the performer and the spectator, much as it is at a modern 
theatre. Indeed, the commodification of drama appears to run parallel to that of the 
tournament, lending further support to the possibility of shared practices in reception. 
7.4 The Tournament and Drama 
There are perhaps more direct links between audience reception of tournament 
and drama, however, and these are to be found in the self-conscious use of tournament 
imagery and conventions on stage. As stated above, the emphasis on pageantry in the 
tournaments of the medieval period grew as the sport placed emphasis on the spectator 
and became 'civilised', primarily through the sub-genre of the pas darmes. By the 1400s, 
the sport was thoroughly associated with dramatic modes of representation and the 
performance environment reflected the dramatic fiction of the event, with scaffolds 
being decorated to look like castles and with the use of stages for speeches. It is perhaps 
unsurprising that drama consequently appears to have appropriated some elements of the 
tournament. 
An early example of this practice can be seen in the medieval morality play The 
Castle of Perseverance (1425), which takes as its structure the pas d'armes concept of the 
48 F. F. Warner, Catalogue of the Manuscripts and Mumments of Dulmich College (London, 1881), p. 1 83; cited in 
Young, p. 86. 
49 Guttmann (1986), p. 38. 
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fortress under siege. In this case, it is Mankind's Soul being defended by the Seven 
Moral Virtues against the Devil, Flesh, the Seven Deadly Sins and the World. 'O In 
adopting tournament conventions the playwright positioned his audience outside the 
performance place. Pederson suggests that the play's use of scaffolds is 'perhaps a 
melting together of the two traditions - drama and the tournament - is indicated'. " By 
using conventions associated with the presentation of tournaments the playwright 
encourages the audience to see themselves in relation to a pas Xames and thereby 
influences their reception of the event further. 
Such a cross-fertilization of practices appears to have continued into the early 
modem period, and the professional stage. just as playwrights easily transferred their 
dramatic skills from play to pageant to masque, it seems that they also did so with the 
tournament. As Glynne Wickham indicates: 
There is that same easy migration of writers from stage to hall to 
tiltyard. [ ... ]. just as Sir Phillip 
Sidney, Sir Fulke Greville and other 
Elizabethan champions of the tiltyard could concern themselves with 
the literary and dramatic issues of the moment, jonson, Shakespeare 
and Inigo Jones could devote some of their time and energy to the 
affairs of the Jacobean Toumament. 52 
Both George Peele and Ben jonson, for example, wrote speeches to be spoken at tilts, 
whilst 'Shakespeare was paid 43s. by the Duke of Rutland'for providing him with an 
impresa, while Burbage received a further 43s. for painting it, P53 a clear indication that 
dramatists were directly involved in the creation of the tournament spectacle and thus 
acutely aware of its conventions. 
It is with the joust at Barriers, however, that tournament and play can be seen to 
merge most clearly. A feat of arms fought on footý the Barriers were at some time in the 
50 For a book length study of the Castle of Perseverance and the tournament, see Steven I. Pederson, The 
Tournament Tradition and Staging The Gulle of Perseverance'. 
51 Pederson, p. 44. 
52 EES, II, Part 1,230. 
53 EES, II, Part 1,231. 
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sixteenth century moved indoors, and are represented in an illustration dating from 
Queen Elizabeth's reign (Fig. 29). In this image, the sovereign occupies the ideal 
position, with the rest of the court standing behind her and to the side, with a wire grill 
placed in front to protect her from dangerous objects. The image is somewhat 
reminiscent of the ground plan for early modern court performances, placing the chief 
spectator centraRy to the action, and indicates that the seating for this event fonowed a 
basic pattern used for most indoor courtly entertainments. "' The audience positioning 
adopted at the joust at the Barriers in 1610 (fought/performed by Prince Henry and six 
others against over fifty opponents), supports such an assumption. Here the tournament 
was taken out of the tiltyard and transferred into the nearby Banqueting Hall. Given the 
connotations of space, it is hkely that the seating traditions for performances within the 
Banqueting Hall (such as masques) might have taken precedence over those maintained 
for an outside event, consequently giving it a more theatrical quality. Furthermore, 
because this particular display at Barriers took place on Twelfth Night at the height of 
the Christmas entertainment period, it is possible that the seating arrangements of the 
Banqueting HaR had been maintained from previous court performances. Certainly, the 
requirement of a prosccniurn arch, as indicated by Inigo Jones's designs, suggest that the 
auditorium might well have had to foRow the conventions of the masque. 
With Inigo, Jones's designs came Jonson's concept for the piece, based on the 
classic tournament literature of King Arthur. At no point during the speeches by the 
Lady of the Lake, Arthur, or Merlin, do Mchadus (Prince Henry) or his companions offer 
a reply. It is possible that a similar structure was adopted for barriers as for masques, 
with professional actors taking the speaking part of the main characters. If so, then the 
additional connotations this practice would carry cannot have been lost on the assembled 
54 See Fig. 14 above, p. 146. Although the perspective stage of Inigo Jones functioned on a different level 
to the auditorium of Elizabeth's reign, the position of the monarch in either configuration always 
acknowledged their place as chief spectator, giving them the best view of the performance. 
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audience, who undoubtedly would have decoded the event in relation to a masque. 
Due to their status as retainers, it is possible that professional actors were also 
called upon regularly to participate in tournament events other than just the Barriers. As 
Wickham asserts, 'the services of the professional acting companies could also be called 
upon if required, at first as the personal servants of the defenders and challengers 
themselves and later as servants of the respective Royal Households'. 's It is possible that 
their appearance outside the masquing hall might have given the proceedings an 
unintentional air of theatricality, just as their presence in James I's royal entry train may 
have affected the reception of the event. One by-product of such an association was that 
the playing companies were undoubtedly very familiar with those tournament 
conventions that could be transferred to the stage. 
In 5.3 of The White Detil (1612), Webster includes a fight at Barriers of the sort 
performed at Court by Prince Henry two years earlier. The stage directions are quite 
specific in their requirements for the fight to be at 'first single pairs', then 'three to 
three', " and for there to be a bar that can be removed. Wickham suggests Webster uses 
this dramatic device in a 'sinister context to give lustre and theatrical excitement to the 
, 17 cynical and cold-blooded murder of Duke Brachiano. It is also likely, however, that in 
an age when companies placed significance on offering different forms of entertainment 
on stage, including sword fighting, music and dancing, the inclusion of a tournament was 
designed to provide additional spectacle to the playgoing event. Certainly, the majority 
of the Red Bull audience could probably not have afforded the shilling entrance fee to a 
tiltyard, and so the fight at the Barriers was an added incentive. 
Another example of the tourney on stage can be seen in the earlier play The Tbrre 
lxrds and La&es of Lvndon (1590), where the play is presented at times as if it were a tilt 
55 EES, II, Part 1.237. 
56 John Webster, The While Detil, ed. by Christina Luckyj, 2nd edn, New Mermaids (London: A&C Black; 
New York: Norton, 1996), 5.3, SD (p. 1 16). 
57 EES, 111 (1981), 92. 
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complete with allegotical speeches: 
Enterfor the Preface, a Lady, veg rich# amird, representing Iondon, havil ,g two Aqels before her, and two after her with bri, ýbt rapiers in their handr. 
I-ondon speaket& 
Low, Gentles, thus the Lord doth London guard. 58 
The tournament conventions continue throughout the play. For example, Fraud is to be 
'punished' by Simplicity in a grotesque version of running at the quintain: 
Pleasure. 
He shall be bound fast to yon post, and thou shalt be 
blindfold, and with thy torch shalt run as it were at 
tilt, charging thy light against his lips, and so (if thou 
canst) bum out his tongue, that it never speak more 
guile. 
I ... I 
Bind Fraud, blind Simpfidty, turn him thrice about, set his face towardr The 
Contrag Post, at which he runs, and all to burns it, Dir[simulation, a al nt ,g 
la ] 
slanSq behind Fraud, unbinds him, and whilst all The rest behold Simp[jYdo] 
thy two sk P awqy. -f9 
Alice Venezky notes other similarities with tournaments, stating that 'the entry of the 
Spanish lords [ ... ] resembles the spectacular parades into the lists'; whilst just as in real 
tournaments, 'a Spanish and an English herald, are busily interpreting the impresses of 
the lords, identi4ring the pages, and naming the lady to whom each lord sues'. ' Such a 
custom is found in Pericles, which uses tournaments to structure the courtship of Pericles 
and lbasia. In 2.2 an entire sequence describes various impresa as they are presented to 
the 1hasia. (and thus the audience) by the knights as they walk across the stage, an aspect 
of tilting that Shakespeare was intimately familiar with. Such a practice has the effect of 
directly co-opting the audience into the fiction, encouraging them to adopt the receptive 
modes required to receive an event normally found at a contemporary tiltyard. 
58 Robert Wilson, The Three Lords and Three LaSes qflxndon (1, ondon: 1590), A2v 
51 The Three Lords and Three I-a&er ofLondon, 13v. 
60 Venczky, pp. 1 19-20. 
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Significantly, when Pericles was staged at Whitehall in 1619, it is likely that the 
performance environment itself might have influenced the all-male audience's reading of 
these scenes, as it was before this interpretative community that the barriers had been 
performed only three years ago, during Charles's investiture as Prince of Wales, whilst 
tilts were still regularly performed in the tiltyard close by. Certainly, by including the end- 
of-tournament dancing, rather than a fight, it is possible that Shakespeare was targeting 
his performance towards those who understood the social significance of this pastime 
within the tournament event. By playing on his audience's horizon of expectations 
Shakespeare was able to present a scene that would have been obviously resonant to 
members of the audience when performed at court. just as the military element of jousts 
had become superseded by the dramatic, so too, in this instance, has the stage combat 
been replaced with chivalric pageantry. 
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Fig. 24 Excerpt from le Limrs Des Tournais by Rene of Anjou (c. 1450) 
216 
Fig. 25 A tournament in front of King Arthur, painted by a Flemish artist in the fifteclith 
century 
217 
Fig-26 Excerpt showing the Tiltyard at WhitchaU, from the Agas map of London (c. 1590) 
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Chapter 8- Baiting Audiences and the Other Wooden '0' 
8.1 Baiting Houses and Playhouse Traditions 
In 1647 Wenceslaus Hollar published his Long View ofl-vndon (Fig. 30) and in the process 
mistakenly labelled the Globe playhouse in Bankside as the neighbouring 'Beere Bayting 
h[ouse]' and vice versa; an error perhaps easily made when taking into account the similar 
exteriors the two structures seem to share. It is this confusion, however, which I would 
argue reflects a continuing trend throughout the early modem period of merging the 
definitions of both playhouse and baiting house. Indeed, it has been contended by 
scholars that it was not uncommon for certain playhouses to accommodate animal 
baiting amongst a varied repertoire of entertainment! Certainly, the creation of the 
Hope in 1614 was precisely for this dual purpose, proving that Philip Henslowe did not 
see the two forms as completely incompatible or financially unviable. Such an 
amalgamation of performance spaces, therefore, implies that once again one might be 
able to transfer various conventions between different performative modes and most 
specifically that of spectator reception. 
It is often suggested that the history of the baiting houses on the Bankside 
mirrors that of the playhouses; but to what extent is this assertion correct and what 
significance does this hold for the examination of contemporary audiences? Some 
studies track the earliest examples of baiting on the Bankside back to 1526, but this is 
based on a false conjecture, overturned by Chambers in 1923, but often still accepted to 
the present day. 2 In fact the earliest reference to commercial baiting on the Banksidc can 
I See, for example, EES, II, Part 2 (1972), pp. 48-61. 
2 For a more detailed examination of tl-ýs misconstrued history, including the confusion over the name of 
Paris Garden, see Chambers, 11,448-71; Oscar Brownstein Me Popularity of Baiting Before 1600: a Study 
in Social and Ileatrical Flistory', Educational TbeaftJournal, 21 (1969), 237-50, and Oscar Brownstein, 'Why 
Didn't Burbage Lease the Beargarden: A Conjecture in Comparative Architecture', in The First Pub& 
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only be traced back to the 1546 and the only evidence for a permanent structure dates 
from 1562.3 This does not bode well for the argument of a strong tradition of baiting 
houses in London prior to Brayne and Burbage's theatrical ventures, which began in 
1567. 
According to Oscar Lee Brownstein, 'in the thirty years between 1546 and 1576 
there were no fewer than six - perhaps more - short-lived baiting places on the 
Bankside; most of these were very simple, and probably no more than two existed at any 
time'. ' The persistent existence of baiting places across this thirty-year period allowed for 
a constant audience presence, but with the continued rebuilding it is difficult to define 
quite what the earliest baiting structures looked like (or if they were even structures at 
all), and so sadly we have no way of confirming how they organised spectators or 
whether they were actually similar to the later playhouse constructions. Yet there arc 
certain fundamentals that dictate the basic shape of a performance space; chief amongst 
these being those physical requirements that the defined area must meet in order to 
enable a performance to take place. For the purposes of baiting all that was really 
required was a space that allowed the bear or bull to roam at the full length of its rope, a 
condition that implies a circular space around which, presumably, the audience would 
have been located. It is the circular nature of the baiting ring that is perhaps the key 
structural similarity between playhouse and baiting house, and one that carries through to 
the multi-purpose Hope. Indeed, it is largely the existence of the Hope and the circular 
nature of the two buildings - baiting house and playhouse - that has encouraged a 
consistent attempt by scholars to link the two spaces to a similar tradition. 
Playbouse. - The Matte in Sbore&tcb 1576-15.98, ed. by Herbert Berry (Montreal: McGill-Qucen's University 
Press, 1979). 
3 Ile 1546 reference is to a patent granted to lbomas Fluddie and John Allen allowing them to bait the 
royal bears 'at the accustomed place at London, called the Stews [Southwark]'; Letters and Papers, Forrign and 
Domestic of The rrign ofHeng PM, ed. by J. S. Brewer and others, 21 vols (London, 1862-1932), XXI, part 2, 
cd. byJames Gairdner and R. H. Brodie (1910), p. 88. Ile 1562 date derives from documentation by the 
Italian, Alessandro Magno. 
4 Brownstein (1979), pp. 82-83. 
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Consequently, we must return to the Hope, the quintessential example of a space that 
merged two genres' conventions together, in order to examine the limits of any potential 
similarities in audience practices and composition. 
8.2 The Bear Garden as a Mixed Venue - The Hope 
How then did the Hope manage the conventions of those disparate pastimes that took 
place within its structure and their associated audiences' horizons of expectation? Ibc 
first aspect of the Hope's history that we should examine is its location. It was situated 
on the Banksidc, which by 1614 had traditions in both theatre and baiting. We know that 
a commercial baiting house existed there no later than 1562 with others being built 
across the next fifty years; playhouses meanwhile, had stood on the Bankside since 1587 
with two others being built by the turn of the century. Certainly, by the time of its 
construction there was a reasonable association between the two events and the Banksidc 
area, and this may have influenced Henslowc's decision to present dissimilar 
performative events to audiences within a specially designed muld-purposc building, but 
as to his true motivation we can only guess. 
It is also possible that the precise location of the Hope may provide a further clue 
as to Henslowe's concept of what a combined baiting house and playhouse was to be like 
for its audience. Since the 1570s, the Bear Garden had stood on the same piece of 
ground, being re-built and renovated over time, but always linked to the same parcel of 
land that had formerly belonged to the bishop of Winchester. Yet, when it came to the 
construction of the Hope, Henslowe after 'taking consideration and advise thereof, 
caused the foundation to be made thereof upon the lands belonging to the Crown" that 
stood to the south of the previous property. 
5 EES, II, Part 2,362. 
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It is this decision, I would argue, which underlined Henslowe's conception of 
what the muld-purpose games house was to be like. It was a new deal; its location was 
different, its foundations were different and the construction materials were different. 6 
Rather than choosing to compromise and use the land and lumber as previous owners of 
the Bear Garden had done, Henslowe made a decision based on his need for the building 
to be not only a baiting house but also a playhouse. The tradition of the outdoor 
playhouses demanded an amphitheatre that could place the audience around the stage on 
all sides as well as in the pit, something that would have been limited by the awkward 
shape and small size of the previous property (31 ft x 70 ft). These dimensions meant 
that the structure was restricted to a diameter of no more than 31 ft, which, in turn, 
presumably limited the audience space considerably, along with any potential profit. 
Indeed, 31 ft is only slightly smaller than the maximum width of the stage at the Rose (36 
ft 9 in. ) 7 which would have made the construction of a space for the 'circumference of 
ears' associated with an early modern playhouse practically impossible. Accordingly, 
Henslowe must have seen the need to accommodate the practices and expectations of 
playhouse audiences in their relationship with the performance space as crucial to the 
success of this joint venture. It was to this end that he appointed the carpenter Gilbert 
Katherens to: 
Pull down all that game place or house [ ... ] commonly called or known by the name of the Beargarden; but shall also [... ] newly erect, 
build and set up one other game place or playhouse fit [ ... ] both for 
players to play in and for the game of bears and bulls to be baited in 
the same [ ... ]; and shall new build [ ... ] the said playhouse or game 
place near or upon the said place where the said game place did 
heretofore stand. 8 
6 Ile contract specifies that Gilbert Katherens was to arrange for a 'sufficient foundation of bricks ( ... ] 13 inches at the least above the ground', whilst he was also to receive all the 'timber, benches, seats, slates, 
tiles, bricks and all other things belonging to the said game place' for his own use (Wickham, Berry and 
Ingram, p. 599). 
7 Wifte, p. 116. The width then tapered to 26 ft 10 in. at the front, whilst the stage was 18 ft 4 in. deep 
after the 1592 extensions. 
8 Wickham, Berry and Ingram, p. 598. 
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The Hope, therefore, was to be completely different from the Bear Garden. 
How then did Henslowe reconcile the differences in performance and audience space 
that surely existed between the two mediums? At first glance it would appear that the 
conventions of the playhouse were, dominant in Henslowe's plans for the new 
amphitheatre. This is emphasiscd in the contract, which sets out how the new 
performance space was to have structurally resembled the Swan theatre. ' Indeed, the 
Lvng View provides a fine pictorial representation of the outward similarities that the 
Hope shared with contemporary playhouses. Instead of the simple circles of the early 
bear gardens, illustrated in the Braun and Hogenburg/Agas maps, Hollar's depiction of 
the Hope is clearly more complex. The circular building of the Hope, with a tiled roof 
and a turret in the foreground, closely resembles the Globe that stood to its left, and it 
seems reasonable to assume that the turret, which protrudes from the Hope, is the 
equivalent of the outside staircase of the Globe. From the contract we know that 
Henslowe commissioned Katherens to build 'two staircases without and adjoining to the 
said play house [ ... ] of such largeness and height as the staircases of the said playhouse 
called the Swan', ` and so it is almost certain that the turret is one of the two staircases. 
This, in turn, suggests a division of spectator space and careful grading of the audience 
much like contemporary playhouses, with separate doors to the upper galleries. 
Moreover, according to calculations derived by John Orrell from Hollar's Long View, the 
Hope was 99.99 ft (± 2 per cent) in diameter and approximately the same width as the 
Globe. " It was thus a far larger auditorium than the projected 31 ft in diameter of the 
9 The Hope contract specified that it should be 'of such large compass, form, wideness and height as the 
playhouse called the Swan' (Wickham, Berry and Ingram, p. 598). 
10 Ibid. 
II Gurr and Orrell, p. 1 13. 
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old Bear Garden, which immediately indicates a higher audience capacity than before, 
perhaps closer to playhouse figures that potentially reached 3000.12 
The Hope contract contains further information regarding the arrangement of 
the audience. For example, in this new auditorium special consideration was to be made 
for the nobility, with the creation of 'two boxes in the lowermost story fit and decent for 
gentlemen to sit in'. " Furthermore, we know that the audience could not have remained 
in the yard for baiting, as this became the place of the performance. Instead, the Hope 
was to have a stage that could 'be carried or taken away"' and the audience would have 
been protected from the animals by being positioned above danger in the galleries. The 
contract states that the first gallery was to be raised off the ground on a brick foundation 
of 13 in. Brownstein proposes that, 'if the floor of the lower gallery was only 4 feet 
above the foundation then the rail would be 3 feet higher, a total of 8 feet above the 
ground level'. " Consequently, such a height should have afforded adequate protection 
for the spectators, whilst at the same dine allowing the audience to clearly view the stage 
over the groundlings' heads when a play was on. There was, however, another potential 
means of separating the audience in the pit from the galleries, which is alluded to in the 
contract for the first Fortune playhouse. In this document, Henslowe and Alleyn specify 
that the lower gallery was to be 'fenced with strong iron pikes'. " It is possible that this 
was to provide a deterrent to any groundling seeking to climb up to the next level, but if 
the practice were carried over to the Hope, these spikes may have acted as an additional 
form of protection from the bears. 
It appears then that spectator space at the Hope followed the pattern of the 
playhouse in its permanent structure, and thus it is likely that Henslowe did not see any 
12 For a brief discussion of audience capacities see Waite (1998), pp. 123-24, and lain Mackintosh, 
Archilraun, Aaor, andAu&ence (Routledge 1993), p. 1 1. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
Is Brownstein (1979), p. 91. 
'6 Wickham, Berry and Ingram, p. 535. 
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major difference in how spectators were physically positioned to receive the 
performance, be it baiting or acting. Furthermore, if it was not too big a leap in 
reception practice for the spectators of baiting to watch from the galleries of what was 
for all intents and purposes a playhouse, then there must have been something of a 
shared tradition between baiting houses and playhouses prior to 1614. The potential 
suitability of a playhouse structure for bear baiting can be seen in the fact that from 1620 
the Hope was only used for baiting and so, in a sense, reverted back to its previous 
occupation as a bear garden, but this time with a structure clearly determined by a 
playhouse tradition. 
8.3 In Search of Spectator Space Traditions in the Early Baiting Places 
In order to examine this concept of shared reception practices between baiting and 
playing audiences further, it will be necessary to examine the structure of the early baiting 
houses. Were the Hope not unique in its adoption of shared performance conventions, 
then this could perhaps explain why Henslowe believed the transition between baiting 
house and playhouse would work for his prospective audiences. 
According to Brownstein, the earliest baiting house constructions were nothing 
more than 'straight forward elaborations of the bull ring, open cages composed of posts 
and beams raised high enough to block dogs thrown by the bulls, to stop the bull's 
charge, and to contain or at least slow the escape of a bear that had broken from the 
stake'. " They were a 'special purpose arena which would be vastly inconvenient for the 
viewing of plays'. " This argument is supported by the re-interpretation of those baiting 
houses depicted in the Braun and Hogenberg map drawn sometime in the 1560s but 
printed in 1572 (Fig. 31), which Brownstein cites as 'relatively accurate and relatively 
17 Brownstein (1979), p. 86. 
18 Brownstein (1979), p. 89. 
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wel. 1-drafted representations'. " In addition, an Mustration by Wifliam Smith (Fig. 32) and 
the description of a visit to a baiting house 'across the river' by Italian tourist 
AUesandro Magno in 1562, add to this view of the early baiting houses being different 
from the later Hope. 1he Braun and Hogenberg illustrations appear to show people 
standing on the outside of the arenas looking through window-like spaces at the bait 
proceeding inside. Brownstein labels this as the &rate, a structural element alluded to in a 
1600 statement by William Faunte, 2' which supports his argument for the adaptation of a 
basic cage rather than an elaborate playhouse design. This potential crossover from the 
traditional buUring is further supported by Smith's depiction of the bear-baiting place as a 
simple corral-like structure that seems somewhat alien to playhouse design. The early 
baiting house's simplicity is alluded to by Magno who describes the arena as 'an open 
circular space surrounded by stands'. ' He also refers to an awning above to protect 
people from the inclemency of the weather, which, although similar to the thatched or 
tiled roofs of the playhouses, is hardly as permanent a structure and implies a framework 
not suited to beating a sturdy roof. Consequently, if the images are to be interpreted as 
Brownstein implies they should be, then we can clearly see that the later playhouses were 
not carbon copies of the games houses and thus audience organisation was not directly 
transferred from one performance medium to another. 
One or two conflicting sources question this immediate dismissal of a shared 
structural heritage, however. When closely examining the pictorial representation of the 
early baiting houses in the Agas map (Fig. 33) one can see some interesting differences 
with regard to audience positioning. At the front of the building labelled the 'bolle 
bayting' ring there appears to have been some sort of gate, which implies a potential 
19 Brownstein (1979), p. 86. 
20 Giles E. Dawson, 7-ondon's Bull-Baidng and Bear-Baiting Arena in 1562', S_O, 15: 1 (1964), 97-101 
(p. 98). 
21 For a discussion of the 'grate', see Brownstein (1979), pp. 87-88. 
22 Dawson, p. 98. 
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entranceway - possibly for spectators - although Wickham suggests that it may have 
been for the dogs. ' Wickham also proposes that another larger entrance existed next to 
this gate, which can be seen on the map as a larger white space at the centre of both 
rings. Magno records that 'to enter below one pays a penny and two to go up into the 
stands" and so there must have been more to the structure than a single perimeter grate. 
Wickham also suggests that 'the Bullring is equipped with a staircase on the right hand 
side', " which would support the two levels indicated by Magno, and hints at a structure 
with an inner and outer perimeter. Yet the image of two additional spectators looking 
into the bull baiting ring through the posts on the other side of the arena do seem to 
imply a single circle around the performance space rather than the double ring of the 
playhouse. If the picture is accurate then these additions suggest a structure more 
complicated than Brownstein proposes (although this does not imply that there was 
anything obviously playhouse-like about them). 
Unfortunately, there is some case for the Agas map not being as precise as one 
would hope. For instance, although published in c. 1590, it appears to be an 
amalgamation of several sources over many different time periods. Firstly, the map 
includes both the bear baiting ring and the bull baiting ring, when the bull ring had 
vanished after the mid 1570s, something immediately at odds with the contemporary 
landscape along with the less-developed suburbs, which suggests the influence of the 
earlier Braun and Hogenberg map. Tbýs mixed influence is further noted by Brownstein, 
who points out, for example, that the Agas includes 'the steeple of All-hollows 
Breadstreet which disappeared in 1559 and the buildings on London Bridge that were 
23 Ibis could be the entrance way noted by Magno, who states that for the animals the baiting ring is 
'closed about and there is no way out unless they open certain doors' (Dawson, p. 98). 24 Dawson, P. 98. 
25 EES, II part 2,243. It is important to note that what Wickham believes is a staircase, may just be 
shading. 
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new in 1579 5.26 Yet, as Dawson points out, 'B. and H. shows twenty-one arches in 
London Bridge, Agas the correct twent3e. 27 The accuracy is, therefore, ambiguous and 
makes drawing any conclusions from this source contentious. 
Examined in this light, however, the same perhaps can be said for the Braun and 
Hogenberg illustration that, as we have seen, contains its own share of errors. 
Brownstein seems willing to gloss over these in his 1979 article, suggesting that the 
absence of Magno's stands, for example, can be explained by the argument that 
contemporary maps were seen as 'schemata, where there were two of something, 
peculiarities in one were either added to the other or eliminated so that the two were 
made to look alike'. ' Yet, this argument appears far too convenient. Brownstein 
undermines the authenticity of the Agas map but in turn avoids the contradictions 
inherent in the Braun and Hogenberg image. 1hus, one is forced to question the validity 
of both sources as true representations of contemporary spectator arrangement. 
Despite this, I believe that these images do still carry important information 
regarding early baiting places. They clearly call into question perceived ideas of a 
combined playhouse and baiting house tradition, and suggest that, early in their 
conception at least, the first baiting places were not facsimiles of the playhouse or vice 
versa. Indeed, these images ask us to view the spectator space of the baiting house 
independently, without searching for a common link with contemporary drama. Rather, 
we should view the organisation of the space within its own context and as an example 
of spectator control suited specifically for the baiting performance. Ibc audience spaces 
for the earliest baiting houses were simple because they suited the needs of the 
spectatorship of the time and so it is realistic to conclude that they only became more 
complicated as the need arose. Certainly, this could explain the later addition of stands 
I Oscar Lee Brownstein, 'Stake and Stage: Ile Baiting Ring and the Public Playhouse in Elizabethan 
England' (unpublished doctoral dissertation University of Iowa, 1963). p. 1 62. 
27 Dawson, P. 99. 
28 Brownstein (1979), p. 95. 
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that cannot be seen for certain in the earliest images of the baiting houses but which we 
know existed at one baiting place from at least 1562. Consequently, it is possible that the 
structures depicted represent a basic early design that had been slightly adapted for the 
baiting house visited by Magno. 
This possibility is supported by our knowledge of a baiting place owned by 
William Payne, contemporary with Magno's visit, which appears to have been unique in 
the inclusion of stands within its structure. In a court case held in 1620 the Crown 
Interrogatory refers to 'certain scaffolds or standings heretofore erected or set up for 
people to stand to see the baiting of the bears [ ... ] commonly called Mr Payne's 
Standings'. 29 The emphasis placed on the presence of standings suggests the possibility 
that at the time this baiting place differed from normal practice. It is perhaps more likely 
that the stands were later additions and not part of the original permanent structure and, 
therefore, these early standings may have had more in common with the temporary 
stands erected at pageants and tournaments than the permanent spectator spaces of the 
amphitheatre. 
Contemporary records indicate that bear baiting took place in tiltyards during the 
sixteenth century, so it is possible that Payne's standings may have reflected the 'small 
raised houses for spectators at tiltyards', ' such as those built for the tournament in 
Smithfield in 1467 or the 'standing scaffolds in the Palace of Westminster' . 
31 Intriguingly, 
the 1604 baiting held before James and the Constable of Castile took place in the 
courtyard at Whitehall not far from the Tiltyard, with the higher status spectators 
watching from the windows, much as they would have for tournaments, pageants and 
executions; perhaps a further indication that practices of reception transferred across 
29 Req. 2/108/5; E. 134/18 jas. I/Mich//10, John Taylor, answer #14; quoted in C. I. Kingsford, Taris 
Garden and the Bearbaiting, Arrhaeekgia, 2nd series, xx (1920), pp. 171-72; cited in Brownstein (1979), 
p-94- For a suggested history of Payne's Standings, see Brownstein (1979), pp. 94-95. 
I Brownstain (1979), p. 90. 
31 Undated document c. 1485-1512. B. L MS. Add. 33,735, fol. 2a.; cited in Young, p. 83. 
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genres. 
If we examine the illustration contained in the fifteenth century manuscript 
portraying the Martyrdom of St ApoHonia, we are presented with a potential example of 
the sort of standings that might have been erected at a tournament or baiting event - 
simple, semi-permanent constructions that also allowed people to stand below, but which 
were not fully integrated into the performance area. It was probably this temporary 
nature of the standings that resulted in the collapse of the Beat Garden in 1583, which 
lends further support to the argument that the baiting spectator space differed from that 
of the playhouse. If the framework had been like the later public theatres, it should 
theoretically have been a stable construction and not simply have collapsed in on itself. 
Playhouses were generally constructed of solid oak beams that would take a very long 
time to decay unless the building possessed no solid foundations so that the lowest 
beams lay in direct contact with the earth and thus clearly rotted faster; that the standings 
were probably a later structural addition makes the lack of adequate foundations a 
possibility. It is interesting to note that, although there is no record of another playhouse 
collapsing, as we have already observed in 1331 the stands collapsed at a tournament in 
Cheapside. ' Edward III's subsequent decision to have them rebuilt in stone is possibly 
an indication that, like the later Bear Garden standings, these wooden structures were not 
entirely stable. That this was not a one-off case is revealed in the 1581 collapse at a 
tournament at VvUtehaU where, 'through the great concourse of people thither repairing, 
many of the beholders, as well men as women, were sore hurt, some maimed, and some 
killed, by falling of the scaffolds overcharged [overcrowded] 9.33 
Similarities in spectator space for tournaments, therefore, may well have shared 
structural conventions with the baiting rings, yet Magno's account indicates that some 
32 See above, pp. 204-05. 
33 Holinshed, IV, 434. 
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basic similarities between playhouses and early baiting houses could sometimes exist 
This can be seen chiefly in the baiting house he visited, where the spectators appear to 
have been contained within the building, and not on the outside of a fence. We can 
assume this because, according to Magno, they enteird into the place and without this 
method of control it would have been difficult to receive the admission fee from 
everyone; thus it makes sense to assume more than a single wall. Furthermore, for this 
baiting place at least, there was a division of spectator space with a gradation in the 
quality of views. This conclusion is supported by Magno's (and later Lambarde's) 
reference to a system of elevated positions, controlled through separate admission fees. 
Consequently, it appears that the baiting place structures were not too dissimilar to other 
modes of performance, which lends fin-ther support to a cross-fertilisation of spectator 
organisation between contemporary performative genres. 
What is interesting about this discussion of the standings at bear and bull baiting, 
is the acceptance that the audience definitely stood to watch the event. This is 
significant for those studying the organisation of spectators at playhouses, where a 
standing is often interpreted to mean a place from which one views rather than as a guide 
to how the audience were intended to position themselves physically. Throughout this 
thesis I have returned time and again to this subject and sought to propose the possibility 
that standings might have actually referred to the physicality of spectator arrangement. 
The contemporary playhouse account most readily connected with this issue is William 
Lambardc's reference to 'a quiet standing"' in his Perambulation ofKent, it is worth quoting 
again in full: 
No more than such as go to Paris Garden, the Bcl Savage, or Ibcatrc, 
to behold bear baiting, interludes or fence play, can account of any 
pleasant spectacle unless they first pay one penny at the gate, another 
at the entry of the scaffold, and the third for a quiet standing. 3s 
34 Chambers, 11,359. 
35 Ibid. 
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Most theatre historians take this description to mean a point of vantage, rather 
than as a term indicative of bow the spectator was positioned. " Yet, those who study 
contemporary baiting practices appear to accept this description at face value. 37 
Larnbarde's lumping together of both Paris Garden and the lbeatre clearly indicates that, 
in his opinion, this was a practice applied to both the playhouse and the baiting house. 
This, in turn, suggests that either the theatre historians are correct and the baiting 
historians are wrong, or vice versa. " It may be, however, that the historians of the 
baiting place have encountered more references that seem to indicate actual places for 
standings. Besides Lambarde's 'quiet standing, there is Magno's reference to stands, 
where 'to enter below one pays one penny and two to go up into the stands [dirondato de 
pa1cbz]'. 39 We have the pictorial evidence in the Braun and Hogenburg/Agas maps that 
again suggests a standing audience. We also have records of Payne's 'low scaffolds or 
standings 40 c set up for people to stand to see the baiting', 4' Stow refers to the Tcar- 
gardens on the Bankside, wherein be prepared scaffolds for beholders to stand upon ), 42 
whilst in 1583 John Field writes of the 'yard, standings and gallerieS,. 4' Field also refers 
to the 'gallery that was double', 44 which perhaps implies that by 1583 there was at least a 
36 Martin White examines the possibility of standings in his discussion on William Poel's reconstruction of 
the Globe, and includes C. Walter Hodges amongst those historians who take standings literally, see White 
(1999), pp. 155-56. 
37 See Brownstein (1979), pp. 88-90 and Christoph Daigl, Al/ the world is but a bear-baidjtg. Das Enghsche 
HeIttheater im 16. und 17. jabrbunde? (Berlin: Gesel1schaft ffir lbeatergeschichte, 1997), p. 96. 
38 It is interesting to note that in the earliest edition of the Perambulation of Kent (1576), the above passage is 
identical but for the exclusion of 'or Ileatre', (probably because it had yet to be constructed at the time of 
writing) and so its inclusion in 1596 only serves to emphasise that the author saw little contradiction in 
associating a playhouse with the spectator practices of a baiting house and an inn. 
39 Dawson, p. 98. Due to translation issues, there is a danger in reading Magno's description in the same 
light as Lambarde. 'Me word itandr, used in out translation, is intentionally non-committal; Florio (m 
-Omeen 
Anna ý New World of Words, 1611) defines pako as "a stage or scaffold. Also a roof, a sollat.... " A pa4v 
basso he calls "a low floor or gallery. " If a pako can be a sollar (an upper room in a house) or a gallery, then 
Magno might reasonably have applied it to such a permanent-looking structure as B. and H. and Agas 
show' (Dawson, p. 100). Despite any ambiguity in translation, however, it is clear that this baiting house 
controlled and graded its spectators along similar means to the amphitheatre referred to by Lambarde. 
I Brownstein (1979), p. 89. 
41 Brownstein (1979), p. 94. 
42 StOW, SUrVy Ofjofldoffý 1,95. 




three tiered structure; an audience on ground level (the yard) with a raised level behind 
(the standings) and perhaps another two levels on top of that (galleries). This is quite 
significant as it suggests that the Bear Garden was seeking to make use of its limited 
space by piling the audience high (perhaps in emulation of the three-tiered playhouses). 
It was, therefore, probably severely top-heavy, which may account for its being 'so 
shaken at the foundation' that it fell 'flat to the ground'. 45 The presence of standings as 
an integral part of the Bear Garden is further attested by a 1584 account of Paris Garden, 
which clearly refers to 'the people standing below'. 46 In addition, 1homas Platter's 
description of a baiting house in 1599 notes that 'above are a number of seated 
gaUerieS;, 47 possibly implying that there were standings below. 
It is interesting to note that Platter refers to what is obviously a baiting house as a 
playhouse [Schamplatd. ' This fusion of venues underlines the potential similarities 
between the two buildings and although he was a foreign tourist, Platter actually attended 
playhouses on his visit, so would have been aware of any perceived differences or 
similarities. " Platter is not the only foreign tourist to visit a playhouse and draw 
similarities between the buildings on the Bankside, however, Paul Hentzner refers to 
'another place, built in the form of a theatre, which serves for the baiting of bulls and 
bears'. -'O Such an account lends further weight to the argument for standings at both 
playhouses and baiting houses, which were perhaps perceived as fundamentally similar. 
In another account by Platter - this time regarding a probable visit to the Globe - he 
refers to the division of space at the playhouse: 
45 Ibid. 
46 Chambers, 11,455. 
47 Chambers, 11,456. 
48 Chambers' translation is imperfect and so 'playhouse' for 'Scbauplatt'may not be accurate. See Ernest 
Schanzer, 'rhomas Platter's Observations on the Elizabethan Stage', Notes and_Omeries, ns. 3 (1956), 465-67. 
49 According to the diary Platter attended the baiting on 18 September and a play on the 21 September (as 
well as another date). Yet, the order in the diary has the theatre account first, suggesting that the entries 
were written after the event, and that his descriptions of baiting may have been coloured by his more 
recent experience of a playhouse. 
50 Paul Hentzner, Travels in Eqland Dmdn 
,g the 
Reign of_Oueen Ektbeib, (Iondon: Cassell, 1889). pp. 41-43. 
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Whoever cares to stand below only pays one English penny, but if he 
wishes to sit he enters by another door and pays another penny, while 
if he desires to sit in the most comfortable seats, which are cushioned, 
where he not only sees everything well, but can also be seen, then he 
pays yet another English penny at another door. 51 
'1he reference to standing below almost certainly means the yard inhabited by 
groundlings, which in turn implies that the seated spaces in the playhouse were in the 
galleries. Moreover, the division of prices is similar to Lambarde's and to Magno's 
account of 1562, although his implies that there was probably only a two-tier gradation, 
as people did not stand in the yard as they did at playhouses. ' Another source supports 
this gradation, stating that 'every Sunday they will surely spend I One penny or two'. 5' It 
seems reasonable to conclude that for the Bear Gardens at least there probably were 
standings immediately below the galleries, and that playhouses may have followed a 
similar trend. 
If such standings did exist at baiting places and were a key element in their 
audience organisation, then this may explain why Henslowe chose to model the Hope on 
the Swan. According to the de Witt drawing of the Swan, the top gallery is labelled as 
... porticus" (walkway) and some scholars have interpreted this as indicating an area for 
standing as well as, or instead of, sitting'. " If this is the case, then the Hope could have 
had a standing space as well, which would indicate that Henslowe might have specifically 
chosen the Swan as his model because of its similarities to baiting houses in an inclusion 
of standings. Of course, this is all highly conjectural, but it does ask us to re-examinc 
playhouse and - in the case of the Hope - baiting-house planning decisions in the 
51 Gurr, (2000), p. 222 
52 11iis conclusion is based on the assumption that it would not be safe for the spectators to share the 
performance space. Field's reference to a yard could be due to a lack of knowledge when it came to the 
baiting house's structure, as being a Puritan it is unlikely that he would have attended. It could, however, 
be an accurate description, if there was some sort of grate, as proposed by Brownstein (1979). pp. 87-90, 
which ran around the arena, with low standings' behind sharing the same space as those at ground level. 
See Brownstein (1979), p. 90, Fig. 3. 
53 Crowley; cited in Daigl, p. 125. 
54 Mite (1999), p. 1 55. 
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context of a potential crossover of spectator standing practices between different 
pufortnative, events. 
8.4 Spectator Space Post-1583 
Although 'the Bear Garden did not silently metamorphose into the Hope'55 there does 
not seem to have been much of an evolutionary development of performance space that 
can be traced back to the beginnings of baiting on the Bankside. After the events of 13 
January 1583, however, I would argue that there was an architectural shift that resulted in 
the development of some tantalising similarities between playhouse and baiting house. It 
appears that, from this point on, the performance space was dramatically re-defMed, 
altering audience reception enough to prevent the later transition between the Bear 
Garden and the Hope being too strained. 
This change was a result of the collapse of the Bear Garden. Prior to this point 
in the history of baiting house spectator space, the evidence suggests that the building 
was merely a renovated version of William Payne's Bear Garden and, therefore, probably 
still quite architecturally simple, with a maximum of two levels above ground and 
possibly still with the basic awning noted by Magno in 1562. Yet within the year the Beat 
Garden was 'new builded"' and 'in stead of the said scaffolds or standings [with] certain 
galleries... about the said bayting place... larger in Circuit & compasse then the fformer 
called rný Paynes Standing'. 57 The testimony that the new galleries were larger in circuit 
and compass indicates that they probably went all of the way round, if they had not done 
so before. Brownstein suggests that the standings had previously only surrounded part 
of Payne's structure. He proposes that because of the 'narrowness of the property [ 
when the standings were added they were not built around the complete circuit [ 
S5 S. P. Cesarano, qbe Master of the Bears in Art and Enterprise. AMRDIE, 5 (1991), 195-205 (p. 207). 
51 Chambers, 11,463. 
57 E. 134/18jas. I/Nfich. /lO, Crown Interrogatory #15; cited in Brownstein (1979), p. 95. 
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[instead] the property was 70 feet deep north and south, and the standings may have 
been placed at one or both of these compass points'. 5' Field contradicts this theory, 
however, stating that the gallery 'compassed the yard round about'. " Were this really the 
case there would have been little space for the baiting to take place, yet all contemporary 
illustrations show that the property was round and could be watched at an angles and so 
narrow galleries potentially did run the fiffl circumference of the baiting place. 
It is also possible that, with the need to create a more secure scaffold structure, 
the builders may have turned to the permanent galleries of the Theatre and Curtain, for 
inspiration. Christoph DaigL in his 1997 article, suggests that the 1583 rebuilt Bear 
garden was clearly not an identical copy of the collapsed arena and was probably 
modelled on the Theatre and Curtain. Because we know that building materials such as 
oak beams and roofing tiles were used, as well as clay bricks for a bricked foundation, we 
should perhaps consider that the new building was indeed modelled on the more 
substantial amphitheatre of the playhouse. " 
Perhaps the most significant piece of evidence in support of a more theatrical 
shape for baiting houses can seen in the maps of John Norden, one in 1593 (Fig. 34) and 
his Citilas Londini of 1600 (Fig. 35). In the earlier illustration the Bear Garden is shown 
alongside the Rose. Both are circular constructions that look remarkably similar, 
although the Bear Garden stands out as different due to the proximity of the animal 
houses. Both buildings show an entranceway on ground level and clearly indicate 
additional levels through their spacing of windows (the Bear Garden appears to have 
windows on two levels that, if correct, add further support to a triple tiered structure 
replacing the old pre-collapse arena). Although the 1600 illustration is more detailed it 
tells us little new information. In this image, however, the Bear Garden and Rose are 
"'Brownstein (1979), p. 95. 
59 Field, B8. 
' Daigl, p. 102. We can assume what the new construction materials possibly consisted of by examining 
the Hope contract, which lists the items Katherens was allowed to remove. See above, p. 225. 
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polygonal, which fits in well with our understanding of the Rose's foundations at least. If 
the Bear Garden were also polygonal this may well mark a shift from the circular shape 
inherited from the early bull-ring designs as depicted in the Braun and Hogenberg/Agas 
maps, and lends further support to the idea that the post-collapse Bear Garden was a 
radical design change more in keeping with a playhouse than what existed before. 
However, like Norden's earlier work, Hollar's Long View depiction of both the Hope and 
Globe shows rounded constructions, suggesting that artists at this period in time might 
not have distinguished between the physical and the ideal of the wooden '0' and thus the 
earlier images of a circular baiting place should not perhaps be read as a certainty. Yet 
pictorial representations of the post-1583 Beat Garden do seem to suggest that in some 
cases there were great enough similarities between the bear garden and the playhouses to 
warrant depicting them in a similar manner. 
The new Bear Garden, therefore, may well have resembled a contemporary 
playhouse closely enough for the audience to be organised accordingly. Rather than the 
baiting houses influencing playhouse design, it appears more likely, in this instance, that 
the playhouse influenced the baiting house. We also have what appears to be evidence 
for the development of theatrical spectacle in the re-opened Beat Garden, recorded in an 
account of Lupold von Wedel, who visited Paris Garden on 23 August 1584: 
Ile next was that a number of men and women came forward from a 
separate compartment, dancing, conversing and fighting with each 
other [ ... ]. Right over the middle of the place a rose was 
fixed, this 
rose being set on fire by a rocket: suddenly lots of apples and pears fell 
out of it down upon the people standing below. Whilst the people 
were scrambling for the apples, some rockets were made to fall down 
upon them out of the rose, wlýiich caused a great fright but amused the 
spectators. After this, rockets and other fireworks came flying out of 
all corners, and that was the end of the play. 61 
It is significant that von Wedel associated the events of the baiting house with a play, as it 
6t Chambers, 11,455. 
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further suggests that the two genres of performance were, to the early modem spectator, 
somehow linked. Consequently, if such a tradition did exist, Henslowe's decision to 
place baiting audiences within a playhouse structure does not seem entirely misplaced. 
Although there are no further audience accounts to support that tl-, ds was a 
common element of late Elizabethan baiting, there are secondary references to an 
increase in spectacle that appears to have become popular amongst the audience in the 
post-collapse Bear Garden. In The Retmm of Paxqmill (1589) lbomas Nashe refers to 
Tomps, Pageants, Motions [Puppets], Masques, Scutchions, Emblems, Impresses, 
strange tricks and devices between the Ape and the Owl, the like was never yet seen in 
Patis-Garden', " whilst in Strange News, Nashe again refers to the presence of puppets at 
the Bear Garden: 
He means shortly to set forth a book caRed his Paraphrase upon Paris 
Garden, wherein he wiU so tamper with the interpreter of the 
Puppets. 63 
In Dekker's Safirmasfix (1601) Brownstein has noted another reference to puppetry at 
the Bear Garden, contained in a jibe aimed at Ben Jonson gonson is Horace and 
Zulziman -a puppet): 
Tmcca 
lbou hast 
Been at Paris Garden hast not? 
Horace 
Yes Captain, I ha'played Zulziman there. 64 
Unfortunately there is no additional evidence to confirm if spectacle was 
exclusive to the post-collapscd Bear Garden. Ibcre is, however, one additional element 
that suggests the closer association of theatre with baiting after the collapse of 1583 - 
62 Thomas Nashe, Tke Return of Parqmill, in Warks, 1,83. 
63 Strage News, 1,281. 
64'Momas Dekker, Safitiomasfix, in Dramadc Works, 1,4.1.121. 
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Puritan condemnation. Brownstein proposes that there was a 'relative scarcity of such 
references before the 1580s"' but after the collapse of the Bear Garden there is a marked 
increase. It is probable that bear baiting attracted the interest of Puritan writers due to 
the collapse having taken place on a Sunday, which could easily be read as divine 
retribution for the breach of the Sabbath. Subsequently, with the clear backing of God, 
bear baiting became a target for the likes of Field, Stubbes and, perhaps more effectively, 
the City authorities. It was in 1583, for example, that the City Fathers first began to 
include baiting in their protestations against the 'assembly of people to plays, bear- 
baiting, fencers, and profane spectacles at the Theatre and Curtain and other Eke 
places'. " 
Despite the increasing associations between baiting and theatre as sinful pastimes, 
Brownstein criiphasiscs that the attention was 'no more than dancing schools and 
football, for instance, and far less than the theatre'. 67 Yet I would argue that the 
sustained attack on baiting was a result of the apparent similarities that the rebuilt baiting 
house shared with playhouses, and its inclusion of spectacle supplying ample examples of 
'show' for and-theatrical pamphleteers to rail against. 
This fusion of the two performance types can be seen in Nehemiah Wallington's 
Histotical Notices, which suggests an inherent connection between the two performadvc 
modes in the perceptions of the early modem Londoner: 
On the 23d January, 1582, being the Lord's day, the scaffolds fell in 
Paris Garden under the people at a bear baiting, so that eight were 
suddenly slain, innumerable hurt and maimed. A warning to such who 
take more pleasure on the Lord's day to be in a theatre beholding 
carnal sports than to be in the church in serving of God. 68 
65 Brownstein (1969), p249. 
66 A private letter from the Lord Mayor of London to Sir Francis Walsingham, 3 May 1583; cited in 
Wickham, Berry and Ingram, p. 86. 
Brownstein (1969), p. 246. 
Nehemiah Wallington, HixfodcalNodcex. ý Of Events Oawrying Ck; eh in Me Rt; f le 1,2 vo s ndon: , gx o 
Ckar rI (Lo 
Richard Bentley, 1869), 1,50-51. 
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Although Wallington based his account on previous sources - he was not even born until 
1598 - we can perhaps see his association of the two forms as a result of London's 
collective memory of the Hope playhouse when it had produced both baiting and plays-'9 
By the time of writing the Hope had reverted to the name of Paris/Bear Garden and its 
programme no longer including stage plays; 'yet the audiences' horizons of expectation 
were most likely still directly affected by the dual traditions that lay behind the space's 
creation. Accordingly, any tradition of combined reception practices lie with the Hope, 
the only true playhouse and baiting house to ever stand in London. 
8.5 The Popularity and Spectator Attendance of the Bear Garden 
The Hope's reversion to the Bear Garden was a clear outcome of the difficulties faced 
when running a mixed venue. According to Gurr, 'the two forms of entertainment did 
not work well in partnership [... ] and there were quarrels over priority'. " Bartholomew 
Fair was first performed at the Hope and Ben jonson satirises the mixed-use nature of 
the environment. The Book Keeper talks of 'gathering up the broken Apples for the 
beats wid-iin'whilst the Scrivener notes the fact that the Hope was 'as dirty as Smithfield, 
and as stinking every whie. 7' For jonson to comment on these elements, they must have 
been noticeable to the audience of the Hope and, therefore, have affected their reception, 
even if it did not lead to the boycott of the venue. The key issues of complaint were 
logistical and appear to have arisen over the precedence of one event over the other; a 
problem that had first been noted in Elizabeth's reign in the arguments between players 
and the Masters of the Game. 
69 Wallington's source appears to have been 'Momas Beard's The Tbeahr of Gedýjmdgemexis (London, 1632), 
which refers to the presence of 'great multitudes of profane people' (p. 212). Beard does not, however, 
describe the Bear Garden as a theatre. 
70 Gurr (1997), p. 120. 
71 Ben jonson, Batiholomew Fair, ed. by G. R. 11ibbard, New Mermaids (London: Ernest Benn, 1977; rept. A 
&C Black; New York: Norton, 1991), Induction, 1.50 (p. 9). 
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It appears that Sunday had developed as the main date for baiting after a 1580 
prohibition had removed any competition to audience numbers by the playhouse. But by 
1591 plays were again being performed 'to the great hurt and destruction of the game of 
bear-baiting'. ' Had it not been for this abandonment of Sundays for playing it is 
possible that baiting might never have become a popular pastime. Indeed, according to 
Brownstein 'before that time there is little to suggest that the audiences were popular in 
character or large in number and after that time the evidence suggests that these became 
increasingly true'. 7-' This fierce competition between the two forms indicates that they 
could seriously damage each other's profit, so restricting each event to specific days 
makes sense, especially at a mixed venue such as the Hope, where the need to define the 
performance tradition for the audience base is crucial. According to Wickharn, however, 
'Henslowe and Meade appear to have reserved the right to hold baitings there on one day 
in every four, 74 which means that in a six-day week the day of baiting would vary each 
week. 75 
It was probably this ambiguity that frustrated the players enough that few 
companies were resident longer than eighteen months. It is likely that Henslowe was 
aggressive in his defence of baiting because, as both Master of the Game and owner of 
the Hope, he stood to take a higher percentage of the baiting takings. 76 'Ms 
uncompromising defence of baiting against theatre suggests that baiting attendance was 
vulnerable and not as popular as it is often said to be. Yet a large audience must have 
retained some interest throughout the period, as the Hope continued in business as a 
72 Brownstein (1969), p. 247. 
73 Brownstein (1963), p. 101. 
74 EES, II, Part 2,75. 
75 Sunday was not part of the working week, but Saturday was. Sunday, therefore, would have continued 
being the main baiting day, with the weekday one being additional. Interestingly, although a great advocate 
of bear baiting, James I included baiting as one of the sports banned on Sundays. Yet it seems that the 
practice may not have remained prohibited long. 
76 111iS income stream was important, as Henslowe needed to offset the significant costs of maintaining the 
bears and dogs etc. For a discussion of maintenance costs, see Cesarano, pp. 203-05. 
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baiting venue until 1655, when it was eventually raided and shut down by govermnent 
troops. 
Estimates on the size of the Hope, in relation to the Globe, predict an audience 
size of about 2000 when a baiting took place, a number much smaller than the figures for 
a play, as the yard would have been out of use. ' As to whether the capacity was ever 
reached it is difficult to ascertain. Field records that there were 'above a thousand'78 in 
attendance at the much smaller Bear Garden when it collapsed in 1583, but quite what 
the average audience base for a regular baiting event across the period was we cannot be 
sure. Certainly, it is likely that the reason why the Beat Garden coUapsed on that day and 
not any other, was that 'the like number, in every respect (as they say) had not been there 
a long time before'. " That is, prior to 1583 audiences rarely reached a thousand, and this 
figure may have only become the norm in the post-collapse Bear Garden or the large 
playhousc-likc Hope. Cesarano compares the smaUcr income of the Fortune with the 
larger profits of the Bear Garden received by Henslowe in 1608, but these figures are 
confusing as Henslowe only took half of the total receipts from the Bear Garden and 
merely one quarter of the gaUcry receipts from the Fortune - that this was the poorly 
documented pre-Hope Bear Garden makes any attempt at deriving attendance figures 
imprudent. 
8.6 The Spectator Composition of the Beat Garden 
It is likely that bear baiting grew out of the medieval practice of roving bearwards who 
travelled the parishes matching their lord's bears against the local gentry's mastiff dogs 
and so the sport's initial spectator composition would probably have been largely 
aristocratic. Bull baiting on the other hand was fairly common, being demanded by law 
77 Daigl, p. 126. 
78 Brownstein (1969), p. 246. 
79 Field, B7v. 
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prior to slaughter, in order to render the meat fit for consumption. 11us, ' the primary 
concern with bull baiting was one of health and civic duty, and there is no evidence that 
it became universally popular prior to the 1500s. If it was watched for entertainment, it 
is likely that the audience would have consisted of those somehow involved in the event, 
farmers, butchers and their apprentices. This is pure speculation, but as Brownstein 
points out, 'that is not to say that there was no entertainment value in bull baiting. If a 
refined version of this activity in the sixteenth century was among the entertainments of 
the commercial Bear Garden it is reasonable to surmise that it provided amusement for 
some in the Middle-Ages'. ' Yet, by the mid-sixtcenth century, the two genres were 
joined into the single baiting event with their respective audiences following their sport 
to Paris Garden. 
Like theatre, royal interest in the pastime was largely responsible for its sustained 
protection and popularity due to the excuse of training and practice for court 
performances - performances that allow us to include the sovereign amongst those who 
attended baitings. At a Court celebration to mark peace with Spain in 1604 all 'took their 
places at the windows of the room which looked out upon the square, where a platform 
was raised, and a vast crowd had assembled to see the Výing's bears fight with 
greyhounds'. " This royal patronage was the very reason for the existence of the Masters 
of the Game and, subsequently, of Paris Garden itself. There is, however, no evidence 
for members of the English royal family attending the public baiting rings. Despite this, 
several foreign royal and noble dignitaries attended baiting events during a seventy-five 
year period, including the Duke of Najera (1544), ' Friedrich, Duke of Wuerttcmberg 
(1592), the Duke of Biron (1601) the Duke of Stettin Pommerin (1602), Prince Ludwig 
80 Brownstein (1969), p. 242. 81 Stephen Dickey, 'Shakespeare's Mastiff Comedy', SQ, 42: 3 (1991), 255-75 (p. 257). 
82 There is an argument that this baiting took place elsewhere and was not part of a commercial event, yet I 
have chosen to include it here as an example of rnid-sixtcenth century noble interest in the sport. See 
Brownstein (1963), pp. 82-83. 
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Friedrich von Wfirtemberg (1610), Prince Otto of Hessen (1611) and Duke Johann Ernst 
von Sachsen-Weimar (1613) . 
13 The presence of such high-status individuals implies that 
a similar tradition amongst the English aristocracy might also have existed. It is 
interesting to note, for example, that it was Sir Walter Ralegh who took the Duke of 
Biron to the Beat Garden in 1601. Certainly, members of the aristocracy are known to 
have wagered their dogs in the ring and it is the presence of betting in general that 
Brownstein and Daigl argue supports a significant presence of the nobility at baiting. 
As with playhouses, ambassadors also appear to have enjoyed attending the 
baiting houses of the Bankside, such as the French ambassador in 1559 who went to 
84 Paris Garden and had room made for him by the captain of the guard . Perhaps the 
most famous ambassador to make the trip to the Bear Garden, however, was Count 
Gondomar in 1623. The public, including John Chamberlain, closely scrutinized the 
activities of Gondomar: 
The Spanish ambassador is much delighted in bear-baiting. He was 
last week at Paris-garden where they showed hirn all the pleasures they 
could both with, bull, bear and horse. 85 
The Ambassador is also known to have attended plays as well as animal baitings; his 
earlier visit to the Fortune in 1621 again being recorded by Chamberlain, who noted that 
'the players (not to be overcome with courtesy) made him a banquet when the play was 
done'. '6 It is possible, therefore, that foreign tourists may have viewed a visit to the two 
great performance institutions of the day - baiting house and playhouse - as a normal 
and crucial part of the London experience. 
83 Daigl, p. 124 
84 Chambers, 11,454. 
85 John Chamberlain to Sit Dudley Carleton, July 12 1623, The Letterr ofjohn Chamber4dh, ed. by Norman E. 
McClure, 2 vols (Philadelphia, 1939), 11,507. 
86 The Cbambedzih Letien. A Seketion of The Lefters ofjobn Cbamber4dy Concerniq life in Englandfim 1597 to 
1626, ed. by Elizabeth McClure Thomson (London: Putnam, 1965), p. 259. 
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The apparent predominance of high status spectators in surviving records could 
lead one to conclude that the baiting was an exclusively noble pastime. Yet, the arenas 
were just as public as the playhouses, charging the same entrance fee as their rival 
institutions and so accessible to anyone who could afford the minimum payment of one 
penny. Brownstein argues that it was as a noble pastime that the sport had become 
popular, 8' but, as Daigl suggests, if the nobility had felt the need to separate itself from 
everyone else to watch animal baiting, then it had the resources to do so. '8 Instead, they 
appear to have happily attended the public baiting places throughout the entire period; 
even Pcpys records the presence of 'gcntlemcn'8" at the Restoration Bear Garden in 1666. 
In his discussion of audience attendance, Christoph Daigl states that there is little 
evidence for an exclusively noble patronage base; rather, he proposes that if one looks 
closely enough, there is a fair amount of evidence of a lower-class presence amongst the 
spectatorship, despite their small income. just as the entrance fee appears not to have 
deterred the poorer citizens from ever attending the theatre, the same seems to have 
been true for the baiting house. ' Henry Goodman, for example, refers to the form of 
the Hope audience in the 1630s, stating how they were of 'mixed society, yet were many 
Noble worthies amongst them'. " Such a statement implies that, by Charles's reign at 
least, baiting spectatorship was clearly perceived to be more diverse than just the nobility. 
Yet, there are earlier examples of a mixed audience composition. Field's 
description of the 1583 collapse describes how the spectators were made of 'a great 
company of people of all sorts and conditions', " whilst the prohibition against baiting 
and theatre at times of plague pronounced the same year refers to 'great multitudes of the 
87 Brownstein (1969), p. 244. 
" Daigl, p. 123. 
89 Samuel Pepys, The Diag of Samuel Pep illi IV th s, I Is . Zys, ed. 
by Robert Latham and Wj am fatthcws and o er I vo 
(London: Bell and Sons, 1970-83), VII (1972), p. 246. 
90 Daigl, p. 125. 
91 Henry Goodman; cited in TheJacobean and Carekne Slqge, VI (1968), 209. 
91 Field, B7v. 
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basest sort of people'. " This presence of the lower classes at the Bear Garden is further 
insinuated in Heng VIII with the Porter's exclamation of disgust at the servants within 
(and perhaps also aimed at the groundlings below): 
You'll leave your noise anon, ye rascals. 
Do you take the court for Parish garden? 
Ye rude slaves, leave your gaping. 94 
Paris Garden lay just across the way and was probably audible from the Globe, 95 and it is 
Shakespeare's reliance on the audience's understanding of the Bear Garden experience 
that makes this joke work. The equivalent can be said for Jonson's satirical take on 
performing in the same environment as the bears in Bartholomew Fair, quoted above. 
Such dialogue may also be an indication of the behaviour of the spectators when at a 
baiting, one of noise and abandon -a telling statement on the receptive practices of 
playhouse spectators, especially if this was indeed a pointed joke at the groundling's 
expense. Certainly, the correspondence in noise levels between the, Bear Garden and the 
playhouse is suggested by the remarks of Morose in Jonson's Epicoene (1609), a man who 
would prefer spending time in the loudest places in London than with his noisy wife: 
So it would rid me of herl And that I did super-crogatory penance; in a 
belfry; at Westminster Hall; i' the cock-pit; at the fall of a stag; the 
Tower wharf (what place is there else? ); London Bridge; Paris Garden; 
Billingsgate, when the noises are at their height and loudest. Nay, I 
would sit out a play that were nothing but fights at sea, drum, trumpet, 
and target196 
There are other items of evidence that allow us to understand the baiting 
spectatorship more closely. For example, when the Bear Garden collapsed in 1583 the 
93 Daigl, p. 124. 
94 Hen! y PM, 5.3.1. 
95 It was still the Bear Garden at Us point, and was not to be pulled down until after the Hope contract 
was signed in August 1613. Heng PUI was first performed in June 1613, so the old Bear Garden may still 
have been in operation. 
91 Ben Jonson, Epicoene, or The Silent Woman, in Ben jonson, ed. by C. H. Herford and Percy Simpson, II vols 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925-52), V (1937; repr. 1965), 4.4.12. 
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names of those who died were recorded and so we are provided with the social 
demographic of a subsection of the audience. Field lists the victims and their professions 
in his tirade against Sabbath-breaking. Iheir names were Adam Spencer, a Feltmonger 
(merchant) from Southwark; William Cockram, a baker from Shoreditch; John Burton, a 
clerk from St Mary Woolnoth in Lombard Street; Matthew Mason, a servant from 
Southwark; 1hornas Peace, another servant from Clerkenwell; Alice White, a maid and 
Marie Harrison, the daughter of a water carrier (because of the absence of any indication 
as to her occupation Daigl suggests that she was probably a child). "' Field tells us that 
not everyone died at the scene, and amongst this number was one Veb a Pewterer his 
wife that dwelt in Limestreet who being there sore wounded, is now gone with diverse 
others'. " As we can see, for this performance at least, spectators ranged from merchant 
to baker to servant. 
Field records that the worst injuries occurred to those 'stood under the Galleries 
on the ground, " which suggests that this was where these victims were positioned in the 
lower areas. Yet, we know that at least one mother and her child were in the upper 
levels, as Field records that in panic she threw her child down and leapt after it. M-ds 
suggests that the less privileged classes were not just limited to what we assume to be the 
cheaper lower standings, but could be found throughout the arena. What is also 
significant about these spectators, is that a fair proportion of them were female and 
children - the demographic with the least capital to spend - and yet their attendance is 
noted just as surely as it was at playhouses, adding further weight to the idea that this 
form of entertainment was not restricted to the privileged and that baiting was a 
community event open to all. 
97 Daigl, p. 124. 
98 Field, C2. 
99 Field, C21% 
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Unfortunately, despite a range of examples from across the demographic of the 
period, the number of accounts is too small for us to draw any accurate percentages of 
the audience composition of Paris Garden. Yet it is significant enough to note that these 
disparate groups were present and that the mixed composition of the spectators appears 
to parallel that of the playhouses. The one demographic for which we have almost no 
evidence of attendance, however, is that of the City Fathers. Intriguingly, despite 
classi4ring baiting as dangerous to the public good, we know that the Corporation made 
regular payments to the Master of the Bears to include the pastime amongst the 
celebrations of the Lord Mayor's inauguration, which clearly places them within baiting's 
interpretative community. " This seemingly hypocritical employment may at first seem 
out of place butý when taking into account the important tradition dramatic spectacle 
played in the Lord Mayor's Show, it becomes apparent that the authorities saw a place 
for such pastimes when viewed within the appropriate context. As a result of their 
presence at the annual pageant, therefore, both baiting and drama reached a far larger 
and more diverse audience than they could ever possibly attain if just limited to the 
playhouse or baiting house. Consequently, with a wider dissemination the potential for a 
cross-fertilisation of spectatorship practices between different performativc modcs was 
significantly increased. 
Hardson's Demiption of Engý , gand 
in Sbalcqearvý Yomth, ed. by Fj. FumivaU, 4 vols (London: New 
Shakespeare Society, 1878), IV, 22. 
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Fig. 30 Excerpt frorn the of London by Wenceslaus I lollar (10.17) 
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Fig. 32 Excerpt from a drawing printed in William Snuth's TAý Mirficular Des(7ipfion 
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Fig. 34 Excerpt from John Norden's map of London, printed in Spe, -uluni Blihinnille, 
(1593) 
Fig. 35 Excerpt frorn john Nordcn's panorama of I ondon, prillicki it, I imlom 
(1600) 
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Chapter 9- FootbaH Audiences of the Folk Game 
Neither may there be any looker on at this game, but all must be actors 
for so is the custom and courtesy of the play. ' 
9.1 Defuiing FootbaH 
11iis quote by contemporary historian George Owen is in reference to the Welsh game 
of knappan, yet it appears to share the lexicon of the playhouse. Modcrn scholars often 
draw parallels between the conventions of performance and reception in modem sports 
with those of the early modern playhouses, but in this case a contemporary figure 
appears to be doing the same. If such a crossover between drama and the reception and 
understanding of knappan did take place, then it is sensible to look for a similar 
correspondence between playgoing and football's other contemporary folk antecedents. 
In order to examine the pcrformative conventions of early modern folk football 
it will be necessary to define the nature of the game during this period, a task not easily 
done. This is partly a result of the limited sources available to the historian, accounts that 
number even fewer than those in existence for contemporary drama. Such a paucity of 
records is perhaps a direct consequence of the sport's status as a folk game. Like a great 
number of popular events during the period, it was perhaps football's commonplace 
nature that encouraged an attitude among the literate of the day to place little cultural 
worth or interest on documenting its existence. Another explanation for the difficulty in 
idend4ing the nature of early modern football is the loose and amorphous quality of the 
rules, which could vary from locality to locality, producing disparate horizons of 
expectation amongst its spectatorship. Indeed, prior to the establishment of Association 
rules for soccer and Rugby football in the nineteenth century, football could not be 
I George Owen, The Desaiption of Pembrokeshire, ed. by H. Owen, Cyrnmrodorion Society Research Series I 
(1892), 270-80 (p. 277). 
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categorised as one or two specific sporting events. Instead, the term football was 
associated with a number of vastly differing events that sometimes shared similarities 
closer to the Cornish game of hurling, or the Welsh game of knappan than the modern 
day sport. The fluid conventions of these folk games are emphasised quite clearly in 
knappan, which not only varied according to locality but also had rules that were 
dependent on the circumstances in which the game was to be played (time of year, who 
had organised the match and so on). ' For the purposes of this study, however, I will 
include the sporting events of hurling and knappan among my discussions of football 
practices. This decision is based on the apparent similarities shared between these folk 
games, similarities that in turn suggest the possibility of related lineage. As Eric Dunning 
and Kenneth Sheard suggest in Barbarians, Gentlemen and Plgerr 
The differences between 'hurling' 'knappan' and 'football' were not so 
clear-cut as those between Rugby, soccer and hockey. [ ... ] The basic 
game-pattern [ ... ] was everywhere the same. In short these games 
were cast in a common mould which transcended local differences in 
names and playing traditionS. 3 
The advantages to including these kindred pastimes are outlined by Eric Dunning and 
Norbert Elias in their article 'Folk Football in Medieval and Early Modern Britain': 
The family likeness of all these games in some of their aspects was 
very great, [and so] one can gain a vivid impression of the manner in 
which people played with a footbaH, of which we have no really 
detailed report, from the few more extensive reports that have come 
down to us from the period even though they were not actuaUy played 
with a football but with other implementS. 4 
By studying the playing conventions of these similar games, therefore, it should be 
possible to infer modes of reception amongst their spectatorships that could also be 
2 See Owen, pp. 270-82. 
3 Eric Dunning and Kenneth Sheard, Barbarians, Gentlemen and Players. A Sodolq, ýcal SJuqy of the Depekpmemf of 
Rqby Football (Oxford: Martin Robertson, 1979), p. 26. 
4 Norbert Elias and Eric Dunning, 'Folk Football in Medieval and Early Modern Britain', in Questjor 
Exdtement Sport and Leisure in The C44#ng Process (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986), p. 184. 
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found in football but are more substantially documented in these alternative pastimes. 
Despite the amorphous nature of these folk games' conventions there are some 
recurring themes that appear consistently within the rules of performance. Of these 
frequent elements the most striking is the violence of the event. ' Accounts attest to the 
physical nature of the folk game, suggesting conventions of combat that at times came 
closet to real battle, and evoke the unstructured milie of the early tournaments. 6 
Similarities between tournaments and football are suggested in Chaucer's The Kniýbt's Tale 
where, during the battle between the supporters of Palamon and Arcite: 
lber stomblen steedes stronge, and down gooth aL 
He roHeth under foot as dooth a baU. 7 
The volatile nature of football must have been considered great, considering that 
between 1314 and 1615, in London alone, there were sixteen official edicts banning the 
game (twelve by royal proclamation), because it either risked public order or interfered 
with archery practice and, thus, the defence of the realm. Football, therefore, is 
seemingly comparable with early modern drama, in both its invitation of official 
prohibition, and the reasons cited for doing so. 
Another consistent aspect that defines early modern football is its approach to 
the concept of a team. The play appears to have always been defined by two teams of 
opposing sides, yet the size and composition was only been dependent upon local 
custom. At times there seems to have been no limit on the number of participants, 
prompting Dunning to suggest that there 'was no customary stipulation of numerical 
' For an intriguing exploration of violence in early modem folk football see the work of Norbert Elias and 
Eric Dunning, in. Questfor Exdtemext and Barbarians, Gentlemen and PAyers. These two studies examine the 
sociological implications of violence and its place witl-ýn what Elias terms 'the civilizing process'. 
6 See above, pp. 200-01. 
I Camlerbug Tales, in The Rivenide Cbaucer, ed. by Larry D. Benson, 3rd edn (Boston, MA: 1987), U. 2613. 
Intriguingly, Geoffrey Chaucer was in charge of building the stands for a tournament in 1390 held at 
Smithfield, a location associated with football matches. 
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equality between sides'. ' Yet despite this less formalised approach to team structure, 
according to J. Goulstone 'there is no reason to doubt that "equal" matches were pretty 
well standard since the 16'h century (and presumably long before that)'. ' He goes on to 
cite examples of a '6 a-side game at Bewcastle, Cumberland in 1599; [and] 7 glovers v. 7 
butchers at Durham in 1683'. " This modem sense of a footbau team as opposed to a Jide 
is possibly reflected in the hiring of the Brewer's Company Hall in London 'by the 
football players twice' between 1421-3. " This entry was recorded in the Company 
accounts under the heading 'the names of the trades and fraternitys that hired our hall"' 
suggesting that the scribe at least, saw the footballers as some sort of fraternity. Owen 
acknowledges this sense of a brotherhood in his description of knappan, where the 
gentleman organiser of each game would 'entreat all. his friends and kinsmen in every 
parish to come and bring his palish wholly with him'. " Indeed, it was not uncommon 
for football teams to consist of whole villages, or within the villages themselves teams of 
married men against the unmarried - even women could play if local custom pcrn-Littcd. 
Another defining element of these early folk games is the sport's relationship 
with its performance space. Unlike modem games, there was no standardised pitch and 
the field of play was often determined only by tradition - their produced role bccon-dng 
concretised within the communal landscape. Places such as Smithfield in London, for 
example, became ritualised playing spaces, with the natural boundaries of the site 
probably being the only limit on play. Stretching from London WaU and Aldersgatc in 
the east to Smithfield Bar in the west, the whole area covered approximately 10 acres. 
Yet, by the sixteenth century, if we look at the Braun and Hogenberg map of London 
I Dunning and Sheard, P. 27. 
9 J. Goulstone, The Working-Clwx Otigins of Modern Football- An Examination of tbe 1m)7mence of Folk Football on 
the Development of theAstodation and Rqby Codes, (Bexleyheath, 1997), pA 
10 Ibid. 
It Quoted in Morris Marples, A Hisfog ofFootball (1, ondon: Secker & Warburg, 1954), p-34- 
12 F. P. Magoun, Histog offootbalýfivm the Bqihnings to 1871 (K61ner Ang1istische Arbciter, 1938), pp. 1 1-12; 
cited in Marples, p. 34. 
13 Owen, p. 272. 
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(Fig. 36), we can see that the area had been somewhat encroached upon by the urban 
landscape and subsequently reduced to an irregular polygon of about 3 acres. "' John 
Stow, in his Smmg ofLondon, noted this incursion on the ritualistic space of Smithfield: 
Thus much for encroachments and enclosure of this Smithfield, 
whereby remaineth but a small portion for the old uses, to wit, for 
markets of horses and cattle, neither for military exercises, and 
joustings, tourneyings, and great triumphs which have been there 
performed. 13 
Incidentally, it is interesting to note that the 3 acres of early modern Smithfield are only 
slightly larger than the maximum dimensions of a standard domestic football. pitch and 
about one acre smaller than the original maximum dimensions of the field of Play 
standardised in 1863. "' According to the rules laid down by FIFA and the FA the pitch 
must also be oblong in shape. Because Smithfield was an irregular polygon, we know 
that it was at the very least not square. We can also see that Smithfield was consistently 
produced as a space of performance, being associated with events such as tournaments 
and executions; it was also the home of Bartholomew Fair until 1855 and in the 1600s 
the Red Bull playhouse stood close by. It is likely, therefore, that connotations of 
performance held by this space fed into one another and encouraged die transfer of 
receptive practices across the different genres. 
Open ground was not always a necessity, however, as folk footbaU was also 
played in the streets of urban areas. In seventeenth-century Manchester, for example, 
there was an edict against 'a Company of lewd and disordered persons using the unlawful 
exercise of playing with the football in ye streets of said town, breaking many men's 
14 See Henry Motley, Memoirs of Badholomew Fair, 411, edn (London: George Routledge and Sons, 1892) 
p. 115. 
Is Stow, Siirvg oflondon, 11,29. 
16 According to FIFA, the maximum dimensions of a domestic pitch are 100 x 130 yards (117000 89 ft). 
Three acres is 130680 sq ft. See FIFA Laws of Game. - Law I- Rill ofP4g, http: //www. thefa. com/MieFA/ 
Rule&AndRegulations/FIFALawsOfMeGame/Postings/2002/05/12112. htin 110.08.20051. Ile original FA dimensions set out in 1863 stated that the field of play could not exceed 100 x 200 yards (118000 sq ft). For the original laws, see Geoffrey Green The Histog of the Football Asiodation (London: Naldrett Press, 
1953). 
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windows and glass at their pleasure and other great enormities'. " In London itself, a 
proclamation in 1581 was passed, stating that 'No f6teballe play be used or suffered 
within the City of London and the liberties', 18 and in 1615 it was ordered that henceforth 
all constables 'do from time to time repress and restrain all manner of Foot-ball-play" in 
the lanes and streets adjoining to the City of London'. " It seems more likely that the 
larger, more organised games would have been played in an open field. The match 
between the yeomen of Ruislip and Uxbridge in 1581, for example, was held in Evans's 
field, where 'malefactors to the number of one hundred assembled themselves unlawfully 
and played a certain unlawful game called football'. 21 Yet, there is a sense that although 
the playing space itself may have been less standardised, limits were set on the area of 
play. This is supported by a contemporary account from the reign of Henry VII where 
'the boundaries had been marked and the game started'. ' It is likely that these 
boundaries were defined in relationship to the goal of the match. During the early 
modem period the definition of the word 'goal' was still unfixed and could mean either a 
goal in the modem sense or 'the object to which effort or ambition is directed'. ' 
Nonetheless, the goal of the game appears to have marked the boundary of the pitch as 
much as it marked the end point of the match. That there were established conventions 
for boundaries and goals and that they were closely related, is further supported by 
George Owen's description of how knappan was different from other folk games in that 
it had neither: 
17 Cited in Dunning and Sheard, p. 22. 
" Records of the Corporation of the Gy ofl., ondon; quoted without precise references by 1ý1. Shearman, Football 
(London, 1899); cited in Marples, p. 44. 
19 Interestingly, the phrase 'all manner of Foot-ball-play' re-emphasises the amorphous nature of early 
modem football, suggesting that even to the contemporary population the game was not easily defined. 
2' Middlesex Counýi Recordr, ed. by John Cordy jeaffreson, 4 vols (London: Middlesex County Records 
Society, 1886-87), 11,107. 
21 Middksex County Records, 1,97. 
22 The Miracks of Heng W, ed. by Robert Arbuthnott Knox and Shane Leslie (Cambridge: CUP, 1923), 
pp. 131-32 
23 'goal, n. 2Y, OED. John Baret's definition in An Alvearie, refers to 'the goal at football, or in running', 
which perhaps indicates the sense of the goal as the finishing point, a single event towards which the game 
is directed. 
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For goal or appointed place, there is none neither needeth any, for the 
player is not given over until the knappan be so far carried that there is 
not hope to return it back that night. 24 
As to what specific rules the players followed during folk football games there is 
unfortunately little direct evidence. As Dunning and Sheard suggest, 'references to 
football in some early accounts seem to refer to a type of ball and to a type of game only 
in so far as the type of ball might have been one factor which helped to detern-dne the 
manner of playing'. ' The type of ball most often associated with football was the 
inflated pig's bladder, much larger than other balls used in contemporary sports. Various 
accounts refer to the football as 'huge' and 'great' -a shape much better suited to 
kicking than the smaller solid balls of knappan and hurling. This may explain the 
development of the name football, Dunning and Sheard suggesting that 'such a name 
could signify a game that was played on foot as opposed to horseback', ' a practice that 
again appears in knappan. We should, therefore, not place too much emphasis on the 
name of the game to tell us how it was played. As Dunning and Sheard stress: 
It would be wrong to assume that in folk-games called 'football' the 
ball was only propelled by foot, and conversely that in games such as 
'hurling' and 'handball' it was only propelled by hand-29 
Certainly, those accounts that refer directly to the playing of the game often 
suggest a mixture of the two: 
VVhile it is thrown and cast up in the air. 
Each one contcndeth and hath a great delight 
With foot and hand the bladder for to smite. 30 
24 Owen, p. 274. 
25 Dunning and Sheard, p. 26. 
2A Knox and Leslie, pp. 131-32. 
27 Amintas and Faustus, in The Eclo , gues ofAlexander 
Barrlay, ed. by Beatrice White, Early English Text Society 
Original Series, 175 (London: Milford, 1928), 1.95. 
28 Ibid. Emphasis mine. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Aminw and Faustus, 1.98. 
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This practice is also reflected in the names of two footballers in Peter Hausted's play The 
RivalFiiends (1632) - Arthur Armcstrong and Stutchell Legg - characters that indicate the 
physicality of play required. " It is likely, therefore, that the specific rules of play were 
once again determined by custom and varied from locality to locality, sometimes allowing 
for the use of both hand and foot in the game. Consequently, folk football appears to 
have been a very loosely controlled performative event and, accordingly, presents 
interesting questions regarding spectator reception. 
9.2 The Spectator Composition of Football 
Any attempt to define the composition of spectators for folk football games is limited to 
those same sources that tell us little of how the game was played. The best approach, 
therefore, is to examine the make-up of those who played the sport, for it is reasonable 
to assume that the social demographics of those who played will match those who 
watched. In what is perhaps the first reference to a game of football in England, William 
FitzStephcn's Desaiptio Nobilinimae Cititafis Lon&nae (1174), there is a description of both 
players and spectators. It is worth quoting in fWl: 
After dinner all the youth of the city goes out into the fields [this is 
often taken to refer to Smithfield] to a much-frequented game of 
baU. 32 The scholars of each school have their own ball; and almost all 
the workers of each trade have theirs also in their hands. Elder men 
and fathers and rich citizens come on horse-back to watch the contests 
of their juniors, and after their fashion are young again with the young, 
and it seems that the motion of their natural heat is kindled by the 
contemplation of such violent motion and by their partaking in die 
joys of untrammelled youth. 33 
31 See below, p. 271. 
32 Stow adds reference to 'baston' (bat) in his translation, suggesting he viewed it as hockey or another stick 
and ball game. He does not associate the game with football directly, but his translation of 'Camivale' (Smmg qfLendon, 11,226) to Shrove Tuesday ý, 92) suggests that he might have had in mind the traditional 
Shrove Tuesday football matches played by apprentices during the early modem period. 
33 Wilam FitzStephen, A Deiviption of Lhndon, trans. by H. E. Butler, in Normax Lotidox. Ax Essay ed. by RM Stcnton, Historical Association Leaflets, 93-94 (London: Bell and Sons, 1934), p. 30. 
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A reference to students in the early modem period would normally suggest the scholars 
of the Inns of Court, but that institution was not founded until the thirteenth century. It 
is possible, therefore, that FitzStephen is referring to those schools attached to the three 
principle churches of London - St Paul, St Martin and the church of the Holy Trinity. 
Uttle is known of these places of learning, although St Paul's school is mentioned during 
the Norman period, along with an additional school at St Mary-le-BOW. 31 There was a 
strong sense of competition between these establishments, which even transferred to the 
pastime of rhetorical debate: 
On holy days the masters of the schools assemble their scholars at the 
churches whose feast day it is. The scholars dispute, some in 
demonstrative rhetoric, others in dialeCtiC. 35 
It is possible that tbis sense of holy-day rivalry may have become holiday revelry, as it did 
for apprentices and University scholars, potentially resulting in football matches and 
other liberating pastimes. Stow suggests that these schools were later complemented by 
others attached to the priories of St John by Smithfield, St Bartholomew in Smithfield 
and St Mary Overy in Southwark. " The close proximity of two of these schools to what 
was to become a site traditionally associated with football, suggests the intriguing 
possibility that there were perhaps regular matches between these students at Smithfield. 
It is unlikely that these were the scholars of FitzStephen's account, however, as he only 
refers to the schools of the three principal churches. Yet, their existence provides clear 
evidence of a large pool of students during the Nfiddle Ages from which to draw players 
and consequently spectators. 
When discussing the term scholars one should not discount the novices of 
London's religious institutions, as these young men were a significant part of the city's 
34 Norman London. An Essqy, p. 23. 
Norman London. An Ers4y, pp. 27-28. 
36 Stow, Smrvy ofLondon, 1,73. 
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scholarly communit3r. Furthermore, we know that priests played football, because 
Edward III banned them from doing so in 1364. Since this edict was almost two 
hundred years after FitzStephen's account, it is clearly possible that the students of the 
monasteries might have taken part. Apprentices too were technically learning a craft and, 
although it is unlikely that this particular reference takes scholar to mean an apprentice, it 
is with apprentices that football is later most readily associated. 
Football appears to have appealed to the old as well as the young, however. 
Alexander Barclay refers to the boys who play football in Amintas and Famstmx, but then 
indicates the involvement of a more mature figure: 
The sturdy ploughman, lusty, strong and bold, 
Overcometh the winter with driving the foot-ball, 
Forgetting labour and many a grievous fall. 37 
This is not the only account that connects this figure with the game of football. Wye 
Saltonstall observes that the ploughman, 'if he have a rival [in love], challenges him at 
football', " and provides additional evidence that farm labourcrs were a frequent 
participant in the sport. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that if the young and the 
more mature played football then they probably also watched. This idea is corroborated 
by FitzStcphcn's earlier account of the elders watching the young students play and 
underlining their interest in the game - perhaps a result of the event's ability to invoke 
memories of their own experiences as young men. In this description, the elders appear 
to be the wealthier citizens, perhaps a mix of merchants and guildsmcn and, hence, a sign 
of authority. Indeed, despite football's unpopular position with the authorities, the rich 
appear to have enjoyed the game as much as the lower orders. 
37 Amintas and Faustms, 1.104. 
11 Wye SaltonstaU, Picturae Lapentes; or, Picturrs Drawn Foreh in Charaamr, with a Poem of a Alaid (London, 
1631), C7. 
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Certainly, there appears to have been a mixed composition of players of football 
throughout its history. In 1579, for example, the villagers of Chesterton played a game 
against some Cambtidge students; 
Rbe villagers] did so beat the said scholars that diverse had their heads 
broken, f ... ] diverse did cry to Parise the constable to keep the Queen's peace, who then being a player at the football with the rest 
did tam to the scholars, willing them to keep the Queen's peace. 39 
This account is interesting, in that it not only includes villagers (probably yeomen) and 
students (perhaps a diverse mix of gentry and lower nobility) but also the constable, 
lbomas Parishe, a figure of local authority. We can probably assume that this was not a 
unique occasion, however, as such matches appear to have also taken place at Oxford, 
where the townsman who loves not a Scholar in his heart, [ ... ] sides against them in any 
faction though it be but a match at football'. ' That university students were dcrulitely 
spectators at football matches in general is supported by a 1636 statute stating that 'no 
scholars of any condition [ ... ] are to play football 
[ ... ] nor are they to appear as 
lookers 
on at such pastimes. " Fascinatingly, we know that Oliver Cromwell was a footballer 
whilst at university in Cambridge. " 
One might assume that CromweU, like many of his Puritan pecrs, abhorred such 
sinful pastimes. Yet, not only did he play in his youth, it is also recorded that he attended 
a hurling match in 1654 at Hyde Park, along with 'many of the Privy Council and divers 
eminent gentlemen '. 4' Furthermore, the event's publication in the Moderate Infellisencer 
implies that it was not considered unacceptable by the establishment, rc-emphasising that 
39 Charles Henry Cooper, Annals ofCambiidge, 4 vols (Cambridge: Warwick& Co., 1842-52), 11 (1843), 371. 
' Pidurae Laqmenmr, D5. 
41 Oxford Univerji6v Statutes, transcribed by G. R. M. Ward (1845) 1,161 -. cited in Marples, p. 76. 
41 Marples, pp. 64-65. 
43 The Moderate Intelkgencer, 4 May 1654; cited in Marples, p. 64. By appearing in the new medium of a 
newspaper, the sporting event achieved wider dissemination, perhaps in a similar way to plays reaching new 
audiences through the printed press. 
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Puritans were not all as conservative as convention would have us believe. 44 
Consequently, folk football may not have suffered the same fate as stage plays during the 
Interregnurn, allowing its seemingly diverse audience to watch the game uninterrupted 
throughout the entire early modern period. 
9.3 Literature and Football Spectatorship 
It is also likely that the authors of literature who refer to football in a positive light had 
been spectators of at least one match. Richard Mulcaster, for example, appears to be 
intimately acquainted with the sport, writing in his Pojitions about the virtue of football 
and suggesting the introduction of more organised rules along with a referee or 'judge of 
the play'. 45 Other schoolmasters during the seventeenth century, such as William 
Horman of Eton and David Wedderburn of Aberdeen Grammar School, include 
references to the folk sport in their textbooks on Latin grammar, further indicating that 
the sport was encouraged and attended by the educated. Sit lbomas More used the 
yndale's Ansuvr (1532), and is football as a metaphor for the world in his ConfWation of T 
said to have prophesised that Anne Boleyn's head would eventually go 'dancing like a 
football'. 46 Furthermore, the poct Alexander Barclay's knowledge of how a football was 
prepared and his subsequent description of the sport suggest that he too was a spectator 
of the game. 
Playwrights also used football as a metaphor, but occasionally they refer to the 
sport for its own sake. Such references not only indicate the playwrights' attendance at 
matches, but also imply that their audiences were football spectators as well. Ibc first 
recorded dramatic reference to football is in Mankind, written in the late 1400s. In tbýis 
44 Thomas NfiddIeton, for example, had strong Puritan leanings, whilst John I%filton was an outspoken 
apologist for the regicide and supporter of the Puritan regime. 
45 Richard Mulcaster, Positiow (London, 1581), p. 105. 
46 Marples, p. 51. 
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morality play Mankind is being put to the test by worldly sins when Newguise calls for a 
football: 
What ho! Ostler, ostler, lend us a footballf 
Whopp, howl Anow anow, anow, anOW147 
In his article .. 0 ye sovereigns that sit and ye brothern that stand right up: ' Addressing 
the audience of Mankind', John MarshaH proposes that: 
The play was written by Nicholas Meryll, a Dominican friar, for the 
male membership of the St Edmund guild of Bishop's Lynn on the 
occasion of a feast held on Saturday 23 February 1471, in the refectory 
at St Dominic's priory. 48 
Although Marshall is quick to emphasise that only 'some, or indeed none of this may be 
true', " his arguments are convincin and hold some interesting possibilities for the study 
of football spcctatorship. For example, the inclusion of football as a pastime played by 
vice characters suggests that the audience of Mankind may have played or watched it. It 
is also possible that there was a relationship between this particular Guild and football, a 
connection that is mirrored by the Brewer's Company accounts, quoted above. The 
Playwright's decision to associate football with vice implies that he probably viewed it in 
a negative light and may not have attended a match out of choice - but this does not 
exclude him from having ever seen one. If he were a priest he would not have been 
automatically prevented from attending football, despite being banned from playing. 
Even after the Reformation, there are instances when some clergymen have shown 
support for football. In 1615, for example, a Mr Ferraby, minister of Bishop's Canning, 
47 Mankimd, in Three Iale Me&eVajMOrajjty p&yr, ed. by G. A. Lester, New Mermaids (London: A&C Black; 
New York: Norton, 1981; repr. 1997), p. 45. 
11 John MarshaU ... 0 Ye Sovereigns That Sit And Ye Brothern That Stand Fight Up": Addressing the 
Audience of Mankind'. in Emropean Me&eval Drama 1996. ý Papersfivm the Firri Intemational Conferriter ox Avets 
1? f Eumpean Mediewl Drama, Camenno, 28-30 jmne, 1996, ed. by Sydney Higgins (Camerino: Universitl degh 
Studi di Camerino, 1996), 105-19 (p. 1 17). 
49 MarshA p. 117. 
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arranged a 'football match of his own parishioners"' before James 1, an account that not 
only records the presence of an ecclesiastical figure, but also that of a king. 
In the drama of the early modem period, football continues to be included by 
playwrights, either as a metaphor, or as social comment. In James Shirley's The Bird in a 
Cage (1633), performed at the Phoenix in Drury Lane, the reference starts as a metaphor 
but then slips into an anecdote that probably reflected local playing customs: 
Morrilo 
Your Lordship may make one at Football, 
Tis all the sport now a days. 
What other is the world than a Ball, 
VA-iich we run after with whoop and with hollow, 
He that doth catch it is sure of a fA 
His heels tripped up by him that doth follow. 
Dondolo 
Do not women play too? 
Grutti. 
They are too light, quickly down. 
MOM110. 
0 yes, they are the best Gamesters of all, 
For though they often he on the ground, 
Not one amongst a hundred will fall, 
But under her coats the Ball will found. st 
This comic innuendo indicates that women in 1630s London did not take part in the folk 
sport or that it was extremely rare. Accordingly, the only position a woman could adopt 
at a football match was that of a spectator. At this pointý Shirley clearly relies on an 
assumption that the playgoers of the Phoenix had a collective understanding of football, 
and this suggests that members of the audience must have attended a contest in the past. 
The passage also implies that Shirley had been a football spectator and was, therefore, 
aware of the associated modes of performance and reception for this alternative pastime. 
' John Aubrey, Natural Hisfog of Wilkshirr, cited in Nfarples, p. 57. 
51 James Shirley, The Bird in a Cage, (1, ondon, 1633), 3.1 (G2,, ). 
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George Chapman's play Sir Giles Goosecap (1602), performed by the Children of 
the Revels at the Blackfriars, also suggests another local custom; that of bachelors playing 
against married men. In a joke about marriage, Goosecap states that 'we have a great 
match at foot-ball towards, married men against bachelors, and the married men be all 
my ftiends, so I would fain marry to take the married men's parts in truth'. " Although 
several sport historians support that such division of teams took place along these lines, 
in this play we appear to have direct evidence linking the custom to London. " What is 
most interesting, however, is the indication that once again women probably formed the 
main body of spectatorship, at football matches, as this sort of subdivision implies that 
most men in the community (with the exception of the old and infirm), would have 
played on one side or another. Furthermore, the presence of this joke again assumes 
knowledge of football, and indicates that the select audience of the Blackfriars may also 
have attended both football and theatre. 
Another contemporary play that provides information on folk football audiences 
y1on (1606), performed at the Fortune playhouse. In s play is Dekker's The Wlboir ofBab thi 
Dekker refers to lawyers playing the game of football: 
Rdn-Deahg. 
But cozen Truth, I met in one street a number of 
men in gowns, with papers in their hands, what are 
A those? 
Truth. 
Ohl They are the sons of justice; they are those 
Ilat beat the kingdom leveL keep it smooth 
And without rubs: they are the poor man's captain, 
The rich man's soldier, and caHed Lawyers. 
Plai#-Dea, ýng. 
Lawyers? Doest know any of them? 
52 Sir GyIes Goorecappe, Kni, ýhf, ed. by John F. Hennedy, in The PIq Us of George Chapmax The TrageSet Mith Sir 
Gjkr Goosecappe, A CriticalE&tion, ed. by Allan Holaday (Cambridge: Brewer, 1987ý 5.1,88. 






I wondered what they were, I asked one of them if 
they were going to foot-baR, yes said he, do you 
not see those country fellows, we are against them; 
and who do you think shall win, said I, oh said he, 
the gowns, the gowns. 54 
Dekker is often acknowledged for his accurate descriptions of London life, and so this 
story references what was, potentially, a fairly regular pastime by a group of lawyers, 
perhaps even the students of the Inns of Court. This extract brings to n-Lind the 
occasions when Cambridge students played against local teams and, if FitzStephcn's 
account of Shrovetide football really did refer to some proto Inns of Court scholars, then 
football can be added to the list of those many pastimes practised by the law students, 
which we know included playgoing. It is also likely that Dekker included the reference 
because he was aware that amongst the audience were football players and spectators - 
Possibly even the lawyers themselves - who would appreciate the joke. 
The most striking example of a play that references football, however, is Peter 
Hausted's The RitvlFriendr, the only text, to my knowledge, that charactcrises footballers 
and discusses their actions with this much dctail. Written to be performed beforc 
Charles I at Cambridge University, the play brings characters onto the stage that probably 
reflected the composition of the student audience also in attendance. Amongst these 
characters arc Arthur Armestrong and Stutchell Legg, who are described as 'young 
scholars' and 'robustious football players"', whilst their fellow scholax Hammershin is a 
93achelor of Arts', " as well as a footballer. The inclusion of these characters, combined 
with the knowledge that Cambridge students had a history of playing football, makes it 
likely that there was a sharing of audiences between the two events. Consequently, the 
54 Tke Wlkore qf&ýykn, 11,3.3.45. 
55 Richard Hausted, The RivalFliendr. cd. by Laurens J. Mills, Humanities Series 23 (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1951), p. 2. 
56 Ibid. 
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following orders of behaviour issued by the University for the royal performance may 
have added significance: 
That no tobacco be taken in the Hall nor anywhere else publicly, and 
that neither at their standing in the streets, nor before the comedy 
begin, nor all the time there, any rude or immodest exclamations be 
made, nor any humming, hawking, whistling, hissing, or laughing be 
used, or any stamping or knocking, nor any such other uncivil or 
unscholarlike or boyish demeanour, upon any occasion; nor that any 
clapping of hands be had until the Plau&te at the end of the Comedy, 
except his Majesty, the Queen, or others of the best quality here, do 
apparently begin the SaMe. 57 
Ilat such a statement had to be issued at a relatively passive form of entertainment 
emphasises the volatile nature of these student spectators and implies that behaviour 
similar to this, if not more extreme, may have been common at football matches. 
Certainly, misbehaviour is associated with both drama and football. The London 
authorities were particularly concerned with crowds of apprentices and other unruly 
persons at playhouses, especially at Shrovetide, when riots were not uncommon. This 
treatment of spectators and performers was also reflected in the authorities' attitudes to 
contemporary sport, with and-football edicts underlying the 'greate disorders and tumults 
[that] doe often arise and happen within the streetes and lanes neere adjoyninge to ye 
Cittye of London by playinge at the fbote-ball'. 5' Such a similar view taken by the 
authorities towards the spectators of these two different events suggests that their 
potential violence was held akin, and invites the question as to whether this was a 
consequence of the volatile nature of early modern performance, or the universal 
constitution of the contemporary crowd? 
By examining the composition of folk football spectators, we have seen that the 
make-up of this performative event is not unlike contemporary drama. Although folk 
football has often been associated with lower class men, the spectatorship could often 
17 Gurt (2000), p. 250. 
5' Middle rex Coun_* &cordr 
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consist of not only the mdddle classes but also the nobility, which at times even included 
the head of state. 1hus, we arc presented with a pcrformativc: event alternative to the 
theatre that, once again, attracted a wide audience demographic, some of whom we know 
as dcfinite playgoers. Consequently, with the possibility of shared audiences between 
football and drama, it is important to ask whether these spectators adopted similar habits 
of reception for both events. 
9.4 The Spectator Space of FootbaU 
1he contemporary football spectator's relationship with the event's space was a 
significant influence on how the game was received. Because there was no standard 
pitch during the early modem period, or even a basic blueprint as there was for the 
contemporary playhouse, it is difficult to define the audience's position. Despite this, 
some general conjectures can be made. Firstly, and most obviously, the audiences' 
position was relative to the boundary of the performance space. Yet in many games, the 
awareness of this area was often fixed only by the location of the goal, sometimes 
parishes apart and, thus, the play could take any number of routes across non- 
standardised distances through fields or streets or both. " Fortunately, some London 
games appear to have taken place in areas where the boundaries were limited by the 
urban landscape. If matches were indeed played at Smithfield, then it is likely that the 
boundaries of play would have been restricted to the large area of open space found in 
this Liberty of the City, which had shrunk to just 3 acres by the sixteenth century. One 
consequence of this decline in performance space is that it becomes easier for us to 
consider how spectators may have received the sport. When the open ground had truly 
been open, as it was in FitzStephen's day, the performance space would have been 
59 By non-standardised I propose that there was not a set distance for the pitch; it was tradition - not the FootbaU Association - that defined the terms of the game. 
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massive, indicating that spectators would have been relatively free to choose where they 
wanted to position themselves. We know from FitzStephen's account that the rich older 
spectators viewed from horseback, which would have afforded a better view of the game. 
We can assume, therefore, that other spectators watched from ground level, possibly 
ringing the playing space so as to avoid getting in the way of the match. Unfortunately, 
we have no way of telling whether large groups came to watch and thus spanned the 
entire area or whether the spectatorsbip was limited to small clumps. With the reduction 
in space to 3 acres, however, it becomes easier to conceive of the audience lining the 
area. By the later period, buildings lined the perimeter of Smithfield and so it is possible 
that spectators watched from windows, just as they did for pageants and executions 
elsewhere in London. Spectators may also have positioned themselves along Smithfield 
Bar, the wooden rail that divided the Liberty from the rest of the county. This bar 
probably resembled other structures used to control audiences at pageants and 
tournaments (which we know also took place in Smithfield) and so there may have been 
a subconscious decision to congregate nearby; but again, unfortunately, we have no way 
of knowing. In 1615 the area was largely paved over, whilst they 'also made strong rails 
round about Smithfield, and sequestered the middle part of the said Sn-ýdthfield in to a 
very fair and civil walk and railed round it with strong rails'. 60 It is likely that the sport 
continued in Smithfield well into the Stuart period, however, as the central area remained 
grassy and was still referred to as a field in the 1630s. Consequently, with the paving and 
enclosing of the locale, the performance space must have become even more defined and 
it is probable that spectators would have been even more likely to position themselves in 
relation to the perimeter railings to watch the game. 
It appears, therefore, that the spectator space of football potentially shared 
characteristics with the standings of pageantry, tournament, and executions and maybe 
60 Stow, Annalr, pp. 1023-24. 
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even the outdoor playhouse described by William Lambarde. 6' Furthermore, the 
connection between Smithfield and tournaments presents the possibility that stands, 
which were built for those events, may also have been constructed for the more regular 
football matches, such as the Shrovetide game. Certainly, for the special match of 
hurling played at Hyde Park before Cromwell, it is likely some special seating provision 
would have been made. 
For those games of football that were played in the street, however, it would have 
been impractical to erect any form of seating, however rudimentary. This was because 
the performance space was in a constant state of flux, always moving along an 
undetermined route. Moreover, the City authorities prohibited football when played in 
the streets, suggesting that they were probably impromptu events, which would not have 
allowed for spectator preparations anything like that of the Lord Mayor's Show. 
Nevertheless, it is probable that, as the game passed by, people would have looked out of 
the windows and stood back on the side of the street to watch, in an emulation of 
pageant conventions. It is unlikely that they would have been a planned audience in the 
same sense as a pageant and they probably did not seek to position themselves in relation 
to the game so as to get a good view. Instead, they would have been closer to 
opportunist witnesses than proper spectators. Yet, it is also possible that the spectators 
of street football ran with the game, as it wound its way through early modem London, 
from one goal to the other - perhaps like the spectators of modem-day buU running in 
Pamplona. If this were the case, then the boundaries between performance and 
spectator space, performer and spectator, would have been less defincd, the actions of 
the audience reflecting those playing the game, especially those players who were not in 
immediate contact with the ball. 
61 See above, p. 28. 
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9.5 The FootbaH Spectator as Performer 
It is possible that in street football the boundaries between spectator and audience were 
broken down entirely. Certainly, in other folk games such as knappan, there was no such 
distinction and Eric Dunning implies that this 'loose distinction between players and 
spectators may have been a general feature of the folk tradition'. " As the contemporary 
ption of Pembrokesbire (1603): historian George Owen wrote in The Descii 
Neither may there be any looker on at this game, but all must be 
actors, for so is the custom and courtesy of the play, for if one that 
cometh with a purpose only to see the game, be he foot or horse, 
when the multitude shall enclose him in, as often times in following of 
the Ball is seen to happen, and then the looker on, being in the midst 
of the troupe is made a player, by giving him a Basionado or two, if he 
be on horse, and by lending him half a dozen cuffs if he be onfoot. 63 
We can clearly see in this account, that both performer and spectator of the folk game 
were one and the same. Given that both knappan and street football were without 
proper boundaries of play, unlike the Smithfield game, for example, it seems reasonable 
to assume that this was the only way for spectators to truly follow the game; as Dunning 
and Sheard suggest 'whatever their initial intentions, spectators must often have become 
directly involved in the struggle,. "' This fluid distinction between performer and 
spectator in football appears to correspond with other performative events of the period. 
Ibc continuing shift between performer and spectator at Queen Elizabeth's royal entry, 
for example, even the discourse between actors and audience in the playhouse, all point 
to a more loosely defined notion of performance and what exactly it meant to be the 
performer and the spectator during the early modem period. "' 
62 Dunning and Shcard, p. 29. 
63 Owen, p. 277. 
64 Dunning and Sheard, p. 29. 
65 Of course, it should be noted that in these circumstances at no point did the roles entirely break down - 
spectators remained distinct from performers - however blurred the definition may have become. 
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As stated at the start of this chapter, what is particularly interesting about Owen's 
description of knappan is his apparent fusion of theatrical terminology across different 
genres, employing terms such as actor and play in reference to sport. As Wickham 
discusses in Early Englisb Stages, the term 'play' and 'game' were frequently 
interchangeable, and we often 'find the word play used to describe activities we might 
regard as being more aptly designated by the word game'66 and vice versa. Philip 
Stubbcs, for example, emphasises this ambiguity in his description of football as more of 
a 'friendly kind of fight, then a play or recreation', "' but also as a 'murthering play'. 68 
When Owen refers to the play of knappan, therefore, it is possible that he did not 
entirely distinguish the performance practices of folk football and drama, hence his 
-reference to football players as actors. Conversely, 
it could just be that Owen is using 
play specifically in the sense of playing a game and that actor merely refers to someone 
being active -a player of the game. Yet by the 1600s actor clearly 
had a definition 
directly associated with the role of being a performer. Hamlet, which was published the 
same year as Owen's Description was completed, refers to acting in its theatrical sense: 
Hamlet. 
My lord, you play'd once i' the university, you say? 
Polonius 
That did 1, my lord, and was accounted a good actor. 
Hamlet 
What did you enact? 
Polonius 
I did enact Julius Caesar; I was kill'd P the Capitol; 
Brutus kWedMe. 69 
61 EES, II, Part 2,30-37 (p. 34). 
67 Philip Stubbes, Anatomy ofAbuxes (]London, 1583), R2. 
68 Stubbes, R2v. 
69 William Shakespeare, Hamkt, ed. by Harold Jenkins, Arden Shakespeare, 3rd Series (London: Methuen, 
1982; repr. Walton-on-lbarnes: 'Mornas Nelson & Sons, 1997), 3.2.97. 
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It is certainly possible that Owen was aware of the contemporary theatre, having 
attended the Inns of Chancery - most probably in the early 1570s - and his position 
within government suggests that he would have spent some time in London during his 
youth. Thus, he may well have played football with Inns of Court scholars himself and 
perhaps attended the early playhouses of the period. His close association with the Earl 
of Pembroke also suggests the possibility that he encountered the Earl's company of 
players at some point prior to his description of the game of knappan. " Consequently, it 
is almost certain that he was aware of the meanings his choice of words carried when he 
wrote of the spectators being made actors in the play of knappan. Accordingly, the 
argument for closely examining the spectator practices of early modem football and their 
relationship to playhouse audiences is further underlined; for if the two forms of 
performance were not mutually exclusive to contemporary spectators, then their modes 
of reception may indeed have been shared. 
According to Owen, however, not all those present took part in the game. 
Despite the propensity for spectators to be drawn into the play, there appears to have 
been a body of people who escaped adoption into the game: 
There would also resort to the place diverse victualers with meat, drink 
and wine of all sorts, also merchants, mercers, and peddlers would 
provide stalls, and booths, to show and utter their wares, and for these 
causes some play, some to eat and driA some to buy, and some to 
sell, others to see and others to be seen (you know what kind I mean) 
great multitudes of people would resort besides the players. 71 
This diversity was a direct result of the game's organised nature. This particular form of 
knappan was arranged by the local gentlemen with a time and place appointed in 
advance, much like the Shrovetide football matches, and was clearly an established 
entertainment event. Owen's description reminds me of contemporary accounts of 
71 For the sketchy details about George Owen's life, see Owen, pp. v-x!. 
71 Owen, p. 272. 
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public fairs, such as Bartholomew Fair held annually in Smithfield and it is possible that 
similar traditions took place at the organised holiday football matches. Undoubtedly, 
food and drink would have been on sale at the majority of organised matches, just as they 
were at pageants and playhouses, and so we can perhaps view the inclusion of 
. refreshments and other services as a significant addition to the spectator experience. 
9.6 The Custom and Courtesy of the Play - Some Conclusions 
Despite a paucity of records, it appears that early modem football does indeed hold some 
interesting implications for our understanding of contemporary spectator reception 
practices. It re-emphasises the fluid movement of performance between spectator and 
performer, which seems to have existed in this era, with the boundaries between playing 
space and audience space being more open than in later historical periods. Furthermore, 
the very nature of what was play and what was game appears to be questioned by the 
sport's interaction with the players and spectators. 
Iberc is a strong similarity between theatre and folk football's relationship with 
authority, the uncontrolled crowds of the playhouses and football matches being viewed 
as a threat to the state. Yet, despite their condemnation by various groups, both events 
attracted an equally diverse composition of spectators, including women. Owen, for 
example, refers to a particular type of spectator, which we would associate with the 
presence of gallants in the playhouse. Just as contemporaries at the theatre commented 
on the attendance of young gentleman with a lildng for self-exhibition - often with 
disdain - he writes, with similar contempt, about those who come 'to see and others to 
be seen (you know what kind I mean)'. 2 This simple reference, followed by the inclusive 
declaration to the reader, invites us to conclude that such characters were, perhaps, a 
Common sight at many contemporary performative events. 
12 Owen, p. 272. 
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Unlike professional theatre, however, folk football's spectators were not enclosed 
within a specially designed performance space and, even at institutionalised locations 
such as Smithfield, this would certainly have affected the modes of reception. Indeed, 
when football was played, it overlaid the physical space with a new construct of spatial 
relationships, establishing goals and defining a playing and spectator space as it went 
along. 1he performance conventions of early modem football, therefore, were perhaps 
closer to those of medieval drama with its looser treatment of performance boundaries 
than the contemporary playhouse, which increasingly formalised spectator practices. It is 
precisely because of the folk sport's association with this earlier more flexible mode of 
performance, however, that we are able to examine those habits of spectatorship that still 
existed in the contemporary theatre, but which were lost in the centuries after the 
Restoration. Accordingly, it is football's correspondence with both earlier and later 
forms of performance that makes the sport a useful model for exploring audience 
practice in the early modem playhouse. 
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Fig. 36 Excerpt showing the development of 
SmIthfidd, from the Bravin and I-logenbcrg 
map of London (c. 1560) 
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Conclusion 
'Utj was transacted, not in secret hugger-mugger, but openly, and as it 
were upon the stage, " 
10.1 Publicness and Performativity 
One significant unifying quality common to all of the audience bodies so far examined in 
this thesis is that they were all spectators of public performances. This may be a 
somewhat self-evident observation but it is one that is often undervalued. Far more than 
just a mere coincidence, many of the key influences on audience reception at these early 
modem events were a result of their publicity. 2 The recurrent questions regarding 
audience composition and behaviour, for instance, and the interaction between space, 
performer and audience are all a direct consequence of this publicness. 
As I suggested at the start of this thesis, one of the defining aspects of any 
event's performativity lies in the existence of an audience, for without observers the 
function of the other performative elements is diminished. To recall Austin's example of 
a wedding, if a couple were simply to declare that they are married it would not make 
them so, a ceremony needs to be performed and the event witnessed. If this event were 
to take place in the relative privacy of a registry office it is still performed to an audience, 
even though the performative elements may be subdued. Yet, if the ceremony were 
performed before a large congregation in a church, the features of costume, setting, 
spoken word and physical action become amplified. Although both occasions are of 
equal validity (both in terms of performance and legal status), the more open 
performance gains corroboration through its publicity, fewer people can deny that it took 
Widdrington, p. 8. 
Ibroughout this chapter I have used publicity and publicness interchangeably, as both words refer to 'the 
quality of being public' Cpublicity, m. La', OED); publicity's association with advertising is a later construct. 
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place as they witnessed and contributed to the heightened spectacle. indeed, if 
performance is the accentuation of behaviour under scrutiny, then it follows that the 
3 more people there are to scrutinise the event then the more heightened it will become. 
For all of the events examined in this thesis their publicness appears to have 
encouraged the development of qualities pertaining to performance. As Abercrombie 
and Longhurst indicate, it is this Public appearance which is responsible for the 
ceremonial and sacred qualities that are attached to the performances', ' which is perhaps 
why, for instance, we can see a development of ritual in favour of summary executions; 
the publicity is the point of the spectacle - the performance of the restoration of power 
before the people. The publicness of an event, therefore, appears to have informed a 
sort of positive feedback-loop of performativity. The inclusion of spectacle in royal 
entries, for example, raised the profile of the event and encouraged larger audiences, 
which, in turn, stimulated the addition of more complex forms of display, which caused a 
further increase in the audience body, which led to the addition of dramatic speech, and 
so on. Pageantry's public nature meant that its audience had access to a wealth of 
previous examples and this undoubtedly informed their horizons of expectation, forcing 
the producers to constantly re-invent the form to exceed those expectations. ' 
But what do we mean by the term pmblicý The OED provides a long and 
complicated series of definitions that directly affect how we classify a public 
performance. Most specifically for performance studies, public can refer to three distinct 
concepts: the public, as in the populus of a state (the body politic); a public, meaning a 
group with shared interests or focus of attention; and in public, be it a place, situation, 
3 Abercrombie and Longhurst, p. 40. This is, of course, a simplification of the term 'performance'. As 
Richard Schechner states, 'something "is" a performance when historical and social context, convention, 
usage, and tradition say it is' (2002, p. 30). Because it is framed as such, the performance of a monologue before an audience of one (or perhaps even none), for example, is no less of a performance than the same 
event presented before a thousand people. 
'Abercrombie and Longhurst, p. 42. 
5 As noted above, the pageant makers sought to surpass the spectacle and quality of the previous 
sovereign's entry; see above, p. 17. 
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condition, or state that is open to general view or access. ' There are two particular 
theories related to these notions of public that I want to examine in reference to 
contemporary performance and audience reception, the idea of the public Spherr proposed 
byjdrgen Habermas and Henri Lefebvre's work on public space. 
10.2 Openness and the Public Sphere 
In his seminal work The Structural Transformafion of the Public Sphere, jiirgen Habermas 
coined the term Offentlichkeit or 'public sphere'. The idea of a public sphere can be 
thought of as an abstract public space or forum, 'a network for communicating 
information and points of view', 7 and is a concept that I will explore more closely later. 
Offentlichkeit can, however, also be literally translated as a state of 'openness' or 'publicity'. 
As noted above, the publicness - or openness - of an event invites the presence of an 
audience, for to be 'open' is to be available for scrutiny, which, for events such as 
sermons and executions, is crucial for their efficacy. All of the events studied so far 
should certainly be considered as 'open', for they were accessible to all members of a 
community, irrespective of social distinctions. Even for those events where entry was 
dependent upon a fee - theatre, baiting and tournaments - there was a level of selective 
openness that constituted their place as public performance. ' They were not private 
events that required an invitation to attend, nor were they acknowledged as such by their 
contemporaries; they were considered public. jonson regularly linked together the events 
6 For a thorough exan-dnation of the different concepts of public see Alastair Hannay, On Thl Pub& 
g, ondon: Routledge, 2005). 
7 iiirgen Habermas, Between Facts and Norms. Contributions to a Discourse Tbeog of Law and Democrag, trans. by 
William Rehg (Cambridge, NIA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1996). p-360. 
8 The obvious exception to this would be funerals and weddings, where attendance is usually dictated by invitation. But such events do take place in public and, as Abercrombie and Longhurst point out, 'even in 
these cases it is perfectly proper for the uninvited to turn up' (p. 55). 
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of 'tiltyards, playhouse, pageants, and all such public places', 9 for instance, whilst the 
authorities in 1642 specifically prohibited the performance of 'public stage plays'. '" 
Accordingly, if an event is in public then the composition of its audience is likely 
to be diverse as it is open to all members of the public. It is for this reason that we are 
consistently presented with cross-sections of society at pageants, religious ceremonies, 
executions, sport and theatre. Obviously this variety fluctuated with the context of each 
performance; the notoriety of the condemned at an execution, for example, may have 
held specific interest to a particular social group, which dictated their numerical 
superiority, whilst an event's time and location undoubtedly resulted in restrictions on 
the turnout of various spectatotships. " Nonetheless, a performance's publicity 
promoted diversity and it is this that complicates our understanding of contemporary 
reception. With diversity comes difference, be it tastes, interests, beliefs, memories or 
behaviour and this leads to a multiplicity of audiences each with their own horizons of 
expectation. 
As we have already noted, the population of London quadrupled between 1559 
and 1650. The growth was primarily the result of migration from the country to the city 
and there was a real concern that it would continue to rise, so that, 'with time, England 
will only be London'. " There is a sense of fear that the 'State of the City of London', " as 
defined by Elizabeth in 1580, threatened to become The State by the reign of James in 
1616. It can be argued, therefore, that London's public, through sheer size and diversity, 
9 Ben jonson, Cynthiaý Retels, in Benjonron, IV (1932, repr. 1966), Palinode, 1.25 (p. 182); see also, Epiroene, 
V, 4.1.58 (p. 220). 
10 An Ordinance of the Lords and Commons Concerning Stage Plays, 2 September 1642; cited in 
Wickham, Berry and Ingram, p. 132. 
11 Although I have chosen to accept paid entertainment as a public event, it is worth acknowledging the 
effect econon-Lic restrictions had on contemporary spectatorships, most obviously seen in the division 
between outdoor/public' and indoor/'Private' playhouses. 
12 King James I, 'Speech to the Star Chamber, 1616', in Pokfical Work; ofjame; I, ed. by Charles Howard 
McIlwain (Cambridge, NIA: Harvard University Press, 1918), pp. 326-45 (P. 343). 
13 TmdorRgalPmelamations, cd. by Paul L. Hughes and James F. Larkin, 3 vols (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1964-69), 11: The Later Tmdorr, 1553-1587 (1964), 466. 
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stood to become the public, no longer a microcosm of the body politic but the true 
manifestation of the Commonwealth itself The city is an example of what Elias Carnetti 
conceives as an 'open crowd', 14 a body that constantly seeks to consist of more people, 
attracting all areas of English society without prejudice and it was this all-consuming 
quality that worried James, for the nobility risked losing 'their aristocratic distinctiveness, 
becoming part of the anonymous mass of the city'. " The population of Jacobean 
London, then, was a 'multitude', an unquantifiable populace that was both homogenous 
and disparate. To quote Susan Schuyler again, it was not 'a specific crowd of people 
located in a defined physical space, but the crowd of people (a more dispersed or 
figurative body) that compose the state'. " It was this inclusivity that allowed for an 
infinite array of dissimilar opinions, figured in the form of the 'many-headed monstcr'. 17 
Munro acknowledges this apparent contradiction in the open crowd and he questions 
whether it is a 'figure of division, or [ ... I of multiplication ... 
] union, or disorder, or a 
union that is inherently disorderly, a disunited unity'. " In Coriolanus, Shakespeare 
addresses the multiplicity inherent in the populace of London through a description of its 
double - the 'many headed multitudc"9 of ancient Rome: 
Our wits are so diversely coloured; and truly I think if all our wits were 
to issue out of one skull, they would fly cast, west, north, south, and 
their consent of one direct way should be at once to all the points o' 
th' compass. 20 
Early modem London was, therefore, configured within a notion of extreme 
diversity, the openness of its urban ceremonies and entertainments encouraging the 
14 Carnetti, p. 16. 
Is Ian Munro, The Figurr of The Crowd in Early Modern London. The G. ý, and its Double (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2005), p. 98. 
16 Schuyler, Multitude, http: //shI. stanford. edu/Crowds/1-dst/multitude. htm 
17 The Emperor of the East, 2.1 (D3v). 
Munro (2005), p. 114. 
Coriolanw, 2.3.17. 
2" Coiiolanus, 2.3.18. 
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manifestation of this many-headed form and the myriad of different discourses that 
attended it. The potential variance in interpretative strategies at public events, 'Where all 
degrees, ages, and sexes arc assembled', " was acknowledged by contemporary dramatists, 
who sought to meet the desires of those 'looking to be presented with some fancy or 
other, according to their expectations and humours'. ' With such publicity the number 
of potential horizons of expectation guiding an audience's reception becomes as 
unquantifiable as the figurative crowd. Yet, by determining those pre-constituted 
interpretive communities inherent in the audience, we are able to draw some possible 
conclusions about how the performative events were received. 
As previously noted, an interpretive community is a way of organising individuals 
that share a point of view or experience that influences their interpretation of a text. 23 
Although these groups may be divided in their reading of a performative event, they are, 
conversely, unified by their relationship to it as an audience - they are its public. By 
using public in this way, I am referring back to the second sense of the word outlined 
above -a group with a shared interest or focus of attention. By this classification, any 
contemporary performative event under the scrutiny of an audience could have its own 
public. Habermas notes that, 'in seventeenth-ccntury France lepmblic meant the lectemrs, 
s ti 
. 
Pedateurr, and auditeurs as the addressees and consumers, and the cri cs of art and 
literature'; 2' but within the remit of our present definition we are able to extend this to 
include any 'visible and audible focuses of attention . 
25 
As an aggregate of individuals, however, a public is different from an audience. 
To be a member of an audience is to be rooted to the experience of an event at a specific 
21 Lon&ni Speculum; or, London ý Mirmr, IV, 312. 
22 Ibid. 
23 By text, I am referring to the perforrnative event as a whole, not just the written word. 24 Jiirgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Spherr, trans. by lbornas Burger and Frederick 
Lawrence (Oxford: Polity Press, 1989), P. M. 
25 Hannay, P. M. 
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moment in time, it is a relatively finite state. An event's public, on the other hand, is less 
fixed, membership being open to all those who at some point attend to the text; they are 
what Alastair Hannay terms, 'expandable audiences'. " The public of Sir Philip Sidney's 
funeral, for example, not only consists of the mourners, the congregation and those 
spectators along the processional route, but also includes an those who discern the event 
on a secondary level, such as the readers of the contemporary accounts by Thomas Lant 
and, in a wider context, those who study the event in the modern day. A public, 
therefore, is more than just an amalgam of audiences; it is also a collection of different 
performances of the same event, each manifestation asking its audience to engage in a 
different interpretive strategy for reading, or as Fish suggests, writing the text. " 
Consequently, by acknowledging the existence of a multifarious public, our perception of 
an evenesperformance and its relationship with its audiences becomes more complex. 
The dissemination of a pageant performance as a published text is a prime 
example of this. The performance itself is transformed, rendered into a new medium; as 
is its audience, shifting from a simple audience with an established set of interpretive 
strategies, to what resembles Abercrombie and Longhurst's concept of a mass audience, 
with its own practices of reception based around privacy and distance. 2' Yet, according 
to Hannay, there is a sense that an event's public can only be formed when the 'transition 
has been made from a private to an "open ... 29 performance - the subject must be open to 
the public, which means it must take place in public. How then is this reconciled with the 
internalised performance and reception of a published text? If we return to the example 
26 Hannay, p. 27. Interestingly, Hannay suggests that performers cannot be part of a performance's public, 
it is exclusively the realm of the audience: 'being able to form a public is not merely a matter of numbers, 
there is also a distance to account for: the distance between performer and audience' (P. 32). 
27 Fish (1980), p. 327. 
21 Abercrombie and Longhurst, pp. 57-68. This term is concerned with the mass media of newspapers, 
magazines, television and radio, but its processes of reception can be appropriately applied to early modem 
publications. 
2' Hannay, p. 30. The obvious exception to tl-ýs might be dedicatory verse, but this is only the case if the 
poem remains out of the public domain. Nonetheless, even if we were to say that a text is without a public 
we would still be able to speak of the poet having a public, 
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of Sir Philip Sidney's funeral and Lant's Seqmitmr Celebritas & Pompa Funeris, we can see 
that the book was prepared for as wide an audience as possible, being dominated by 
illustrations and including both Latin and English text, whilst its mass publication also 
emphasises the event's openness to the public domain. In terms of its accessibility to the 
public, then, the textual performance of Sidney's funeral was certainly open. " Moreover, 
even though it was consumed in private, the reception of the text still occupied 'a sort of 
public space, an abstract arena as it were, in which interests that are shared are not shared 
in public'. " The openness of a public, therefore, points to the interaction of a vast array 
of interpretive communities, each with its own construction of the text. Such 
interpretations did not remain localised, however, rather the embradve nature of a public 
encouraged an exchange in meaning, the contemporary audiences creating a network of 
understanding that, in turn, supplemented their horizons of expectation. 
1he development of such a network presupposes the establishment of a public 
sphere - our first definition of Offentficbkeit. Habermas originated the term to explain the 
development and influence of bourgeois political thought in Enlightenment Europe, 
where the burgeoning middle-classes, through art and debate, 'readied themselves to 
compel public authority to legitimate itself before public opinion'. " For Habermas, the 
abstract space where this discussion was articulated, negotiated and distributed was the 
public sphere. There is, however, some dispute as to whether such a public sphere could 
have existed in Tudor and Stuart England, where the Church and State dictated freedom 
of expression through censorship and surveillance. Yet the ambiguity of contemporary 
art clearly allowed for the subversion of authority, as we have seen in the discussion of 
religious ceremony represented on stage. The play is decoded in performance and lies 
10 There is a sense that this 'performance' was, in effect, more open than the actual event, as it provided an 
uncluttered reception of the occasion without hindrance from environmental distractions, such as position 
and noise. See Smuts, pp. 66-67. 
31 Hannay, p. 31. 
32 Habermas, p. 25. 
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entirely in the interpretation of the work by the audience, a practice that relied upon what 
jonson termed 'application'. " Moreover, throughout the 1640s and 1650s a debate on 
the political system was clearly expressed in the numerous newspapers and royalist 
literature published in England and abroad, and this lends further support to the 
argument for a political public sphere existing within literature, drama and performance 
during the period. 
The idea of what constitutes a public sphere has, however, been broadened since 
its initial formation. It is no longer exclusively conceived of as a political function of 
change; the public sphere is as much about the process of communication as the socio- 
political reasons behind it. As Hannay points out: 'the public sphere is a space, a kind of 
noticeboard, one might say, on which private citizens can publish not just their political 
views but the products of their science and of their art. " Consequently, the public 
sphere serves as a useful model for exploring the relay of influences acting on 
performance and reception in contemporary society. It is through the discourse of the 
public sphere that we can explain the apparent crossover of content and conventions 
between different performative events. The influence of pageantry on drama and vice 
versa was a result of this network, their form and structure being open to the public 
domain and, therefore, enlarging their audiences' frames of reference. Both the recycling 
of Middleton's contribution to the 1604 entry in No Wit, No Heo and Heywood's use of 
anti-masques in the Lord Mayor's Show and antimasques in court masques imply a level 
of communication between different genres and it is likely that their spcctatorships 
developed their interpretive strategies in accordance to these similarities. 
We have seen how, in the formation of a public, a shared focus of attention can 
bring together different manifestations of a performance text, but through the open 
33 Ben jonson, Vooone, ed. by Philip Brockbank, New Mermaids gondon: Ernest Benn, 1968; repr. A&C 
Black; New York: Norton, 1995), Epistle, p. 7. 
31 Hannay, p. 35. 
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forum of a public sphere all references towards a subject arc drawn together and entered 
into a public discourse. Accordingly, the representation of executions on stage can be 
said to have informed - although not dictated - the reception of executions on the 
scaffold, making the spectators aware of the performative qualities shared by both 
events. Dudley Carlton, for instance, describes the traitors of the Babbington plot as 
cactors ... ] on the stage, as use is at the end of the play', 
" a clear example of such an 
exchange. But the discourse facilitated by the public sphere works both ways and so the 
executions of real individuals must have affected the interpretation of the event on stage. 
It is for this reason that contemporary audiences may have viewed the plays of Philotas 
and The Conspirag and Trage, # of Garles Duke of Bjron as a continuing discourse on the 
execution of the Earl of Essex, and the play of Barnavelt as a comment on the death of Sir 
Walter Ralegh. 
The concept of the public sphere holds an additional significance for our 
understanding of contemporary audiences and performance through the openness 
inherent in its form. For the public sphere to be formed the places of discourse must 
exist in public space, they must be accessible to the public. Although the public sphere is 
itself an abstract space, the venues of which it is comprised are initially formed 'on the 
street), 36 where the negotiations of meaning are open to all those that have access to the 
event and are willing to contribute to the discussion. Consequently, the process of 
exchange within a public sphere has a levelling effect on its members. Once in the public 
domain a subject is open to all for discussion, as indicated in the following extract from 
Gbismonda- 
35 M. Smith (1992), p. 220. 
36 Hannay, p. 36. For Habermas this starting point was the eighteenth-century coffeehouse. As Hannay 
notes, 'although not just anyone could drop in to the coffee-house, it required no invitation to do so. 
Anyone with the will, education and interest could enter in order to join in conversation' (pp. 36-37). 
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Gabriello 
Will you know in brief or at large? 
In public or private? 
Tancred 
The court should be a sanctuary to the King, 
And his servants' ears their sovereign's cabinet 
'r enclose his secrets in, until he please 
To have them brought to light and objected 
Unto the world's wide view and open censure. 37 
A performative event's audience has an equal right to contribute to the creative discourse 
and influence the establishment of performance conventions and content. It is perhaps 
for this reason that we are presented with the development of the anti-masque in the 
Lord Mayor's Show, Heywood merely responding to the interests expressed by 'the 
31 throng, who come rather to see then to hear'. 
However, the extent to which a contemporary audience member could contribute 
was not necessarily proportional. The Induction to Bartholomew Fair, for example, turns 
the right to discourse into a commodity: 
It shall be lawful for any man to judge his six pennorth, his twelve 
penn'orth, so to his eighteen pence, two shillings, half a crown, to the 
value of his place. 39 
In this situation, the right to engage in a public discussion of the art is restricted by the 
price of the seat. Although it is true that anyone could sit in these places, irrespective of 
social status, the cost was prohibitive and so a hierarchy of debate was clearly active in 
the contemporary theatre. In this instance, access to the public sphere was clearly not as 
open as at a public execution, yet frequent attempts by playwrights to enforce these 
conditions of censure, imply that audiences were constantly breaching the restrictions 
placed upon them through the control of public space, in an effort to access the network 
37 Ghismondw A Seventeenth-Centug TraTei! y, ed. by Herbert G. Wright (Manchester: NfUP, 1944), Act 4.1-397 
(p. 162). 
38 Thomas Heywood, Lon&ni Emporia: or, London ý Merratura (London, 1633), B3v. 
39 Bartholomew Fair, Induction, p. 11. 
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of the public sphere. 
10.3 Audiences and Public Space 
If performance is dependent on an audience, then it is also constituted through its 
relationship with space. just as an event's publicity amplifies the performative elements 
of the text, these elements 'become meaningfill only when situated in the given 
[presentational] space'. ' In this section I am going to widen my discussion on publicness 
by engaging with the theories of Henri Lefebvre whose work reinforces notions of place 
and space as examined in this thesis. As with performance, the interpretation of space is 
written by its public, which indicates a multiplicity of meanings that can shift and change 
over time. In order to explore concepts of spatialisation, Lefebvre proposes a threefold 
dialectic of space: ipatialpracticar, representations ofspace, and representational space. 
Spatial practices are related to everyday experience; they delineate the behaviour 
appropriate to a particular environment. Eventually they 'are concretised in the built 
environment and sedimented in the landscape. [ ... ] Pley] become resources for social 
action as contexts: they provide a mise-en-scMe which suggests the appropriateness of 
actions and, where these are ritualised, particular roles'. 41 Representations of space arc 
uniformly re-occurring concepts of ideahsed space and are the most dominant notion of 
space in society as they respond to a perceived need by the public. They are the spaces 
of 'scientists, planners, urbanists [ ... ] all of whom identify what is lived and what is 
perceived with what is conceived'. 42 Although a 'lived' space they are also a simulacrum 
of the ideals that space is conceived to represent. Spaces of rePresentation, on the other 
hand, are discursive spheres that offer 're-coded and even dc-coded versions of lived 
' McAuley, p. 8. 41 Rob Shields, Places on the Margin: Allemative Geo 42 Lefebvre, p. 38. 
graphies ofModernity (London: Routlcdge, 1991), p. 53. 
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spatialisations, [and] veiled criticism of dominant social orders'. 43 It is a space of 
imagination that overlays the physical space with images and symbols, a 'play space', 41 
which disrupts the traditional understanding of that space. 'Through this category, the 
horizons of a given spatialization are greatly expanded, engulfing any esthetic or 
discursive mode that responds to and interacts with the particularized space, including art 
and literature. [ ... ] They are neither necessarily created at nor must they occur within a 
precise locale, though they react to it and offer alternative spatial visions'. 45 Lefebvre 
points out that these distinctions 'must, however, be handled with considerable caution. 
[ ... ] There is a danger of its introducing divisions and so defeating the object of the 
exercise, which is to rediscover the unity of the productive process"' - each notion of 
space acting on the other to varying degrees in order to construct a spatial identity. 
Intriguingly, when questioning whether theatre is a representation of space or a 
representational space, Lefebvre concludes that it is 'neither - and both': "' 
Theatrical space certainly implies a rrprrsentation ofpace - scenic space - 
. 
Pdon of space (that of classical corresponding to a particular conce 
drama, say - or the Elizabethan, or the Italian). The representational 
space, mediated yet directly experienced, which infuses the work and 
the moment, is established as such through the dramatic action itSelf. 48 
How then should we understand other performative events contemporary to the early 
modern stage - do they correspond with those spatial relationships evident in the 
theatre? Certainly, all of the events studied in this thesis take place in a public space, with 
established spatial practices. The publicness of the performance environments resulted in 
a widely perceived notion of the space's meaning by its audiences; there was a 
43 Shields, p. 54. 
44 Shields, p. 55. 
11 James M. Sutton, Maleria, 6#ng Space at an Eaijýh Modern Pro&V House: The CedIs at Theobolds, 1564-1607 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), p. 14. 
46 Lefebvre, p. 42. 
47 Lefebvre, p. 188. 
48 Ibid. 
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concretisation of cultural ideals and concerns in the landscape. Like the playhouse, they 
can at times be perceived as representations of space, where specific concepts of space 
overlaid the physical environment, yet all could be over-coded with alternative spatial 
discourses, often through the establishment of dramatic conventions. 
These alternative public environments also correspond with theatre in their 
relationship with the liminal space where the event is experienced and meaning is 
constructed - the space of performance/reception. For it is here that they become 
neither representational or representations of space. This performance/reception space 
exists in the: 
Interactions between gazes and mirages [reflections] in which actor, 
audience, 'characters, text, and author all come together but never 
become one. By means of such theatrical interplay bodies are able to 
pass from a 'real', immediately experienced space (the pit, the stage) to 
a perceived space -a third space which is no longer either scenic or 
public. At once fictitious and real, this third space is classical theatrical 
space. 49 
Although at no point do these other events develop a true 'theatrical' space, they are 
performances, so share a constructed 'third space' of experience. Consequently, 
audiences of contemporary public events appear to develop similar receptive practices, 
the constructed space of an event directly affecting a spectator's relationship with the 
performance. 
10.4 Audiences and Spatial Practices 
As mentioned above, the publicity of these performative events established a communal 
awareness of particular spatial practices, whilst the regular occurrence of similar audience 
structures and spatial relationships suggests a discourse of spatial practices flowing 
19 Lefebvre, p. 1 88. 
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between the performative events. Accordingly, I believe that, for the majority of 
occurrences where audiences actively engaged with a performance, this was a direct 
response to the spectators' perception of what was appropriate behaviour in that space, 
as dictated by concretised spatial practices. Because the performative events took place 
in public, the audience appears to have been encouraged to treat the space with a sense 
of ownership. It is for this reason that we find frequent reference to audiences adopting 
the entire environment as a spectator space, such as the chimney tops along a pageant 
route or the processional space itself, where 'no sooner had a passage been forced in one 
place than the crowd closed in at another'. " Indeed, the informal treatment of spectator 
space appears to have been very much the norm, with the audience moving unhindered 
during performances. Even in the more tightly controlled audience spaces there was 
some freedom of movement; Dekker's reference to 'all you gentle-folks (that walk i'th 
galleries)'" suggesting that some sense of this openness transferred to the playhouse, for 
example. 52 
There also appears to be a correlation between the publicness of an event and the 
level of audience interaction between performance and space. In those events where the 
presence of the public is more strictly regulated - theatre, baiting, tournaments, sermons 
and funerals (excluding the procession) - the audience interaction is limited by 
conventions of behaviour appropriate to such a control of space. The distance between 
performer and spectator is greater at these events than at pageants and football matches, 
for example. Although all of these public events contain a level of discourse, the 
So CSPV, XV, 61. 
51 Safiriomaxfix, I, Epilogue, 1.229. 
51 Tl-ýs movement was, of course, hn-ýited to each section (pit, galleries, boxes); to move freely between 
them involved a fee and it is unlikely that there was a reciprocal flow from the more expensive areas back 
down to the pit. Yet some movement must have been fairly common, to allow for the unobtrusive passage 
of prostitutes and pickpockets during performances. Moreover, much as at modem sporting grounds, food and drink was 'carried around the audience' (Platter, Thojournals Sf Two Travellers, p. 28), which surely 
would have disturbed the play unless there was a culture of free movement. It is likely, however, that for indoor performances limitations on space and the existence of natural breaks may have altered the distribution of refreshments, restricting some movement. 
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behaviour is amplified in the more public spaces, perhaps due to a greater sense of 
investment and, therefore, ownership of the event. The contests of wit between Tarlton 
and his audience, although homogenising, had less force than the mass response of the 
crowd to Elizabeth's pageant performances, for example, or the communal singing of the 
51" Psalm at an execution, and it appears to have become even less so as plays moved 
'towards the more illusionistic mode of the self-contained play"' and the selective 
audiences of the indoor 'private' playhouse. Nonetheless, for the majority of these 




Yet those events held in public spaces were still open to the restrictive spatial 
practices associated with society. Space is a social construct, so it follows that those 
cultural practices inherent in society would transfer to the space of public events. The 
influence of social hierarchies in the spatial practices of spectator space at performative 
events, for example, is fairly substantial. Despite the seemingly homogenous reactions of 
the crowd, the arrangement of these spaces was socio-fugal rather than socio-petal, and 
kept the audience physically apart. The desire to sit separately from the multitude can be 
seen in the significance placed on 'private' spaces such as a box or house at a pageant, the 
people 'striving by all means to get into Mercers', Silkinens', and Goldsmiths' houses', " 
as this afforded not only a good view, but also a personalised space away from the public. 
Although often based on economic, rather than class distinctions, the social status quo 
was largely upheld by this control of space. We are, therefore, presented with clear 
subdivisions of audience space at the majority of those performative events studied, a 
division of space that can be seen, to an even greater extent, in the sub-division of space 
53 Gurr (2000), p. 132. 
54 Iliomas Dekker, The Raven'. rAlmanac (1609), D3. 
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into public, private and court theatres. " 
With such a control of space, however, comes the spatial practice of audience 
marginalisation and the development of what Carnetti caUs the 'closed crowd': 
The closed crowd renounces growth and puts the stress on 
permanence. The first thing to be noticed about it is that it has a 
boundary. It establishes itself by accepting its limitation. It creates a 
space for itself which it will fill. [ ... ] The entrances to this space are 
limited in number, and only these entrances can be used; the boundary 
is respected whether it consists of stone, of solid wall, or of some 
special act of acceptance, or entrance fee. Even if there is an 
overflow, the important thing is always the dense crowd in the closed 
room; those standing outside do not really belong. 56 
If it is true that 'those standing outside do not really belong"' then it is important to ask 
what experience this marginalised audience received. Throughout the period there was a 
constant conflict between the primacy of visual or aural stimulus in English culture, to 
the point where one even had to choose between a religion for the ear and a religion for 
the eye. Significantly, despite the dominant Stuart and Laudian fascination with the 
visual, it was often those that occupied the marginal audience space that received a purely 
visual performance, the spectators on a roof at a pageant being an obvious example of 
this. Nonetheless, there were times when the marginalised audience was only able to 
hear an event, such as those members of a funeral procession who were not part of the 
congregation and had to wait outside the church. To be marginalised, therefore, was to 
be denied a set of signs for interpreting the event. Although this thesis employs the term 
audience and spectator fairly flexibly, if we were to apply them rigidly to each event, 
based on the primacy of hearing or seeing, we would say that football, for example, had a 
spectatorship rather than an audience, whereas a sermon had an audience rather than a 
55 The substantial ornission here is football spectator space. It is likely that audience members were 
positioned in relation to the game either on horseback or on foot, but there is such little extant evidence it 
is difficult to draw any conclusions regarding hierarchical spatial practices and the folk game. 
5' Cametti, p. 17. 
57 Op. Cit. 
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spcctatorship. To deny a football spectator sight of the game would be to marginalise 
that individual. Yet the majority of events in this study rely on both sign systems to 
develop meaning as a whole, so if one system is denied to an audience member due to 
their position in the space, then we can still say that they are marginaliscd. 
However, Heywood states that the multitude were only interested in 
performances that 'pleaseth the eye', 58 which suggests that their expectations would still 
have been met even were the audience denied access to the aural signs of the pageant. 
Despite complicating notions of marginalisation, such a response can perhaps be read as 
the effect of spatial practices on the construction of an audience's horizon of 
expectations. By consistently being forced to adopt a space that is dominated by the 
visual, tastes becomes concretised and alternative interpretive strategies are developed to 
match these expectations. To be marginalised in a public space, therefore, was not 
necessarily to be denied the enjoyment of a text, but it was to be set aside from the 
dominant interpretation of the event. One is not only physically separated from the 
interpretive strategies of one's peers, but subsequently from that interpretive community 
and, arguably, from the right to contribute to the public sphere. 
10.5 Private Space and the Performative Event 
But what of those events that took place in private? Throughout this thesis I have 
focused on the audiences of public events but I now intend to finish with a few closing 
ideas on notions of audiences and private performative events. Across the early modern 
period we can see a movement towards a more private constitution of space and 
experience. Throughout this era houses began to be configured around the notion of 
privacy, with areas being divided between private chambers and areas of communal 
51 Lon&ni Speculum; or, London's Mirror, IV, 312. 
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access. Public funerals also began to go into decline during the Stuart age, with private 
funerals - free of the restrictions and costs set by the heralds - becoming more common. 
Theatrical performances too, saw the rise of the private playhouse, with its offering of an 
experience where you would not be 'choked I With the stench of garlic, nor be pasted I 
To the barmy jacket of a beer brewer'; " an alternative that became even more apparent 
when the adult companies replaced the children and performances became more 
comparable with the amphitheatre event. Yet, despite their framing as such, these spaces 
and events were not private to the extent that we understand the term today. Funerals, 
for example, maintained a strong communal element beneath the less ornate ceremony, 
with large state funerals continuing to this day. As James Knowles states: 
Privacy was not principally individual but famijUal Equally, to be 
private, to enter into the closet was a public statement. [ ... ] To be 
private is not simply to be alone [ ... ] being private 
is an announced 
state, an 'inescapably public'gesture of withdrawal. 60 
It is this apparent contradiction in the term that allows Essex to consider his execution as 
being carried out in 'so private a manner', " despite the presence of over a hundred 
people. His execution was a withdrawal from the public gaze 'lest the acclamation of the 
people might have been a temptation unto him', 62 but it was not a private event. 
Probably the closest a space got to true privacy during the period was the closet - 
a produced space strongly associated with devotion, transaction and reception. 
According to Knowles, 'the early modem closet was a gendered space, being the inner 
room, or innermost room of the lord or lady's suite of rooms, a place for retirement 
59 Jack Drums Entertainment, 111,234. 
' James Knowles, "'Infmite Riches in a Uttle Room": Marlowe and the Aesthetics of the Closet', in 
Renairsance Configurations. VviceslBo&eslSpaces, 1580-1690, ed. by Gordon McMullen (New York: Palgrave, 
1998), pp. 3-29 (p. 10). 
61 CSPD, V: 1598-1601,594. 
62 Ibid. 
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from public gaze'. " Accordingly, its function was dependent on the owner, the closet of 
a man being a place of non-public business, whilst a woman's closet a place for solitary 
devotion. As a sight for prayer, to enter the space of the closet was a highly publicised 
act, as Marta Straznicky indicates, 'secret prayer may require physical seclusion [ ... I but it 
is also conceived as an open performance of faith'. " It is not surprising, therefore, that 
such a performative act led to the use of theatrical metaphors. In The Englisb 
Gentlewoman, for example, Richard Brathwait advises the reader to 'make then your 
chamber your private theatre, wherein you may act some devote scene to God's 
honour'. '5 Although there is no audience present, these acted scenes of devotion were 
witnessed by God, and were to be performed 'with as much reverence as if you were 
before others'. "' Even in private, therefore, performance was conceived within a 
network of publicness. 
Although no theatrical performances took place within the closet, both male and 
female space was frequently produced as a place for reading and, very often, the reading 
of dramatic texts. As suggested above, the audiences - or readers - of contemporary 
publications were a mass audience, in so far as they differed from the simple audiences of 
public events. The interaction between the receiver and the text is largely privatised and 
domesticated, and the ritualistic and ceremonial elements are subdued. 67 It is perhaps for 
this reason that Williarn Prynne deemed reading a play acceptable, for when a man reads 
a play: 
11 Knowles, p. 9. 
64 Marta Straznicky, Privag, Phyma&, % and Wlemenr Closet Drama, 1550-1700 (Cambridge: CUP, 2004), 
p. 115. 
65 Richard Brathwait, The El 
, glish 
Gentlewoman (London, 1631), p. 48. 
Oliver Heywood, Closer-Pra 
, yer a 
Chrisdan Duty (London, 167 1), p. 84. 
67 The receptive process of the mass audience is far from without some aspects of ritual, however. After all 
there are 'elements of ceremony attach[ed] to reading a newspaper in the moming' (Abercrombie and 
Longhurst, p. 67), for example, just as there appears to have been a common practice of reading shortly 
before bed during the early modem period. See Sasha Roberts, 'Shakespeare "Creepes into the Womens 
Closets about Bedtime": Women Reading in a Room of Their Own', in Renaiýsanv Colifigmradons. 
Voicesl&&OlSpaces, 1580-1690, pp. 30-63 (p. 37). 
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He ever wants that viva voce, that flexanimous rhetorical Stage- 
elocution, that lively action and representation of the Players 
themselves which put life and vigor into these their Interludes, and 
make them pierce more deeply into the Spectators' eyes, their ears and 
lewd affectionS. 68 
Marta Strazriicky points out that, for Prynne, reading a play restores 'moral control over 
the theatrical illusion'; " one can 'pass by all obscene or amorous passages"O and interpret 
the text as desired, free from the influence of odier audience members. 
As with all places of reception, the space directly influences the experience of the 
performance or text. As Sasha Roberts suggests, 'privacy allowed for a range of reading 
experience not easily afforded in public habitats - above all devotional, melancholic [ ... ] 
and erotic. " The readership of a printed text, therefore, employed alternative 
interpretive strategies to those experiencing a performance text. To be a reader is to be 
solitary and to engage in interpretive strategies that produce more individual readings. 
Nonetheless, it is likely that, in the process of sitting in a closet and imagining the 
narrative, the reader partly approached the text through the way he or she had 
encountered plays before, conceiving the text in relation to the stage. Indeed,, it is 
possible to view the audience of a play or pageant text as just another interpretive 
community of a specific event. Although these receptive practices took place in private, 
the text itself was a public commodity - it existed in the public domain - and so, by 
participating in the text's wider interpretation, the reader joined its public and engaged in 
a public discourse as to its meaning. This act of play-reading became particularly 
significant during the Interregnum when all other forms of drama were censored. 'In 
such circumstances, the published play, although it issues from a private scene of writing 
68 Prynne, pp. 930-31. 
69 Stfaznicky, p. 9. 
I Pfynne, p. 941. 
71 Roberts, p. 36. 
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and is addressed to a solitary reader, is rhetorically constructed as a public performance 
and the very act of reading is a political resistance'. " 
I began this conclusion with the suggestion that all of the performative events 
studied in this thesis were unified through their publicness and that it was this publicity 
that informed the performative elements of the texts and the receptive practices of their 
audience. It seems that for the early modern period, however, it is very hard to conceive 
of an event that was not in some way configured in relation to publicness. Even 'private' 
devotions to God or play readings in a closet entered into a wider public discourse. If a 
performance did remain outside of the public domain and refused to enter into a public 
discourse then it was often viewed upon with suspicion. " True privacy was configured 
within notions of secrecy and deceit, for it was widely acknowledged that 'there is no art 
I To tell the mind's construction in the face'. "' If there was no audience there could be 
no scrutiny of the outward or inward truth of the performer, and it is perhaps significant 
that private devotion was always to be carried out as if in public, for to perform such acts 
differently in secret could be a sign of popery and sedition. It is for a similar reason that 
importance was placed on the publicness of an execution, the public's horizons of 
expectation demanded that it was 'transacted, not in secret hugger-mugger, but openly, 
and as it were upon the stage, "' for then the actions of the state were seen to be an 
articulation of justice and not oppression. To avoid subjecting such events to scrutiny 
was to marginalise the event and its potential audience from the public sphere. It is in 
the abstract space of the public sphere, which encompassed both public events and those 
consumed privately, that the transfer of audience reception practices arguably took place. 
72 Straznicky, p. 15. 
71 For an interesting discussion on the interiority of thought see Katherine Eisaman Maus, 'Inwardness and 
Ileatre in the English Renaissance' (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995) pp. 1-34. 
74 William Shakespeare, Marbetb, ed. by Kenneth Muir, Arden Shakespeare 3rd Series (London: Methuen, 
1951; repr. Walton-on-Ilames: lbomas Nelson and Sons, 1997), 1.4.11. 
75 Widdrington, p. 8. 
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Indeed, such discourse can be seen as the gradual concretising of spatial practices in the 
liminal space of reception. The early modem audience, therefore, was positioned within 
a period of flux, during which the practices of reception were at once being disseminated, 
appropriated and formalised within the rich network of performative events that 
inhabited London. London was both stage and auditorium, its publicness amplifying the 
performance contained within it, offering new receptive discourses that travelled from 
event to event within the public sphere and concretised into a multiplicity of horizons of 
expectation. As Alastair Hannay states: 
Public space offers itself as an area where individuals may form 
audiences (in fact innumerable audiences of publics) [ ... ]. Public space is a space of player-audience opportunities, and as one would expect 
of this particular relationsl-ýip, it is a space that is heavily biased in 
favour of the audienCe. 76 
76 Hannay, p. 82. 
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